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QUESTION ON NOTICE

WRONGS (PUBLIC CONTRACTS)
ACT

Does the Government intend moving for the repeal
of the Wrongs (Public Contracts) Act 1981?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-The answer supThe Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN plied by the Premier is:
(Western Province) asked the Minister for
This matter has not yet been considered by the
Industrial Affairs, for the Premier:
Government.
(Question No. 117)

Joint Sitting of the
Legislative
Council and the Legislative
Assembly
Wednesday, 23 March 1983

the purpose by members present at the sitting. The first procedure, therefore, will be
the adoption of the rules.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Mr President, I
desire to submit rules of procedure, which
are in the hands of honourable members,
and I accordingly move:
That these rules be the rules of procedure for this
joint sitting.

COUNCIL OF LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the OpposiA joint sitting of the Legislative Council tion)-I second the motion.
and the Legislative Assembly was held this
The motion was agreed to.
day in the Legislative Assembly Chamber
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimto elect members to be recommended for wade)-The rules having been adopted, I
appointment to the Council of the La Trobe am now prepared to receive proposals from
University.
honourable members with regard to three
Honourable members of both Houses as- members to be recommended for appointment to the Council of the La Trobe
sembled at 6 p.m.
University.
The CLERK-Before proceeding with the
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I propose:
business of this joint sitting, it will be necessary to appoint a President of the joint
That Carl Kirkwood, Esquire, M.P., Donald Neville
sitting.
Saltmarsh, Esquire, M.P., and Milton Stanley Whiting,
Esquire, M.P., be recommended for appointment to
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:

the Council of the La Trobe University.

That the Honourable Frederick Sheppard Grimwade, M.L.C., President of the Legislative Council, be
appointed President of this joint sitting.

Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-I thank honourable members of
both Houses for the honour they have conferred upon me in electing me to be President of the joint sitting. I draw the attention
of honourable members to the extracts from
the La Trobe University Act 1964 which
have been circulated. It will be noted that
the Act requires that the joint sitting be conducted in accordance with rules adopted for
Session 1983-79

They are willing to be recommended for
appointment if chosen.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I second the proposal.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Are there any further proposals?
As there are only three members proposed, I declare that Carl Kirkwood, Esquire, M.P., Donald Neville Saltmarsh,
Esquire, M.P., and Milton Stanley Whiting,
Esquire, M.P., have been chosen to be recommended for appointment to the Council
of the La Trobe University.
I declare the joint sitting closed.
The proceedings terminated at 6.5 p.m.
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Tuesday, 29 March 1983
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 5.3 p.m. and read the
prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

VICTORIAN DAIRY INDUSTRY
AUTHORITY

Questions without Notice
RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province)-I address a question to the
Leader of the Government in his capacity as
the Minister of Labour and Industry. It has
been brought to my attention that operators
of amusement parlours are having difficulty
in obtaining public risk insurance. Can the
Minister inform the House what is being
done in this regard?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister of Labour and Industry)-A
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern number of difficulties have arisen in respect
Province)- I ask the Minister of Agriculture of public risk insurance for operators of
a question arising from his Ministerial state- merry-go-round-type amusements. This
ment to the House last week. Can the matter has been raised with the Governhonourable gentleman explain to the House ment by Mr Des Whittingslow of the
precisely how the degree of involvement of Victorian Showmens Guild. As a result, I
management staff in policy development have sought urgent advice from the Insurwithin the Victorian Dairy Industry Auth- ance Commissioner on the type of public
ority "has led to difficulty In delegation and risk insurance available both in Australia
staff succession planning", giving some and overseas for this type of activity. I still
await a report. If the report is unsatisfactory,
practical examples?
I shall put proposals to Cabinet to ensure
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- that the Victorian public is provided with
culture)-Mr Hunt would undoubtedly adequate insurance and financial safeguards
have read the report of the review in relation to rides and amusements.
committee which indicated that no clear
delegations of authority were given. I shall
In this regard, there is another contradicendeavour to obtain specific examples tion that the Government inherited from
which will no doubt satisfy him.
the former Government. Again a Government department attests to the alleged
safety of a particular amusement and issues
GRAIN ELEVATORS BOARD
a certificate accordingly, but the insurance
.' The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western industry does not readily make insurance
Province)-I ask the Minister of Agriculture available. Those matters are currently
whether he is advertising for applicants to under active consideration and I hope they
fill the position of Chairman of the Grain will be resolved to everyone's satisfaction,
Elevators Board in Victoria. As the respon- particularly to the satisfaction of members
sibilities of the board are specific to the of the public.
grain industry, will the Minister assure the
House that the person he chooses to be
chairman of the board will be a grain grower
WY YANG POWER STATION
from within the industry in this State?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of AgriProvince)
- I refer the Minister for Minerals
culture)-It is true that we are advertising and Energy
to the headline in today's Age,
the position of Chairman of the Grain "Loy Yang bill
trebles", and particularly to
Elevators Board, to obtain applicants who
the
criticism
in
the same article of the
will be the most capable people to carry out committee of review
set up by the present
the duties of chairman. I can give no guarGovernment
under
the
chairmanship of Dr
antee that the chairman will be a grain Peter Sheehan, which read
in part:
grower or the nominee of the Grains Council, but I can assure Mr Dunn that the person
There was need for a major industrial relations
appointed will be the one considered most initiative because some practices that were embodied
suitable for the position.
in the agreements added to the real-

Questions without Notice
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The PRESIDENT (the Hon'. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! The honourable member
should ask his question and then, if it is
necessary, give supplementary information.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I refer to the
supplementary information alluded to. My
question to the Minister is: Has the Government attempted to quantify the contribution to what the Age directly described as a
"$3480 million blow-out" that may be attributable to the site agreement negotiated by
the Minister for Industrial Affairs and his
Industrial Relations Task Force, and also to
demarcation disputes? In the light of this
disturbing information that the cost estimate of the Loy Yang power station will
now be in the order of $5120 million, what
steps is the Government taking to contain
the cost?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-According to
preliminary estimates set in 1976-and they
were only preliminary estimates-the cost
at that time was to be approximately $1600
million. Throughout the time that the Labor
Party was in opposition following 1?76 and
in its early period of Government, It made
attempts to find out what the costs were. I
did not intend to pursue a policy of endeavouring to establish in any sort of detail
who was responsible for the increase in the
escalation of the costs until such time as I
found out in any definitive form what the
costs were-which are, as the honourable
member pointed out, of the order of $5200
million.

out a management review which I foreshadow will result in significant chan~es to
the top management of the co~mlssion
coinciding with a number of retIrements
about to occur due to the fact that some
members of the senior management staff
are reaching retirement age. In addition, to
ensure that the project at Loy Yang remains
competitive-and that is a pre-condition of
ensuring that there is job continuity for both
the construction work force and those who
will ultimately operate and maintain the
power station-the Government, in conjunction with the comm~ssion. an.d t~e
unions, has set out to estabhsh objectIves In
respect of the cost of construction, the cost
of operations, maintenance and plan~ availability. At 3 p.m. yesterday, the PremIer, the
Treasurer, the Minister for Industrial Relations, the Minister for Employment and
Training and I put the issue candidly,
openly and frankly to the unions and sought
their response, as was previously done with
the State Electricity Commission.

In order to ensure that that will be the
case, the Government has taken steps, in
conjunction with the commission, to carry

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)- The track has not already gone.
That motor bike track was established-

In order to secure employment opportunities for the work force in the Latrobe
Valley, that is, work which is ofa construction nature, or that is of an operational or
maintenance nature, and in order to secure
job opportunities in those industries in
Victoria that are dependent on brown coal
generated electricity to expand in this State,
and for those that may wish to set up industry in this State, the Government has set
what it believes to be realistic and achievable targets which, in co-operation with
those elements I mentioned earlier, it
believes will be achieved, with a view to
If anyone is to be held accountable for the ensuring that competitive tariffs a~e
situation that now exists, it is clearly the retained for the whole range of consumers In
previous Government for its lack of this State.
scrutiny over the project. The issue before
the community today is that, over its 60MOTOR BIKE TRACK AT BULLA
year history, the State Electricity Commission has had a record of being able to
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
convert brown coal into electricity at prices Province)-Does the Minister for Planning
comparable with those of interstate and intend to honour the promise he made last
overseas generators of electricity. In respect year that he would close the motor bike
of Loy Yang, the Government needs to track at Logans Road, Bulla, by 31 March
ensure that the State Electricity Commis- this year?
sion continues to be able to generate elecThe Hon. B. A. Chamberlain - According
tricity from brown coal, and remains
to his department, it is already gone.
competitive.
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illegally, as this House knows-some time
ago. It was established in good faith by Mr
McLaughlin on a property owned by a
woman who was happy for him to run a
motor bike track there at the time. The area
is zoned conservation A and that use is
prohibited. However, I was sympathetic to
that use, unlike honourable members opposite who, with Mr Chamberlain, the
Opposition's spokesman on conservation,
believed the motor bike riders ought not be
allowed to stay there. I was sympathetic
because Mr McLaughlin was doing a good
job with hundreds of young people in the
area, so I legalized the use of that land until
31 March this year.
Since then, I have consistently let it be
known to Mr McLaughlin, to the Shire of
Bulla and to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works that that date would not
alter. I met with Mr McLaughlin, some of
his young supporters and parents of bike
riders last week, and they understand the
position. The Government is sympathetic
to their position and that of other young
people who wish to ride motor bikes.
Cabinet has asked me, as Minister for Planning, to consider possible sites around the
metropolitan area and just beyond the
metropolitan area which may be suitable for
the development of tracks so that young
people can safely ride motor bikes under
good tuition and under the control of people
like Mr McLaughlin.

Questions without Notice

SHEARERS' STRIKE
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-No doubt the
Minister of Agriculture is aware of the
current shearers' strike about wide and
narrow combs. It is causing hardship to the
farming industry and sheep are dying
because they are In full wool and cannot be
shorn. Added problems will occur with the
lambing of sheep in full wool. In view of the
circumstances in the industry as a result of
the drought and other problems, I ask the
Minister what the Government is doing
about the strike.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-Mr Granter is demonstrating his
lack of knowledge of the grazing industry. I
point out to him that last week thousands of
sheep died because they had recently been
shorn and were affected by the adverse
weather conditions. I have not heard reports
of heavily wooled sheep suffering that fate. I
do not believe the situation is as critical as
the honourable member implies. The
Government will do all it can to bring about
a solution between the parties to the
dispute. I will not express a point of view
because it is an industrial matter, but I will
endeavour to ensure that it is settled satisfactorily.
DINNER PLAIN PROJECT

I have been looking for a specific site for
Mr McLaughlin. The Board of Works
isolated ten such sites. Two seemed to be
good possibilities and one is now under
consideration for his use. There will be an
interim during which he will be unable to
operate until such time as a suitable site is
available, and that may take a month or
two. He is assured that the Government
supports what he is trying to do and does not
want young people to illegally ride motor
bikes on highways, endangering themselves
and others. I persist in the view that that
attitude should be supported and that
proper sites should be made available.

The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province) - I refer the Minister for Planning
to the Dinner Plain development on Mount
Hotham which, I understand, is a major
development involving some 2000 beds.
Concern is being expressed on the matter,
both in the press and by individuals. Will
the Minister inform the House whether a
number of Government agencies-including the State Electricity Commission, the
Country Roads Board, the Health Commission and the Fisheries and Wildlife Division - have expressed concern on the issue;
have those concerns been satisfactorily
resolved, and is the project now proceeding
along sound lines?

Mr McLaughlin will have left the site by
31 March and I understand that he will
undertake repair work to the site after he has
left to ensure that it is restored to its original
condition.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)-There is a proposal to build a
ski village on private property-I stress that
because that is a misunderstanding many
people have had-at Dinner Plain which is

Questions without Notice

11 miles from Omeo. It is correct that when
the amendment to the planning scheme was
exhibited, it was exhibited at the same time
as an environmental effects statement.
Some days ago, a report in the Age newspaper indicated that a number of submissions had been made and that some criticisms were made by Government agencies.
Unfortunately, the reporter failed to indicate that the proper processes had been
followed. In other words, the news item
made it look as though the complaints were
made and that I had intervened, considered
the matter and made a decision. Proper
hearings were held and both agencies and
private individuals made submissions. I am
not saying that the development was not
controversial in some respects. However, I
indicate that there was an erroneous suggestion in the Age article that the public purse
would be put to major expense in this
respect.
As the incoming Minister for Planning, I
inherited the project, which was already
well advanced when the Labor Government
assumed office. I acknowledge that the
developers will sign and have signed agreements and will meet all servicing costs
including the provision of electricity, roadmaking between Dinner Plain and Mount
Hotham and other supply and servicing
networks. That was not stated clearly in the
article and I regret that because the developers have signed and agreed to arrangements
of that kind.
The proper procedures were adopted.
Some people were critical of the proposals
and some people still are critical. I have
reduced the size of the project from 4000
beds to 2000 because I believe that to be a
more suitable size for the site. The matter
has been properly resolved in a planning
sense and I believe the developers intend to
begin work at the end of the forthcoming ski
season.
SHOP TRADING HOURS
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley
Province)-Has the Minister of Labour and
Industry received a report from the Ministerial advisory committee on shop trading
hours? If not, when is the report expected
and, if so, when will it be made available?
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The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister of Labour and Industry)-The
answer to the first part of the question is,
"Yes". I have received an interim report
from the advisory committee, which will be
presented to Cabinet at its next meeting.
The report will no doubt be considered by
the Government at Cabinet level and
following that it will be my intention that
the subject-matter of the report will be
made available to the public generally.
DINNER PLAIN PROJECT
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-My question to the Minister
for Planning follows the question asked by
Mr Evans. Will the Minister make available
to the House the files of the Ministry for
Conservation and the Ministry for Planning
concerning the Dinner Plain project?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)-The freedom of information
legislation makes it possible for the honourable member to seek access to the files of
both Ministries if he so desires. Other
people have done so. I do not believe it is
necessary to make the files available to the
House. The legislation introduced by the
Labor Government made this possible and
it can be arranged through the proper
channels.
TOURIST REGIONS
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I direct a question to
the Leader of the House in his capacity as
acting for the Minister responsible for
tourism. I refer again to the inquiry
conducted into regional tourism. I understand from the Minister that the report of
the inquiry was received before Christmas.
Is the Minister aware of the disquiet within
tourist regions because they have not been
informed of the future of regional tourism?
They have heard that the number of regions
will be reduced from eleven to four. Will the
Minister advise on the situation?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)- The
answer, in short, is, "No."
I am not in a position to inform the House
on that matter but, because I share Mr
Wright's interest in the matter, I will raise it
with the appropriate Minister and give him
an answer.
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CATTLE GRAZING
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne
Province)-Recent press reports seem to
indicate that the Government may be
considering reviewing cattle grazing in the
alpine high plains country. Can the Minister
for Conservation inform the House whether
this is to be the case?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The Government accepted
the decision made by the previous Government in regard to the phasing out of cattle
grazing in the alpine high country and
accepted a ten-year phase-out period. If I
remember correctly, that began in 1981.
However, I recently attended a meeting of
the mountain cattlemen. Mr President, I
believe you were also present at that meeting, as were other members of this House,
where a strong request was made for the
Government to once again review that
matter.
I have not agreed to alter the phase-out
period. However, I have agreed to meet
representatives of the mountain cattlemen
in a few weeks' time to talk about the issue. I
have also agreed to go with them and risk
riding a horse across that country and hear
their case on grazing cattle in the high country. It is only proper that I should do so.
I issue an invitation to other honourable
members who may wish to come riding to
do so some time in the spring as it would be
well worth our while as members of Parliament to view the whole issue at first hand
and hear both sides. I intend to do that.
I have told the cattlemen that on the basis
on their visit to me and on the basis of my
visit to the high country, and after consultation with officers of the Ministry, I will
review the decision.
ELECTION CAMPAIGN
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-The Minister of Agriculture will
be aware that his secretary, Mr Philip
Staindl, was campaign manager for Mr
Barry Cunningham at the last Federal election. Will the Minister assure the House that
Mr Staindl did not devote any of his time to
that election campaign during working
hours and, if he did, did the Government
make any deductions from Mr Staindl's
salary?

Petitions

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture) - It is correct that Mr Staindl was
the successful campaign director for the reelection of the honourable member for
McMillan, for which the services of Mr
Staindl have been greatly appreciated.
It is a fact that he took leave from his
position as my private secretary in order to
carry out those duties.
ABSENCE OF MEMBER
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs) (By leave)Might I indicate that my collea$ue, Mr Clive
Butler, the Government WhIP, is unfortunately absent due to being ill and requiring hospitalization. Honourable members
may be interested to know that he is in the
Alfred Hospital. I understand that it is
expected he will be discharged from hospital
a week or so after Easter.
PRINTING COMMITTEE
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave,
I move:
That the Printing Committee have power(a) to send for persons, papers and records; and
(b) to confer with the Printing Committee of the
Legislative Assembly and to jointly report
thereon to the House.

The motion was agreed to.
PETITIONS
Hotel trading hours
.The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that
action be taken to prevent the extension of
hotel trading hours on Sundays. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 124 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
Firearms legislation
The H~n. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) presented a petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the passage of firearms registration
legislation be denied or that such legislation
be restricted to the terms of the Government's election promises and that the

Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill

commitment to consultation with representatives of shooting organizations be
honoured. He stated that the petition was
respectfully worded, in order, and bore
fifteen signatures.
It was' ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.
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This Bill extends the no-fault motor accident insurance scheme to Victorians travelling interstate. It implements a commitment given in Parliament during 1981 that,
when in government, we would legislate to
ensure that Victorians could receive the
benefits of the no-fault motor accident
insurance scheme wherever they travelled
in Victorian registered motor cars.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
The no-fault insurance scheme, which
was created by the Motor Accidents Act
Freeway speed limits
1973, is a major piece of praiseworthy social
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia legislation.
It provides compensation in the
Province) presented a report from the Social form of payments
for loss of earning capaDevelopment Committee on freeway speed city and for hospital,
medical and like
limits, together with an appendix and expenses which are incurred
as a result of
minutes of evidence.
.
injuries suffered in motor accidents. Since
It was ordered that they be laid on the the scheme commenced in 1974, more than
table, and that the report and appendix be 320 000 applications for assistance have
printed.
been received by the Motor Accidents
On the motion of the Hon. A. J. HUNT Board and benefits in the vicinity of $250
(South Eastern Province), it was ordered million have been paid. The benefits are
that the report be taken into consideration paid without regard to the fault of the drivers involved and are funded by car owners
on the next day of meeting.
through their compulsory third-party insurance premiums.
PAPERS
The aim of the scheme is to minimize the
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament, tragic consequences of motor accidents for
accident victims and their families. As such,
were laid on the table by the Clerk:
Dental Technicians Act 1972-Report of the this Government can find no justification
Advanced Dental Technicians Qualification Board for not extending the help provided inside
for the year 1981-82.
Victoria to those Victorians who are
Education Act 1958-Resumption of land at Bruns- involved in accidents outside Victoria.
wick-Certificate of the Minister of Education.
Victorian motorists have paid for the
Environment Protection Act 1970- Proposed Enbenefits.
They, therefore, should be entitled
vironment Protection (Motor Car Noise) (Amendto them wherever they travel. Third-party
ment) Regulations.
insurance coverage, for example, is availFilm Victoria-Report for the year 1981-82.
able wherever a Victorian car is driven. The
Motor Accidents Board-Report for the year 1981- same should apply in respect of the no-fault
82.
motor accident insurance which, as I have
Optometrists Registration Board - Report for the year mentioned, is funded by third-party insur1981-82.
ance premiums.
Statutory Rule under the Public Service Act 1974PSD No. 212.
I cannot comprehend why this anomaly
Victorian Nursing Council-Financial statement for was not removed by the previous Governthe year 1981-82.
ment. The present Government as part of its
On the motion of the Hon. A. J. HUNT review of compulsory third-party insurance
(South Eastern Province), it was ordered decided that we should act swiftly to
that the papers be taken into consideration remove this anomaly.
on the next day of meeting.
In Tasmania and the Northern Territory,
where similar schemes to our own no-fault
MOTOR ACCIDENTS
insurance scheme operate, the no-fault
(AMENDMENT) BILL
insurance scheme includes their residents
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU who are in motor cars registered in their
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:
home State or Territory and who are
involved in interstate accidents. That is,
That this Bill be now read a second time.
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their residents benefit from the scheme
regardless of where the accident occurred so
lon~ as they are in a motor car registered in
theIr State. Experience in Tasmania and the
Northern Territory has indeed shown that
this Australia-wide coverage is feasible.
They have, in fact, reported that they have
experienced little difficulty in the administration of this extended coverage.
Therefore, the question must be asked:
What are the difficulties which the former
Government alluded to in debates during
1981? I believe they in fact did not exist.
The former Government, despite its platitudes, did not have any intention of moving
to extend the coverage of the scheme to
Victorian motorists when they are travelling interstate. The Bill is yet another
example of the Government's intention to
carry out its promises to improve the
quality of life of Victorians. The Bill also
illustrates our intention of ridding Victorian
law of unnecessary and foolish anomalies,
many of which were created by our predecessors.
The benefits of the Bill are available,
potentially, to all Victorians. However, it
will be particularly appreciated by people
living in Victorian border areas who regularly drive their cars across the border in
theIr normal daily activities. Up to now, the
no-fault scheme has applied only to accidents in Victoria so that if, for example, they
were injured in Wodonga they were covered
but if they were injured in Albury they were
not. This is a crazy situation and the Bill will
remove it. Honourable members of this
place representing constituencies along the
River Murray and the South Australian
border will confirm the strong representations they have' made to previous Governments urging the change we now propose to
make.
The effect of the Bill will also be ofimportance to the many Victorians who
frequently travel interstate by motor vehicle
on business. Perhaps even more importantly, it will provide Motor Accidents
Board coverage to those thousands of
Victorian men, women and children who
travel outside this State in the family car on
holiday. They can have peace of mInd that
if, unfortunately, they are involved in a
motor accident they will be able to receive
assistance and payments from the Motor
Accidents Board.

Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill

Admittedly, and happily, the numbers
that the Bill will actually assist are not high
because the numbers of Victorians who are
injured in interstate accidents are, again
happily, low. That is no reason for this
Government to ignore the inequities of the
past. For the individuals concerned, the Bill
will be of major benefit. I believe the Bill
should play a significant role in helping
victims of interstate accidents recover from
their injuries and, as far as possible, return
to their pre-injury condition.
It should be noted that the Bill will guard
against the possibility ofa small minority of
unscrupulous people attempting to obtain
double compensation-once under our nofault scheme and once either under
common law, or, in Tasmania and the
Northern Territory, under a no-fault
scheme in the State where the accident
occurred. The Bill will also give the Motor
Accidents Board power to enter into reciprocal arrangements with other States that
have similar no-fault schemes, so that the
possibility of double recovery may be
further reduced.
Honourable members will be aware that
the Government introduced this Bill into
the Parliament last year during the spring
sessional period. It had been the intention of
the Government that the Bill would be
passed durin~ that sessional period so that
the many VIctorians travelling interstate
during the last Christmas holidays would be
covered by the no-fault motor accidents
scheme. To this end, discussions were held
with the Opposition in an attempt to secure
a speedy passage for the Bill prior to the end
of the sessional period. It was made quite
clear that the Government would be happy
to consider any minor amendments and the
Government made officers from the
Department of Labour and Industry and the
Motor Accidents Board available for
discussions on any queries the Opposition
may have had in relation to the Bill.
Despite all of this, the Opposition
advised that it would not guarantee the Bill
a speedy passage through Parliament and, as
a result, it was not possible for the Bill to be
passed during the spring sessional period.
Consequently, the Government announced,
at that time, that it would backdate the
amendments made by the Bill to 15
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December 1982, which was the last sitting
day of the spring sitting, so that Victorians
who travelled interstate during the Christmas holidays would have the protection of
the motor accidents scheme. The Bill has,
therefore, been amended in another place to
make its operation retrospective to 15
December 1982.
The Bill has also been amended to
remove a requirement that, in order for the
extended benefits conferred by the Bill to
apply, the Victorian registered car involved
in the accident must have been, at the time
of the accident, driven by a Victorian resident. The Opposition raised a query relating
to this requirement and the Government
gave it further consideration. The requirement had been imposed with a view to
ensuring that Victorian public money was
expended on incidents which had a sufficiently close nexus with the State of
Victoria.
However, following advice from the
Motor Accidents Board and having regard
to the fact that compulsory third-party
insurance policies, the premiums for which
fund the motor accidents scheme, cover
Victorian registered motor cars interstate
irrespective of the domicile of the driver,
the Government decided that this requirement should not be imposed.
Finally, the Bill has been amended by the
insertion of a new clause which makes clear
the original intention of the Government
that the amendments made by the Bill
would apply only to injuries or deaths
resulting from accidents occurring on or
after the date of commencement of the Bill,
which now will be 15 December 1982. The
Bill removes a significant anomaly which
has existed in the motor accidents scheme
for far too long. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. CLIVE BUBB
(Ballarat Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
MOTOR CAR (LEARNER DRIVERS)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from March 22)
on the motion of the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
(Minister of Forests) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
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The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-The purpose of the Bill, as set
out in the Minister's second-reading speech,
is to endeavour to give learner motor .
cyclists a reasonable degree of skill and
knowledge before they are allowed to ride in
traffic. In this way, it is hoped to reduce the
accident rate. That is a purpose with which
the Opposition totally concurs. It welcomes
the Bill and, at a later stage, might even
suggest some improvements.
There is no doubt that the number of
motor cyclists in Victoria is growing day by
day. To realize that that is so, one has only
to watch the number of vehicles leaving
Melbourne and proceeding along the
Princes Highway on a Sunday morning and
to observe how many of t~e have motor
cycles attached to them or· ttailers or in
the backs of utilities. Th y are speeding
themselves off to the coun , seeking a suitable area of land on which they can enjoy
their chosen form of recreation. I urge the
.Government, if at all possible, to make
Crown land available or to encourage
private individuals to make .land available
so that these motor cyclists can be kept off
the roads and can enjoy their recreation in
safety. I urge the Government to consider
encouraging membership of motor cycle
clubs because these clubs have a way of
enforcing their own ethics and do a wonderful job of helping young people-and many
older people, too-in their recreational
pursuits.
At present, in Victoria, in order to obtain
a motor car learner's permit, one must be
seventeen years of age and, during the life of
the permit, the permit holder must drive
with a licensed motor car driver alongside;
while a motor car learner driver is doing
that, he is carrying out a lawful pursuit.
However, potential motor cycle riders are in
a different situation. Without first receiving
any proper training, a young person can
purchase a motor cycle and almost immediately ride out into traffic. The former
Government endeavoured to restrict motor
cycle learner riders somewhat by providing
that a learner could not ride a motor cycle
with a capacity greater than 260 cubic centimetres, and that removed from learner
motor cycle riders the availability of very
powerful motor cycles.
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Under the Bill, to obtain a motor cycle
learner's permit, a person must first seek a
motor car learner's permit or, if a person has
a motor car licence or permit, that licence or
permit must be endorsed for a motor cycle
learner's permit. The Opposition questions
whether this is a proper way in which to
license motor cycle riders.
Anyone in the community should be able
to seek a motor cycle learner's permit on its
own. Under the provisions of the Bill, a
person wanting a motor cycle learner's
permit will have to pay fees for a motor car
learner's permit first and further fees for the
motor cycle permit and that is completely
unnecessary. It favours the motor car trade
to the detriment of the motor cycle industry.
Later, the Opposition will move an amendment to the Bill in order to overcome that
disparity.
It can be argued at some length whether a
person should be seventeen years and nine
months of age before he or she can obtain a
motor cycle learner's permit. I favour
seventeen years of age but even among my
colleagues there are differences of opinion. I
foreshadow that the Opposition will move
an amendment to the Bill on this issue.
The Opposition agrees wholeheartedly
and encourages a scheme whereby motor
cycle riders can be educated and given practical driving experience before riding motor
cycles on the road. However, I am gravely
concerned about whether this measure will
penalize country people.
For example, in Gippsland there are two
Transport Regulation Board offices, one at
Morwell and one at Bairnsdale. A person
who lives at Mallacoota, some 250 kilometres from Bairnsdale, and who wishes to
obtain a motor cycle learner's permit, will
need to travel to Bairnsdale in order to
obtain a certificate of competence as
provided under the provisions of the Bill,
which is to pass the basic riding skill and
written road law tests.
The HOD. W. R. Baxter-That is a great
imposition on country people.
The HOD. B. P. DUDD-How far away did
you say it was?
The HOD. R. J. LONG-It is 250 kilometres from Bairnsdale.
The HOD. B. P. DUDD-Learners do not
have to do that, though.

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill
The HOD. R. J. LONG-The Bill
provides permission for the board to excuse
a learner from attendance at a centre, but
there is no guarantee that the board will
excuse attendance. Sub-clauses (8) and (9) of
clause 7 empower the board to excuse attendance at these centres, but I do not know
how that will work in practice because,
surely, those people will have to obtain a
certificate of competence from somewhere.
The penalties which the Bill provides are
alarming. The penalty for riding without a
permit or a licence has been increased to a
minimum of $500 and a maximum of
$1500 and that is a savage increase. I ask
honourable members to bear in mind that
any honourable member could easily overlook applying for a renewal of a driver's
licence and would be shocked if in those
circumstances he or she incurred a minimum penalty of$500. That provision needs
to be re-examined.
I understand that each year there are
approximately 26 000 applicants for motor
cycle licences. I have grave doubts whether
by 1985 the Government will have set up
sufficient testing centres to handle such a
huge number of applicants. I seek an assurance that the Government will be able to
satisfy the requirements of those applicants.
I am concerned also at clause 7 (6) (a)
which sets out the information that the
board may require of an applicant and
includes the words, "and such other information as the Board reasonably requires".
That is a dragnet clause if ever I have read
one. I would like to know why that provision is in the Bill. What other information
would reasonably be required? I am always
suspicious of dragnet provisions. The clause
also states, inter alia, "together with such
evidence of those matters as the Board
reasonably requires". I do not know what
that provision refers to. It appears dangerous to me.
The other matter I raise relates to
proposed new section 23AA (4) contained in
clause 7 which provides that, in order to
obtain a motor cycle learner's permit, the
applicant must pass a test called a motor
cycle road craft test of the applicant's knowledge of the proper techniques for riding a
motor cycle. I would be happier if some
definition of those techniques were
provided. I ask the Minister to provide that
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definition and ask him why the dragnet
provision has been inserted in the Bill. With
those reservations, and subject to the
amendments the Opposition proposes to
move in the Committee stage, I indicate
that the Opposition supports the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)- For some time, people involved
in road safety have been deeply concerned
at the involvement of motor cycles in road
accidents. As a member of the Road Safety
Committee since 1970 until it was wound
up after the 1982 election of the Labor
Government, I inquired in depth into road
safety matters. In recent years, the
committee concentrated considerably on
problems involving motor cycles. Not only
are motor cycles being used more frequently
on the roads, but also a large number of
motor cyclists are being involved in accidents, together with a large percentage of
learner motor cyclists with learner permits.
The committee tried to tackle the problem with a whole range of measures. It
considered the compulsory wearing of crash
helmets, which was a basic and important
step, and a requirement that all motor
cyclists leave their headlights on, which has
basically been a voluntary measure but is
also important in making motor cyclists
more visible to other drivers on the road.
The committee also considered the clothing
of motor cyclists. Many of them wore black
gear on a black motor cycle at night or in
bad weather which made them difficult to
see. The committee considered recommending certain types of clothing and
reflectorized equipment on the sides of
motor cycles so that they could be seen
more easily going through intersections.
Five years ago, a learner motor cyclist could
enter a motor cycle shop in Elizabeth Street
and buy a 1000-cc motor cycle. A machine
of that power in the hands of a person who is
not experienced with motor cycles is a ticket
to death. The committee considered trying
to limit the size of motor cycles that people
can ride, particularly during the learning
and probationary periods. The proposed
legislation provides a 260-cc limitation for
learner motor cyclists. People may say that
is still too powerful for a learner. I have a
1~O-cc motor bike at home and that is
enough for me. I assure honourable
members that a lOO-cc motor bike can be
dangerous when one comes off and hits the
ground.
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The usual arguments have been advanced
claiming that a learner must buy a small
machine for the first year or so and must
then buy another motor cycle to reach whatever range he intends to ride. It has been put
forward that that proposal is unfair.
However, the provision in the Bill is reasonable. Learner motor cyclists should be
limited to machines of a certain capacity.
The Seventeenth Progress Report of the
Road Safety Committee dealt specifically
with need for training of motor cyclists. It
concerned the committee that a learner
motor cyclist is on his own on the road. A
learner motor car driver has someone
beside him or her in the vehicle.
In the second-reading speech, the
Minister indicated that the differences
between learner motor cyclists and learner
motor car drivers are significant in: accident
involvement. He said that motor cyclists
holding learner permits account for more
than 30 per cent of road casualties involving
motor cycles, whereas the comparable
figure for car drivers is less than 1 per cent.
One of the reasons for that is that the motor
cycle is a more dangerous machine and the
learner is unaccompanied on the road. I
certainly would not ride pillion with a
learner motor cyclist! In fact, I believe
motor cyclists are prevented from carrying
pillion passengers during the learner permit
period. Obviously, learner motor cyclists
are at risk. It has always been a common
joke that a motor cyclist applying for his
licence is told by the local policeman to go
around the block a couple of times and ifhe
is in one piece when he returns he will be
given a licence. That is the only test as there
is no way in which a motor cyclist's riding
capacity can be assessed. The whole system
of testing has been farcical. There has been
no actual test of competency in motor cycle
riding skills.
I consider that eventually the stage will be
reached in which motor car drivers will
undergo more training than they do at
present. It will take some time to include it
in our education system, but basic driving
skills need to be considered. Many schools
are now including driver training courses in
their programmes in which children are
taught the basics of handling a vehicle. The
degree of competency in handling motor
vehicles must then be considered. This
measure continues along that path only for
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motor cycles. It is a commendable move by
the Government and one that I strongly
support, as I did when I was a member of the
Road Safety Committee.

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill
Mr Wright represent will have training
facilities close to their place of residence.

The Hon. F. J. Granter- Mildura would
be a good place.

If the number of deaths and accidents
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Locations such
involving learner motor cyclists is to be
reduced in general, Parliament must be as Mildura, Horsham and Swan Hill would
looking towards improving the driving be ideal locations to train young learner
skills and abilities oflearners and they must motor cyclists.
be tested wherever possible to ensure that
I ask the Minister to clarify whether a
they have those skills before they are let motor cyclist must hold not only a motor
loose on the road to go out and maim them- cyclist learner's permit but also must hold a
selves, as 30 per cent in the learner riders' learner driver's permit. If that is so, it is
group do at present. That move is discriminatory because many young
commendable, but it will take considerable persons in the community today wish to use
time before it can be adopted across the only a motor cycle. There should be a proviState, which is another problem that the sion in the Bill whereby those persons can
committee encountered. This has probably hold a separate motor cycle learner's permit
been the factor that has stalled the introduc- without having to obtain a motor car
tion of the proposed legislation since the learner's permit. The Government should
committee's reports were tabled in the mid- consider issuing a separate learner's permit
1970s. There are not enough learner motor
cycle centres available for y'0ung motor for a motor cyclist.
cyclists to acquire the basic skIlls and to test
The issue of a separate permit for a motor
their confidence. Apart from a motor cycle cyclist has paid off in other countries. For
training facility at Shepparton and a few example, the Joint Select Committee on
other locations around the State, there are Road Safety received evidence concerning
only limited facilities available.
motor cyclists in Japan, where the use of
motor cycles is popular. The education and
In the explanatory second-reading training
of motor cyclists in Japan consists
speech, the Minister states:
ofa minimum 8 hours of training in an offIn order to implement the programme as quickly as street driving situation and 12 hours of
possible across the State with minimum inconvenience class-room lectures. A motor cyclist in
to learner permit applicants, three stages are planned.
The first will cover areas where centres can be set up Japan must undertake 20 hours of training
quickly, and be in operation by 31 March, 1983. It will to obtain a degree of competency on a motor
include three existin$ centres operated by the T AFE cycle. The graduation examination is
Colleges at Moorabbm, Preston and Shepparton, plus conducted on the off-street driving range
three new centres in the metropolitan area.
and, as the report states, whilst it is not
Perhaps the Minister could explain where possible to measure the benefits of this
those three new centres will be located in the scheme as other road accident counter
metropolitan area and what the cost will be measures have been introduced since 1970,
it is significant that in 1969 there were 2939
for each of those centres.
motor cyclist fatalities compared with 1909
The second stage of implementation will in 1974 during the period in which this
take place some time before the necessary programme has operated. That is a reducareas are covered. It is to be hoped that tion of 35 per cent in the annual number of
provision will be made to exempt learner motor cycle fatalities.
motor cyclists who do not reside within 40
The National Party supports the Bill. It is
kilometres ofa training facility. As Mr Long
stated, many young learner motor cyclists to be hoped that, if the Government is to
who reside in the country would have to effectively enforce the provisions of the Bill,
travel hundreds of kilometres to either it will provide money for the development
obtain basic training in the skills required or of these testing facilities for the developa test of basic riding skills. The 40-kilometre ment of motor car and motor cycle training
radius is sufficient and it will be some time at many schools throughout the State. If the
before young learner motor cyclists who Government does not do that, the Bill will
reside in the area that I and meet with only a limited degree of success. If
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the Government can achieve a higher level
of competency amongst learner motor
cyclists, that will have a significant impact
on the number of deaths and accidents that
are presently occurring amongst young
motor cyclists.
The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea
Province)-I join with the Leader of the
National Party in commending the Government for introducing the Bill, which is a
further manifestation of the capacity the
Government has to address basic
anomalies. The Government has a capacity,
which it has demonstrated in this Bill, to
ensure that motor cyclists are protected.
The Government should be congratulated.
The Bill is a further reflection of the fact
that the Government is not afraid to make
decisions, but to em brace them. The Bill is
aimed at reducing the casualty accident rate
of motor cyclists. All honourable members
will applaud the move. Ample statistics
were provided in the explanatory secondreading speech on the casualty accident rate
of motor cyclists and, therefore, I will not
repeat them.
Honourable members should be aware of
the present licensing system. At present,
only a written test and an eyesight test are
required before a person is permitted to ride
a motor cycle on the road. A person then
receives an "L" plate and, having ridden a
motor cycle with an "L" plate for twelve
months, that person receives a "P" plate.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn - If one is still
alive.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON - That interjection applies to both motor car drivers
and motor cyclists. However, motor cyclists
have the highest casualty accident rate on
the road. The Bill will go a long way towards
redressing that situation by ensuring that
those persons who do apply for a learner
permit will also have to pass a test that is
based on skill in road craft.
The tests will be conducted at a number of
centres situated throughout the State so that
not only city and metropolitan residents
will be able to partake of the tests, but also
all Victorians will be able to do so. That is a
further reflection of the stand the Government has taken because it is not only
concerned with metropolitan people but
also with the entire community.
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The former povernment can be criticized
for its inactivity in this area because, as has
been established by the Leader of the
National Party, a report by the Joint Select
Committee on Road Safety highlighted a
number of important points covering road
safety for motor cyclists. Indeed, the 1977
report of the committee recommended that
prospective motor cycle riders should be
required to attain a level of efficiency. The
Bill, when passed, will ensure that that level
of efficiency is obtained. The second point
draws attention to the fact that motor
cyclists can receive permits to drive on
highways with no training whatsoever. That
will no longer be the case under the provisions of the Bill. The third point of the
report states that anyone can purchase a
motor cycle of any capacity and ride the
streets.
The Bill is a reflection on what should
have been done long ago and of this
Government's capacity to look after
Victorians. The Goverment is addressing a
situation where laws should be made to
ensure the safety of all Victorians, not only
motor cycle drivers. Victoria now has a
Government that is prepared to look after
motor cycle drivers and other members of
the community. The Government should
be congratulated for redressing what should
have been done long ago.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I have enjoyed the privilege of
riding a motor cycle for a number of years
and I am pleased with the steps being taken
to bring greater protection to new motor
cyclists in the form of better training
facilities. It is important that particular
attention is paid to motor cyclists because
the fatality rate of motor cyclists is three
times higher than that of motor vehicle
drivers of comparable age.
It must be pointed out that it is far easier
to set up motor cycle training centres than it
is to set up driver training complexes which,
if they are to follow the pattern of the
complex at Shepparton, would require an
area of land between 20 to 25 acres. The
important part about the off-street training
of motor cycle riders is that it is comparatively compact. The complex could be
constructed on an area the equivalent offive
or six basketball courts.
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Training centres for motor cycle riders
should be the first step to expand motor
cycle rider training facilities. One must also
pay due recognition to the Motorcycle
Riders Association and the strong support it
has given in trying to get motor cycle training upgraded.
I have a letter dated 16 March which was
received by Mr John Delzoppo, the honourable member for Narracan, from the Motorcycle Riders Association, which states:
The MRA supports the introduction of the skill test
for learner permit applicants and the promotion of
both Government and commercial driving schools.

The association indicates its disquiet about
compulsory rider training because some
26 000 applicants a year would be seeking
that training. That figure is increasing every
year, and the resources are not available to
train all applicants. The association states
that one of Victoria's few growth industries
would be damaged.
Previous speakers have commented on
exemptions that exist for those living more
than 40 kilometres from a training centre. It
should be remembered that some areas that
fall beyond the 40-kilometre distance from
the training centre have road surfaces that
are dangerous or unsuitable for those who
venture upon them on two wheels. The
Government should give full emphasis to
the training of young motor cycle drivers in
all areas.
Figures from the Bendigo Traffic Safety
Education Committee indicate that, for the
ten to twelve year age group, there would be
approximately 600 students a year in the
State school system seeking training for
driving motor vehicles. This figure does not
include those children attending schools
outside the State system.
One must consider the question of funding so that the Government will be able to
meet these requirements for motor cyclists
to be given priority because of the very high
death rate involved. Also there should be
quick funding to cover the costs of training
car drivers. The Bill does not indicate from
where the funding will come for the establishment of the driver training courses and,
so far as I have been able to discover, no
answers have been given to the question of
who will pay the ongoing costs of the training courses for motor cyclists alone because
they will be quite substantial if one is dealing with the large number I mentioned26000 a year.
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Previous speakers have alluded to the role
of alcohol, and it is most importantwhether the training be for driving motor
cycles or cars-that enormous emphasis be
given to the role of alcohol in fatal accidents, particularly those occurring on
Friday or Saturday nights. Honourable
members would be aware that accidents
occurring during that period involved drivers with a blood level reading of more than
0·15 per cent-three times the legal limit.
Although fatal accidents can occur any
time of the day, the period between 4 p.m.
on Saturday and 2 a.m. on Sunday is the
most dangerous, with Friday night being
almost as bad. Almost one-quarter of road
deaths occur during these two 10-hour
periods. The enormous importance of the
abstension from alcohol must be emphasized to those attempting to obtain licences,
be it for a car or motor cycle licence.
I support the Bill and can only hope that
the Government will find sufficient funds to
speed up the creation of motor cycle training facilities throughout Victoria.
The sitting was suspended at 6.29 p.m.
until 8.4 p.m.
The sitting was interrupted.
TELEVISING OF QUESTION TIME
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Before I call the next speaker, I
advise honourable members that after
discussions with each of the Party Leaders, I
have approved of the televising of question
time, without sound. This is so that the television stations will have background film
when they refer to the activities of members
of this place or what may have happened
within this Chamber. This will occur at
question time tomorrow.
\,
ACTING GOVERNMENT WHIP
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs) - I
neglected to inform the House that, during
the absence of the Government Whip, the
Honourable Giovanni Sgro will act as
Whip.
MOTOR CAR (LEARNER DRIVERS)
BILL
The debate (interrupted earlier this day)
on the motion of the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
(Minister of Forests) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
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the dealers and manufacturers of motor
cycles was .to produce !ll0tor cycles of 250
cubic centImetres, WhIch have enor~ous
power and to promote them as machInes
that h~ve lots of attraction in terms of high
acceleration and power.
It is possible to ha~e a m~chine of 250
cubic centimetre capaCIty that IS much more
dangerous to rid~ th~n a more seda~e
machine of somethIng hke 500 or 750 CUbIC
centimetre capacity of a previous period.
Some young people hav~ been induce~ to
buy such powerful machInes by advertIsements that emphasize their high performance. Such learner purchasers could c<?mply
with the legislation, bu! they are t'1'Ing to
The other point I wish to make is .t~at, manage a machine that IS not potentIally as
although the establis~ment o~ tr~mmg safe as others. This is partly because, to get
centres and the increaSIng of skIlls m the the power from such a machine, the ~esign
riding of motor cycles is i!llportant, a requires a higher number of revolutIOns a
considerable number of accIdents oc~ur minute of the motor. ThIS means that
because of motor car drivers not appreciat- handling of the machine and gear cha!lging
ing the rights of motor cyclists, and the may be more difficult for the learner nder.
actions of motorists add to the danger of
It has been conveyed to me by. ~otor
motor cyclists on the roads. As well ~s cyclists
who are concerned about thIS Issue
giving attention to the building up <?fex~e~ that they
would feel much safer on larger
ence and the skills of motor cyclIsts, It IS capacity machines,
even though they ~re
important that there be a campaign to bring experienced riders, than
small capaCIty
home to motorists that they have a respons- machines which reach on
about
40 brake
ibility towards motor cyclists who, in many horsepower which is comparable
the
ways, are much less protected and whose power of la;ger machines. That i~ anto
increvehicles are less manoeuvrable than are dible amount of power for a machme of that
cars.
size to have.
I wish to bring out a point t~at ~as been
Although I understa~d from ~iscl;lssions
missed so far in the contnbutlOns of that
not appropnate at thIS tIme to
previous speakers. One provision in the Bill moveitanis amendment
bring about more
has been brought from other legislation, effective control otherto than
through the
that is the requirement that learner motor capacity of the motor cycles, I foresh~dow
cyclist; learn on a mac~ine t~at is lesser in and I will take up the matter wIth the
capacity than 260 CUbIC centImetres .. That Minister-that I believe a review ough~ to
provision attempts to r~duce the nsk to
made to determine the best way of bUIldwhich learner motor cyclIsts are expose~. It be
is an admirable direction, and two preVIOUS ing control into future legi~lation. Pe~haps
amendment will be reqUIred that wIll ~e
speakers have referred to it, but it has not an
related more to the power and charactensgone to the heart of the matter.
tics of the machine than simply to its capaThe important thing is not so much the city.
capacity of the motor cycle, but the power
Although some previous speak~rs
and the characteristics of the machine. In supported the provision relating to capaCIty
discussions I have had with people who ride because they regarded .it as useful, I b~lieve
motor cycles and who are familiar wit~ the more subtlety is reqUIr~d, and that IS ~he
problem and have had some expe~en~e way we should be going In the future. WIth
with it, it seems that these days capaCIty IS that qualification, I am happy to support the
not an adequate measure of pow~r. ~h~n general thrust of this proposed legislation.
similar legislation was introduced I~ BntaIn
limiting the capacity of motor cychsts to a
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
similar figure for learners, the response of Highlands Province)-Like other speakers,

The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne
Province)-I join with ot~er .hono~rab~e
members in supporting thIS BIll, whIch IS
important. Injury and loss of life as a. resu~t
of accidents, particularly motor cyclIsts, IS
too great for us to ignore. In particular, I
support the measures that will.increa~e. t.he
training component and provId~ facIlItIes
for people wishing to learn to nde motor
cycles and to become more experienced. It
is clear to anyone who bothers to look at ~he
records that there is a strong correlatIOn
between experience and avoid~ng acci.d~nts
in the riding of motor cycles, In that It IS a
much more highly skilled method of travel
than driving a motor car.
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I also support the Bill. I congratulate Mr
Long on his enunciation of the Bill on behalf
of the Opposition. He has scrutinized it very
well and has made a valuable contribution
to the debate.
Mr Ounn has a vast knowledge of road
safety, having served for so long with the
Road Safety Committee. He has made
numerous contributions to debates on road
safety and has initiated debates on the
subject in the I;I0use.
Like other honourable members, I have
received. a good deal of correspondence
from the Motorcycle Riders Association. I
have always been impressed with what the
association has had to say, although I did
not always agree with the correspondence
submitted to ,ne. How~ver, the Motorcycle
Riders Assodiation clubs are generally well
!Un. I ho~ i~ will continu~ to ~ a ~espons
Ible assocIatIOn, and I am sure It WIll do So.
The Bill contains many pr2posals that the
association has been fighting for or suggesting to the Government over a number of
years.
I was formerly Minifoter for Police and
Emergency ServIces w)ien the Road Safety
and Traffic Authority came within that
portfolio. Or Vulcan gave me very good
advice on the requirements of motor
cyclists and what should be done for them
and about legislation that should be introduced, perhaps restricting their activities in
certain fields. These matters were quite
prominent at that time, and Or Vulcan was
on a committee studying transport that did
a lot of work on licensing and learner
permits for motor cyclists.
A motor cycle is an unprotected motor
vehicle, and this is probably what worries
many people most. Because the cycles are
not protected, motor cyclists are prone to
more serious accidents than are motor car
drivers, and they should be protected
through education and instruction. This Bill
goes a long way in that respect.Cyclists will
be instructed by trained staff, and I am
pleased to see in the second-reading speech
that some of these training centres will be in
country districts.
Mr Sandon said that a lot more should
have been done in road safety, but I remind
him that a great deal has been done to
improve road safety in Victoria. Probably
more has been done in Victoria than in the
whole of A,ustralia, if not the world,
I
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including the introduction of compulsory
wearing of seat belts, which was introduced
many years ago by the late Sir Arthur Rylah.
I had the pleasure and honour of introducing the requirement for the wearing of rear
seat safety restraints by children. The use of
radar was also introduced recently, so an
advance has been made in Victoria, which is
deeply road safety conscious, through the
Government, the Police Force and the
media. The media has made a real contribution to road safety over the years, publishing
each day, as the Herald does, a list of the
road deaths. Although we would like to see
the figure reduced to nil, we are realistic
enough to know that accidents will occur
and that unfortunately people will lose their
lives.
The police are also very conscious of their
obligations to maintain road safety and
occasionally they put on a major blitz. The
police have a blitz going all the time, but
publicize the blitzes that take place at odd
times. No doubt a blitz will be introduced
over the Easter vacation, and that is probably an appropriate time for .that to be
done.
I address a question to the Minister who is
handling the Bill in this House, although I
appreciate that he may not be able to give
me an answer because it is not his Bill.
Clause 7 provides for the substitution of a
new section 23AA, and proposed subsections (8) and (9) read as follows:
(8) Until the appointed day, the Board may determine that an applicant for a motor cycle learner's
endorsement is not required to complete a motor cycle
riding skill test by reason that a testing office of the
Board with facilitIes available for conducting the test
within a reasonable time of the application is not proximate to the applicant's ordinary place of residence.
(9) The Board shall not require to undergo a motor
cycle ridin~ skill test an ap~licant who ordinarily
resides outsIde a radius of 40 kilometres from a testing
office of the Board with facilities available for conducting motor cycle riding skill tests.

The operative words in proposed subsection (8) are "Until the appointed day",
which on my reading is 1 March 1985, and
in proposed sub-section (9) the operative
words are "to undergo". I take it that this
means that country areas will probably not
receive the facilities that will be available in
the metropolitan area.
I address that question to the Minister. If
he cannot answer it, I do not blame him
because it is an area with which he is probably not conversant.
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The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-One of the gro~ing problems in
our society over the past twenty years or
more has been the disastrous road toll
involving both fatalities and serious accidents. During that time, there has been
greater availability of motor vehicles to
people and, more particularly, to younger
people in society. To the credit of the
previous Government, it showed much
concern in trying to solve some of the problems created by motor vehicles and to
control the driving of young people.
When I grew up, the emphasis was mainly
on motor cars. At that stage, motor cycles
were not highly popular. However, I
rejoiced in the stories that my father and
uncles told of the late 1930s and 1940s when
they would drive around on their Harley
Davidsons with side cars. At that time,
motor cycles were obviously a cheap and
effective form of transport.
The Hon. H. G. Baylor-They were the
days!
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Yes, and
perhaps with the passing of time some of the
qualities of life go by. However, it is amazing how things have changed. Perhaps
because of the price of motor cars and the
rising cost of fuel, there has been a tendency
to move back to the use of motor cycles,
particularly by younger people. With this
increased usage, it is incumbent on the
Government to look to legislation that
controls the use of these motor cycles and
the provision of permits and licences for
people to drive them. As I said earlier, the
former Government considered closely and
responsibly the question of road safety.
The Hon. R. J. Long-It set up the
departmental committee.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD- I congratulate the former Government on the effort it
made in that regard. This Bill is directed at
one of the problems facing society because
of the growing number of motor cycles on
the roads. I commend the present Government for taking further some of the ideas
that were mooted by the previous Government. Perhaps one minor criticism of the
former Government could be that in this
area it was somewhat lax in not introducing the necessary requirement that the
Labor Government has no hesitation in
introducing.
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The Bill is regarded by all honourable
members as a valuable piece of legislation.
Its purpose is to amend the Motor Car Act
to provide lon$-needed improvements in
the system of Issuing learner permits for
motor cycle riders. At present an applicant
for a motor cycle licence need pass only a
written test, and no driving skills test is
required. All honourable members recognize that this omission must be rectified.
The matter has been considered over a
number of years and one centre has been set
up on a voluntary basis and has provided a
valuable model for centres in the future.
Mr Long raised a point which needs to be
considered. He objected to setting up skills
centres in areas that might be more than 40
kilometres from the residences of those
seeking licences. I believe Mr Long has
misread the Bill because it specifically
provides for an exemption for people who
live beyond the 40-kilometre radius. The
Government in no way tries to impose any
penalties on people who live in the country.
It seemed to be the import of Mr Long's
remarks that the Government was creating
an unnecessary burden for motor cyclists
who wished to obtain licences to drive
motor cycles in the country. People who live
beyond the 40-kilometre mark will be
exempted from the skills driving test.
The Hon. R. J. Long-How does that line
up with the sub-section which says that a
driver has to obtain a certificate of competency before he can obtain a learner
permit?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD- Those drivers are exempted from the skills driving test,
but not from the necessity to pass the written test, and the written test will enable
them to obtain a certificate of competency.
With the new motor cycle learner permit,
there can be an endorsement in relation to
the written road test or the skilled driver's
test.
The Bill seeks to cure problems that have
existed in the past and to impose a greater
responsibility on those who seek to ride
motor cycles on the roads. Members of the
Opposition can have no quarrel with any
measure that protects the motor cyclist on
the road. I should hate to think that Mr
Long was nit-picking in any way by trying to
make this simple Bill appear more elaborate
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than it is. Althou~ some people involved in
the motor cycle Industry have reservations
about some of the provisions, in the main
they support the thrust of the measure.
Some amendments have been foreshadowed by the Opposition. The Government has not had the benefit of discussing
those amendments to any extent and I hope
they will not denigrate in any way from the
safety impact of this Bill nor from the training requirements of the Bill on those who
wish to obtain motor cycle learner permits
or licences.
Further remarks were made by members
of the Opposition about the question offees
and other charges made for obtaining
permits or licences. The Government
submits that these fees are in line with the
fees charged for obtaining motor car
licences or permits. That does not mean that
motor cyclists are being discriminated
against by the Bill.
The Hon. R. J. Long- Tell us about the
penalties.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The
penalties introduced by the Bill have been
introduced only after long and responsible
consideration by the Government and its
advisers, and after consultation with those
who ride motor cycles.
The Hon. R. J. Long-There is a 150 per
cent increase.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Long's
interjection that there is a 150 per cent
increase is irrelevant. The penalties and fees
imposed by the Bill are in accordance with
the same penalties and fees that apply to
motor car drivers. Perhaps Mr Long is
suggesting that the Government should
move back from imposing reasonable
penalties for those who breach the law!
Mr Dunn said that, as he has spent a
considerable time being involved with road
safety, he appreciates the need for controls
and the proper examination ofall legislation
and the penalties to be imposed, so that
everyone can be protected, the driver and
others on the road. I do not think Mr Dunn
would agree with Mr Long's jibe that the
increase in these penalties is excessive. I
commend the Bill to the House and believe
it should be supported by all honourable
members.
The motion was agreed to.

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6325, s.3
(1))

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
ofForests)-First of all, I thank all honourable members for their contributions to the
debate. When Governments introduce
proposed legislation of a reform nature,
such as this Bill-which will no doubt
decrease the number of road accidents and
fatalities, particularly with regard to motor
cyclists-it is pleasing to hear a positive
response from members of the National
Party and of the Opposition. It is pleasing to
have support for the measure, and there is
no doubt that every honourable member
has some concern about the increasing road
toll.
Honourable members who have young
sons would have seen them going through
their teenage years, and upon approaching
the age of seventeen years, talking about
acquiring a motor bike. All of us, as parents,
have expressed much concern. I know that
when my son reached that age, I did everything I could to discourage him from riding
a motor cycle. Havin~ spent my youth - in
the 1948 period-dunng a time when there
was a tremendous revival of motor cycle
riding, and having lost a few good friends
during that time, I was not anxious to have
my son out on the road on a motor cycle.
The Government has introduced a Bill
that has been long overdue, but it does not
cast any criticism on the previous Government for that. The former Government,
through the Road Safety Committee, put in
a great deal of work on road safety and it is
as a result of the work of that committee
that this Bill has been introduced. It is a pity
that these protective measures were not
undertaken at an earlier date. There is no
doubt that to ride a motor cycle in today's
traffic situation requires an enormous
degree of skill. All of us have at some stage
or another been through heavy city traffic
and found ourselves admiring the skill of
some motor cyclist weaving his way through
the traffic. It certainly requires a lot of skill
not only in riding a motor cycle but also in
taking evasive action in the event of an accident. Motor cyclists must also know, if they
are falling from a motor cycle, how to fall.
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In the preparation of the Bill, the Government has recognized that there is a need to
ensure that, before motor cyclists venture
out on the road, some area is provided for
them where they are able to test and learn
those skills.
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I was pleased to note that Mr Dunn
supported the Bill, especially as he represents a country area.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold- That is a pleasant change.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-No, Mr
Dunn
has a long record ofimportant contriSeveral matters have been raised during
the course of the debate. Mr Long suggested butions to debates in this House on road
that there ought to be some motor cycle safety, and he has a good understanding of
tracks as well as the tutorial assistance and it. He pointed out some problems that exist
the training centres the Government across the State, and I assure him that the
proposes to provide. He suggested that Government is aware of them. As I have
motor cycle tracks should be available to pointed out, areas will be made available in
train trail bike riders and that additional country centres, but it will be some time
areas should be set aside for that activity. I before the whole State can be covered as
am pleased to inform Mr Long and other well as the Government would like.
Mr Dunn expressed the view that, rather
honourable members that the Forests
Commission has initiated a trail bike than being an endorsement on the motor car
committee, comprising representatives of learner's permit, a separate permit should
the commission, the Ministry for Police and be issued for learner motor cyclists. I underEmergency Services and other Government stand that Mr Long proposes to move
departments, to examine the problem of amendments on this matter and they will be
trail bike riding and to find alternative discussed in the Committee stage.
areas, other than sensitive forest areas,
Mr Sandon supported the Bill and
where trail bike riding can take place. The mentioned the high rate of accidents in
committee will consider setting aside areas which motor cyclists are involved. He
in forests, for example, in pine plantations pointed out that the Bill is long overdue.
and other less sensitive areas, so that the
Mr Radford made some important
trail bike riders can enjoy their sport withsuggestions
that the Government will take
out disturbing other people who use the
forests. The Department of Crown Lands on board concerning the size of training
and Survey is also involved and is examin- centres and the fact that large areas would
ing Crown land reserves that could be not be required. U se could be made of
school basketball courts and similar areas.
provided for this purpose.
The Government will investigate existing
Mr Long appeared to think that the Bill areas that can be used as training centres.
Mr Radford also mentioned training for
would, in some way, penalize country
people. I suppose that country people are in trail bike riders and the need for their educamany ways already penalized for the simple tion. I could not agree more wholeheartedly
reason that they live in isolated regions. One and I am sure the Government is fully aware
can appreciate that they are isolated, but, of the problem and of the need for educaunder the Act, the Government intends to tion. As Mr Dunn pointed out, there is also
ensure that as many Victorians as possible a need for education in schools.
can use these centres and training facilities.
Mr Granter raised several other matters.
It is important to work in the densely popu- He was concerned that country areas would
lated areas, where the need is most pressing, not receive the benefits of the Bill, but, as I
but gradually that work will move into have assured other honourable members,
country areas. Country centres will operate the Government has taken into account that
from 31 March and country areas are some applicants may live beyond a radius of
catered for in that the 40-kilometre radius 40 kilometres from a training centre and
will continue to apply.
they will not be jeopardized in obtaining a
licence. The old system will continue to
Mr Long expressed concern about the operate for those persons. They will be
penalties, but, as Mr Arnold pointed out, subject to tests, as is the case now, and will
they are in keeping with the penalties be able to obtain licences in the same way as
contained in the Motor Car Act.
under the old system.
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I appreciate the support of Mr Arnold,
who went through the Bill and responded to
some of the points made by honourable
members.
The Bill is extremely important. Once it
becomes operational, Its benefits will soon
become evident. If it saves only one life, it
will be worth while, but I am sure it will be
instrumental in saving many lives as well as
in preventing the maiming of a large
number of young Australians.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) - I move:
Clause 2, page 2, lines 28 to 31, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
'" "Learner's permit" means a motor car learner's
permit or a motor cycle learner's permit.';".

Mr Chairman, I seek a little more than a
permit; in this case, I should like a little
licence to explain that, apart from the
second amendment that I will move, shown
as No. 7, the remaining amendments will
permit a person to apply for a simple motor
cycle learner's permit. All of these amendments are ancillary to amendment No. 8, as
I understand the position.
I suggest, Mr Chairman, that you test the
feeling of the Committee on the first
amendment. If the first amendment is
accepted, the rest will follow, apart from
amendment No. 7. I accept that No. 7 is a
separate matter.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-I am in the hands of the
Committee and the Minister. Ifthe Minister
accepts the amendments, it may not be
necessary to test the feeling of the
Committee.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The Government received the
amendments this afternoon and has had
only limited time in which to consider
them. During the suspension of the sitting,
they were the subject of discussion between
officers of the Ministry of Transport, the
Minister and myself. Apart from the first
amendment to clause 7, the Government is
willing to accept that method of dealing
with the Bill in Committee. Following
debate, if the first amendment is accepted
by the Committee, the Government will
accept the other amendments as consequential, with the exception of amendment No.
7, which will need to be debated separately.
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The CHAIRMAN-I suggest that Mr
Long move his first amendment in two
parts to test the mood of the House. If this is
agreed to, perhaps he could then move the
other amendments in globo. If the subsequent amendments are relevant to the first
amendment, Mr Long should be permitted
to explain in detail the meaning of the first
amendment.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-Mr Chairman, I ask the
Minister and yourself to speak up because it
is difficult to hear on the back benches.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I thank the Minister and you,
Mr Chairman, for your helpfulness. I have
already moved my first amendment, and I
explain it by referring to clause 7 of the Bill.
At present, sub-clause (4) states:
Subject to section 25, where application is made to
the Board by a person over the age of seventeen years
and nine months for authority to drive a motor cycle
upon a highway the Board shall issue a learner's permit
with motor cycle learner's endorsement and so on.

Amendment No. 8 omits the words
"learner's permit with motor cycle learner's
endorsement" and inserts the words "motor
cycle learner's permit".
The Opposition believes this is only fair
to any person who wishes to apply to the
board for a motor cycle learner's permit. It
should not be necessary for him-as the Bill
at present provides-to seek a motor car
learner's permit and thereafter having
grafted on to it a permit to ride a motor
cycle. The Opposition seeks to cut out one
step.
Sub-clause (2) enables a person to obtain
a motor car learner's permit. If the amendment is agreed to, sub-clause (4) will enable
a person to obtain a motor cycle learner's
permit on its own without it being attached
to anything else. That is the way the Opposition believes it should be dealt with.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The Committee is indebted to
its "bush lawyer" from Gippsland, who has
stumbled upon what I believe could be a
surprise to all honourable members. Under
the Bill proposed by the Government, a
person wanting a learner's permit to ride a
motor cycle would first need to have a
learner's permit for a motor car.
The National Party cannot go along with
that. The National Party believes a motor
cyclist should have the right to apply
directly for a motor cycle learner's permit.
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The National Party supports the amendment and is pleased that the Minister of
Forests is prepared to accept it. This amendment will improve the proposed legislation.
The Hon R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The Government accepts the
manner in which the Opposition has put
forward the amendment. It is pleasing in
debating the Bill to know that the amendments are not proposed for political
reasons, but involve a good deal of thought.
I know Mr Long has contributed a great deal
of time towards the proposed legislation
and has proposed the amendment to
improve it. I suppose that is the role of an
Upper House.
Although the Government accepts the
amendment, it does not accept it wholeheartedly because it will add to the administrative costs. Nevertheless, the Government
understands the reasons for the amendment
and considers it worthy of support.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 33, omit "interpretation" and
insert "interpretations".
Clause 2, page 2, line 38, after this line insert:
"Motor car learner's permit" means a permit
issued under section 23AA authorizing the holder to
drive upon a highway a motor car other than a motor
cycle, heavy vehicle, articulated motor car or large
trailer combination.".
Clause 2, page 2, line 40, omit "interpretation" Rnd
insert "interpretations".
Clause 2, page 2, line 43, omit "and".
Clause 2, page 2, line 43, after this line insert:
"Motor cycle learner's permit" means a permit
issued under section 23AA authorizing the holder to
drive a motor cycle upon a highway"; and

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7 (Interpretation)
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I move:
Clause 7, page 6, line 43, omit "and nine months".

I am the first to admit that this amendment
produces controversy. If at the age of seventeen years, one can obtain a motor car
learner's permit, why cannot a person
obtain a motor cycle learner's permit? I
realize this is a controversial point and
some honourable members on the Opposi-
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tion side of the Chamber do not agree with
me on this. I put forward the amendment
for the consideration of the Committee.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The National Party does not
agree with the amendment because its net
effect would be to reduce the age at which a
learner's permit could be issued to a motor
cyclist. The only effect this would have
would be to increase the number of learner
motor cyclists on the road which would, in
turn, increase the number of road accidents
and road deaths.
The former Road Safety Committee
wrestled with the question of lowering the
age of permits for motor vehicle drivers and
motor cyclists. The committee deliberated
over whether sixteen and seventeen-yearolds are more receptive to education and
whether they have a different attitude from
an eighteen-year-old.
However, the research of the committee
indicated that the net result of reducing the
licence age would be increased death and
injury on the road. This would be in direct
proportion with the extra number of motor
cyclists or motor car drivers on the road.
The Committee' should not reduce the
learner's permit age, as suggested by Mr
Long. To do so would create further problems with motor cycle safety. We are trying
to overcome problems, not create them.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I support the amendment
moved by Mr Long. Mr Dunn is adopting a
narrow point of view. A few years ago,
motorists were able to obtain a learner's
permit at seventeen years of age. Earlier in
the debate, I pointed out that, if a person
were to obtain a motor cycle licence at the
age of seventeen years, the cubic capacity of
the bike should be controlled to under 250
cubic centimetres. More importantly, it is
illegal for a person of that age to be drinking.
A seventeen-year-old motor cyclist would
be far more susceptible to parental control.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - You must be
joking!
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD- The
honourable member might have a few
"roughies". One must examine the situation
of a seventeen-year-old obtaining a
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motor cycle. Who will finance the purchase
of the motor cycle? This matter should be
examined.
Unfortunately, I am not able to present
any details to the Committee, but I believe
significant advances have been made in the
American State of Kansas where the fatality
rate for motor bike riders has dropped by 25
per cent. Further inquiries should be made
about how that result has been achieved.
I trust that the Minister of Forests will
accept the amendment moved by Mr. Long
because it is a sensible amendment.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)- The Goverment is not
prepared to accept the amendment.
Honourable members must realize that a
great deal of research has gone into the
preparation of this measure. The Bill is
based on reports and statistics. The Government does not believe that allowing a seventeen-year-old to learn to ride a motor cycle
upon a highway will reduce the number of
accidents involving young motor cyclists,
but, rather, that it would have the reverse
result. The whole object of the regulation is
to prevent accidents.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I move:

Clause 7, page 10, line 28, before "learner's permit"
insert "motor car".
Clause 7, page 10, line 31, after "motor cycle" insert
"learner's permit or motor cycle".
Clause 7, page 11, line 17, after "motor cycle" insert
"learner's permit or motor cycle".

Oause 7, page 6, line 45, omit "learner's permit with
motor cycle learner's endorsement" and insert "motor
cycle learner's permit".

(iii) A test called motor cycle road craft test of the
applicant's knowledge of the proper techniques for
riding a motor cycle; and
(iv) A test called a motor cycle riding skill test of the
applicant's ability to handle and control a motor
cycle.

Clause 7, page 7, line 9, after "tests" insert "or such
parts of the following tests".
Clause 7, page 7, line 10, omit "road law knowledge
test" and insert "motor cycle road craft test".
Oause 7, page 7, line 16, omit "and".
Clause 7, page 7, line 21, after "motor car," insert:
"d. the proper techniques for riding a motor cycle;".
Clause 7, page 7, lines 23 to 25, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.
Clause 7, page 7, line 44, after "a test" insert "or a
part of a test".
Clause 7, page 8, line 12, after "for a" insert "motor
cycle learner's permit or".
Clause 7, page 9, line 29, before "learner's permit"
insert "motor car".
Clause 7, page 10, line 1, after "motor cycle" insert
"learner's permit or motor cycle".
Clause 7, page 10, line 2, after "who holds" insert "it
or".
Clause 7, page 10, line 3, after "made" insert "(as the
case may be".

Amendments Nos. 9 to 22 inclusive are
consequential upon amendment No. 8
which, if agreed to, will permit any person to
apply for a motor cycle learner's permit on
his own.
The amendments were agreed to.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) - I seek some information from
the Minister in relation to clause 7. During
the second-reading debate, Mr Arnold
raised the issue of sub-sections (8) and (9) of
new section 23AA. Sub-section (8) provides
that until 1 March 1985 or such other date
appointed, the board can exempt a person
from the obli~ation to complete a motor
cycle riding skIll test. This is the first point.
Sub-section (9) provides that the board shall
not require an applicant to undergo a motor
cycle riding skill test where the ~pplicant
resides outside a radius of 40 kilometres
from a testing office of the board with
facilities available for conducting motor
cycle riding skill tests.
Can the Minister inform me how that
lines up with sub-section (4) (b) (iii) and (iv),
which states:

I ask the Minister, if the board exempts a
person from undergoing or completing
those tests, how does a person comply with
sub-paragraphs (iii) and (iv), which require
an applicant to complete these tests before
obtaining a motor cycle learner's permit?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-I am having difficulty with the
proposed new sub-sections. I understand
that the argument put forward by Mr Long
is in regard to those people who reside
outside the 40-kilometre radius from the
testing centre. The current situation will
apply. At present a learner must hold a
learner's permit for twelve months. As I
understand the situation, the object of the
Bill is to allow the current situation to
prevail in those areas situated 40 kilometres
from a testing office.
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The clause, as amended, was agreed to, as
were clauses 8 to 13.
Clause 14 was consequentially amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as was the
remaining clause.
Title.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I move:
Title, omit "to abolish Motor Cycle Learner's
Permits,"

As we now have motor cycle learner's
permits, it is only proper that we should
abolish them in the title.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, including an amended title,
and passed through its remaining stages.
LAND SETTLEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. D. E. KENT
(Minister of Agriculture), was read a first
time.
COMMUNITY WELFARE SERVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy),
was read a first time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

INTRODUCTION
The Bill represents the Government's
initial step in implementing a programme
aimed at ensuring that the provision of
services for the care, protection and correction of children and young people in
Victoria occurs within a coherent legislative
and policy framework.
The Bill before the House will remedy
some legislative inconsistencies and operational difficulties.
To implement the second step towards
coherent legislative and policy framework,
the Government has appointed a small
independent committee to review and
evaluate child welfare practice, and the
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legislative and philosophical basis for this,
leading to improved services and new legislation.
BACKGROUND
Child welfare legislation is covered by
two main Acts:
1. The Community Welfare Services
Act 1970; and
2. the Children's Court Act 1973.
The first significant child welfare legislation in Victoria was the Neglected and
Criminal Children's Act 1864, which
allowed children to be dealt with by adult
courts. Over the years, this legislation has
proceeded through various name changes
reflecting, to some extent, changes in
welfare emphasis, for example the Juvenile
Offenders' Act 1887, the Neglected
Children's Act 1915, the Children's Welfare
Act 1926, the Social Welfare Act 1960, and
the Community Welfare Services Act 1970.
The introduction of the Children's Court
Act 1906 established a separate children's
jurisdiction alongside adult courts.
Revisions of the legislation have occurred, for example, the Children's Court Act
was revised in 1956 and 1973. However,
these revisions mainly reflected machinery
changes and only indirectly reflected
changes in principle or philosophy.
At least during this century, there has
been no fundamental examination or
rethinking of the principles governing the
operation of the justice system for Victorian
children and young people. As a consequence, existing legislation is a patchwork
of minor amendments spanning almost 120
years without any coherent framework to
ensure consistency of policy or operation
and to guide development of services. The
1978 amendments to the Community
Welfare Services Act and Children's Court
Act continued this pattern.
REVIEW OF CHILD WELFARE LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE
I shall deal first with details of the review
of child welfare legislation and practice.
RECENT ATTEMPTS AT REVIEW

When the Children's Court Act was
passed in 1973, it was criticized on the basis
that it included only machinery amendments and this has been the pattern of
amendments since its inception in 1906.
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In response to this criticism, the previous
Government set up an inter-departmental
committee charged with completing a
fundamental review of the Children's Court
Act. This committee met over four years
and did not complete its task, tending to
focus on day-to-day issues rather than
broader-based policy evaluation.

INDEPENDENT COMMITTEE

The response of the Government has
been to appoint a small independent
committee to review the child justice and
welfare system and to develop a framework
of principles capable of giving direction to
practice for the next twenty years and then
develop draft legislation consistent with
that framework. Community consultation
In lieu of this, in 1981, the inter-depart- and input from relevant groups such as
mental committee was replaced by the police, Department of Community Welfare
Child Rights and Legislation Sub- Services, magistrates and Child Developcommittee of the Child Development and ment and Family Services Council are seen
Family Services Council. This process was as an important part of the process.
again ineffective, as insufficient resources
The committee will focus on issues
were allocated for this important work.
related to the goal of ensuring the care,
Clearly, the Government is not satisfied protection and correction of children and
with this state of affairs, especially since young people in the community.
every other State and Territory of Australia THE TERMS OF REFERENCE
have conducted such reviews and introThe committee is required:
duced appropriate legislation.
1. To carry out a review of child welfare
REASONS FOR REVIEW
le~slation and practice in that part of the
In summary, the following reasons VIctorian welfare-justice system affecting
support the need for review:
children, young people, and their families.
(a) Current legislation reflects an ad hoc,
2. To develop a framework of principles
patchwork accretion of amendments with- that should guide and govern child welfare
out a legislatively-based framework of prin- legislation and practice in Victoria in the
ciples and philosophy to guide the long- foreseeable future.
term future of child welfare in Victoria.
3. To provide detailed instructions on
(b) Certain injustices exist in current prac- provisions to guide the drafting of new child
tice, for example, no difference between welfare legislation consistent with the princourt processing of neglect and offender ciples identified.
4. To make recommendations on any
cases.
changes
in practices or services that are
(c) In attempts at legislative review to
date, the community has not been given an desirable within the foreseeable future, and
opportunity to express its attitudes on to indicate practical ways of achieving
justice and welfare for the young or on the these, where possible, by rationalization of
existing resources.
form that law and practice should take.
5. To suggest a time-scale for the imple(d) There have been other reviews and mentation of changes in practices and/or
inquiries but none of these have focused in services according to priorities developed
detail on the total legislative base nor have through the review process.
they attempted to update legislation in the
context of an over-all framework of goals REPORTING
As the Attorney-General is responsible
and principles.
for the operation of Children's Courts, the
(e) Significant reports have been prepared committee will report to the Minister for
by relevant academics and authors on some Community Welfare Services and the
aspects of the system. However, integration Attorney-General.
of this material into a comprehensive CONSULTATION
Victorian framework is necessary.
Central to the process of this review of
(/) Review and reform of child welfare child welfare legislation and practice is the
legislation is a clearly enunciated Australian need to involve the community in a process
of consultation. The committee is currently
Labor Party policy.
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seeking brief issues papers from interested
organizations and individuals and has
already initiated contact with some
Government departments and other relevant organizations.
TIME LINES

In the context of its terms of reference, the
committee will of course consider issues
such as maltreatment and child abuse, child
rights, and dealing with young offenders.
The committee plans to publish a discussion paper by September, 1983. The final
report and draft legislation will be available
by spring 1984.
The discussion paper will be readily
available and the committee will hold
community consultations and request
detailed submissions in response to the
discussion paper.
MEMBERSHIP

The following people, who have been
appointed to the committee, will be
expected to consult closely with Government departments, such as police, law and
community welfare services, as well as with
the community and voluntary agencies
delivering services:
Chairman: Dr Terry Carney.
Members: Mr Tony Lawson; Ms Tricia
Harper; Mr Ken Readwin.
AMENDMENTS
I now focus on the Bill before the House.
The Children's Court Act is administered
separately by the Law Department-the
Community Welfare Services (Amendments) Act 1978 did not adequately take
into account all the flow-through changes
necessary to make the relevant sections of
the Community Welfare Services Act
consistent with the Children's Court Act.
In the process of preparing amendments
to cover these inconsistencies, some other
matters have emerged which are also to be
dealt with in these amendments. Of prime
concern are those situations in which police
are hampered in their task of returning
absconding wards to their placements
because they lack explicit powers to apprehend such youngsters who may be at risk
themselves or who may pose some threat or
nuisance to the community. Provision has
been made for police to obtain warrants to
apprehend such children.
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Generally, the approach has been to tidy
up the drafting of the legislation in both
Acts and make legislative provision for
changes to service delivery approaches
introduced since the 1978 amendments.
Matters of principle requiring substantial
analysis have generally been held over for
consideration by the committee reviewing
child welfare practice and legislation.
It can be noted here that the unproclaimed section of the Community Welfare
Services Act 1978, that is, section 53, has
been repealed from that Act and re-enacted
in this Bill. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 5.
LAND SETTLEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its main purpose is to provide for an
increase from $45 million to $48 million in
the aggregate amount which may be applied
from the Works and Services Account for
the purposes of the Land Settlement Act
1959. This amendment is provided for in
sub-clause 2 (l) (b).
From 1977, amendments to the Land
Settlement Act gave a second method for
the disposal of land. These changes made
provision for the Governor in Council to
direct that land be disposed of where he is
satisfied, on the certification of the commission, that land held by it should not be made
available for settlement because of changed
conditions in primary industry.
Under these arrangements, almost 3000
hectares ofland at Palpara have been sold as
well as about 6300 hectares at Heytesbury.
A balance of about 10 000 hectares of land
remains under the control of the commission at Heytesbury, of which 7000 hectares
have been developed to pasture.
Land held by the commission at Heytesbury has been the subject of investigation
and report by the Land Conservation Council as part of its report on the Corangamite
region. The council recommended
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that land still in its virgin state be reserved
for varied purposes, including public
forests, flora and fauna reserves, bushland
reserves and reference areas. It also recommended that part of the land developed by
the commission should be utilized for softwood production.
After allowing for these provisions, a
significant area of developed pasture
remains for maintenance by the commission, pending anticipated sales over the next
two to three years. Over this period, the
commission will continue to utilize
pastured areas under its control through a
successful livestock operation. The maintenance of pasture, fencing and water
supplies to ensure that land is maintained in
a satisfactory marketable state will call for
further allocations of funds over, say, three
years.
The provision in this Bill for section 41 (1)
of the Land Settlement Act 1959 to be
amended to increase, from $45 million to
$48 million, the aggregate amount which
may be issued and applied from the Works
and Services Account is needed to allow for
this funding requirement.
Apart from the aggregate funding 'provision, other amendments in the nature of
statute law revisions have been provided for
in the Bill to bring the Land Settlement Act
1959 into line with other legislation.
Amendments some time ago to the Public
Account Act 1958 restructured and redefined a number of funds and accounts
administered pursuant to that Act. Changes
included the replacement of the "Loan
Fund" by a "Works and Services Account"
and a "Consolidated Fund", depending on
the nature of the transaction, as well as
providing for the "Consolidated Fund" to
take . up funds held as "Consolidated
Revenue".
Sub-clauses 2( 1)(a), 2(2) and 2(3) of the
Bill recognize these changes by providing
for the appropriate renaming of accounts
and funds referred to in the Land Settlement
Act 1959. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. Clive Bubb,
for the Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
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ADJOURNMENT
Tatura Irrigation Research Institute Natural gas for Rochester - Railway land
at Wodonga - Gas and electricity charges
concessions - Builders Labourers Federation bans - Mount Buller Alpine Reserve
Village - Royalties on fence posts - Facilities for wheelchairs on country trainsVicTour advertisements
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I raise with the Minister of
Agriculture a proposal to develop a
controlled atmosphere laboratory at the
Irrigation Research Institute at Tatura. I ask
the Minister whether, at this stage, he is
aware of the project and what action the
Government intends to take on it.
To fill it in a little more detail about why
the issue is important and urgent, I direct
the attention of the House to the fact that a
substantial amount of research is being and
has been carried out for some time at Tatura
Irrigation Research Institute on the important subject of salinity, which has been
referred to in the House over a number of
years and which has formed an important
part of the policies of political parties for a
considerable period. To improve the ability
of the State and the farmers faced with the
problem of salinity to meet and perhaps
overcome it, it is necessary that basic
research be carried out as quickly as
possible.
The Irrigation Research Institute is carrying out such research, particularly on plant
varieties that will show greater tolerance to
salt and saline water than the pasture plants
currently available. To speed up the
research process, in some cases by several
times-in other words, the development of
a plant species and its final testing and
release on the market as a viable assistance
in the control of salinity-the controlled
atmosphere laboratory is vital. It is the
subject of a recommendation from the
Natural Resources and Environment
Committee.
I ask the Minister to treat the matter as
one of great urgency because salinity is an
enormous problem. I ask the honourable
gentleman to give the House an indication
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of what the Government proposes to do
about the provision of this necessary facility.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I raise with the Minister for
Minerals and Energy the supply of natural
gas to Rochester and ask whether the
honourable gentleman can advise the
House what progress has been made in this
matter.
I noted that as late as yesterday the
progress of the pipe laying seemed to be
coming along very quickly, probably due to
the suitable weather for pipe laying. I seek
the advice of the Minister on the progress of
the pipe laying.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-I raise with the Minister of
Forests, who represents the Minister of
Transport in this House, a matter of urgent
Government administration concerning the
transfer of surplus railway land, firstly to the
Railway Construction and Property Board
and, secondly, for sale to private individuals. Fourteen months ago, on 5 January
1982, I made representations on behalf of
Mr Noel Brussen ofWodonga for Lot 93 on
the Murray Valley Highway, Wodonga,
which Mr Brussen was anxious to purchase
in order to establish a small business.
I took the matter up with the Railway
Contruction and Property Board and was
advised by its then chairman, Mr U rbahns,
that he had been negotiating with VicRail
for eighteen months and that he was anxious
on behalf of the board to make the land
available for sale. On 15 March 1982, I
again spoke with Mr Urbahns about this
parcel of land and he informed me that he
had arranged a meeting for the following
day with the then Minister of Transport,
with Mr Reiher, then Chairman of the
Victorian Railways Board, and himself to
sort the matter out as it had been continuing
for almost two years. On 19 March 1982, he
sent me a copy of a letter that he wrote to Mr
Brussen which said, inter alia:
I am now in a position to request VicRail to vest Lot
93 at Wodonga in this board and proceed with the
valuation and survey of the property during the somewhat complex vesting process.

That was indeed good news. Both my
constituent and I thought that the matter
was settled and that once the mechanism
process was gone through that would be the
end of it, but that was not to be so.
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My constituent came in to see me on 10
February this year, thirteen months after he
had spoken with me and after I had first
made representations, to say that nothing
had happened and could I again follow it up,
which I did by telephoning the board and
then, at its request, formally writing a letter
to the new chairman, Mr Bayley.
On Monday, 28 March, I telephoned and
I was informed that the board was still waiting for VicRail to reply to its request to
transfer the land. More than two years have
elapsed since representations first
commenced from the board to VicRail.
This matter is holding up a small businessman who wants to get into the business
of providing jobs. VicRail has surplus land
all over the place. I cannot understand why
matters such as this should take so long.
I am reluctant to raise it in Parliament
but, in view of the representations made by
myself and the Railway Construction and
Property Board-and I am not attributing
any blame to the board because it is just as
frustrated as my constituent and I-I now
urge the Minister of Forests to take up the
matter with the Minister of Transport and
VicRail in order to have the matter expedited.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province) - The Minister for Minerals and
Energy will recall the date of 11 November
last year.
Th~ Hon. W. A. Landeryou - We all
remember 11 November!

The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-I thought
that the honourable gentleman would and
he made that same remark then.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Ofcourse!
The Hon. H. G. BA YLOR- The honourable gentleman obviously has a one-track
mind. I raised with the Minister for
Minerals and Energy a matter distinct from
that. I asked the honourable gentleman
whether service pensioners, those people
who had served this country in the war years
and who were in receipt of pensions from
the Department of Veteran Affairs, would
be included in the benefits available for gas
and electricity tariff concessions.
The answer given to me then was that the
matter would be reviewed, like so many
things the Government is reviewing, and
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that I would receive an answer in the future.
It is now the end of March and I request an
answer on that matter.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat
Province)-I refer the Minister for Industrial Affairs to the agreement signed with
the Builders Labourers Federation on work
on public building projects, a subject that
has received prominence in a number of
newspaper articles, one in the Herald of 25
March 1983, one in the Age of 25 March
1983 and one in the Australian of 26 March
1983, which were contradictory.
The article in the Age referred to the
Builders Labourers Federation scissor lift
dispute and the other articles gave an
impression that there has been a total lifting
of Builders Labourers Federation bans and
limitations on work on public building sites.
I am assured by many involved in a number
of public building projects that that is not
the case.
Therefore, I request the Minister for
Industrial Affairs to either make available
to me or to table in the House a copy of the
agreement that was signed so that one can
know exactly what has been done by the
Government about those disputes.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-The matter I raise for the
attention of the Minister of Forests
concerns the proposed Mount Buller Alpine
Reserve Village Centre Development. On
30 September last, I wrote to the Minister
for Conservation asking a series of questions on the proposed village and subsequently the honourable gentleman wrote to
me and said that the matter more appropriately falls within the portfolio of the
Minister of Forests and that he would raise
the matter with him.
That was on 2 October 1982 and I have no
record of having received a reply from the
Minister of Forests or from an officer of the
Forests Commission. A fortnight ago I
wrote again, and there has not been any
response. I urge the honourable gentleman
to examine this file urgently so that I can be
given the details I require to the ten points I
raised in that letter.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-The matter I raise
for the attention of the Minister of Forests
refers to an answer he gave to a question Mr
Henshaw asked on 23 March 1983 on fences
damaged by bush fires. In his reply, the
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honourable gentleman referred to the waiving offence post royalties for a period often
weeks. I believe the honourable gentleman
meant to say that royalties would be waived
on fence posts that were to be used in firedamaged areas, although he did not spell
this out. This has caused a little concern
because post cutters believe no royalties will
be paid on all posts cut by them over a
period of ten weeks and I urge the Minister
of Forests to clarify the situation.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I raise for the attention
of the Minister of Forests, who represents
the Minister of Transport in this place, a
matter referred to me by a welfare organization in Swan Hill about a handicapped
woman passenger who travelled recently by
train from Melbourne to Swan Hill. When
travellin~ on suburban trains, this woman
remains In her wheelchair. According to my
informant, in this instance, she was refused
permission to travel in her wheelchair on
the passenger train.
Usually, the woman travels in her wheelchair in the guards van provided that there
is provision for her there. I consider the
decision not to allow her to travel in her
wheelchair to be heartless and lacking in
compassion. It is also dangerous because the
woman is immobile outside her wheelchair
and ifshe is in the wheelchair she has confidence. Therefore, I refer the matter to the
honourable gentleman in the hope that he
will take it up with his colleague in another
place.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I refer the Leader of the
House, who is responsible for tourism in
this place, to an advertisement in yesterday's' Age entitled, "Vineyards in Collins
Street". I ask the honourable gentleman
whether this advertisement reflects the
Government's attitude to tourism because,
if the Government's approach to tourism is
the same as its approach to advertising, not
too many tourists will be attracted to the
State.
The advertisement has a picture of
vineyards supposedly in Collins Street but
one cannot discern what they are or where
they are supposed to be. The print at the
bottom of the advertisement is so tiny that it
is almost impossible to read. The advertisement is promoting VicTour and it is in such
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fine print that I would defy anyone without
a magnifying glass to be able to read the
address of the VicTour office.
If the "temporary" Director of Tourism,
who comes to and leaves the State at
frequent intervals, would give some attention to this matter, it would be possible to
encourage more tourism in Victoria. The
production of the advertisement is such that
the address and telephone numbers are
illegible. I would like the Leader of the
Government to direct the attention of the
appropriate person to the matter and determine how much the advertisement has cost.
I will gladly pass on the advertisement to
him.
The Hon.W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister
for Industrial Affairs)-I shall deal firstly
with the last matter raised. Mr Connard has
not been in this House long.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-He is a quick
learner.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
W. M. Campbell)-Order! There will be no
interjections and I suggest that the Minister
not answer interjections during the debate
on the motion for the adjournment of the
sitting.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-As I
understand it, the advertising agent was
engaged by the former Liberal Government
and the contract will continue for some
time. I will refer the issues raised by Mr
Connard to the relevant Minister. I am sure
he will receive an answer in due course.
In reply to the important matter raised by
Mr Clive Bubb about the Builders Labourers Federation, the Government, the
Australian Council of Trade Unions, the
Victorian Trades Hall Council, and the
Victorian people, I indicate that unions
have reached agreement involving the lifting of bans imposed on a number of sites
throughout the State. The basis of the agreement is that the parties will develop and
determine a machinery method of resolving
disputation. The Government will maintain its current building and construction
programme and consult with the Australian
Council of Trade Unions and the Trades
Hall Council on the future times and planned implementation of its proposed
construction programme. All future
projects will be subject to industrial site
agreements negotiated under the auspices of
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the Australian Council of Trade Unions and
the Victorian Trades Hall Council. It is the
intention of the parties to establish a general
agreement covering all future sites and to
satisfy site agreements on major works.
With respect to major national schemes, the
union has agreed that adequate prior discussion will be held with the Government
before any action is undertaken against
work on any public sector project.
Certain localized disputes remain to be
settled. Discussions with relevant unions
are continuing and in the near future I will
be able to make announcements with
respect to each of them. Unlike the
Victorian and Australian people, the
Liberal Party still fails to realize the facts of
life, one of which is that the old reactionary
policies of confrontation were expensive
and divisive and that conciliation reflects a
modern and material approach to industrial
relations. The Government does not believe
there is anything particularly radical or
revolutionary about its approach. The
Government does not pretend that it has a
magic wand-nor does it have one, for that
matter-or that the problems in the building and construction industry are anything
but difficult. The Government acknowledges that solutions are not easily found.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Write
another cheque!
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-It is
suggested that another cheque should be
written. One of the things that Mr Chamberlain did as a Governnlent back-bencher,
before so many Liberal Party members fell
in the last election so that he fell on to the
front benches of the Opposition, was to
support a Government that was so gutless
that it sat by in a lockout situation. Its only
solution after nine months was to pay everyone who had not worked on the site. This
Government will not do that; it believes in a
common-sense approach, which is that
trade unionists in the main are decent
Australians and should be treated as such.
The Government believes they should be
treated as fellow citizens, and shares their
aspirations. The Government considers
that if it is to understand their problems, it
has to demonstrate a willingness to listen to
their difficulties and problems as much as it
can expect to, as a large employer, and
expects them to understand the Government's problems.
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I know there are some reactionary people
in this Chamber who have been and still are
petrified at the prospect of industrial peace
breaking out in this State. The facts are that
the Government remains committed to the
making of a fair and equitable industrial
peace, and that is the objective of people of
goodwill. The Government subscribes to
that objective.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-In response to the
matter raised by Mr Radford about the
provision of natural gas to Rochester, I indicate that the Gas and Fuel Corporation is
currently laying supply mains to Rochester,
a distance of 25 kilometres from Kyabram
to Stanhope. It is expected to supply the first
customers in approximately July, depending on weather conditions. The first
customer is likely to be the Murray Goulburn Co-operative Co. Ltd, and within two
years gas will be made available to other
consumers in Rochester. Shortly after June
a leaflet will be distributed to all residents of
Rochester outlining the programme for the
provision of natural gas to the area. The
pipe that has been provided is approximately 8 inches in diameter and is a link
from the Kyabram to Stanhope pipeline.
The matter raised by Mrs Baylor was also
raised on 11 November last year and
concerns the application of concession
benefits to those receiving service pensions.
The concessions committee of Cabinet is
still considering the issue. It is true that the
issue has not been resolved at this stage, but
it is also true that no change is imminent for
existing gas and electricity tariffs and other
major benefits until some time later in the
year. It is the intention of the Government
to ensure that the concessions committee's
deliberations on this issue, includin~ the
deliberations on a wide range of eXisting
benefits, including the one raised by Mrs
Baylor, .will be resolved prior to the next
Budget and to consideration of changes
being made in any of the energy tariffs.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
ofForests)-Mr Baxter mentioned the lengthy delays that one of his constituents has
experienced in the purchase of some railway
land and his dealings with the Railway
Construction and Property Board. It
appears that it adds up to three years alto-

Adjournment

gether. I will take up that matter immediately with the Minister of Transport and
determine whether he can expedite the
matter to the satisfaction of his constituent
and himself.
Mr Chamberlain raised the matter of
correspondence. I apologize to Mr Chamberlain for not having given him a reply. I
usually take pride in answering my correspondence promptly, but obviously something has 'gone wrong. Mr Chamberlain can
rest assured that I will take up that matter at
the first opportunity tomorrow and provide
him with a reply to that correspondence.
I thank Mr Granter for bringing to my
attention a reply to a question asked last
week. That reply could be misconstrued. I
have read the answer and I a~ee that it is
ambiguous. However, to clanfy the situation, it should be noted that the Government has agreed to waive for a ten-week
period the royalties charged on fencing
posts that are cut in forest areas. However,
the waiving of the royalty charges applies
only to those fencing posts that are cut for
use as replacements for fencing posts burnt
in the recent bush fires. I thank Mr Granter
for providing me with an opportunity of
clarifying that matter.
Mr Wright raised an important matter on
the immense difficulty experienced by a
disabled person travelling on a country
train. I will take up the matter immediately
with the Minister of Transport in another
place in an endeavour to determine what
action VicRail can take to ensure that disabled persons, along with other citizens of
this State, can travel comfortably on the
railway network.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-Mr Evans raised the question of
the funding of the proposed controlled
atmosphere research laboratory at the
Tatura Irrigation Research Institute. The
Government supports fully the importance
of that laboratory and in the 1983 works and
services programme the new laboratory at
Tatura has the highest priority. I anticipate
that construction will commence in the next
financial year.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.52 p.m.
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TEACHING HOURS
(Question No. 8)

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) asked the Minister for Conservation, for the Minister of Education:
(a) What is the current average number of classroom hours worked per week and per year, respectively, by full-time class-room teachers in State
secondary schools?
(b) What is the Education Department's standard in
respect of the class-room hours to be worked by such
teachers in State secondary schools?

(c) What was such standard immediately before 3
Apri11982?

(d) What is the additional number of teachers (fulltime equivalent) employed by the department as a
result of the failure of actual teaching hours to comply
with the current standard or with the standard immediately before 3 April 1982?
(e) What is the total annual cost to the State of such

addItional employment?

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Education is:
(a) The current class-room hours worked by
secondary teachers are those set out in a memorandum
dated 20 October 1982 sent to schools by the Minister
of Education and Director-General of Education.
(b) As above.
(c) In January 1975 the Teachers Tribunal established regulation 24 which relates to this issue.
However, regulation 24 was out oftouch with the practice in schools and thus was not enforced by the
previous Government.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Education is:
The Minister of Education advised the honourable
member by letter dated 18 February 1983 as follows:
(a) Funds available for school building programmes
during 1982-83 amount to $111 million, of which 27
per cent originate from Commonwealth and 73 per
cent from State Government sources.
(b) Funds available for the same purpose during
1980-81-$100·4 million.
Funds available for the same purpose during 198182-$97·6 million.
(c) The amount and percentage of funds allocated to
each region during 1982-83:

Region
South Central
Eastern Metropolitan
Northern Metropolitan
Tullamarine
Western Metropolitan
Western port
Maroondah
Barwon South-Western
Central Highlands- Wimmera
Loddon Campaspe-Mallee
Goulburn North-Eastern
Gippsland
General

$M

%

4·8
3·2
5·0
3·4
5·7
5·8
4·4
4·2
3·1
4·3
4·1
3·2
0·9
52·1

9
6

10
7
11
11
8
8
6
8
8
6
2
100

No comparison of these funding levels can be made
with those of previous years due to the complete redistribution ()f schools across new regional boundaries.

FUNDS FOR SCHOOL
MAINTENANCE

(d) Nil.
(e) Nil.

(Question No. 123)

SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAMME
FUNDING
(Question No. 122)

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province) asked the Minister for
Conservation, for the Minister of Education:
(a) What funds will be available to the Government
for the school building programme for 1982-83, and
what is the source of those funds?
(b) What funds were available for the programme in
1980-81 and 1981-82?
(c) What percentage ofthe funds for 1982-83 will be
allocated to each ofthe educ~tion regions, and how do
the allocations compare with those of 1981-82?

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province) asked the Minister for
Conservation, for the Minister of Education:
(a) What funds will be available to the Government
for school maintenance (excluding cleaning, gardening,
etc.) during 1982-83, and what is the source of those
funds?
(b) What such funds were available in 1980-81 and
1981-82?
(c) What percentage of the funds for 1982-83 will be
allocated to each of the education regions, and how do
the allocations compare with those of 1981-82?

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Education is:
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The Minister of Education advised the honourable
member by letter dated 9 February 1983 as follows:
(a) During 1982-83 funds available for school maintenance amount to $30· 5 million, of which 27 per cent
originate from Commonwealth and 73 per cent from
State Government sources.
(b) Funds available for maintenance during 1980-

81-$18·5 million. Funds available for maintenance
during 1981-82-$26·6 million.
(c) The amount and percentage of funds (maintenance) allocated to each region during 1982-83:

Region

$M

South Central
Eastern Metropolitan
Northern Metropolitan
Tullamarine
Western Metropolitan
Maroondah
Westernport
Barwon South-Western
Central Highlands-Wimtnera
Loddon Campaspe- Mallee
Goulburn North-Eastern
Gippsland
General

%

3·9 13
1·6
5
2·4
8
1·2
4
3·8 12
2·4
8
4·0 13
2·6
8
1·8
6
1·7
6
2·2
7
2·1
7
0·8
3
30·5 100

No comparison of these funding levels can be made
with those of previous years due to the complete redistribution of schools across new regional boundaries.

WATER IN WIMMERA-MALLEE
STOCK AND DOMESTIC SYSTEM
(Question No. 193)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) asked the Minister of
Water Supply:
(a) What plans has the State Rivers and Water

Supply Commission for distribution of water in the
Wlmmera-Mallee stock and domestic system for
1983?
(b) Is it proposed or intended, if autumn and winter
rainfall is below average, to release water for urban
storages only?

(c) Ifno water is available for farm use or ifits avail-

abIlIty is restricted will all farmers (including those who
may not receive water) be required to pay their full
water rate?

(d) Given the current water situation, for how long
will water be made available to the Horsham irrigation
district?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-The answer is:
(a) The current storages position indicates that all
normal requirements can be met in 1983 to supply the
Wimmera-Mallee stock and domestic system. The
minimum desirable storage capacity of the Grampians
storages to supply the domestic and stock requirements, urbans, water trusts and the irrigation districts
is 350 000 megalitres, as at 1 January in each year. At 1
December 1982, the total available water in store was
351 690 megalitres.

Substantial rainfall in the catchments will be
required during the winter and spring of 1983 to
provide reserve for 1984.
(b) No.
(c) The commission will endeavour to supply all
farms with water, but the sand drift situation could
inhibit the normal water delivery schedules.

Under the Water Act, all farmers are required to pay
full rates and an amendment to the Act would be
required for a reduction or deferral of rates. The supply
situation will be kept under review.

(d) The Horsham Irrigation District irrigators will
receIve their normal entitlements in the 1982-83 irrigation season.

COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(Answered on 29 June 1982)
(Question No. 70)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) asked the Minister of
Forests, for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services:
(a) Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
aware of the considerable voluntary contribution made
by members of Country Fire Authority brigades?
(b) Will he favourably consider representations for
subsidies for construction and maintenance of fire
brigade training tracks.

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
is:
(a) Yes.
(b) I am prepared to consider any representations on
this subject in the context of the over-all budgetary
situation.
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Wednesday, 30 March 1983
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read
the prayer.
WATER AND SEWERAGE
AUTHORITIES (RESTRUCTURING)
BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
WHITE (Minister of Water Supply), was
read a first time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
VICTORIAN DAIRY INDUSTRY
AUTHORITY
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Templestowe Province)-My question to the Minister of Agriculture refers to the Ministerial
statement made last week on the Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority and the report of
the review panel on the operations of the
authority. That report was made on 29
October 1982, exactly five months ago. The
Minister stated that the report indicated
that the advertising campaign for "Big M"
had been effective only in its initial stages
but that its effect wore offand it ceased to be
effective. However, advertising for "Big M"
is continuing on Victorian television. Why
has the Minister continued to approve of
advertising in a campaign that has reputedly
been shown to be ineffective?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)- The review committee questioned some of the promotional activities of
the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority and
the emphasis on the direction offunds to the
"Big M" product. There is no intention on
the part of the authority or the Government
to abandon advertising for "Big M"
The Hon. P. D. Block-Why not? It was
useless!
The Hon. D. E. KENT - There is no suggestion that it was useless, but serious questions were raised about the proportion of
funds directed to the advertising of one product rather than to promoting white milk as
a product.
Session 1983-80
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DROUGHT RELIEF
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I direct my question without
notice to the Minister of Agriculture, who is
responsible for dealing with drought relief
in Victoria. Can the Minister assure the
House that drought aid will continue to be
available, even though excellent rains have
fallen throughout much of the State during
the past week; does he acknowledge that
many primary producers will require carryon finance for at least the next couple of
years to get them through the after effects of
the drought; what directions, if any, have
been given by the Government to the Rural
Finance Commission on the way in which it
should deal with future applications for
carry-on finance?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-In reply to the three questions
asked by Mr Dunn, the Government is
aware that the need for drought assistance
will continue for some time following the
rains that fell recently, which I believe mean
that the drought has broken. It is suggested
that various forms of assistance may be
eliminated at different times. The Drought
Advisory Committee, under the chairmanship of the Minister of Lands, discusses
these matters and will make recommendations.
Carry-on loans will no doubt be needed
for a considerable period. I am not prepared
to say that new applications will be accepted
over the next two years but, as Mr Dunn is
aware, some of those loans will benefit
farmers by way of concessional interest
rates for some years. There was another
question.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn - Directions to the
Rural Finance Commission.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-The Government has given no specific directions to the
commission. Some of the arrangements and
the period for which assistance will continue will depend upon decisions of the
Federal Government. As Mr Dunn would
be aware, some assistance measures were
implemented by the Federal Government
without consultation with the State Government. However, I assure the honourable
member that there will be adequate consultation between the two Governments before
any of the assistance measures are withdrawn or before any new assistance
measures are introduced.
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TAX AVOIDANCE IN BUILDING
INDUSTRY
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia Province)-Is the Leader of the Government,
in his capacity as Minister of Labour and
Industry, aware of widespread tax avoidance in the building industry, due to the
practice of cash-in-hand payments; if the
Minister is aware of the practice, what
action does he propose to take?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of Labour and Industry)- The Government is aware of the widespread practice
of tax avoidance, amongst other things.
Apart from the employees not being
covered by workers compensation, they are
not being paid the correct award rates of pay
and the employers are avoiding income tax
and pay-roll tax as well. Unfortunately, this
is a widespread practice, and although the
former Government was aware of the problem, it did nothing about it.
In a recent survey of eleven public sector
contract maintenance projects, only two
projects paid employees on the site according to agreed award conditions. Of the
remaining nine projects, in each instance
there were cash-in-hand payments and tax
avoidance practices. The Government is
aware of the problem, and, as one would
appreciate, there are no easy solutions.
However, the Government is addressing the
problem and I hope to make a report to both
Houses on the ramifications of past activities and outline the steps that can be taken to
avoid a repetition of these practices in the
future.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I refer the Minister of
Agriculture to the Ministerial statement he
made last week in which he intimated that a
certain memorandum was shown to the
Honourable T. L. Austin, the former Minister of Agriculture. In the light of Mr Austin's public denial that any such memorandum was shown to him, will the Minister
inform the House of the steps he took to
check the accuracy of the Ministerial statement. and will he apologize for making an
incorrect statement?
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The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I believe the statement I made
was accurate. I took steps to ensure that it
was an accurate document and I have no
intention of apologizing for that statement.
WATER CONSERVATION
The Hon. C. J. KENNEDY (Waverley
Province)- Will the Minister of Water
Supply outline the steps the Government
proposes to take during the winter to assist
in conserving Melbourne's water supply?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-As honourable members
will be aware, the Government, in conjunction with the Board of Works, announced
that as from 6 April-that is, next Wednesday - restrictions will be eased and level 4
restrictions will apply.
They are severe restrictions especially for
the milder weather which is experienced
during the April autumn period. The Government will review the level of restrictions
at the end of April and, depending on rainfall patterns and the level of water in the
major reservoirs, consideration will be
given to a further reduction in the level of
restrictions with a view to phasing them out
as soon as possible.
Because no new storage capacity will be
available for the summer of 1983-84 and
average rainfall should ensure a safe water
supply for the summer of 1983-84, the
board, in conjunction with the Government, will continue a campaign throughout
the winter months. An announcement will
be made about this next Wednesday.
Targets for average daily consumption
during the winter months will be set and I
hope restrictions will not be required. In
addition, as part of the campaign, we hope
to include the notion-in the interests of the
community and as part of its education in
the consumption of water within the
house-of consideration of how much water
the average person consumes on a daily
basis in the home.
This will be part of the continuing campaign to change the long-term habits of the
community in the consumption of water. I
am sure all honourable members will appreciate that significant steps have been taken
in that regard as a result of the co-operation
received from the people of Melbourne
since water restrictions were first introduced on 1 December last year.
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MELBOURNE WHOLESALE FRUIT
AND VEGETABLE MARKET TRUST
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-Does the Minister of
Agriculture have a committee inquiring
into the management and costing of the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market Trust? If so, will the Minister make
a report available to the industry before any
cost increases are levied on the industry?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-The answer to both questions is,
"Yes".
RESTRUCTURE OF LANDS
DEPARTMENT
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-My question concerns proposals to restructure land management and
vermin and noxious weed control in Victoria. Will the Minister of Lands indicate to
the House what stages have been reached
with the proposed restructure and what consultations are taking place with departments
and clients, and whether he anticipates proposed legislation being introduced during
this sessional period of Parliament to facilitate the restructure?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Lands) - The process of restructure
within the Lands Department involves the
abolition of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Destruction Board and the acti vi ties
of the people engaged in vermin and noxious weed control to amalgamate with the
Lands Department. The actual restructure
system has been worked out in conjunction
with the Public Service Board and in consultation with the various unions involved
and also with the staff.
Consultation has already been held with
the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association and as many people in the rural
community as possible. Proposed legislation is bein~ prepared at present to provide
for the abohtion of the board and following
that it is hoped that the restructure of the
Lands Department, which will involve the
establishment of regional offices throughout
the State, will commence by the middle of
this year.
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ABERFELDY RIVER
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province)-Can the Minister of Water
Supply advise the House of the accuracy ofa
report in the Sun last weekThe PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! It is not in order for an honourable member to ask whether a report in a
newspaper is or is not accurate. He may ask
the Minister to comment on the report.
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY -Can the
Minister comment on the article which
appeared in the Sun last week and the accuracy of the story that the Aberfeldy River
will be dammed to top up the Thomson
dam?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-In respect of the article in
the centre pages of the Sun and which
appeared to indicate that the board had
approval for diversion from the Aberfeldy
River, I point out that in the middle of last
year-about the time of the retirement of
the former chairman of the board, Mr Croxford - the Board of Works released a proposed water and sewerage strategy. In
accordance with the normal procedure in
such matters, the proposal was referred for
consideration to the Water Resources
Council which is representative of not only
the Board of Works but also the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.

It is an important issue and has implications for both metropolitan consumers of
water and non-metropolitan consumers
who would be dependent on those sources
of water.
As yet, the Water Resources Council has
not provided a report to the Government on
the merits of the proposal, so at this stage
the board certainly does not have approval
for diverting water from or damming the
Aberfeldy River.
POLICE RECRUITING
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo
Province)-I direct a question to the Minister of Forests representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. In view of
the substantial cut-backs in the police budget, what does the Government now
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propose to do to meet its commitment of in the Otway Ranges. What is actually
occurring there is that following the fires the
330 recruits for the coming year?
Government instigated a programme to
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister harvest as much of the burnt softwood as
of Forests)-I will pass on the question to soon as possible.
the Minister concerned and ask him to proHonourable members may not be aware
vide Mr Reid with an answer as soon as posthat if the softwood is not harvested in a
sible.
short period, say six months, it deteriorates
rapidly and is of no value. It is important
MEAT INSPECTION SERVICE
that the wood is harvested so, towards that
end, the Forests Commission has stopped
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern logging in the Otway Ranges and directed
Province)-I refer to the current proposals the millers in the areas to collect firewhich are strongly supported by the farming damaged logs in the Mount Macedon
and grazing industries, to provide one sin~e region. To compensate the millers for any
meat inspection service for Australia, wIth increase in costs for cartage and so on, a
both Commonwealth and State meat review was made of royalties.
inspection services being combined into
Consequently, the royalties were reduced
one service. Can the Minister of Agriculture
inform the House of the progress that has so that it would be practical for the logs to be
been made in this direction to the present harvested. Initially, the millers did not agree
time, and the general direction of future with the reduction; therefore, they were
negotiations to bring about this desirable altered even further to ensure that it was
practical and economically viable to harvest
state of affairs?
the logs. I assure the House that if they can
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- prove to me that it is still not economically
culture) - As has been stated before, the viable, the Government will re-examine the
Government is working towards the estab- case. As I understand it, it is possible for
lishment of a single meat inspection system them to harvest the logs at Mount Macedon
in the Victorian meat industry. Progress is and, in so doing, does not take away from
continuing and is likely to be accelerated the Otway region.
with the advent of a new Labor Government in Canberra. At this stage, I cannot
PROTECTION OF ANIMALS ACT
inform the honourable member when the
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higininstitution of a single meat inspection will
botham Province)-I ask the Minister of
take place in Victoria.
Agriculture whether the Government
intends to amend the Protection of
SAWMILLING IN THE OTW AY
Animals Act 1966 to include fish; if so,
RANGES
why?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of AgriThe Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province)-Is the Minister of Forests aware culture)-The honourable member may be
of claims that are being made by the soft- referring to recommendations made by the
wood sawmillers that they are in danger of Animal Welfare Advisory Committee that
being put out of business by the sawlogging fish should be included in the Protection of
salvage operations? If so, can the honour- Animals Act. That subject will be discussed
able gentleman explain the situation to the because the discussion paper has been sent
to interested groups and that issue and other
House?
matters will be the subject of discussion
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister before new measures are introduced.
of Forests)-I think the honourable member is referring to an article published in last
PROPOSED SUNRAYSIA WATER
week's Colac Herald. The article implied
BOARD
that the softwood sawmillers in that area
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
were being forced out of business by the
Government, which was preventing them Western Province)-Is the Minister of
from harvesting the green log softwoods Water Supply aware that concern is being
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large provincial cities. That committee has
met on a number of occasions. It has considered areas and what action and strategy
the Government should adopt in establishing these forests. I have visited some
work that has already been done by various
councils. The Nunawading City Council has
done some excellent work, and other counThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of cils have rehabilitated quarry sites.
Water Supply)-Over the three years, disUrban forests present many benefits in
cussions have taken place about the emeraesthetics
to the area. Planting can be done
gence of the Sunraysia Water Board in Mildura. In the next few days, I am expecting on a commercial basis. The committee will
the final report of the task force set up to continue looking at sites and will report
examine the recommendations of the Pub- back to me, and the necessary action will be
lic Bodies Review Committee and I expect taken to begin the establishment of those
to receive a recommendation covering the forests throughout the metropolitan and
urban areas.
Mildura area.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
If the proposal is put to me by the task
Dairy industry
force for the Sunraysia Water Board, I shall
hold discussions wIth representatives of the
The report on the review of the Victorian
local area, as I have done in recent days. Ifit Dairy Industry Authority and the Minisis the view of both the city and the shire to terial statement made by the Hon. D. E.
pursue the merits of the amalgamation of Kent (Minister of Agriculture) on March 22,
the two local government units, it is appro- were taken into consideration.
priate for the Government to consider the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
merits of the issue and enable the local gov- Province)-I move:
ernment representatives time to pursue that
That the Council take note of the report and Miniscourse of action prior to a formal request terial statement.
being made.
The paid political lackeys who produced the
Ifit is the advice of the task force that the statement presented to the House last week
Sunraysia Water Board be formed and if ought to be ashamed of themselves. Their
during those discussions the local govern- services should be dispensed with if we have
ment representatives ofMildura seek repre- real concern for the future of Parliamentary
sentations, a consultant will be appointed to democracy. In the way they went about the
examine the merits on an economic basis preparation of that statement, they disfor the emergence of the water board. I will played a woeful ignorance of the traditions
give consideration to the issue in conjunc- of the Westminster system. They showed a
tion with the Water Commission when I lack of elementary sense and falf play and
decency and they produced a dishonest,
meet them again, which will be tomorrow.
tawdry, distorted document, designed to
mislead and to smear as much as to inform.
URBAN FORESTS
They did so for the cheapest political gain.

expressed in the Mildura district about the
establishment of the proposed Sunraysia
Water Board? If so, what steps is the honourable ~ent1eman and the Water Commission takIng to ensure that all bodies concerned are happy with the recommendations?·

The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-As there has been considerable interest and some publicity regarding
urban forests, can the Minister of Forests
inform the House what initiatives he has
taken to sustain this movement to urban
forestry?

I propose to deal with those three propositions in the reverse order to the way in
which I raised them. That the document
was misleading is beyond any doubt.
Personal attacks were made upon
MinistersThe Hon. E. H. Walker-Former MinThe Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister isters.
of Forests)-Last year, the Government
The Hon. A. J. HUNT - They are former
instigated the Urban Forests Development Ministers. The personal attacks were
Committee to investigate the possibility of designed to ensure that the public thought
providing urban forests throughout the that they had been convicted by a report. In
metropolitan area of Melbourne and in fact, those Ministers-
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The Hon. E. H. Walker-Former Ministers.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The fact that
they are out of office does not alter the fact
that the statement dealt with the Ministers
when in office. They were not even mentioned in the report and their administration ~fthe office :w~s in no way brought into
questlon. The MInIster of Agnculture in his
Ministerial statement, referred to a s~nda
lous situati.on in the Victorian Dairy Industry Authonty. In fact, the letter oftransmis.;
sion, dated 29 October 1982, from the
authors of the report states:
We wish to place on record the fact that we received
the full co-operation o~the authority's management in
the conduct of our review. Our report has necessarily
concentrated on areas of the authority's operation
where concerns have been raised and where improvements are ~ssible. It is not the intention of the report
to devalue ID any way the many real and worth-while
achievements of the authority.

That is the letter of transmission. It indicates that what has been found is deficiencies that need improvement and it acknowledges the worth-while achievements of the
authority. On the other hand, the Minister
alleges a scandalous situation. If there were
a scandalous situation, why was the report
held over from 29 October to 22 March?
The whole exercise was one of taking up a
very modest report that alleged some
administrative deficiencies.
An Honourable Member-Will they get
endorsement?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The statement
~roduced ~y th<?se paid political lackeys had
httle relatIonshIp to the report, on which it
was allegedly based. When one examines
the statement they produced, one finds that
t~e claim was made that marketing strategIes have not led to, significant increases in
total sales of milk. That claim has been
taken up by the press, which believed it. It is
not what the report says. I invite honourable
members to look at page 17 of the report
which states:
'
... while total milk sales have grown significantly since
1976-77, sales of white milk (i.e., plain milk) have
fallen.

What the report says is that total milk sales
have grown significantly. What the Minister's statement, which is allegedly based
on that report, states is that:
. Market~ng strategies have not led to significant
IDcreases ID the total sales of milk.

Ministerial Statement
T~e writers of that statement produced a lie.

It IS not true. The report says that total milk

sales had grown significantly. The statement
say~ the opposite and has turned the report
on Its ear. It has endeavoured to convey
exactly the opposite impression to the
truth.
This process of distortion appears again
and again throughout the statement prepared for the Minister of Agriculture. I do
not propose to go through all the distortions; they are far too numerous to do so. If
one examines the alleged summary of the
report, on page 1 of the Ministerial statement, the claim is made that:
. Manage~ent practices in the authority were inefficient and faded to provide for proper accountability.
Wha~ the report said was that management
practIces were often difficult to identify and
that they required improvement. The statement takes it up and makes it sound as if the
authority was inefficient. Nowhere was the
word used. Similarly, the attack on auditing
and accounting procedures in the statement
is not justified by the report, which merely
says that they required improvement.
Throughout the document, one finds that
~ords are chang~d in presenting the findIngs of the report In a way designed to create
a much worse impression than the report
justifies. Words are added.

The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Fictitious
quotes?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Yes, fictitious
quotes. If one looks at the third page of the
Ministerial statement, for example, as
reported at page 1757 of Hansard of 22
March, one sees in item (e) where the report
referred to "sporadic involvement of manageme~t .sta~ in policy development", that
the Mlnlstenal statement substitutes the
word "intermittent" for the word "sporadic". "Sporadic" means "occasional'"
"intermittent" means "recurrent" -it isjust
~esigned to change the flavour of the meanIng, yet elsewhere, where it suits them to go
the other way and where the report used the
word "intermittent" on another occasion
the Ministerial statement substitutes th~
word "spasmodic". This sort of minor distortion, designed in total to create a false
impression, appears throughout the document.

Ministerial Statement

I take the House to paragraph (d), as
reported at page 1758 of Hansard, where
two widely spread quotations are put
together to create quite a false impression,
and to give a dishonest summary and to
leave the impression that there was a reluctance .to make disclosure of financial
matters over a long period.· In fact, the
report deals with one occasion where there
was an appearance of reluctance to make
full disclosure.
These things have happened for a very
simple reason: Ministerial statements are
traditionally prepared by impartial departmental officers who are careful of and concerned to ensure that the facts are accurate.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-I think those
days have gone.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT - I think they
have gone, I am sorry to say. The Minister
thereafter puts his own stamp on, adds his
own comments and his views, but the basic
work and preparation is done by impartial
officers whose integrity is in no doubt and
who have no political axe to grind. On this
occasion, we are informed that the basic
work was done by a Ministerial adviser and
thereafter the papers went to the Department of the Premier, where other advisers
looked at and polished up the document
with a view to making the maximum impact
on the public. That impact was sought
regardless of what the report said.
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The names of officers who have been
referred to the Fraud Squad with a view to
investigation of possible charges were bandied about and tried by Parliament. I gather
they have been tried by the Minister's
advisers. It may well be that his summary of
the alleged offence was a fair one-we do
not know that-but at least those men
whose names were not even mentioned in
the report in question have been deprived of
the opportunity of a fair trial by a court.
They were tried by the Minister's advisers
and their names were bandied about in the
Parliament. They have been found guilty by
the media and by the public before it has
even been determined whether or not criminal charges will be laid, and that has happened contrary to all of the traditions of this
House.
Similarly, the former Ministers have been
attacked, without any basis being provided
by the report, and in a way which led the
public to believe they were found guilty by
the report, without any warning and without
any opportunity to defend themselves in
advance and without even any approach
being made to them to question their conduct on the issue.

I turn to the question of the relationship
between a Government and an Opposition.
When a party is in opposition, its duty is to
question the Government at every point to
ensure that its actions are thoroughly examin the public interest, and the OpposiI have talked about the way in which ined
tion
raises any doubts it can. When that
Ministerial statements are traditionally pre- Opposition
in becoming a Govpared, and it is obviously vital in the inter- ernment, it succeeds
needs,
if
the Parliamentary
ests of Parliamentary democracy that they system is to continue to work,
to show some
should be prepared in that way. A Minis- magnanimity in victory. The past
then the
terial statement, more than any other past. If it starts to delve into theispersonal
speech, ought to be something that can be Ministerial files of its predecessors in office,
relied upon implicitly. It ought to be a facbehaves like the Government of a banana
tual statement, the authenticity of which it
republic,
seeks to execute the memcan never be in the slightest possible doubt. bers of itswhich
Government. That
In so far as a Ministerial statement deals has never predecessor
been
the
tradition
under the
with facts, it ought to be accurate in every
respect. There ought to be no possibility of Westminster system.
challenge whatsoever.
Under the Westminster system, not only
This statement, however, can be chal- is a strong Government needed but also a
lenged throughout. It is not a statement of strong Opposition is needed, and the Govfact. It was no more than a political diatribe ernment needs to recognize that every
directed at Ministers and others. Further- major decision made is a matter of conmore, it was an unfair statement. It showed troversy. That is where the difficulty of a
no sense of fairness; it showed no sense of Minister lies in resolving difficult issues and
in making decisions for better or for worse.
decency whatsoever.
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It is quite contrary and alien to the whole
of the Westminster tradition that, after a
Government has left office, every one of
those decisions should be gone over one by
one with a view to holding past decisions up
to ridicule.
In the Parliament at Westminster, it is the
tradition that correspondence between
Ministers of a previous Government is not
even available to an incoming Government;
that Cabinet papers are not available to an
incoming Government and even the advice
of the public servants to Ministers who have
gone out of office is confidential to them.
The reason is simple: The Minister must
be judged on the public record; on the
reasons that were given and on any criticisms made at the time, and not on the basis
of an examination, after the event, of the
Ministerial file. It goes back to a matter of
respect that needs to exist between both
Government and Opposition if the Parliamentary system is to operate effectively.
If any Government is to regard itself as
free to delve into the files of the previous
Government; to look at confidential correspondence between one Minister and
another and to attack on that basis, then no
Minister can make decisions on a proper
basis. He is always thinking of the examination that may occur later. That has never
been the tradition under the Westminster
system, and these paid political lackeys, not
realizing the consequences of a breach of
basic traditions, have quite disregarded
them.
Last week, I regretfully told the Minister
of A~cu1tur~ that, in taking the course that
he dId, he had unfortunately lost the respect
that he previously enjoyed from this side of
the House. What the Minister has done is to
accept a dishonest, distorted document and
to present it to the House and, in doing so,
he has been guilty of fraudulent conduct.
I do not suggest that the Minister of Agriculture was guilty of deliberate falsehood.
The honourable gentleman took the material prepared for him and presented it to this
House as directed.
The law says that those who use statements recklessly, not caring whether they
are true or false, with the intention that
others should act upon them, are guilty of
fraud. That is precisely what the Minister of

Ministerial Statement

Agriculture has done in this case. The honourable gentlemen has taken statements,
which were in fact untrue-statements that
were in fact unjustified-and, without properly checking their truth or falsity, regardless of the consequences, has conveyed
them to an unsuspecting public with the
intention that those statements-false as it
transpires- be believed.
That conduct is fraudulent and the Minister of Agriculture stands condemned for
the production of a fraudulent statement to
the House.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-This morning, the Leader of the
Opposition has sought to denigrate a Minister who has taken on his task with the
responsibility and endeavour that a man of
his capacity has always shown and will continue to show. It was incumbent upon him,
following an investigation commissioned
by the Government into the Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority, to make a statement upon the findings and the facts as
found by that investigation.
The Ministerial statement was based on
the findings of the review of that authority,
accurately based, despite what the Leader of
the Opposition has said. The review, as
stated in the Ministerial statement, showed
that management practices of the authority
were inefficient and failed to provide for
accountability; that auditing and accounting procedures were seriously deficient and
that marketing strategies had not led to a
. significant increase in the total sales of milk.
Under the title, "Summary", I refer to the
expansion of milk sales, to which the Leader
of the Opposition also referred. The review
states:
(iii) Following an initial expansion of milk sales
volume after the introduction of the Big M flavoured
milk, marketing strategies employed have not led to
any significant sales increase. The authority has not
fully investigated the profitability of its marketing
polIcies which emphasise product diversification supported by substantial promotional and advertising
expenditure.

The Leader of the Opposition raised the
question of responsible Government and
responsible Opposition. The honourable
member has spent this morning literally
crying over spilt milk, that is, a cost to the
Victorian community caused by the inefficient operations of the Victorian Dairy

Workers Compensation
Industry Authority and, for some reason, he
is saying it should not be incumbent upon
this Government to conduct an inquiry into
the authority and discover that there has
been dereliction of duty and failings by two
former Ministers, and not report to the
people of Victoria. How can that be correct;
how could it not be incumbent on the Minister to make such a report? It is his duty and
it is the duty of the Government to let the
people of Victoria know what a poor condition the State was in prior to April 1982.
Mr Hunt made allegations that the
Opposition has lost confidence in the Minister. If the display given by the Opposition
this morning and the statement ofMr Hunt
are any indication, I doubt whether the
Minister would be concerned about any suggested loss of confidence. I put it to Mr Hunt
that his heart was not in it when he made the
statement, because he is not the type of person who would make a statement about a
Minister with the capability, honesty and
capacity of Mr Kent.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton-You have a
lot to learn!
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On the motion of the Hon. B. P. DUNN
(North Western Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.

WORKERS COMPENSATION
The Hon K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I move:
That this House expresses deep concern at the high
cost of and anomalies in the system of workers compensation in Victoria, and calls on the Government, as
an incentive to employment, to take urgent action to
reduce workers compensation costs to employers.

Workers compensation in Victoria is in a
chaotic state-premiums have reached such
astronomical proportions that thousands of
jobs have been lost. The system is tailor
made for corruption and abuse. Workers
compensation has proved to be a financial
bonanza for many workers, doctors, insurance companies, the legal fraternity and the
judiciary.

A large proportion of claims are not
work-related
and a survey conducted by the
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Houghton says I have a lot to learn. That may be Australian Medical Association found that
true but, unlike members of the Opposition, almost half the claims investigated were
I am not a slow learner; I am a fast learner faked or exaggerated. Many honourable
and I have picked up a great deal in the short members would have personal knowledge
time I have been here. It seems strange to of this. It involves deception by some docme that the 27 years the Liberal Party spent tors who do not regard cheating the workers
in Government has not taught members of compensation system as illegal. A few doctors have become wealthy beneficiaries of
the party anything.
the scheme. In fact, the residence and surThe statement made by the Opposition gery of one doctor have become known as
this morning will not impress or affect the "Compensation House".
public of Victoria at all. It may capture a
Some claimants are breaking the law and
brief headline in the early edition of the
all
honourable members know of such
Herald, if that is the intent of the Opposition. However, that is a cheap way of get- cases. Some time ago, a friend of one memting publicity and defending two former ber of my family was water-skiing at the
Ministers who deserve the condemnation week-end. He badly injured himself, but
had no personal accident cover. The next
they received in the report.
thing I heard was that he had fallen off a
The Government is not interested in vil- ladder at work on the Monday morning. All
ifying former Ministers; why should it be? honourable members are aware of cases
They are in Opposition and will continue to involving lower back injuries, which are
be so. The Government is interested only in very hard to prove. I had another friend
letting the people of Victoria know about who was in a ward of a Melbourne hospital
the situation of the Victorian Dairy Indus- full of people suffering from back injuries.
try Authority. It is for that reason that it was While the doctors and medical personnel
necessary for the Minister of Agriculture to were in the ward, everyone would lie back
prepare the reasoned statement that he quietly unable to move. However, when
those personnel left the ward, one patient
did.
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wouldjump out of his bed and alter the television channel. All honourable members
know of cases like this.
The legal aspect of workers compensation
is a closed shop. It could be said that a small
coterie of barristers and counsellors earn
$200000 a year-some earn $1500 a day
without going into court. The State Insurance Office paid out no less than $24 million
last year in legal expenses alone. I admit that
making claims is a kind of Russian roulette.
If some people are injured in certain circumstances, there is a high level of benefit.
In other cases, the benefits paid are
extremely poor; in fact, they could be insufficient to maintain a family in reasonable
comfort. The unions representing the
employees certainly have a case to be stated
in that instance.

Workers Compensation
A declining number of insurance companies, which includes the State Insurance Office, are engaged in workers compensation business. There is also in Victoria
a workers compensation board that has a
number of responsibilities. Reports show
that claims under workers compensation
legislation are increasing at an alarming
rate. In 1979, there were 9568 claims in Victoria; in 1980, 11 363 claims, and in 1981,
13 466 claims. The Insurance Council of
Australia advises that the payouts in workerscompensation in 1975-76 were $51 million, but by 1979-80 they had increased to
$129 million. This includes the common
law aspect increase of 91 per cent over that
period from $6·7 million to $13·3 million.

Lump sum payments have been widely
criticized. One of the main factors for critiInsurance companies enjoy a high cash cism is that there is no incentive for rehabilflow from workers compensation and, while itation of the person injured. The other facsome companies payout a benefit as high as tor is that that person could receive
$1.40 in every $1 of premium income for hundreds of thousands of dollars, invest the
claims, others make a considerable amount money unwisely and lose it, or, when he
of money by investing the premiums they dies, some distant relative or friend would
receive in the short-term money market at a inherit a great deal of money. Under the
rate of 20 per cent or more. While workers system that appears wrong. It would be far
compensation may, on the face of it, appear better to have the payments spaced out on a
to be unprofitable, short-term investments monthly or quarterly basis for the benefit of
the victIm. If the money is not under careful
do result in profits to companies.
trusteeship, there is a danger that the money
The Victorian Employers Federation has will be unwisely invested, as I understand
estimated that the cost of claims to indus- happened with some Parliamentarians who
tries is in the vicinity of $4000 million received lump sum payments on retirement
annually. It is fair to point out that the in the past.
anomalies and faults in the workers comIn New South Wales, there was a record
pensation system are real. However, there
are still some sections of the community, payout under this common law system of
particularly the work force, that can com- workers compensation of $2·9 million for a
plain with some justification. I have men- victim of the Granville rail disaster. While
tioned allegations that companies hold back that person was severely injured and handipayments on the short-term money mar- capped for the rest of her lIfe, the payout of
$2·9 million is economically significant. I
ket.
and my party are critical of the extremes of
In Victoria, workers compensation cov- compensation in Victoria, and unions also
ers employers against two kinds of compen- have been concerned about some of the
sation entitlements for employees. The first worst aspects of workers compensation.
principle is that entitlements under the
Workers Compensation Act are indexed
Geoffrey Barker in the Age of28 Septemcompensation for los~ of pay and for the ber 1982 makes some pertinent statements.
cost of treatment to employees who have He states that 80 per cent of the claims may
been injured. Secondly, employees can go to result in only 10 per cent of the payout and,
the County and Supreme courts to prove furthermore, that 2 per cent of the claims
injuries which may have been wholly or account for 40 per cent of the payout. From
partly caused by the employer's negligence. those two sets of figures, one can readily see
If that can be proved, compensation is pay- that there is something radically wrong with
the workers compensation system in Vicable.

Workers Compensation

toria. The costs of administration are also
extremely high, and these are borne out by
the fact that it is estimated that of every
$100 paid in employers' liability insurance,
only $65 is paid out in claims to the insurer;
$30 goes in administration and only $5 in
profit to the insurance company.
There are long delaxs in settlement, and
the unions can be justtfiably critical of this.
Up to recent days, there were delays of up to
two years in finalizing claims. All honourable members have had people coming into
their electorate offices requesting that representations be made on their behalf in workers compensation claims. To overcome the
delay, a fifth board was appointed, and I
understand that a sixth workers compensation board has been appointed in recent
months. However, there is still a backlog of
claims for workers compensation. Recently
it was stated by the Treasurer, Mr Jolly, that
12 000 claims are awaiting hearing by the
board.
Mr John Zigouras, who practises in both
Melbourne and Mildura, has been in touch
with me on a number of occasions about
what he considers to be faults in workers
compensation insurance. In writing to me
about a particularly difficult case that we
were actin~ on together, in which no fewer
than ten dIfferent employers had employed
this particular employee, he said it was up to
the boards or the courts to decide the
amount of blame that could be apportioned
to each of the employers for the injuries that
this worker incurred. These injuries went
back as far as 1955, so one can understand
why there is a delay in settling that particular case in which I was personally
involved.
Mr Zigouras raised the question why a
large provincial centre like Mildura has only
one sitting of the workers compensation
board a year. Mr Zigouras told me in a letter
dated 3 February 1983 that at present his
firm has 31 cases of workers compensation
and it is anticipated that by the next time the
board sits in Mildura, which is expected to
be 19-23 September 1983-which is almost
six months away-the number of cases will
be almost doubled to 60.
Mr Zigouras stated that there is a ludicrous situation - the Government might
like to look into this; I do not know whether
the Government has any power of direction - in which the board insists on taking
one day to travel to Mildura, that is on the
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Monday. It is like the Country Fire Authority workers at Ouyen that I referred to last
year. The board sits on Tuesday, closes the
sittings on Thursday, and travels home on
Friday. That is a three-day working week.
The Hon. D. R. White-It sounds like
your work routine. You take about two days
to get here.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT - I think the
Minister for Minerals and Energy would
have a good idea what country members are
doing in their electorate, because we are certainly conveying to the House the concerns
of our people. It is only because we work
long hours at week-ends and at nights that
we can keep up with our work load, as the
Minister well knows.
As my colleague states, the board is in the
horse and buggy days. Apparently the board
has not heard of air travel. An aeroplane
leaves Melbourne about 7.15 a.m., and the
members of the board could travel to Mildura and be on the job by the cavalier starting hour of 9.30 a.m. They could fly back
again Friday evening and complete a full
week's work.
The high cost of workers compensation in
Victoria is well known. There have been
dramatic increases in premiums over recent
years. In the past three years, the increases
have ranged from 80 per cent to 300 per
cent, and these increases are particularly felt
in various industries such as building, mining, business and councils. Some councillors from the City of Mildura were in this
building earlier today, and the town clerk,
Mr Goss, informs me that their workers
compensation premiums increased from
$8000 last year to $117 000 this year. What
an increase, and what an impost for the ratepayers of the municipalities to bear! In
another business at Mildura, the workers
compensation payments increased from
$29 000 to $59 000 in one year.
In the Age of 27 September 1982, in an
article attributed to Geoffrey Barker, there
are some figures on workers compensation
premiums relating to the Metal Trades
Industry Association. I shall quote three of
them to show how workers compensation
premiums have risen for five insurance
companies. In the production of radiators
and fans, the total value of claims in the
years 1979-82 were $1800. The premium
for 1981 was $12 000; the pr~mium for
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1982, $38000, a percentage increase in
premiums of 216·6 per cent. In sheet metal
products, the total value of claims in 197982 was $7000; the premium in 1981 was
$12000, and the premium in 1982, $35000,
an increase of 191· 6 per cent. Other similar
cases are quoted.
My attention has been drawn to Queensland, and there are some amazing differences between the premiums in that State
and those in Victoria. A number of our
farming constituents in the North Western
Province have pointed out to Mr Dunn and
me that in Queensland the farming premium is 2·84 per cent and in Victoria it is
11· 06 per cent, which is almost four times
the rate paid in Queensland. In the mining
industry-and I refer to underground mining and exclude coal-the Victorian preqlium is 59·46 per cent and in Queensland it is
only 3·08 per cent. So, the relevant Victorian premium is no less than 1800 per cent
higher than the Queensland premium.
Surely, those figures alone show just how
out of kilter the Victorian system is.
With spokesmen from other parties, I was
invited to make an inspection of a mine in
the Maldon district. We were shown a
development where the company was willing to spend $5000 a week but I was told that
the incentive to develop had been taken
away from the company because, of that
$5000 a week, $2600 was being expended on
workers compensation and pay-as-you-earn
insurance. I ask the House how Victoria can
possibly encourage business to employ
more labour in that sort of situation.
The situation in Victoria has been exacerbated because, on top of those payments, we
have a stamp duty of 15 per cent and a levy
of 9 per cent. In connection with the 9 per
cent levy, there are many questions that
should be asked about the supplementation
fund. In fact, there was a shortfall of $22
million last year and the levy was increased
from 6 per cent to 9 per cent. The Liberal
Party, when it was in government, raided
the fund to the extent of $35 million and it
put that $35 million into the consolidated
revenue. Those who were employed had to
make up the difference. In fairness, I must
point out that there are some reasons for the
big differences between the premiums paid
in Queensland and those paid in Victoria.
Firstly, there are free medical services in
Queensland.

Workers Compensation
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - And a monopoly; there is no free enterprise insurance
there.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT - That is so.
The free medical service means that the
worker in hospital is not a cost against workers compensation insurance. Actually, he is
a cost to all Australian taxpayers. One has to
hand it to Mr Bjelke-Petersen, the only
National Party Premier in Australia, that he
has done a great job with workers compensation, as is evident from the figures. As well
as that, there is tremendous development in
Queensland. One thousand Victorians a
week move to Queensland because of the
type of government Mr Bjelke-Petersen is
offering.
I must also point out that injury payments
in Queensland are limited to 26 weeks, with
the payments then becoming the responsibility of social services. In my view, that is
the way it should be. I do not believe those
who pay workers compensation premiums
should have to cover social service payments. The taxpayers as a whole should
bear that responsibility. Also, in Queensland there are lower ceilings for some types
of claims than in other States.
The crux of the matter is that many workers compensation payments should be met
by social services. I am convinced that
many of the 850 000 small businesses in
Australia would employ more staffifit were
not for workers compensation premiums
and, incidentally, pay-roll tax. In the province I represent, I know of many businesses which are the strength of the State
and of the nation, which used to employ,
say, ten employees but have reduced the
number of their employees to perhaps four.
Naturally, this means that the employer has
to work harder to do the same amount of
business but it also means that he is below
the pay-roll tax exemption ceiling and his
workers compensation premiums are minimal. For that reason alone, it is most desirable that something should be done about the
situation. We could have upwards of
another 100 000 jobs in Australia if this
matter were rectified.
Uniformity is, of course, most desirable. I
pity the employer on the border. My colleagues, Mr Baxter and Mr Evans, would
be well aware that, where the province they
represent joins New South Wales, firms that
trade on both sides of the river have to be

Workers Compensation
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registered under the Companies Acts of possible to abolish the adversary legal
both States or the Acts covering estate system in workers compensation. That
agents or solicitors, and also have to have could be achieved to a large extent if there
workers compensation policies in both Vic- were one authority. It would also be possible
toria and New South Wales. The employer to do away with common law actions. If a
must pay two premiums and make two fair system of workers compensation were
declarations. He has to estimate the hours set up, there would be no need for common
that each classification of worker works in law actions in this field. Lump sum settleeach State and has to estimate the wages ments could also be abolished. Earlier, I
paid for that work. All of this is an extreme pointed out some of the faults and pitfalls
involved in lump sum settlements. Salaried
disincentive to the employment of staff.
doctors and lawyers could be employed and
I now turn to what should be done. I can they could be directly responsible to the
see no easy solution. Any solution will be authority. They would have one aim and
difficult to come by and, no matter what is one loyalty.
done, it will be condemned by some section
of the community. I will probably be conAnother suggestion is that Australia
demned for what I have said today, but it is could have a national compensation
something that has to be said to illustrate scheme. That has been proposed for many
that action must be taken.
years. Mr Menzies, as he then was, proposed
a national compensation scheme many
There have been inquiries in the past. The years ago and his loss of office at the time
Whitlam Government commissioned the was perhaps attributable in part to his advoWoodhouse report, which was not acted on cacy of that scheme. It may be that a further
because the time of that Government was inquiry is needed. However, in the final
cut a little short. An inquiry was carried out analysis, the Government is responsible
in Victoria some five years ago. Apart from and it is up to the Government to devise an
some minor recommendations, that report, acceptable solution.
the Harris report, was not acted upon,
either.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)- The Labor Party does not
One option that has been put forward- oppose the motion moved by Mr Wri~t
and I do not intend to express a preference and, certainly, some of Mr Wright's cntifor any option-is to have one authority in cisms meet with agreement. There are great
Victoria or, perhaps, one authority in Aus- problems with workers compensation and
tralia, which would be even better.
accident compensation generally in this
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - And one State and in the country. There are problems with lawyers' fees in the Workers
insurer?
Compensation Board's jurisdiction. The
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT - We will Premier has indicated his concern about
come to that. The authority would include these problems.
representatives of the unions, the employers
The Labor Party is committed to estaband the legal fraternity. When I refer to one
authority, that authority could well include lishing a legal fees tribunal, which will conthe insurer taking over the insurance trol fees of lawyers in all jurisdictions and
responsibility and the other responsibilities. will be concerned particularly to try to come
Fewer and fewer insurance companies are to grips with what are re~arded as "rip-offs"
becoming involved in workers compensa- in the community and In the legal profestion. That is just what happened to third- sion, especially by barristers who practise in
party motor car insurance. The other insur- workers compensation law. The figures that
ance companies, such as Club Motor and Mr Wright mentioned about barristers'
the RACV, dropped out and left the State earnings and their relationship to the work
that they do or do not do and the responsInsurance Office alone in that field.
ibility that they accept are no credit either to
Perhaps honourable members on the the legal profession or to the system of comGovernment side of the Chamber who are pensation. While that needs to be rectified,
members of the legal profession would be it is only a small percentage of the over-all
interested in the fact that it might be problem.
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Delays in court cases and settlements
cause severe problems. Mr Wright mentioned the two-year delay between the date
of injury and settlement. However, it can be
two years between the date of the initiation
of the proceedings and the hearing or the
date when proceedings are ready to commence and the date on which hearings commence.
Some insurance companies deliberately
hold out and refuse to settle a case because
they know that a case will not commence for
a couple of years and therefore they can
invest those funds and undercut more honest insurers or those of greater integrity.
That practice has de stabilized the insurance
market in workers compensation. It has led
to hardship for claimants and it is economically bad for the industry. The injured
worker is left without a remedy and must
put up with whatever interim payments are
made.
The problem that needs to be addressed is
the ability ofan employer to lodge the notice
to cut down the amount of weekly payments
because the onus is on the worker to then get
his weekly payments restored. Earlier this
week, a constituent came to my office and
said that he had been waiting for some time
to get his common law case heard. The
employer can go along with a certificate and
have a worker's weekly payments cut in half
or eliminated and subsequently it will take
months for the worker to get the case heard
by the Workers Compensation Board. In
the meantime, he does not have any remedy
and he has nothing on which to live.
That raises the problem that it is not only
the worker or the employer who ought to be
bearin~ the responsibility for accident compensatIOn in the country, because the effects
are much more widespread than that particular employer and employee. The
worker's family and dependants are affected
and, similarly, in that it is a broader social
problem, it may not be fair for the employer
or insurance company to bear the whole
brunt. Those matters have to be addressed.
In the short term, there is a need to determine whether the Workers Compensation
Board, so long as it continues to exist in a
similar form to which it does in this State,
can be made more efficient, and an investigation needs to be carried out to determine
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whether an administrative procedure can be
adopted without the involvement of
lawyers in the first instance.
The possibility needs to be considered of
having lay members of the Workers Compensation Board sitting together in an
administrative procedure to read affidavits
and hear evidence from both sides without
the involvement of lawyers and to make a
determination which would finalize many
cases and lawyers would be involved only in
a right of appeal.
There needs to be a streamlining of the
backlog of cases. The Government has
appointed a sixth board, but procedures still
need to be streamlined to speed up cases, to
minimize the involvement oflawyers and to
ensure that there is a proper flow through of
cases..
The other aspect is that, again, the symptoms are being treated rather than the cause.
The standard of industrial health and safety
in Victoria is not nearly good enough. Too
many accidents happen in the first place.
This debate is concerned with compensation for those who are injured. It is a proper
concern and those injured workers must be
properly and efficiently compensated. However, the problems must be tackled, as the
Government will tackle them, through
proper industrial health and safety standards.
If one examines the cases to which Mr
Wright referred, particularly common law
claims, one finds that all are based on either
the negligence of the employer or the inability of the employer to meet existing standards. If one of those criteria is not met, one
has not got a common law claim. The level
of common law claims and payouts is an
indictment on employer practices in this
State. Much can be done by employers,
unions and governments collectively to
ensure that those standards are improved in
order to reduce the number ofaccidents that
occur in the first place. In essence, that is the
core of the problem.
The system of accident compensation
generally and common law claims to which
Mr Wnght referred, and the traditional
adversary and common law system of compensation, have been the subjects of proper
citicism by many reports going back over
many years, including the Woodhouse
report. At present, Professor Sackville is
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larly small businesses. However, the Government is firmly of the view that premiums
are not to be reduced by instituting inadequate payments for individuals who happen
to be injured at work. The approach must be
to take whatever action is necessary to
reduce the number of injuries that occur in
the first place. There is a growing recogniThe existing system is arbitrary. There is tion by both unions and employers that a
a problem with lump sum payments in high level of industrial accidents cannot
common law as they are not indexed. They continue to be tolerated.
are a once-and-for-all and an arbitrary payIt is often said, and it is true, that the days
ment which does not and cannot take
account of exactly what will happen in the lost through industrial accidents and disease
future except in a speculative sense. Again, in the work force are much more than the
that must be examined in the context ofulti- days lost through industrial action. It is time
mately a no-fault accident compensation action was taken and the Government will
scheme in this country. It is the policy of the be considering doing all it can to make the
newly-elected Federal Government, in con- Workers Compensation Board and the presultation with the States, to investigate the sent system more efficient. As Mr Wright
implementation, having regard to what Pro- indicated, it also requires examination by
fessor Sackville will say in the New South all parties and all States to achieve a
Wales inquiry, of a national accident com- national and uniform approach for a
national accident compensation scheme
pensation scheme.
and a proper rationalization of the workers
The Victorian Government is in the pro- compensation aspects and common law
cess of establishing a review committee to aspects to which Mr Wright referred.
examine the workers compensation scheme
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Proin Victoria. During its term of office, it will vince)-I endorse much of what Mr Kennan
be making changes to the existing scheme to said in the latter part of his contribution. My
make it more efficient. The Government is personal opinion and the view of the Liberal
concerned about the problem and will be Party is that people claiming damages for
taking action to reduce the delays that injury caused in industrial accidents or for
occur. Ultimately, the problem does have to suffering through industrial disease should
be tackled on the basis ofa no-fault accident be compensated. The important issue is
compensation scheme.
how to deal with compensation. There are a
number of signposts that would give the
I suppose that everyone learns by experi- Government of the day some indication of
ence. Perhaps Mr Whitlam's proposals in how it should handle the matter. For
the early 1970s were ahead of their time and instance, if the Government considered
perhaps the community will take another how setting premiums is structured, it
ten years to react to those proposals and to would realize that it is structured by occupaperceive their merits. I believe the Whitlam tion and by insurance companies quoting
proposals for a national accident compensa- the cost of insuring certain types of
tion scheme will come to be accepted by the employees. For instance, the cost ofinsuring
community. Indeed, it was encouraging persons involved in the demolition induswhen Mr Wright spoke of a growing accept- tries and some other industries is extremely
ance of the need for serious consideration of high. That cost is dictated by the claims that
an accident compensation scheme.
have been made in those types of jobs.
Not only will that result in increased effiIt would be logical to consider that aspect.
ciencies but, as Mr Wright pointed out, it The biggest problem with the workers comwill also properly and more equitably pensation system is the total disparity
spread the burden of payment for accidents between the conditions under which work is
and industrial disease cases across the whole carried out, ranging across a spectrum of
community. The Government recognizes small industries, some with fairly primitive
that workers compensation premiums are a conditions, to larger industries that have the
significant problem for businesses, particu- capacity to provide a safer work place and

conducting his investigation into this area
in New South Wales. It may well be that
Professor Sackville's recommendations
may form the basis for the adoption by the
Federal Government, in consultation with
the States, of a national accident compensation scheme.
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have policies designed to achieve that it was a tragedy for the people killed. Howobjective. The system at present seems to be ever, it is also a tragedy at a time of high
trying to fit all of those contingencies and unemployment, when a small businessman
cannot match the distribution with the is prepared to take the risk ofinvesting capirange of resources available. I consider it a tal and employing other people, that
matter of urgency to get some of these prem- employment is being lost because people
iums under control and to consider the . cannot afford to pay workers compensation
areas of greatest risk and how those risks can premiums.
be eliminated or controlled.
Every employer I have spoken to recently
As previous speakers have said, people at meetings on matters as diverse as shop
tend to consider their own self-interests. trading hours and amendments to the
Employers claim they are being ripped off Industrial Relations Act has indicated that
by improper claims. Unions claim that in one of the major factors in his business is the
many instances employers are improperly escalation in the cost of workers compensastopping people from receiving just com- tion premiums in the past two or three
pensation. The legal profession claims that years.
it is not its fault that the system is structured
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-What is the
in a way that allows it to enter into a lucrative practice. As Mr Kennan said, the legal solution?
profession argues that the system is
Hon. CLIVE BUBB- I am sorry that
designed in a way that causes it to enter into theThe
Minister was not here to listen to my
that area. I agree with Mr Kennan. It is time'
steps were taken to remove the legal profes- earlier remarks. I said that the Government
sion from this area. In many respects, the should follow clear sign posts and as a matter or urgency it should be examining the
field of workers compensation has become a over-all
system. The matter could be referbarristers' banquet.
red to a Parliamentary committee so that a
Another aspect is the insurance industry, report is available on what is happening in
which argues that it does not make any this area. I have been a member of at least
money out of workers compensation. One two committees that have considered the
can argue about that, depending on the matter from a party point of view. The two
interpretations of financial results or insur- separate party committees, established
ance companies involved in the industry. when the Liberal Party was in government,
All interests involved in workers compensa- considered the cost of workers compensation argue that their share of the cake cannot tion premiums. The committees were
be reduced and that somebody else's must unable to come up with any recommendabe reduced. The situation cannot be toler- tion that would have an immediate and draated any longer. Mr Wright cited some matic effect on the cost of premiums. It is
figures on the matter. A truck operator in not an easy subject and it is an issue that the
the electorate I represent informed me that Government has inherited from the former
in two years his workers compensation Government.
premiums have risen from $3000 to
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou - Judge
$28 000. He operates only three trucks but
was unfortunate to have a fatal accident Harris gave you a way out and you walked
occur on one of his trucks in which the away from it!
driver and jockey were killed.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The Minister
The Hon. J. L. Dixon-They were unfor- has not even considered that report. The
important aspects of workers compensation
tunate.
are weekly payments and lump sum payThe Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Yes, they were ments made at common law. I have never
unfortunate, too. However, the man con- been a subscriber to the pot-of-gold
cerned has put offhis other two drivers and syndrome from common law claims. A
is driving the trucks himself. I suppose he person who has been injured in an accident
also employed jockeys on these trucks, so at work has a right to be compensated and
that four jobs have been lost because he can- the right to weekly payments and to claim
not afford to pay his workers compensation for medical and hospital expenses.
premiums. I agree with Mrs Dixon that However, I do not consider that common
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law claims have been conducive to restraining or lowering costs of premiums or to
enhancing in any way the. way in which
workers compensation claims are processed
in this State. For example, Mr Kennan gave
one instance of insurers refusing to settle
because they know it will be two years
before workers compensation matters come
to court and they can use the money in other
ways in the meantime. I know plenty of
others-and I am sure Mr Kennan does,
too-where an insurance company decides
to defend a borderline case, perhaps for the
reasons that Mr Kennan has enunciated.
That adds enormously to the cost, and then
the matter is settled at the door of the
court.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou - All but 1 per
cent of common law claims arising from
injuries in the work place are settled in that
way.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Exactly; and
that is one reason why I am opposed to the
common law claim situation. It is a farce. It
adds enormously to the costs and provides
barristers with a field day. A person who is
pushing a "shonky" claim can pursue his
claim for years and add enormously to the
cost of administering the system only to
find, in the end, that the claim is settled at
the door of the court for less than he wanted
but more than sufficient after all the time he
has taken.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie- Did you
support the Whitlam proposals for a
national compensation scheme?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB- I have come to
the view, over a long period of involvement
with workers compensation, that an urgent
need exists to shift the liability for industrial
accidents. I believe that can be achieved by
simply limiting the liability of employers.
Beyond the point of that limitation, an
assessment would be made and the injured
party would then transfer to a social security
pension; the details would need to be
worked out. A system of limitation of
employer liability must automatically cut
the cost of workers compensation.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-Did you
support the Whitlam proposals in 1974?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-No, I did not. I
have outlined the way in which I believe the
matter should be handled.
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When one discusses workers compensation, the medical profession immediately
comes to mind. To me, it is almost like a
club. A fellow goes along to the doctor who
asks, "Is it 'workers compo' or are you paying?" Immediately the patient utters the
magic words "workers compo", he is given
the famous B certificate and told to take that
back to his employer and sign on for
"compo". The doctor then tells the patient
to come next week, the week after, the following week and the week after that. The
crowning indignity in the medical profession's treatment-and this is brought about
by the requirements of the law and of the
insurance companies in workers compensation cases-is that, when the patient
becomes well, he still must go back to the
doctor at least once more to obtain a clearance. He is fit and he knows it; the doctor
has told him that he will be right in a week;
that is the medical opinion, yet the man cannot return to work because the system says
that he must have another certificate, so he
must go to the doctor for at least one more
consultation before returning to work.
That is just one matter that comes to
mind. Other matters concerning medical
practice quickly cpme to mind when one
considers workers compensation. Why is a
differential rate charged in respect of
injuries in the work place? An influenza
patient who goes to the doctor is charged a
standard rate for a consultation, but a person who attends with a compensable injury
is charged a higher rate. An individual who
is admitted to a public hospital pays the
standard rate; for a workers compensation
case, a higher rate is charged.
These nonsensical situations need to be
addressed. The whole procedure requires
urgent streamlining to get the money grabbers out of the system and to put the system
back on the rails. Employers should also
provide reasonable and safe working conditions. I take the point made by Mr Kennan
and by the Leader of the Government that
employers who fail to provide a safe working environment are their own worst enemies. Employers have only themselves to
blame if, by dint of their claims experience,
their premIUms rise. I have little sympathy
for the person who says, "My workers compensation premiums have risen dramatically over the past two or three years," yet
when one asks him why that is so he will
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say that he had one employee who chopped
the end offhis finger or something else happened, and when one inspects his premises
one can see that the employee chopped the
end off his finger because the guarding on
the machine is dubious, to say the least.
These employers deserve some of the blame
and should not blame others.
The majority of employers have a
genuine interest in the welfare of their
employees and provide a safe working environment, but Government standards are
necessary. I am not sure that I agree with the
types of prescriptions that are being proposed in the National Safety Health and
Welfare Bill. It is Draconian in its terms,
and goes way beyond what is reasonableto the extent of giving to trade unions and
others within the work environment powers
that, in my view, are not warranted.
Although there are different ways of
approaching the problem, remarkable
unanimity has been achieved about what
needs to be done concerning workers compensation premiums. I support the motion
moved by Mr Wright and call on the Government to take urgent steps in some of the
areas I have raised today to try to achieve a
significant and immediate reduction in the
cost of workers compensation premiums in
Victoria.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-I affirm the comments of Mr Kennan, who indicated that the Government
would not oppos(t Mr Wright's proposals.
Mr Wright's summary of his proposals outlined the broad policy of the Australian
Labor Party on the means of overcoming
the horrific problems that occur in that area
of workers compensation payments,
systems andjustice, not only in Victoria but
in most other Australian States. The problems have existed for many years. Although
I say it somewhat tongue in cheek, it is probably true that the Menzies proposals that
were put many years ago were progressive,
and it is unfortunate that they did not come
into being. More progressive were the Whitlam proposals that arose from the Woodhouse report in the mid-1970s. Mr Wright's
comments on the methods of overcoming
the problems are generally in line with the
answers that were supplied by that report.
The problems of the system, as outlined
by Mr Bubb, are known to all honourable
members, but the honourable gentleman
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failed to come to grips with the answers to
the high premium payments that are met by
employers and the lack of acceptance by
insurance companies of liability - both
matters which cause grave hardship to
workers who are injured in the work place.
Solid proposals were not necessarily put forward to overcome the problems. One cannot isolate specific reasons for high premiums. One of the most popular excuses for
high premiums is that a small number of
workers produce false claims. Nevertheless
horrific problems are experienced on the
employer side. Blatant examples of fraudulent activities, particularly in the building
and casual work industry, take place.
It is common knowledge that industries
involving casual employees virtually take
out workers compensation policies for only
half of their employees. They keep the
names of the employees carefully guarded
from the insurance company and, in the
event of an employee being injured, the
employer advises the insurance company
that that worker is one of the few with workers compensation insurance. Those companies are meeting only half of their commitment under the Act.

Cash-in-hand payments not only break
down the award conditions but also attack
the workers compensation system by virtue
of the companies not meeting the commitment to pay premiums to the insurance
companies. These factors place additional
burdens on the insurance companies and
the end result is the high premiums which
employers have to meet at present.
Mr Wright was correct when he indicated
that workers compensation claims have
increased. Studies have illustrated that one
of the major reasons has been the change in
the character and nature of industry. A
general speed-up has taken place with the
introduction of new technology and the
introduction of new substances and toxic
chemicals.
Sometimes toxic chemicals are not fully
researched before their entry into the industry and, after some years of being handled in
the various processes, are found to be dangerous to any workers closely associated
with them. All these aspects in the modem
trend of industry have increased the number ofinjuries and imposed higher premium
burdens on employers.
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Nevertheless it sho'uld also be pointed out
In the same article, Mr Spicer issued a
that the major reason for these increases is challenge to all parties to do something
also the number of injuries that occur. If about this major cost to the community.
injuries could be eliminated, the over-all Workers compensation is a cost to the comproblem could be eliminated. V nfor- munity and not just a cost to the employer. I
tunately, industry is of such a nature that shall spend a short time outlining some of
that is a "pie in the sky" approach and some- the initiatives taken by the Government to
thing that will never be seen in this coun- improve accident prevention and thereby
try.
limit the cost of workers compensation to
the community.
The Government supports the proposal
of Mr Wright and the Australian Labor
The first initiative is in the area of educaParty attitude on workers compensation is tion and worker training. In June last year,
evident in its policy for a national workers the Government contributed $160 000 to a
accident fund, which will overcome the joint Australian Council of Trade Unions
many anomalies existing from State to and Trades Hall Council project to develop
State. I shall give an example of an anomaly worker training in administrative managewith which I had personal experience. Many ment, the production of manuals, the use of
years ago when I was a trade union official, I computer terminals and hazard guidelines.
acted for a man who was engaged on an alu- The programme operates similar to prominium project in North Queensland. Dur- grammes in Great Britain and aims to train
ing his employment, he contracted tropical 500 .workers a year to operate as safety
ulcers. The man was originally employed in representatives in the work place. The proMelbourne and contracted the disease after gramme allows for paid leave of five to ten
he was sent to the North Queensland project days so that workers may attend courses, an
by the company. The illness required the important part of occupational health and
man to return to Melbourne for medical safety training.
treatment.
The second initiative is in the area of
However, because the accident did not management and this nicely complements
occur within the State of origin ...... that is Vic- the first initiative. Recently the Victorian
toria-the insurance company denied lia- Chamber of Manufactures received a grant
bility. The man and his respective union of $105 100 to develop a research prohad to fight extensively to have the insur- gramme on the new practices required in
ance company meet its obligation. That is management training in occupational
an example of what can occur with the many health and safety. On the basis of the
anomalies between the States. The pro- research, the aim IS to develop new training
posals and comments of Mr Wri~t have programmes in collaboration with the
merit and, by and large, conform WIth those Technical and Further Education Board.
of the Government.
The third initiative is the development of
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne a structural framework within which the
West Province)-I acknowledge the points new initiatives will be placed. I refer to the
made by the previous speakers, Messrs introduction of proposed legislation for an
Wright, Dunn and Mier. I shall set the Occupational Health and Safety Commisdebate in the slightly wider context of the sion. Recently the Minister for Employmeans of prevention which must be sought ment and Training announced the appointif we are to have a solution to this major ment ofthe chairperson designate, Dr Keith
problem.
Benn, who, in his 3D-year role in the psychiatric field, has witnessed the end-proOn 3 March 1983, Mr lan Spicer, the exe- ducts of a long history of industrial accicutive director of the Victorian Employers dents.
Federation stated that more than $4500
Dr Benn is determined to develop an intemillion a year and 5000 million working
days are lost on Australian industrial acci- grated policy for occupational health and
dents. All honourable members are aware, safety in Victoria. The proposed legislation
but do not always admit, that that is more will be introduced during the spring sesthan any days lost due to industrial disputa- sional period and, prior to its introduction,
tion.
the Ministry has released for public
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comment a discussion paper elaborating
many of the points previously made in the
debate and describing the Labor Government's policy on occupational health and
safety.
I desire to indicate two areas of particular
interest in reducing costs to the community
incurred through industrial accidents and
workers compensation. The first is the high
cost to women of industrial accidents and
the difficulties that they face in the compensation field. Women are particularly at risk
because they are so highly involved in the
processing industries and are prone to repetitive injuries caused by process work.
The Ministry of Employment and Training has provided a grant, as one if its initiatives, to the working women's centre in
Footscray to look at the work of women in
the western suburbs, including their
involvement in occupational health and
training programmes.
At the same time, in the area of ethnic
workers, the Ministry of Employment and
Training and the new Ethnic Affairs Commission is developing information and
trainin~ material for the ethnic workers.
The JOInt Ministries look forward to the
development of that work.
There are many other initiatives to which
I could refer, but I will not take up the time
of the House now. I reiterate that the Government looks forward with confidence to
the co-operation of workers, employers and
practitioners in the occupational health
field to achieve what might be called the
other half of Mr Wright's debate-that is,
the prevention of cost to the community by
taking action in the occupational health and
safety field.
The sitting was suspended at 1.2 p. m until
2.7 p.m.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North
Province)-I wish to make a few briefcomments on the points raised by Mr Wright on
which he did not elaborate during his contribution. All honourable members know
how many hundreds of millions of dollars it
costs the State as a result of workers compensation cases.

Last year, I pointed out to the previous
Government that something must be done
to overcome the difficulty. All of the statis-
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tics that are available- from the previous
Government, from the insurance companies and from the employers federationindicate that 60 per cent of workers compensation cases could be avoided if the
employers and employees were to take extra
care.
For many years, my concern has been
how to prevent injury at work because it
does not matter how much money one pays
a person who has hurt his back, lost an arm
or a leg or lost his life. Many cases could be
avoided if employers took extra care to
ensure that the machinery installed in the
factories carried signs written in many languages.
Mr Wright mentioned back injuries, and
how when someone talks about back injuries in this State the finger is automatically
pointed at the migrant-at the Greeks.
Until last year, reference was made to Greek
back injuries or Mediterranean back injuries and not workers compensation
injuries. It is true that there are many socalled Mediterranean back injuries. That is
because 90 per cent of the heavy work in this
State was and still is performed by migrants.
Therefore, they are more prone to injury.
I do not make excuses. I know that my
office has become a law office and a clinic. I
meet some people who try to put it over me,
but 90 per cent of the people who come to
my office to seek help are honest.
One cannot blame the insurance companies for spending thousands of dollars on
buildings that are useless. Why did the
insurance companies do that? They did it
because they wanted to avoid taxation. I am
not going to blame too much on those Collins Street farmers, 90 per cent of whom are
doctors, who receive hundreds of thousands
of dollars, because I have a relative who is a
doctor. One can also blame some of the
lawyers, barristers and solicitors, or the
employees and employers.
That is not our concern; our concern is
trying to prevent the injuries from occurring. In many cases, they can be avoided.
For the past twelve months, I have been a
member of an employment and training
committee which examined workers compensation and, after speaking to Mr Spicer
from the Victorian Employers Federation,
I discovered that he had nothing to say
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except to criticize the workers and the
unions. He did not offer any plans to try to
eliminate or avoid injuries that occur in the
work place.
All honourable members would admit
that small businesses cannot afford to continue paying high premiums for workers
compensation, which are a tremendous
burden. I know we will not be able to prevent 90 per cent or 100 per cent of the
injuries that occur, but if everyone made an
effort it may be possible to eliminate most
of the injuries. That is my concern and the
concern of the Government. No one disagrees with Mr Wright, but we all know that
many members of the National Party have
stated that they belong to an insurance
scheme and that they would like the insurance company to print leaflets in different
languages which would help migrant workers and possibly help to avoid injuries.
As I stated earlier, no amount of money
can pay for the loss of an arm, a leg or, above
all, life; no amount of mont?y can compensate those people who suffer if someone
loses their life in the work place. The motion
put by Mr Wright is supported by members
on the Government side of the House, but
we urge the honourable member to ensure
that he consults with us before the insurance
companies.
I do not wish to blame all the insurance
companies because the trade union movement also has ajob to do in this area. In the
past, I have criticized some of the unions.
Because 60 per cent or 70 per cent of workers are migrants, it is important that they are
educated. Mrs Kirner mentioned that the
Government had already put aside
$500000 million for the Trades Hall Council and other organizations to train shop stewards. The shop stewards should be trained
to use all the machines that are put on the
factory floor and the Government has taken
that step. Even though that is not enough, at
least the Government has taken the initiative to prevent injury and loss of life. I support the motion.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of Labour and Industry)-I congratulate Mr Wright for bringing the matter forward. Perhaps I would have been more
comfortable if the motion had been
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worded simply. Nevertheless I do not take
issue with the spirit of the proposition or the
way in which it has been discussed.
I also congratulate those honourable
members who have contributed to the discussion. The experience of those who have
spoken has ranged from people like Mr
Kennan through to those with industrial
experience, including the contribution
made by Mr Bubb, which indicates that
within the Chamber there is a considerable
depth of experience on both sides of the
House associated with the ongoing difficulties and problems in workers compensation.
So far as the Victorian Government is
concerned, it should be recognized that with
the advent of the Hawke Labor Government, it is hopeful of an improved national
system of workers compensation and accident compensation. It seems ludicrous that
fundamentally there is an insurance scheme
which is compulsorily applied by law for
those injured at their work place or travelling to or from it.
The person could be doing virtually the
same task at home and his family may suffer
as a result of the accident because of loss of
income and yet he receives no compensation. Whether one falls from a ladder in the
work place or from the side of one's house,
the injuries sustained can be as damaging
both physically and financially. It is hoped
that a national compensation scheme may
be established to provide dignified access
to adequate no-fault coverage for all Australians, regardless of the accidents that
occur or the circumstances surrounding
them.
It is important to put on record one or two
fundamental issues that were faced by this
Government on its election on 3 April.
Workers compensation had suffered a considerable period of inaction, neglect and
confusion. For example, the backlog of contested workers compensation cases had
reached 12 000 and was rapidly increasing.
Unlike the suggestion made by Mr Wright
that two years was the optimum period, I
point out that the average wait was two
years and increasing. Of course that meant
that many people were forced well below the
poverty line, were receiving no income and
had to wait two years for reimbursement.
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Another area that caused confusion was
the 1981 amendment relating to industrial
deafness. I advised the Government of the
time about the problems that would be
faced because of the scientific advice of the
National Acoustics Laboratories on industrial deafness claims by workers aged over
50 years. At the time, I indicated that the
Government should not proceed along the
lines it intended. The erosion by inflation of
the specific injury benefits-the table of
maims-shamefully had not been rectified
because the rates had not been adjusted
since 1975.
In addition, the former Liberal Government allowed approximately 70 insurance
companies to operate-obVIously uneconomically in the extremely limited marketand, in 1981, the then Treasurer, Mr Lindsay Thompson, organized what the present
Treasurer calls a "$35 million raid" on the
employers' money held in the Workers
Compensation (Insurance Compensation
and Supplementation) Fund. Insurance
companies complained about the months of
delay that had occurred throughout that
period in trying to obtain reimbursement
for index payments because of liquidity
problems caused by the fund levy having
been struck initially at too Iowa level. The
problem faced by the former Government
and which will probably be faced by this
Government is that often Treasurers are
tempted to use novel ways of balancing the
books. That was the advice given to the then
Treasurer from the Director of Finance.
However, on a more positive note, the
Government is conscious of the need for a
systematic and planned approach to workers compensation. It recognizes the need for
adequate protection for injured and sick
workers balanced by the recognition of the
effect of premium levels on employers'
business activities, profitability, capacity to
pay and ability to provide employment.
The Government has taken some positive steps, the first of which was to appoint
an additional workers compensation board
and additional support stafffor the board to
reduce the backlog of contested claims and
waiting time.
As the responsible Minister, I have had to
take steps to ensure that there is an increase
in staff, to enable the problems that were
referred to by Mr Mier earlier to be mini-

Workers Compensation
mized and to prevent people from cheating
and breaking the law. Last year, the Government took steps to amend the Workers
Compensation Act, to upgrade specific
injury benefits in line with changes in avera$e weekly earnings since 1975 and to provIde for their future indexation. The Government removed automatic discounting of
benefits because of age factors in industrial
deafness claims for older workers. Those
two actions should reduce backlogs of contested claims.
My immediate predecessor, the Honourable Rob Jolly, asked the Insurance Commissioner to investigate the possibility of
restructurin~ premiums to provide greater
claim expenence discount, namely, greater
financial incentives and rewards for
employers with good safety records.
The Government believes it has made a
responsible adjustment-on the advice of
the Insurance Commissioner and the Director of Finance-from 6 per cent to 9 per cent
in the Workers Compensation Fund supplementary levy, to speed up payments to
insurance companies.
The Government has had initial discussions jointly with employers and trade
unions in Victoria under the auspices of the
Victorian Labour Advisory Council.
Some months ago, it was announced that
the Government intended to set up an
inquiry into workers compensation to
examine in 'particular costs of the existing
system and possible alternatives and the
delivery of services. I do not want another
barristers' benefits inquiry. The matter has
been subjected to considerable judicial
time.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Are you listening
MrKennan?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Mr
Kennan was one of the persons who put the
suggestion to me. I have decided that, rather
than having another broad-ranging inquiry
into a well inquired-into subject, Victoria
will have a committee of review that will
examine all of the inquiries that have occurred in the past, including the national
inquiry and in addition research staff will
prepare data to update the information
made available to previous inquiries such as
the Harris inquiry. Since that time, the
people of Australia have chosen a national

Workers Compensation

Government that has a policy akin to that of
the Victorian Government. I have placed
on the agenda for the next meeting of the
Ministers of labour and industry an item
dealing specifically with this subject. There
is no point in Victoria trying to re-invent the
wheel and having another broad-based
inquiry when one has already occurred in
New South Wales. The policy of the
National Government has already been
referred to by Mr Kennan and Mrs Kirner.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright- Who will be
on the committee of review?
The Hon. W.A.LANDERYOU-Atthis
stage, there are some difficulties in agreeing
on the final terms of reference. The proposition is with the Victorian Labour Advisory
Council. I am waiting for some advice from
some of the employer organizations who
want some input into the terms of reference.
I believe we will have to use people who are
experienced in the area, either as practitioners or as consumers. It should be a small
group with some expertise in the matter and
therefore the inquiry should not be costly or
time consuming.
The Victorian Government is committed
to a much more active role in occupational
safety and health than was any previous
Government. Planning is well under way for
the establishment of an occupational safety
and health commission which will be
responsible to the Minister for Employment
and Training and for the integration of the
present fragmented Government safety
inspectorates and health and safety units.
This in itself should reduce the human cost
in industrial accidents and diseases and the
financial cost of workers compensation
premiums.
It is not possible for strictly accurate comparisons of workers compensation premium levels to be made between Australian
States or overseas countries as different
levels of benefits for different time periods
often apply. In general, workers compensation premiums in Australia are lowest in
Queensland, where the hospital system is
fully State funded and the State Government Insurance Office is the only workers
compensation insurer. That is a concept
that I suppose Judge Harris contemplated in
respect of his last report on this matter to the
former Victorian Government.
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Premium levels are set as a percentage of
wages for particular occupations according
to how hazardous they are. Victorian rates
are lower than those in other States for some
occupations and higher for others. They are
based on the insurance companies' assessments of their claims experience in this
State. The Victorian Government is aware
of the massive increase experienced by Victorian employers in their annual premium
bill during this financial year-increases
often in the order of 80 per cent to 300 per
cent. Some factors accounting for this
increase were beyond the control of the
Government. They were referred to by
earlier speakers but, for the purpose of the
debate, they should be listed. Those factors
are: A massive jump in some civil court
settlements, which insurers naturally try to
cover themselves against for the future; the
role of the medical and legal professions and
the costs of the existing system; the irresponsible practices by insurers of discounting premiums in recent years. It seems that
workers compensation business was being
used as a loss leader by the companies to
attract other business. As economic circumstances have' worsened, Victorian
employers have been left to face a leap in
their premiums-now without discountwhen they can least afford it. In some cases,
this loss of discount in itself has caused a
100 per cent jump in the premium for this
financial year.
Generally, I assure honourable members

that to date the actions of the Government
have been characterized by a responsible
approach, including full consideration of
the problems of employers in meeting
higher premiums as well as the rights of
workers to adequate protection. The Government remains committed to continuing
to follow a responsible course in the conduct
of the inquiry into workers compensation
already mentioned, an inquiry at a committee of review level, and in adjustments to
the Workers Compensation Act, and will
continue to consult closely with employers
and trade union organizations. The
National Government now shares our concern in these matters.
I thank Mr Wright for bringing the matter
forward and I thank honourable members
who have drawn on their experience to contribute to the debate. The matters that have
been raised by honourable members I
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will undertake to draw to the attention of it has managed to achieve an increase in the
the working party which will be set up, the sales of milk, whether it be "Big M" or the
review committee and, where possible, to various other marketable forms of milk.
my Cabinet colleagues. I might indicate that
Hon. W. V. Houghton-Don't forget
although I would be happier with a different to The
consider
better returns to the dairy farmchoice of words, the spirit of the debate and ers.
the importance of the motion are not
opposed by the Government.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN- Yes, that is
another consideration. The whole thing is
The motion was agreed to.
interrelated. The people who conducted the
review and produced the report are people
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
who are able to consider the administrative
functions of a body, such as the Victorian
Dairy Industry
Dairy Industry Authority, but they are not
The debate (adjourned from earlier this necessarily in a position to be able to make
day) was resumed on the motion of the Hon. judgment on whether that authority was
successful.
A. J. Hunt (South Eastern Province):
It must first be considered whether the
That the Council take note of the report and Ministerial statement.
authority was successful and then some of
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western the decisions the authority may have taken
Province)-The debate should really be could perhaps be justified. Page 29 of the
considered in two parts. One part is the report sets out figures on milk consumption
review of the Victorian Dairy Industry from 1976 to 1983. It demonstrates that
Authority, and the other is the Ministerial there has been a significant increase in
statement presented to the House, which annual total milk sales from 1975-76, when
reflects the Minister's interpretation of the consumption was approximately 107·8
actions of previous Ministers. That was litres per capita. That increased to a maxitabled by the Minister of Agriculture who, I mum of 112·5 litres in 1980-81 and is at
hope, will arrive shortly. Until the Minister present running at approximately 110·4
arrives, perhaps I can discuss the degree of litres per capita.
success or otherwise of the authority. When
The authority came into being in 1977examining the review which was commis- 78, when the level of consumption was
sioned by the Government, one finds that 108·3 litres. Subsequently, that consumpthe report is really on accounting and man- tion increased over the years to 112·5 litres.
agement procedures. It does not concentrate Ifone asked an average dairy farmer in Vicon marketing or promotions and does not toria about the authority and about Mr
even go into detail about the success or Cooper, the farmer would probably say that
otherwise of the Victorian Dairy Industry perhaps the authority had its shortcomings
Authority in promoting the product it was but that it did promote milk sales. I believe
responsible for promoting, that product the authority took milk into the twentieth
being milk in its various forms. The report century. It promoted it and made it into a
deals basically with accounting procedures marketable commodity. It made milk more
of the authority, and I considered it in that appealing to young people who were used to
light.
drinking carbonated soft drinks. The young
people began to consider "Big M" flavoured
It is also important to note the people milk as a modern drink.
who undertook the inquiry. The three memThe widespread consumption of
bers were: Mr E. J. Bennett, ChiefInvestigations Officer, Treasury; Mr M. J. Tay10r, flavoured milk in Victoria should be
Principal Economist, Department of Agri- credited to the Victorian Dairy Industry
culture; and Mr J. V. Huitfeldt, Principal Authority and the promotion it undertook.
Research Officer, Gas and Fuel Cor- When I lived interstate, we drank flavoured
poration. In my opinion, those people are milk, and it struck me at the time that it was
not necessarily qualified to be able to judge strange that Victoria did not have flavoured
whether the authority properly achieved its milk, and I wondered why Victoria had
purpose in Victoria. The real test of whether been left behind in that regard. It took the
the authority has been successful is whether authority to take up the idea and run it.

Ministerial Statement
The authority also promoted ordinary
white milk and the consumption of that
product also increased, although the effects
of the "Big M" sales cannibalized it, according to the report. That is only reasonable, in
view of the effects that flavoured milk has
had on milkshakes and so on. People are less
likely to mix their own flavoured milk and,
therefore, white milk consumption
decreased in the period during which "Big
M" sales increased. However, the total
effect across the board was that there was an
increase in milk consumption. White milk
consumption fell from 104·6 litres per
capita in 1977-78-durin~ the first year the
authority was in operatIon-to approximately 98 or 99 litres per capita during this
current period. Therefore, white milk consumption is down but, generally, the figures
show an upward trend in milk consumption.
I know that the authority and Mr Cooper
maintained that, without the promotion,
there could well have been a situation in
Victoria where milk consumption dropped.
I do not think that is something one can
prove either way. The group that inquired
into the authority was not able to reach a
consensus on that and was not able to decide
whether that view was correct. It could well
be that, not only has the authority increased
production, but that it has also stopped a
~adual decrease in white milk consumption
In this State, which could have been far
more dramatic without the sort of promotion the authority undertook. What is contained in the report supports my contention
that it is basically a report on administration and not necessarily on the success of the
authority. In the summary of the report, the
group's conclusions are lIsted. The conclusions state, in part:
The Review Group found it difficult to clearly
identify management practices within the authority.

Authority accounting, auditing and reporting procedures require improvement.
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of a Government authority or an authority
representing producers, and improvements
need to be made there and will be made following this report.
Recommendations have been made in
the report, including that:
A formal register of delegations from the board to
authority management should be established.

That is a decision, as we well know, that was
taken by the management of the Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority in the past, when
Mr Cooper led from the front. On many
occasions in this report, it is found that the
board did not actually have a set line of
communication in those management decisions.
The Hon. R. J. Long-You would find
that in every proprietary company in Victoria.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I do not necessarily disagree with leading from the front, if
it is done by the right person who understands marketing and the promotion, particularly-often such a person has to do it
that way-but the board must also have an
input into decisions. I will come back to the
way in which the National Party believes
the board could be improved considerably.
Another recommendation under the head
of "Management" in the report is that:
A thorough review of authority management procedures and management organization should be
undertaken ...

Under "Accounting" it is recommended
that:
Operating and Capital budgets should be approved
by the board prior to commencement of the financial
year.

It is recommended that a marketing manager should be employed with the specific
responsibility of a marketing manager as
distinct from manager of the authority, and
that a formalized marketing plan should be
adopted.
It was also recommended that:

The Authority has not fully investigated the profitability of its marketing policies ...

The mechanism for determining milk prices should
be investi$8ted with the view to developing more public and objective criteria for price setting.

So the report goes on. When one reads the
report, it is obvious that some of the administrative mechanisms in the authority were
not in accord with what should be required

I intend to come back to that point. The
National Party believed when the authority
was established that its board should contain representatives of the dairying
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industry appointed or elected by the dairy
farmers. We have always maintained the
principle that, on boards and authorities
which represent producers, the producers
should have the right to elect the members
who represent them. At present under the
Act, the Minister is supplied with a panel of
names from which he selects the names of
the persons he wants, and they are
appointed by the Governor in Council, so
they are really Government appointments.
However, all boards and authorities must
be accountable to the people who elect
them, and in this case it is the producers.
The boards and authorities are serving predominantly the producer; they are marketing his product and should be answerable
to the dairy farmer and to the Minister of
Agriculture or the Government. If we had
had a board of that nature, it would have
been accountable to those dairy farmers; it
would have had to perform, and some of the
difficulties and shortcomings outlined in
the report could have been overcome.
I want the Minister to take on board when
considering dairying industry legislation,
which he is working on now, that perhaps
the composition of the board could be
altered to include direct producer representation instead of members being appointed
by the Governor in Council. Admittedly,
the system was introduced by the former
Liberal Government, but whether the
current Minister of Agriculture will depart
from it is yet to be seen.
Probably the most deeply concerning
matter about this whole exercise was the
political aspect of the Ministerial statement
presented to Parliament. Frankly, I do not
believe the Minister wrote all of it.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton - I don't think
he wrote any of it!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-If he did not
write it, he should come clean and tell the
House who did. The Minister is responsible
for this Ministerial statement, and it is
probably the most blatant political muckraking document one could ever find. I do
not want my points to be construed as being
in defence of Mr Smith or Mr Austin, the
former Ministers of Agriculture. Regardless
of whether the former Ministers were from
the Labor, Liberal or National Party, what
was contained in the Ministerial

Ministerial Statement
statement stank so far as politics is concerned. The Minister not only presented the
House with a political interpretation of a
fairly mundane report into the administration of the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-the report had been sitting on someone's desk for five months and nobody had
done anything about it-but someone had
the brainwave that it would provide a good
opportunity to "bucket" a couple of former
Ministers, and to do so in a Ministerial
statement issued in the House where those
Ministers are not represented. That is the
second important aspect of this matter. It
was timed perfectly to give the Minister at
least the first day's break for pUblicity
because the former Ministers could not
answer the claim in the House on the day
that the Minister of Agriculture made the
statement in Parliament.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan- They still have
not answered. There is no answer.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN- The statement
attacked people who could not defend
themselves. I should have thought that if the
Minister were going to attack a couple of
individuals in another place, he should have
tabled the statement first in the other House
so that they could have the direct and
immediate opportunity of responding to the
claims that were made.
I asked the Minister whether he wrote this
document. If he did so, the people in the
farming community will be looking at him
through different eyes, because he will be a
political animal of the highest magnitude
for having written the document and having
brought it into the House as a purely political statement. I have been in Parliament for
some years, and I cannot recall any other
document of this kind having been presented to the House in a Ministerial statement. If one looks at some of the wording in
the Ministerial statement, one sees that it
shows an amazing turn of phrase. I should
like to meet the scriptwriter because, if
nothing else, that person has a great deal of
imagination and is going to go places! No
former farmer from the Mallee could possess such imagination as is displayed in this
document, which, literally, is excellent. It
includes this sort of terminology:
In the end, Mr Smith presented the then Premier
with a/ail accompli.

Ministerial Statement
It is a running commentary. One would
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another place; it is not my position to do so.
I believe the former Liberal Government
ran a very sloppy administration. The
former Government has a great deal to
The then Premier, unfortunately, capitulated to Mr answer for the shortcomings of many Government authorities and boards. UnforSmith's unrelenting pressure.
tunately, the former Liberal Government
This is tough stuff!
appeared to have the misguided impression
This was an extraordinary state of affairs but was, I that it knew best about the administration
sup~se, typical of the manner of the then Minister of
of all industries. Indeed, many honourable
Agnculture, and further demonstrated his disrespect members of the former Liberal Governfor Sir Rupert, whom, it will be remembered, he ultiment adopted the view that they were born
mately destroyed.
to rule and that they were the best qualified
This is a Ministerial statement describing, I to make appointments to Government
assume, and based on, a report into the authorities.
administration of the Victorian Dairy
An example of the attitude of the former
Industry Authority. There is no mention of Liberal Government towards the adminisany of these matters in the report, but some- tration of Government authorities was that
where along the line an extra four or five adopted by a previous Minister of Health
pa~es were tacked on to a fairly basic Miniswho believed that he was the best person
tenal statement. There are a couple of other qualified to make appointments to hospital
quotations that demonstrate the imagina- boards. In the case of the Victorian Dairy
tion of this writer. The statement goes on to Industry Authority, a former Minister of
state:
Agriculture believed he knew best as to who
One Minister rode roughshod over the Westminster should be on the authority and he chose the
system ofGovernment, bullied and cajoled his Premier appointees. The dairy producers went cap in
and failed to ul>hold the tradition of Ministerial hand to that former Minister, with a list of
responsibility. Mr Smith's responsibility also derived
squarely from personal association with senior names of persons they believed should be
appointed to the authority. However, that
appointments to the authority.
former Minister told the producers, "I will
About Mr Austin the statement says:
take these two". Indeed, if the Minister did
Another Minister was so overawed and overshad- not want those two persons appointed, he
owed by one of his servants and, when told to mind his had the right to appoint anyone he wished.
own business, did so, to the detriment of his position as
a Minister of the Crown and to the detriment of a sig- The National Party maintains that that
principle is wrong and that people were
nificant Victorian industry.
appointed to the authority who were not
Those expressions are political. It is permis- directly answerable to the dairy producers
sible to use those expressions in the cut and and the other people they were supposed to
thrust of political debate, but it is an abuse represent in the industry. The same critiof the privilege of this House under the cism can be levelled at Government
Standing Orders to use those expressions in appointments to hospital boards.
a Ministerial statement.
It is to be hoped that the Government will
The Minister of Agriculture made a change the mistake made by previous
straight-out, political speech to the House Liberal Governments, although I have little
confidence that the Government will do
under the guise of a Ministerial statement.
so.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy- What are you
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-What are they
making now?
doing to hospital boards?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I am saying that
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It was the
it is my hope that in the future political former Government, of which Mr Crozier
documents of this type will not be used. was a member, that provided the opporThat principle should apply to the Liberal tunity for the Government to make
Party, the National Party and the Australian appoIntments to hospital boards. The
Labor Party. It is difficult to relate the Min- former Liberal Government established the
isterial statement to the report of the review legislative machinery for those appointteam into the authority. I do not defend the ments to occur. When that legislation was
former Minister of Agriculture in debated,

think this was going to be a weekly serial and
that this statement was the first Instalment.
The statement continues:
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the National Party opposed it strongly in
this House. However, the former Liberal
Government has a majority in both Houses
and Victoria was lumbered with the legislation. The Labor Government is now using
that legislation to its advantage.
The new dairying authority will have a
responsibility towards the dairying industry
in Victoria. The National Party believes the
authority can be improved by having
grower representatives appointed to it.
However, the National Party does not
accept that all of the actions taken by the
authority in the past were wrong. The Minister of Agriculture should recognize this
fact and should have been charitable
enough to recognize that during the course
of his assassination of the authority in the
Ministerial statement.

Ministerial Statement

Ministerial statement. The Opposition is
giving the Government a second bite of the
cherry, which it does not mind taking.
This debate is about Ministerial responsibility. The Ministerial statement is about
the absence of Ministerial responsibility
under the former Liberal Government.
What the Liberal Party has not understood,
but what the electorate understood very
well, was that this community was fed up
with the way that the former Liberal Government was running the State and the
absence of Ministerial responsibility. That
is what the Ministerial statement is about.
The Ministerial statement emphasizes
Ministerial responsibility. It sets out what
proper Ministerial responsibility should be
and it draws attention to the defects in Ministerial responsibility under the former
Government. It is quite proper for the Ministerial statement to do so. It is absurd for
the Opposition to claim that the Ministerial
statement represents the Government playing politics.

The Minister should have been charitable
enough to recognize that milk is a marketable product in Victoria which is accepted by
a large group of the community and is used
regularly. The promotion of milk by the
authority has been of immense benefit to
absurd for the Opposition to say,
the dairying industry. It may be that some of "YItouis cannot
introduce politics into the
the administration of the authority was Legislative Council.
are a group of
sloppy, but it may also have achieved an gentlemen who meet We
in
the
late afternoon
increase in the consumption of milk.
on one or two days a week. You cannot
It is to be hoped that, in future, Min- come in here and tell us about Ministerial
isterial statements will not resort to the bla- responsibility in the context of a Ministerial
tant, political language that was used in this statement. That is outrageous! Fancy a MinMinisterial statement to abuse the ister standing up and talking about Ministerial responsibility". The House has never
privilege of this House.
heard so much nonsense on Ministerial
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown responsibility since the former Government
Province)-This is an example, to use the became the Opposition.
Premier's phrase, of the "Liberal Party slipThe Leader of the Opposition made
ping and sliding in its own vomit". One
wonders what the Opposition is going to allegations that there were passages in the
debate next. Will the Opposition move a Ministerial statement that departed from
motion on the land scandal? Will the Oppo- the report. Those allegations are quite
sition move a motion on the colour televi- wrong. If one turns to the first page of the
sion scandal? Will the Opposition move a Ministerial statement, where it sets out in
motion on the "bottom-of-the-harbour" tax summary form the defects found by the
review group, one will discover that the
schemes?
passages that the Minister of Agriculture has
It appears that the political judgment of set out on the first page echo what was set
the Opposition has disappeared. It really is out in the report by the review group on the
most embarrassing in many respects to wit- Victorian Dairy Industry Authority. For
ness the Liberal Party performing in such a example, the first page of the Ministerial
totally inept manner. Fancy calling on a statement refers to management practices in
debate on this issue! It really is quite unbe- the authority being inefficient. That is conlievable. The Government cannot believe tained in paragraph (i) on the first page of
its good luck in the Opposition being so the report by the review group. The referinept as to call on a debate on this ence to auditing and accounting procedures

Ministerial Statement
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An Honourable Member - Did he interbeing seriously deficient is contained in
paragraph (ii) on the first page of the report view Mr Smith?
of the review group. The allegation that
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - It would
marketing strategies had not led to signifi- have
been interesting if the Minister had
cant increases in total sales of milk is con- interviewed
Mr Smith because he would
tained in paragraph (iii) on the first page of have witnessed
an extreme-he would have
the report by· the review group. A more witnessed Ministerial
irresponsibility.
detailed explanation of that is contained in
At page 10 of the report, Dr Gracey said
paragraph 5.44 of the report. These are the
three main areas to which the report refers. this about Ministerial responsibility and
statutory bodies:
If one looks at the heading on page 2 of the
It appears certain that Ministers alone are responsMinisterial statement under "Management ible for deciding on and enunciating Government
Practices"and one compares that with what policy and taking responsibility for it before Parliament. In the case of non-departmental bodies, thereis contained in the report, one discovers that fore,
Ministers should be responsible-and should be
the Ministerial statement closely follows the provided
with the means to effect that responsibilityreport. If one looks at paragraph (c) under for ensuring that non-departmental bodies are aware of
the heading, "Management Practices", and and responsive to any government policies of relevance
them. It also follows that government policy should
compares that with page 7 of the review to
be enunciated by Ministers to non-departmental bodteam report, one finds what is set out in the ies
and not the other way round.
Ministerial statement is almost a verbatim
It
also seems to be an accepted doctrine in most
report. Mr Hunt is sayin~ that the statement Westminster-style
governments that Ministers are
does not bear any relatIOn to the report- responsible to Parliament for taking appropriate corthat is nonsense.
rective action when the affairs of a non-departmental
If one follows through pages 3, 4, 5 and 6
of the Ministerial statement, one finds it is
almost a verbatim account of what is contained in the report. That leads to the issue
of Ministerial responsibility, which is a
matter of increasing public concern,
although the Liberal Party was slow in
grasping that.
It is important to remember what the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority Act, which
established the authority, expressly states.
In section 7, the Act states that the Minister
has the power of general direction over the
authority and the authority can exercise its
powers and functions under that Act, subject to the general direction of the Minister.
The Minister is in a closer relationship with
the authority under this Act than Ministers
are to statutory authorities in other cases.

In a report of the Public Bodies Review
Committee entitled, "Ministerial Responsibility and Public Bodies in Victoria", compiled by Dr Gracey in September 1981, the
question of Ministerial responsibility in the
case of non-departmental bodies was discussed. What Dr Gracey said is borne out in
the Ministerial statement. If one turns one's
mind to this question, one can see that the
conclusions that the Minister of Agriculture
reached were quite proper.

body go seriously wrong and management seems
incapable of an effective response.

Dr Gracey made a further point that is relevant to the terms of section 7 of the Act
when he said:
Finally, it is clear that Ministers are responsible to
Parliament for the exercise or non-exercise of whatever
statutory powers of control, direction and accountability are vested in them with respect to a non-departmental body. As we have seen, these powers vary from
body to body.

That hits the nail right on the head because
there is an expressed power in section 7 of
the Act that vested in the Ministers responsible-Messrs Smith and Austin-the power
of control and direction in relation to the
authority.
The Liberal Party is now screaming and
wants to run from the kitchen because the
heat has got too much now that this state of
affairs has been exposed. That is what the
Liberal Party must face up to. This is a
report of Ministerial responsibility, that is
generally accepted by this Parliament, and
Mr Crozier wants to say, "No Ministers
should be responsible".
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-That is not in
dispute.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - I am glad Mr
Crozier came across that one and admitted
what I wanted. Mr Crozier said that it is not
in dispute-that is excellent.
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What is in dispute? Apparently, the fact in
dispute is whether, after a review team has
found serious deficiencies, difficulties and
extraordinary fictitious and manufactured
quotes being placed on file to give the
appearance that Public Service procedures
requiring the calling of three tenders had
been complied with, the Minister must take
responsibility for that. If fictitious quotes
are manufactured and placed on file-fictitious, fraudulent, dishonest, and misleading
quotes that gave the appearance of Public
Service procedures being complied withthe Minister must take responsibility. It is
quite right for the present Minister of Agriculture to "can" the former Minister for not
doing so. The Minister would be irresponsible ifhe did anything other than that.
That fits into the third factor Dr Gracey
mentioned about Ministers being responsible to Parliament for the exercise or nonexercise of statutory procedures. There is no
indication that Messrs Smith and Austin
took directive action - that is the whole
problem.
The Victorian Dairy Industry Authority
was a statutory body for which Ministers
had responsibility, and this body was going
off the rails and, much worse than that,
things had gone so wrong that the authority
was in the business of placing fictitious
quotes on files to mislead people. However,
the Liberal Party has the audacity to say that
the present Minister of Agriculture struck
below the belt and hit a bit too close to the
core when he said that the former Minister
behaved irresponsibly.
The Labor Party was elected to Government on a platform of responsibility; the
previous Government was rejected by what
the community perceived to be its irresponsibility. The Government makes no apology
for pointing out, as it did in Opposition,
indications of Ministerial irresponsibility in
the past. It is ludicrous for members of the
Liberal Party to say, "You cannot talk about
our responsibility, we have been thrown
out; there should be some sort of shield and
we should be immune to this dreadful political attack." It is a disgrace that debate in
this place has degenerated to that extraordinary proposition. Nothing in what Mr Hunt
said got to the core of the problem.
The Government is grateful for the
opportunity of again hammerin$ home this
pOInt. It seems it will have to do It again and
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again. If the Liberal Party is still insensitive
and insensible about Ministerial responsibility and wants to bring this matter up
again after Easter, the Government will give
the Liberal Party another "doing over"
about the issue.
The Government finds it extraordinary
that exception is taken to the concluding
stages of the Ministerial statement. At page
11, the Minister states:
It is clear that there has been a total lack of Ministerial responsibility by the previous Government for
the activities of this statutory authority since its inception.

What is wrong with that statement? It is
interesting to note the way this debate has
proceeded as all Opposition members want
to put a bit of distance between themselves
and Mr Smith.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Everyone except
Mr Fraser!
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - That is correct, and perhaps some of his supporters in
the Wannon preselection. However, even
Mr Smith has said, "I do not condone things
such as fictitious quotes, but I do not take
responsibility for it." It is a bit like President
Carter after the Iranian hostage debacle
when he took full responsibility for it, but
stayed in office. At least Mr Fraser resigned
from office forthwith. It is ironic that Mr
Smith now wants to succeed him. Mr Smith
has said, "I do not condone these actionsthere were problems and I was the Minister
responsible and, although I had the duties
conferred on me by section 7 of the Act, I
am not prepared to take responsibility, and
this is a nasty political attack." It is so much
nonsense, because the most serious things
are indicated in the report, and there has
been a lack of Ministerial responsibility.
The Opposition might like to point out
what sort of Ministerial responsibility was
exercised. There does not seem to have been
any. There was no taking of responsibility;
the buck did not seem to stop anywhere.
The Minister of Agriculture said that it
stopped with Sir Rupert Hamer, and then
with Mr Thompson, when the electorate
passed its verdict on him. The former
Liberal Government had a statutory
responsibility to look after this authority,
which did not function properly.
The Minister of Agriculture had a review
team and he made a Ministerial statement
about the findings of the review team on this
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authority. He said that not only was he
representing the facts but also a few conclusions and, as a Government, we will not
tolerate this level of Ministerial behaviour;
we will direct the attention of the public to
it. What could be more proper than that?
This is the ultimate test. Does the community have more confidence in a process
of Government because of the sort of statement that Mr Kent, the Minister of Agriculture, made or not? If honourable members
were to ask the people in the community
who saw reports of this statement that this
Government said that it was Ministerial
irresponsibility and that the Government
would not have a bar of it, they would find
that those people in the community would
say that is proper and that this sort of thing
ought to be exposed; that the Government
ought to stand up and say what it thinks of
this sort of behaviour.
We are a Government that is concerned
about responsibility and accountability. It is
not an issue that is easily solved because no
Minister can know everything that is going
on, but he must accept responsibility; that is
the doctrine, whether it is fair or unfair in
any particular case. This is a most glaring
example. As a Government, we have been
consistent on this issue. We have introduced the Freedom of Information Act,
which will make public servants and Ministers more accountable and responsible to
the community.
Mr Hunt has lost interest in this debate
since his own speech and he has not been in
the Chamber SInce lunch.
The Hon. H. R. Ward-He has gone to
the hospital.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I withdraw
that. For Mr Hunt, as Leader of the Liberal
Party, to talk about the Westminster convention, is merely mouthing hypocrisy. We
know what the Liberal Party thinks about
conventions; it tears them up whenever it
suits them, and the Liberal Party has been in
the process of obstructing le~slation in this
House on a number of occaSIOns, and I suppose there will be more of that as the year
~oes on. The Liberal Party is not interested
m conventions; Mr Fraser was not interested in conventions. The Liberal Party is
out of touch. The community has indicated
that it wants a return to some balance and
responsibility. It is tired of lies, distor-
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tions, broken conventions, rejected legislation in the Upper House, of rejecting
Supply, and so on.
The statement of the Minister of Agriculture asserts in the clearest possible terms
what Ministers ought to do and, when they
do not do it, what the Government thinks of
them. It is extraordinary that any fault could
be found with that. I commend the Minister
of Agriculture for his statement, and I have
every confidence that, when this Government looks at these issues in the future, it
will have no hesitation in saying where it
stands and drawing conclusions from facts
as appalling as these.
We have heard nothing from the Opposition, and I suspect we will not. How on earth
can it be justified that fictional quotes are
put on a file, manufactured for the purpose
of misleading people, and the Minister of
the day says, "I do not want to be responsible"? There is no satisfactory answer to it.
Of course the Opposition is not condoning
that, but it will not take responsibility. We,
as a Government, say that the community
expects, and we expect, that Ministerial
responsibility is accepted in cases like this.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Despite the rapid-fire rhetoric
of Mr Kennan, I repeat, as I indicated by
interjection, that the question of Ministerial
responsibility is not in dispute and has
never been in dispute. What is in dispute,
and what is the subject of this motion,
appropriately, is the propriety of a Minister
of the Crown in making a Ministerial statement, allegedly based on a report, where by
consensus on this side of the House and by
any rational analysis, there is very little
nexus between the two.
All the rhetoric skills of Mr Kennan and
some of his colleagues cannot dis~uise the
fact, as my Leader very forcibly pOInted out
earlier in the debate, that the Ministerial
statement is one thing and the report is
another. This is a view that has been
endorsed by Mr Dunn, the Leader of the
National Party, and this is really the nub of
the question. I repeat: The question ofMinisterial responsibility is not in dispute and
never has been, which means that where
there are shortcomings, or worse, in a statutory authority, and if these deteriorate, to
use a word of the Minister of Agriculture, to malfeasance, it is obviously of
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concern to the Government of the day, and
it is of immediate concern to the responsible
Minister.
Before I return to that theme, I point out
to the House again some of the consequences of this ill-considered and incorrect
Ministerial statement. One of the consequences, with all the backhanders concerning the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
has been to denigrate the authority in the
public's mind. This, in itself, will make the
task of the authority much more difficult.
The Opposition does not have to be reminded of the considerable statutory responsibilities of this authority. Its principal
responsibility is to the dairying industry and
to the dairy consumers.
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critical time was not only to increase the
total sales of whole milk but also to stabilize
an industry that was on a downhill path.
Most dairy farmers who were practising
dairy farmers at that time will, without hesitation, give credit for that considerable
achievement.

So, it is not only a~ainst a backdrop of a
heavily depressed daIrying industry in Victoria that the successes of the "Big M" campaign ofMr Cooper and the authority have
to be evaluated, but also world wide there
was a consistent pattern of diminishing consumption of raw milk. I should like Mr Kennan or the Minister to dispute that statement and to tell me and the House where
there was an example of any comparable
country-or indeed, any other country at all
In that regard, as the report and not the where records are kept and suitable comparMinisterial statement indicates, the success isons can be made-in which that occurred.
of the authority under the chairmanship of The figures show that the experience in VicMr Des Cooper is unquestionable. The runs toria was at least 7 per cent better than it was
are on the board, and apparently that point in any country for which comparable
has to be made again.
records are available.
My colleague, the Deputy Leader,
In the final paragraph of a letter dated 29
pointed out by way of interjectIon, that if October,
is printed in the early part of
Mr Kennan had turned his attention to page the reportwhich
and
addressed
to the First Assis17 of the report, he would have found under
Secretary of the Department of the
the heading of "Overview of Activities", tant
the three members of the board
that the report indicated that, while total Premier,
milk sales had grown significantly since responsible for the report said:
1967, sales of white milk had fallen.
It is not the intention of the report to devalue in any
The aim of the exercise was to expand the
total milk consumption and the whole
demand. It is not enormously significant
that there was a reduction, or some reduction, in the total sales of plain milk. What is
significant is that the total consumption of
milk increased. Those figures have been
alluded to, but they bear repeating. The total
milk sales for 1966-67 were valued at $63·5
million. The authority, as we have been
told, was set up in 1977, and, in 1978-79,
those sales increased to $100·5 million, and
in 1980-81 to $140 million. That is an
increase of almost $80 million in that time
scale. These figures have to be taken against
a background of considerable depression.
When the authority was set up, the industry
was in a very bad way; that is beyond argument, I would have thought. It was probably
the least viable of the major primary producing industries at that point. The achievement of Mr Cooper-and Mr Smith, as
Minister at the time-and the board and
officers of the authority during the

way the many real and worthwhile achievements of the
Authority.

Listening to the Minister, and certainly listening to Mr Kennan, one would have
thOUght there had been no worth-while
achievements of the authority. But it should
not really be the authority that is the subject
of debate, despite the fact that the authority
and i.ts good work will be seriously impeded
by the report, it should be the sort of headline that appeared in the next day's edition
of the Age, not because of the report but
because of the Ministerial statement. The
leading headline on the front page of the Age
of23 March was:
Dairy two forged quotes.

Again, we come back to Mr Kennan
reminding us of the same thing. I cannot
find, and I challenge the Minister to point
out specifically, the passage in the report
that alleges that the two officers named in
the Ministerial. statement forged the
quotes.

Ministerial Statement
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This report, and follow-up of other matters arising
from it, lead the Government to regard the situation in
the authority as scandalous.

two people who have been maligned in this
statement through Parliamentary privilege
in a cowardly and reprehensible fashion that
was totally uncharacteristic of this Minister? I would not say that about some of his
colleagues-although I exclude the Minister
of Forests from that- but I would not have
said it about this Minister until that fateful
day of 22 March when he was persuaded to
make this statement. The Minister talked
about a previous Minister being cajoled. I
suspect that in this case this Minister was
cajoled into mouthing these allegations
written by someone who remains anonymous. Perhaps it is just as well that the real
author of the statement continues to remain
anonymous.

What does the Minister mean by "scandalous"? I do not know what the Government
means, but I think most of us on the
Opposition side of the Chamber would
regard the word as meaning disgraceful to
reputation, shameful or shocking, defamatory or libellous. Clearly, a report which was
compiled in some three weeks and which
revealed such a scandalous situation ought
to have been brought to Parliament immediately upon being made available to the
Government. If it was such a scandalous
matter, why was it allowed to hatch for five
months? What is the significance of that
particular gestation period?
The statement follows up this rhetoric
about a scandalous state of affairs with an
allegation that there was malfeasance. That
is clear from the language used by the Minister on page 8:

We are told that there was malfeasance,
connoting criminality and wrongdoing, but
the officers concerned were given no opportunity, apparently, of defending themselves
against charges that have not been proven.
Mr Kennan, with his legal experience, does
not have to be told by someone from the
bush that that, to say the least, transgresses
every legal ethic and Parliamentary convention. It is not, as Mr Kennan tried to imply,
that we on the Opposition side of the House
do not invite political debate; what we are
doing in this debate is endeavouring to
maintain a modicum of decency and
standard, without which the Parliamentary
system cannot long survive. There may be
members on the Government side of the
House who do not want it to survive-I suspect there are, but we have not heard from
them on that theme in the open just yet.

The fact that the authority had been allowed to operate in an inefficient, cavalier and, in one case of which
there is evidence, malfeasant manner, is also directly
attributable to the careless and negligent manner in
which the previous Government addressed its responsibilities.

In any case, the Ministerial statement is
unworthy of the Minister. It is cowardly of
any responsible Government and it ought to
be repudiated by a responsible Parliament.
Not only are the allegations to which I have
referred unsubstantiated, but also there are
certain inaccuracies. I turn to a particular
inaccuracy contained in the statement. Page
10 of the statement makes reference to a
memorandum that was prepared by the
Department of Agriculture on 3 August
1981. It then goes on to state:

On the opening page of his Ministerial
statement, the Minister talks about a scandalous situation. That is good rhetoric and it
certainly guaranteed media attention, but
again I suspect, as do my colleagues, that
this is totally uncharacteristic of the Minister, whose reputation for personal fairness
and integrity in this place-until this
report-was never seriously questioned. I
regret to say that, having fallen for the temptation to indulge in a political exercise, the
Minister's reputation is somewhat tarnished. One of the reasons for that is that, in
his statement, the Minister said:

Where was the malfeasance and what is the
meaning of that allegation? I should have
thought a simple definition would be just
this: That malfeasance is wrongdoing. If
there was wrongdoing, that connotes criminality. The Government apparently
thought that was so, or the Minister did,
because he says in his statement that-and
no doubt it was with considerable alacritythis allegation was referred to the Fraud
Squad. However, the Fraud Squad, having
investigated the matter, determined that
there was no basis for any charges. Where is
the criminality? Where is the justice to the

These various matters were brought to the attention
of Mr Austin throughout his period as Minister
responsible but there is no indication that he took
effective action.

What that means, beyond any possible
doubt, is that Mr Austin was given the
memorandum; that the memorandum was
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prepared on 3 August 1981 and that it was
presented to Mr Austin as the then Minister
of Agriculture. Mr Austin has made it absolutely plain that he did not see that memorandum. In response to a question asked of
him today, the Minister of Agriculture,
unfortunately, refused to concede the justice
of that. Mr Kennan either did not find this
section or did not choose to allude to it. Part
of the substance of the statement is an allegation that a Minister of the Crown had
been presented with a particular memorandum, but we now know that he was not.
This must cast further doubt on the validity
of these allegations and shed further light on
the real motivation behind the report. If the
House and Parliament is not prepared to
take a stand on matters of this sort, the longstanding convention and importance of
Ministerial statements must be clouded.
Clearly, Ministerial statements are part of
the Parliamentary process and valuable
instruments by which the Government may
explain policy or inform Parliament of
some major event. They are used to keep
both the Opposition and the public better
informed.
The Ministerial statement of the Minister
of Agriculture is a highly politicized document. Its main motivation and that of the
Government and Cabinet was purely political. The statement was prepared and withheld until such·. time as the Government
believed it could do maximum damage in
an attempt to smear the former general
manager of the authority, Mr Brian Purtell,
the former secretary, Mr Brian Buxton, and,
more surely, my two colleagues, the two
former Ministers of Agriculture.
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enterprise, zest and zeal disappear. If the
function of a statutory body is primarily
marketing, and I would not have thought
even the Government could dispute that
one of the primary functions of the authority was and is the marketing of the product, and if entrepreneurial vigour is to be
embodied, a degree of independence must
be granted to the various chairmen. Otherwise, why not just tack the statutory body on
to the department and make it an arm of the
department? If that is done there will not be
a campaign comparable with the "Big M"
campaign because public servants do not
think and operate that way. I challenge the
Government to give an example of anything
comparable with the "Big M" campaign that
has been run by a Government department.
Whether there are deficiencies of administration and accountancy is still in dispute.
There is serious doubt as to whether criminality was involved in the deficiencies,
inadequacies and shortcomings of administration which may have occurred. The inference of the Ministerial statement is that
there was, and that is a basic injustice to the
two officers concerned and, in a backhanded way, to the two Ministers.
The thrust of the notice of motion submitted by Mr Haddon Storey is to secure for
the House certain safeguards and standards
in Ministerial statements. To my knowledge, there never has been a motion of this
sort before the Legislative Council because
there has not been the need. Regrettably,
there now is the need.

I certainly regret that the Minister of
Agriculture was the chosen vehicle for
Mr Smith's record as Minister of Agricul- something as irresponsible as his Ministure is enviable. One of his achievements terial statement. The document is unrelated
was to create this dynamic organization in to the report, hurried though it was in preorder to mastermind the affairs of the dairy- paration and relatively modest though it
ing industry. I believe his appointment of was in conclusions. It deliberately perMr Des Cooper was a master stroke. Mr petrates a fiction and primarily it was done
Cooper's expertise in marketing is beyond simply for political motivation. If Minisdispute. Mr Cooper injected dynamism into terial statements are to degenerate to this
that organization which is simply not pos- level, it is high time that the Standing
sible in an organization if it is to be run by Orders were amended to ensure that this
the Public Service.
does not happen again.
Instead of Ministers giving the House a
lecture on Ministerial responsibility, the
Government should make up its mind
whether it wants to intrude into the affairs
of statutory bodies to the extent that free

The Hoo. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)- The point to be recognized is: Just where would whole milk
sales have ended up without the "Big
M" campaign? Before the creation of
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the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
consumption of whlte milk was declining
and sales of whole milk were sliding. Without the "Big M" campaign, the total sales of
milk would have slid further and the dairying industry would have slid into a disastrous situation such as that which occurred
in the days of the depression when anyone
could buy a dairy farm in Victoria for very
little money.
The dairying industry had reached a crisis
point when the former Minister of Agriculture took the positive step of creating the
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority. Honourable members must give recognition to
the great work done by Mr Des Cooper as
chairman of the authority because he
arrested the decline of milk sales that was
badly affecting the industry. No country in
the western civilization where milk is consumed has had sales figures turned around
like that.
It was not easy. Milk sales received
intense competition from the soft drinks
industry, which did not want "Big M"
intruding into the market and attempts were
made to prevent "Big M" reaching the consumer. In small milk bars or corner stores,
often shop owners had been intimidated by
some representatives of major soft drink
companies. They had been told that "Big
M" products were not to be stored in
refrigerated display cases owned by soft
drink companies and that, if that occurred,
the soft drink companies would remove the
refrigerated display cases from the shops.
Mr Des Cooper was fully alive to this
problem. Very quickly, he showed the flexibility and drive for which he is noted by getting refrigerated display cabinets into those
shops for "Big M" products so that those
retail outlets could be guaranteed their continuing distribution of milk products in
order to meet the increased demand for
those products.
I have not always admired everything
that Des Cooper has done, but in this situation he showed drive, vigour and determination in ensuring that the advertising
campaign for "Big M" was given every assistance. He ensured that the campaign was
not strangled. As a result, the total milk consumption in Victoria increased.
The "Big M" product is being consumed
not only by the advertising target group, the
youngsters, but also by adults. It is available
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at public functions, sporting fields and
recreation areas. It has penetrated both the
youth and adult markets. There was a very
real need for the marketing expertise that
Des Cooper supplied.
I support the comments ofMr Crozier. It
is amazing that it took five months for the
appearance of the Ministerial statement
from the time when the report was first prepared to when it was tabled in this House.
An opportunity was not given on the day it
was launched for the two former Ministers
to defend themselves. I suppose one would
say that Parliamentary privilege is known as
"coward's castle". The Minister of Agriculture went a long way down that road in the
form of attack he used but he denied justice
to the two people being attacked having the
right to respond in the House on the same
day. It is important that that point is not
overlooked.
Comments have been made about
officers on the Victorian Dairy Industry
Authority, particularly about two officers,
and the fact that bogus quotes were
supplied. That matter should be corrected.
As the authority is not a Government
department, three quotes were not required,
and only one quote was necessary, but that
in no way condoned the action taken by
those officers.
I am glad to note that Mr Dunn has
returned and is making comments about the
role offarmer representatives. He seemed to
stray from the subject of the Victorian Dairy
Industry Authority to the situation of the
Grain Elevators Board and its present chairman. It is significant that at the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association annual
grain conference held at Mulwala, Mr Gross
was elected second out of a panel of six
names that were nominated. Mr Warren
was elected first, then Mr Ken Gross, who
had been slighted as not being a true grower
representative. It is interestin~ that 200
wheat growers on that occasion m Mulwala
voted Mr Gross to second place on the
board.
The HOD. B. P. DUDD-He would not
have received my vote.
The HOD. J. W. S. RADFORD-Perhaps
the Leader of the National Party has lost
contact with the wheat industry because the
people concerned voted for Mr Gross. Mr
Graham Mann was elected in third place.
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The situation that applies is that the
chairmen of the board are renominated by
the grower organizations. It is disappointing
that the Minister of Agriculture has begun
advertising for a new chairman of the Grain
Elevators Board. I believe the advertisement does not stress that the chairman must
be a grower. The former Minister acted in a
responsible manner. The Ministerial statement was a cowardly and vicious attack on
the former Minister and it was entirely out
of character for the present Minister of Agriculture. One can only surmise that he was
forced and cajoled into taking this action.
Having seen the results of the Minister's
waywardness, I trust honourable members
will never see the like i~ the House again.

ment of Agriculture. The file indicates that
the honourable member for Ripon in the
other House has seen the document, but
that has little relevance to the total argument. In relation to the time lag between the
report of the review committee, its tabling
and the Ministerial statement, the reason
why the report was not laid on the table at
the time should be obvious to all honourable members. A letter to Mr Delaney from
the committee stated:

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I welcome the opportunity of
considering the Victorian Dairy Industry
Authority review and the Ministerial statement. It has brought forward some interesting comments, the majority of which are
unrelated to the review or Ministerial statement. Firstly, I shall correct some misunderstandings that have prevailed. I accept
full responsibility for the report and the
Ministerial statement.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Did you write it?

The result of that letter was that the
Attorney-General studied the accounts of
the authority and found the deceptions that
had been admitted and referred to. The
deceptions that took place with the quotes
were for building works on the authority's
premises. There is no question about the
deception; that has been admitted. It is
acknowledged and the matter was referred
to the Fraud Squad. It was a fact that the
Government was awaiting a report from the
Fraud Squad, which arrived only in March,
that led to the delay in the tabling of the
review.
The Hon. H. R. Ward-When did yuu
ask them to investigate it?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-The squad was
asked to investigate the matter in December
immediately after the Auditor-General's
report was provided to it. I assure honourable members that it was purely coincidence
that the tabling of the report and the Ministerial statement happened to take place at a
particular phase in the career of the honourable member for Warrnambool in the other
place. The report was tabled at the first
available opportunity.
It is generally acknowledged that, upon
the establishment of the Victorian Dairy
Industry Authority, sales of milk increased.
One can make judgments about the figures
of "Big M" sales, which many people do, but
it is not always easy to prove the dimensions
and growth in sales that resulted from the
earlier operations of the "Big M" campaign.
That is not challenged, but what is seriously
questioned and was questioned over several
years was the amount of promotion and the

The Hon. D. E. KENT-It was written
under my authorization.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn- You did not write
it?
The Hon. D. E. KENT - I am the author
of it. Whether or not I wrote it physically
has nothing to do with the matter. I accept
responsibility for it. I was disappointed with
the approach taken by Mr Hunt today
because I have considerable respect for his
integrity and capacity. I realize now that he
is in ill health and that accounts for his lapse
in performance.
The Hon. Haddon Storey - That is of the
same standard as the Ministerial statement.
The Hon. D. E. KENT -It is of the same
standard as remarks made about me. It is
par for the course. There is no question
about the truth of statements that have been
made, both in the review and the Ministerial statement. The files are open to anyone under the Freedom of Information Act
and they can be inspected at the Depart-

There are a number of matters which require further
attention including a detailed investigation of procedures involved in the renovation of the authority's
offices in Hawthorn. This matter is only briefly referred to in the report (paragraphs 4.13 and 4.22 (VI»
because we understand that action is already being
taken on this matter following discussions with you.
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nature of promotion that was being directed
primarily to the one product-"Big M"which returned a lesser net value to the
dairy farmer than the ordinary white milk
on the market. Another aspect should be
brought into perspective-that the milk
marketed by the authority is only a relatively small proportion of the total Victorian dairy production.
Emotional claims are being made about
the situation in the dairying industry prior
to 1977 when the Victorian Dairy Industry
Authority was constituted, but the situation
in the farmin~ community and in the dairying industry In general was heavily related
to export markets, and the deterioration in
the meat market had a significant impact on
returns to dairy farmers. I do not deny that
the authority reorganized the marketmg of
whole milk and promoted, through its lead
product, "Big M", an initial substantial
expansion in milk sales. Genuine queries
are being raised about the benefits that have
been derived from the continued expansion
of that advertising, but the Government is
not primarily concerned about those
issues.
The review committee was put into the
authority to review its accounting procedures following the dismissal of the
former and original chairman of the authority, Mr Des Cooper. No one questions his
dynamism and that he had a long record as
an innovator and a dynamic marketer.
Some would regard him as having had a
detrimental effect and as having been responsible for the demise of the Victorian
Oat Marketing Board some years ago.
The Hon. B. P. Duoo-Who would those
people be?
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Many grain
growers. They would also be aware of the
reasons why Mr Cooper's personality
appealed strongly to the then Minister of
Agriculture, Mr Smith.
After the report was presented, and one
sees that many decisions were ratified by the
authority after action had been taken, one
begins to understand the dominance of the
personality of Mr Cooper in decision making by the authority. I suggest that there is a
lesson to be learned, and Mr Dunn should
consider carefully the responsibilities that
farmer or industry representatives have as
members of statutory authorities.
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Many decisions were taken by the management. Although Mr Cooper was initially
a part-time chairman, he was, for practical
purposes, the chief executive of the authority. The general manager and he were
probably both people of strong views with
an innovative approach to marketing, and
they initiated many moves that were not the
subject of prior approval or discussion by
the authority.
A representative of any industry. who
seeks to become a member of an authority
should learn a lesson from the fact that
quotes on buildings were exceeded, and the
costs were ratified after the event.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier- The same as
with Loy Yang? A few overruns are being
ratified after the event there, too.
The HOD. D. E. KENT - The reason why
they need to be ratified after the event in
that case is that the project is under new
management and the Government has to
pick up the problems that were created by
the former management. In the case of the
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, we are
speaking about continuing management,
although some changes of membership had
occurred. The practice existed of accepting
largely what was put to the board by the
management. That is one matter that has
come out of the report, and it is one reason
why it may be possible to excuse some
members of the authority who acted innocently.
It is true that they did not act completely
in accordance with their responsibilities,
and it is not denied that there was deception
in the presentation of documents. Mr
Radford was correct when he said that it
probably was not necessary to have three
quotes, because the authority is not subject
to Public Service guidelines. Some members of the staff believed it would be wise to
follow the guidelines, but it was done in
order to pretend that the board was following the guidelines. In doing so, the authority
practised a deception, and that is not
denied.

Deceptions of that type cannot be tolerated either in government or in private
administration. Where the Government is
aware of those sorts of practices, it must
ensure that the problems are rectified and it
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must insist upon integrity in the management of the Public Service, statutory authorities, private commerce and industry, and
that is what the Government is endeavouring to do.
Criticism has implied that the Ministerial
statement goes far beyond the grounds that
are covered in the report.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier- It goes far
beyond the bounds of credibility.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-It does not go
beyond the bounds of credibility, because of
the events that followed. The letter to Mr
Delaney stated that a number of matters
required further attention, and I have indicated the further attention that they
received and the facts that were deduced
from that.
The questions are inevitably asked: How
were those sorts of procedures able to be
carried out? How was an authority that
consisted of six members almost totally
dominated by the strong personalities of the
chairman and the general manager, the
latter not being a member of the authority?
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-That happens in
Governments, too.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-The ultimate
responsibility in government is with the
total Cabinet; in the authority, the ultimate
responsibility lies with the whole of the
authority.
If honourable members want to understand why it was perhaps easy for members
of the authority to be overawed or to be
"snowed", it was firstly because of the wellpublicized characteristics of Mr Cooperhis dominant personality, the fact that he
had added strength, if honourable members
like, the fact that it was well known that he
was the appo'intee of the then Minister of
Agriculture and that he had a close relationship with and the total support of the then
Minister. That is why the letters to the then
Premier, Mr Hamer, were quoted as
evidence of the total support that was given
to Mr Cooper by the then Minister and the
tremendous regard that the then Minister
had for Mr Cooper. Those factors finally led
to the events that are referred to in the Ministerial statement and to the fact that, apart
from being the part-time chairman of the
authority, Mr Cooper became its full-time
chairman.

Ministerial Statement

The authoritarian attitude of Mr Cooper
seemed to allow him to consider that he had
the backing for his actions. In referring to
his supposed contemptuous treatment of
the former Minister of Agriculture, the
Honourable Tom Austin, I did so to
demonstrate the way in which Mr Cooper
considered himself to be beyond general
direction and beyond being answerable to
the Government and the responsible Minister.
It is important that these matters are
brought to the attention of the public
because they are highly relevant. True, it is
unfortunate that a delay occurred between
the presentation of the first report and the
Ministerial statement. I make no apology
for the content of the Ministerial statement.
I resent the insinuation that it was uncharacteristic of me; I have endeavoured at
all times to conduct myself politely and
honestly in this place and outside. I regret
that some honourable members are prepared to justify results by whatever means it
achieves. It is pathetic to hear the "political
harlots" of the cornerThe Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-Mr President, I ask that the
Minister withdraw those remarks. The honourable gentleman is only proving the
National Party to be correct.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! I ask the Minister to withdraw.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I have been reading history; I
meant to say the "political opportunists" of
the National Party.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I asked the
Minister to withdraw the remarks. I ask him
a second time to withdraw them.
The Hon. D. E. KENT - I withdraw the
remarks. It is particularly disappointing
that members of the National Party, who
pretend to be concerned about the marketing of products from the country, react in
a situation like this where they imply that,
provided there is an apparent beneficial
result to one section of the community, even
if it is unsubstantiated and on a temporary
basis, the end justifies the means.

Standing Orders Committee
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The Government is committed to make livered on that occasion, with flagrant abuse
every endeavour to ensure that our Admin- of the rules and practices adopted in the
istration is honest and that the administra- past, we will need rules to regulate them.
tion of all bodies under our jurisdiction is The Ministerial statement contained distorequally honest. We will endeavour to do so tions of truth; it certainly misrepresented
and ensure that authorities under our con- facts and was full of opinions and judgments
trol and under my control, as Minister of of the Minister and was a political propaAgriculture, carry out their responsibilities ganda exercise in the way in which it was
not only to the producers within the indus- carried out.
try, but also to the people of Victoria.
I will not take the House through the
The motion was agreed to.
matters already debated earlier today,
although I shall refer to one or two parts of
LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL
the Ministerial statement to justify my
COMMITTEE
remarks. The Minister used the Ministerial
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Min- statement as a vehicle for a scandalous
ister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I attack on certain individuals, including
former Ministers of the State. One can turn
move:
to page 336 of the nineteenth edition of May
That the Honourable B. W. Mier be a member of the
to ascertain what a Ministerial statement
Legal and Constitutional Committee.
should involve. May states:
The motion was agreed to.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Ministerial statements
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I move:
That this House requests the Standing Orders Committee to review and report upon past practices with
respect to Ministerial statements and to prepare for
consideration by the House recommendations as to
guidelines for the future and any necessary amendment
to Standing Orders.

Explanations are made in the House by Ministers on
behalf of the Government regarding their domestic and
foreign policy; statin$ the advice they have tendered to
the Sovereign regardmg their retentIon of office or the
dissolution of Parliament; announcing the legislative
proposals they intend to submit to Parliament; or the
course they intend to adopt in the transaction and
arrangement of public business.

Those are the bases on which Ministerial
statements are made. Discussions and arguments have taken place in this House in the
past as to the form Ministerial statements
The motion was prompted by the Minis- should take. It has been ruled that Ministerial statement delivered by the Minister of terial statements ought to be statements of
Agriculture, who has just resumed his seat, fact; they should not be statements which
and the necessity for the motion was generate controversy.
demonstrated even more by the speeches
I refer the House to a statement made by
given by the members of the Government in
the debate on the Ministerial statement, the Honourable J. W. Galbally, when he was
particularly the comments of Mr Kennan the Leader of the Opposition in this place,
and the comments of the Minister of Agri- setting out his views about the way in which
culture who replied at the end of the a Ministerial statement should be made.
The view was upheld by the President at
debate.
that time. On 6 March 1973, at page 3715 of
The Minister, and Mr Kennan in parti- Hansard, the Honourable J. W. Galbally is
cular, appeared not to draw any distinction reported as having said:
or realize that any distinction exists between
a statement made in a political debate in
I suggest that a Ministerial statement should be used
this House and a statement made in a Min- for the purpose of the Minister outlining the policies of
his department whether it be housing, health or other
isterial statement. They attempted not to. matter.
But he ought not use as an excuse for bolstering
recognize that rules have developed over or supporting his policy reference to a newspaper
the years about the proper use of Ministerial article, authorities or something of that nature. A Ministerial statement should be a statement and not a
statements.
plea.
In future, if we are to have Ministerial
statements of the same flavour and char- The President at that time, the Honourable
acter as the Ministerial statement de- R. W. Garrett, is reported as having said:
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I think that to a certain extent the honourable gentleman must be permitted to voice his opinion. . . if he
did so in reasonable terms.

Standing Orders Committee

The Minister chose to vilify people by
association. He claimed that it was hard to
believe, as a matter of coincidence, that Mr
Buxton, the former private secretary to the
honourable member for Warrnambool
when he was Minister of Agriculture, should
subsequently be appointed as secretary to
the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority.
The honourable gentleman stated:

Later on, in the same debate, the Honourable J. M. Tripovich described the Ministerial statement as a "propaganda statement." Eventually, as recorded at page 3720
of H ansard, the President stated that the
explanations are made in the House by
Ministers announcing the legislative proIt was while Messrs Cooper and Buxton simulposals they intend to submit to Parliament taneously worked as senior officers in the authority,
or the course they intend to adopt in the that maladministration of the authority was at its
.
transaction and arrangement of public busi- peak.
ness.
That is simply a slander or a libel against
In a later debate in the samelear-on 20 those people, made under Parliamentary
March 1973-further points 0 order were privilege, and is not a matter which- should
raised by Mr Galbally and it was ruled that be dealt with in a Ministerial statement.
Ministerial statements should be statements _ The second part of the statement was
of fact. That is not what happened on this unrelated to the report which was allegedly
occasion.
the basis or the reason for making the MinThe Minister of Agriculture has really isterial statement. It was full of comments
denigrated the office of a Minister because, which were political judgments and poliwhen he makes a Ministerial statement, he tical attacks upon former Ministers and
is speaking as a Minister of the Crown and again departed from what May and your
should be speaking with the authority of a predecessor, Mr President, and one or two
Minister and stating a factual position to former Presidents, ruled should be included
inform the House and in turn inform the in a Ministerial statement.
public. That is not what the Minister did on
I am not going to traverse all of the
this occasion. He used language that was ground covered in the debate on the Minisemotive and designed not to be statements terial statement, but it seems clear that if
offact but to put a point of view and to vilify Ministerial statements are to be used as a
certain people.
vehicle for making statements that are not
If I can briefly refer to some of the state- statements of fact, but which are to be used
misrepresent the position and to attack
ments made in the Ministerial statement in to
people
the cover of Parliamentary
support of what I say, the Minister referred privilegeunder
and score political points, it is
to the "fictitious quotes" perpetrated by two necessary
to examine the rules relating to
officers of the authority, Mr Purtell and Mr
Ministerial statements and to ensure that
Buxton. He used this language:
that sort of conduct cannot be continued in
It is gravest misconduct for senior officers of a statu- future.
tory authority to deliberately forge and utter documents for the purpOse of deceiving the AuditorIt is all very well for the Minister to make
General as to the conduct of the authority for which political points whenever he wants to during
they are responsible.
debate, but if the Minister makes a MinisThe Minister chose to use a precise meaning terial statement he should do so according
in law despite the fact he referred the matter to the proper standards laid down for Ministo the police and the police chose not to pro- terial statements.
secute on this occasion.
The Minister would have the House
Subsequently, the Minister made state- believe, in his reply in the debate on the
ments about the actions of the honourable Ministerial statement, that the statement
member for Warmambool including a was couched in very reasonable, careful and
statement about his relationship with Sir moderate terms. Had the Ministerial stateRupert Hamer and that he had obviously ment been couched in those terms, there
destroyed Sir Rupert Hamer. That matter would not have been the debate and the
had nothing to do with the subject-matter of attack on the Minister that took place in this
the Ministerial statement, but was plainly House. I urge honourable members to carefully consider the need for referring the
included for political purposes.

Motor Accidents (Amendmem) Bill

matter to the Standing Orders Committee
in order that that committee can consider
what rules should be laid down for Ministerial statements to prevent repetition of the
outrageous occurrence that took place on
this occasion.
On the motion of the Hon. W. A.
LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial
Affairs), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be

adjourned until Wednesday, April 6.
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The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province) - I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I personally appreciate the innovative move
by the Leader of the House in foregoing the
necessity of reading a speech that has
already been presented in identical terms in
the other place.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and it was ordered
that the debate be adjourned until the next
day of meeting.

HEALTH (RADIATION SAFETY) BILL
For the Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy), the Hon. W. A.
Landeryou (Minister for Industrial
Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a se-.:ond time.

This is the second of two Bills to be brought
forward by the Government to deal with the
twin problems of nuclear energy and radiation safety in this State. As its short title suggests, this Bill is concerned with the latter
problem, that is, radiation safety. More particularly, it is directed at the problems
created by the increasing use of radioactive
materials, both ionizing and non-ionizing
radiation apparatus, in our society, and it is
intended to establish mechanisms for more
effectively protecting the community from
the harmful effects of radiation.
The matter of ensuring that the public is
provided with adequate protection from the
hazards of radiation has been of concern for
some time. These problems are addressed in
the Bill. It is in the interests of the community that the Parliament should enact
legislation that will more adequately control
radiation and ensure that the bona fide use
of radiation in the medicine industry and
for other legitimate purposes is retained.
As the Bill has be:m discussed extensively
in another place, I :lave arranged that satisfactory explanatory notes on the Bill and its
clauses be laid on the table and made available to honourable members. I do not propose to test my patience or that of anyone
else by reading through the second-reading
notes presented in another place. On behalf
of the Government and the Minister, I commend the Bill to the House.

MOTOR ACCIDENTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) on the motion of the Hon. W. A.
Landeryou (Minister for Industrial Affairs)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)- The Liberal Party does not oppose
the BIll. In fact, it gave an undertaking to the
Government on 15 December, when the
matter was introduced in another place, that
it would agree to the Bill coming into effect
on that date.
I was rather surprised at the criticism of
the Opposition by the Minister in his
second-reading speech. The introduction of
this Bill by the Government has been a
comedy of errors. The Bill was amended in
another place. The anomalous position as
was mentioned by the Minister was the case
of a person who lived in the border areas of
the State. For example, a young fellow may
live in Wodonga, on the Victorian side of
the River MurrayThe Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Or a girl.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Let me quote
my case; the Minister can embellish the
story later ifhe decides. The boy may decide
to have a night out at the Lavington Club,
which is on the other side of the river. He
picks up his friends and girlfriend at AIbury
on the way through and they all have a good
night out at the club. At the end of the evenin$, he may decide that he has had a few
dnnks too many and, therefore, allows the
girl to drive home.
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Before the Bill was amended in another
place, it provided that a Victorian had to be
the driver of the motor car at the time of the
accident. The situation now is anomalous
because if the car is registered in Victoria
and all the occupants, except the driver, are
residents of Victoria, those persons would
not be allowed to claim. The Minister was
wrong to suggest that the Opposition was in
any way responsible for the anomaly.

Adjournment
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Date and time of meeting - Exploration
licences - Sunraysia Gliding Club - Irrigation charges - Carisbrook leisure
centre - Nepean Highway - Softwood
products - Drought relief-Queen VicAnother matter he mentioned which is of
toria hospital- Fodder subsidy - Feeding
grave concern was a brazen deficiency in
of animals in bush-fire areas.
clause 2. What happened was that a letter
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minwas required from the Governor advising
that there had been an appropriation to ister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I
guarantee against increased liability, which move:
did not accompany the Bill in its original
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
form. Other evidence was also delayed, so it April 19, at 5 o'clock.
must be said that the attitude of the Minister
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
was miserable when he tried to blame the Yarra Province)-I am surprised that the
Opposition for the Bill not being intro- motion has been moved by the Minister
duced. On the day the Bill was introduced in because I understood that the Government
another place, the Deputy Premier moved had decided to deal with the local governthat the debate on the Bill be adjourned ment Bill, which the House had been waituntil 1 February and then later that same ing to be brought on before Easter. It is a
day he went to my colleague, the honourable matter for the Government and apparently
member for Caulfield, and suggested that it wishes to leave the Bill until that date.
the Government would like to bring the Bill
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minon later that day.
ister for Industrial Affairs)- To prevent any
At the time the Bill' was introduced, the misunderstanding, I point out that the
Opposition agreed with those arrange- Leader of the Opposition in this place, who
ments, so to suggest that the Opposition had unfortunately is not here, and I agreed a
some ulterior motive to block the measure considerable time ago that the House would
is ridiculous and miserable. I do not oppose adjourn this day. If those arrangements are
the Bill and wish it a speedy passage through not acceptable they can be changed. I am
the House.
prepared to bring the House back again
if that is what the honourable
tomorrow
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-The National Party supports member wishes. If he discusses the matter
the proposed'legislation. It appears to be and comes to an agreement with his Leader,
eminently suitable that perhaps in some I am prepared to do that.
degree the Bill recognizes that Australians,
The Bill is to come on in another place
even when they cross the border are still and no doubt will involve considerable
Australians and it is important to extend the debate because of some of the absurd
protection that a citizen of Victoria would amendments to the Bill that have been
normally expect in those situations. Quite made in another place.
often people cross the State borders and are
The Hon. E. H. W _!ker- The amendbarely aware of the fact that they have
travelled into a different State. It is only ments were made here.
reasonable to expect that the protection
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU - I mean
afforded Victorians in this State should be in another place other than this place.
continued when they cross the border.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. GrimThe Bill corrects a number of quite odd wade)-Order! I point out to the Leader of
anomalies which the general public never the Government that it is out of order to
could understand. The National Party sup- cast reflections on any proposed legislation
that has been passed by this House.
ports the proposed legislation.

Adjournment
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The Hon. W.A.LANDERYOU-Nevertheless, as I understand it, logistically, even
if the Assembly's programme was such that
it caught up in time and the Bill was
returned to this House by tomorrow, in any
event, the national conference that is planned and the desire of both Mr Hunt and Mr
Dunn for the House to synchronize its
meeting times with the other place, which
means that the House will sit again on Tuesday of the same day in the same week, I have
no alternative than to select 19 April, as I
indicated. Ifit is strongly felt by the Opposition that the Bill should be debated, I can
accommodate it by meeting tomorrow.

little opportunity of objecting to the licensing procedures going ahead and were not
aware of the matter. The land in question
had apparently been dredged several years
ago and now has several owners who have
been trying to reconstitute the land and
bring it back to more normal usages. There
may well be some deficiencies of which certain persons were taking advantage, either
wittingly or unwittingly, in the procedures
under which a mining lease is obtained,
whereby the registered owner-

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:

The Hon. D. M. EVANS- I understand
that it is a freehold title. It appears to me
that there is real concern that those who
hold title over such land should be properly
notified of a mining company's interest in
prospecting on that land. There should be
some procedure whereby a registered letter
or some form of readily identifiable procedure is used to notify registered owners
before a lease is granted, in much the same
way as a summons is issued. If a summons
or writ is issued against a person, it is
handed to the person. A notice on a post,
although still complying with the law, can
be hidden from public view.

That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-The matter I raise with the Minister for Minerals and Energy refers to the
way in which an exploration licence in certain areas in Bright was carried out by a firm
that was registered at an address in Toorak.
The firm is Eastern Resources Pty Ltd and
its name is Cosol Pty Ltd ofToorak.
It appears that the company has an interest in prospecting some ground adjacent to
Bright that is privately owned. In order to
further its intention of carrying out prospecting work - no doubt it is prospecting for
gold - the company went through the certain forms which appear to be necessary
according to the licensing provisions. This
requires that a notice be posted on the land
involved so that the owners of the land are
aware that prospecting leases have been
applied for.
It appears that the notice was roughly
written and not much better than a thumb
nail dipped in tar, a pot of red paint daubed
on small pieces of galvanized iron which
were posted in an inconspicuous place well
away from public view. They were also
attached to a post that had been around and
was available. I am not sure whether it was
actually still in position or broken off for the
purpose. I understand that there may well
have been no advertisement in the local
newspapers and, although the lease was
applied for on 5 March, no attempt was
made to contact the owners of the property
until about 22 March. Therefore they had

The Hon D. R. White- What sort of title
is it?

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! The honourable member is
starting to debate this matter and that would
be inappropriate. I suggest that he wind up
his remarks.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS- I ask the Minister to ensure that foolproof procedures are
introduced and adopted so that such
matters do not occur in the future and so
that the rights and privileges of registered
owners and members of the public are properly protected.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I raise with the Minister of Lands a problem concerning the
Sunraysia Gliding Club. It relates to the
lease of its gliding field which is approximately 201 hectares. The cost structure of
the club has increased dramatically with the
burden of the 17·5 per cent sales tax increase
which has raised the price of a two-seater
glider from $6400 to $30 000. The club has
requested permission to plant a barley crop
on the cleared area of the glider field to raise
money to keep the operation going. It
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contacted the Department of Crown Lands
and Survey in Mildura, which advised that
it was opposed to this cropping.
Can the Minister advise whether there is
any real reason for the opposition of the
department to this cropping, keepin~ in
mind the favourable reply that the MinIster
gave me in relation to the common at Boort,
and will he advise whether the club can be
given permission to grow crops on the clear
part of the field?
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)- The Minister of Water Supply will
recall that a short time ago I raised with him
the matter of irrigators who were entitled to
water from the Macalister River and Glenmaggie reservoir. Unfortunately, due to the
drought, the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was unable to deliver the
water. The date for payment of the irrigation charges expires next week, and the
Minister has said that the matter is under
consideration. Can the honourable gentleman advise whether a decision has yet been
made on whether irrigators who have not
been delivered their full quantity of water
will be required to pay their full irrigation
charges?
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I address a matter to the Minister for Conservation representing the Minister of Education. I first raised this problem
with him in this House on 9 November last
year. It relates to the Carisbrook leisure
centre. I raised the matter again on 17 November. I am glad to hear that the Minister
recalls the matter. The shire has received an
acknowledgment of its letter that was sent
on 24 February 1981. I believe it is high
time that the Education Department-honourable members heard about maladministration earlier-and the Minister of Education settled this matter.
This type of agreement that must be
signed between municipalities and the Education Department regarding leisure centres
is not restricted only to the problems associated with Tullaroop. I believe one or two
other municipalities in the electorate that I
represent have similar problems, but I will
not mention them on this occasion. I hope
to receive a firm answer and some action
from the Minister because it is nearly a year
since the honourable gentleman assumed
his responsibility.

Adjournment
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I raise with the Minister representing the Minister of Transport
a matter concerning the Nepean Highway.
Honourable members will be aware that for
some years there has been a major project to
widen that highway to a major arterial road
from the city to the Mornington Peninsula.
It is now a six-lane highway. However, it
goes from the city to the creek at Mordialloc. At the same time there is a freeway
coming from Frankston and Springvale
Road.
Some time ago there was a plan for a
Dingley Freeway to connect those roads.
That plan seems to have been retracted
upon, and the Country Roads Board has
now drawn plans to take out the'palm trees
in the main street ofMordialloc, a matter in
which the Minister for Conservation would
be interested. The board plans to construct
another bridge across Mordialloc Creek,
which would destroy a park that has magnificent pines-again a matter in which the
Minister for Conservation would be interested. The Country Roads Board also proposes to put a bridge over the Patterson
River. There seems to be no indication of
the short and long-term plans of the Government to provide for the smooth running
of traffic from Mordialloc to Frankston.
Will the Minister encourage the Minister of
Transport to make some public statements
on what he intends doing about the traffic
from Mordialloc to Frankston so that it will
be an orderly matter?
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province)-I draw the attention of
the Minister of Forests to an apparent shortage of softwood products. I have been
informed by people in the trade that at present it is extremely difficult to purchase pine
wood as lumber or as panel board and it is
quite expensive to obtain. This means that
the price of white wood furniture has been
drive~ up. I ask the Minister to investigate
whether this is so and, if so, what steps can
be taken to overcome the problem.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-The matter I raise
with the Minister of Agriculture concerns
drought relief. I have been informed that an
owner has been paid a transport subsidy to
transport his stock to Narracoorte, but has
been denied a subsidy for agistment. I ask
the Minister whether this is the policy of the
Government or whether it is an oversight.

Adjournment
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)- The matter I raise with the Minister
for Industrial Affairs relates to the site
agreement for the Queen Victoria hospital
project. A statement was made by the Minister of Health in another place that the site
agreem~nt would cost the taxpayers of Victoria $1· 6 million. Can the Minister explain
that statement to the House and the basis on
which that cost was determined?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Templestowe Province)-I raise with the Minister
of A~riculture a matter concerning a fodder
subsIdy for horses. The policy, as I understand it, of the Rural Finance Commission
and the Government is not to provide a subsidy for horse breeding, even though in
many instances horse breeding is a genuine
primary industry which has suffered considerably from the drought. The horse breeder
has some difficulty. He has a need for a
drought subsidy and for a considerable
amount offodder, but he is placed in double
jeopardy. Not only must he pay the full
price of the hay or other feed he is using to
feed the horses, but also the price of that
feed has tended to escalate because everyone recognizes that there is a subsidy.
Therefore, not only does the breeder fail to
obtain the subsidy, but he must also pay the
higher price pertaining to the fodder he has
to use. I ask the Minister whether he will
consider this question sympathetically.
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province)-I bring to the attention of the
Minister for Conservation a situation that
has arisen as a result of the recent bush fires.
In the Gippsland area, many native animals
are desperately short of food. Some good
people, like Ms Leonie Cameron from Cann
River, have been taking food out and feedin~ the animals. It has been suggested that
thIS is not fair to the animals because they
will become too dependent on people feeding them. However, many animals are desperate for food and I ask the Minister for
Conservation to consider the matter.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)- The matter
raised by Mr Bubb is of interest and concern
to me. I shall discuss the matter with the
Minister of Health and provide Mr Bubb
with the details.
Session 1983-83
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)- I am embarrassed that Mr
Radford has had to raise the matter of Tullaroop for the third time. I shall raise the
matter yet again to ensure that the matter is
brought to a proper conclusion.
Mr Murphy referred to 1he feeding of animals. Many animals have become hungry
because the bush fires in east Gippsland
have left them without food. I have had
some involvement in that regard, and the
matter was brought to my attention a couple
of weeks ago. I was told that people travelling on the highway through Cann River
towards Mallacoota had seen animals that
had been killed on the road because they
were looking for food and having to cross
the road to do so.
I understand that Ms Leonie Cameron
took it upon herself to begin collecting
scraps from greengrocers and so on to take
out and feed the native animals, in an
attempt to keep some of the population
alive. Officers of the Fisheries and Wildlife
Division and the National Parks Service are
attempting to determine what they can do to
assist. Some concern has been expressed by
fisheries and wildlife officers that feeding of
native animals could set up a dependency
which would be impossible to break at a
later stage. The same situation arises with
respect to the Dandenong Ranges and the
Warburton area. The officers have said that,
on balance, it is probably best not to feed
wild animals, although it may seem cruel in
the first instance.
Mr Murphy is really asking what assistanc,e can be given for people who think that
feeding of animals should take place. A
fisheries and wildlife officer was in the
Gippsland area today inspecting the work of
Ms Leonie Cameron, and I expect to receive
a report on that matter. When I receive that
advice, I shall let the honourable member
know.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (MinIster of
Water Supply)-Mr Evans raised a matter
concerning a mining title that is being
sought by the Eastern Resources Pty Ltd
operating under the name of Cosol Pty Ltd
of Toorak. Mr Evans indicated that he has
had representations from constituents suggesting that the notices on the board were
inconspicuous and away from view,
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that the company's intentions were not
properly advertised in the local papers and
that adjoining property owners received late
notification of the intention of the company
to seek a mining title. Mr Evans also made
some suggestion about what might be the
appropriate process. I shall take up the matter with the Department of Minerals and
Energy and provide him with advice in the
near future.
Mr Long raised a matter concerning water
charges in the Macalister Irrigation District.
The advice I have received from the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission is:

Many country towns have areas that were
set aside and used for grazing of dairy cows.
Many of those are no longer used and the
Government has been examining the proposition of allowing the committees of management or the council as committee of
management to crop some of these areas
and to use the profits for local community
and sporting groups. The same principle
would apply with regard to the Sunraysia
Gliding Club. I can assure Mr Wright that I
shall consider the matter and determine
whether there is some way in which that
activity can be allowed to take place.

The announced seasonal allocation for 1982-83 was
80 per cent of Water Right.
Irrigation supplies ceased on 23 December 1982, at
which time usage figures were:
0-20 per cent W.R.
35 irrigators
20-40 per cent W.R.
55 irrigators
207 irrigators
40-60 per cent W.R.
60-80 per cent W.R.
380 irrigators
Exhausted 80 per cent
308 irrigators
985 irrigators

Mr Connard raised a matter for the attention of the Minister of Transport concerning
highway planning in the Frankston-Mordialloc area. I shall draw the matter to the
attention of the Minister of Transport and
ask him whether he can provide some indication of the Government's plans for future
road work in that area.

Since that date, domestic and stock water have continued to be delivered. Total over-all usage is 73·6 per
cent of Water Right.
The Question of reduction in water charges is being
investipted and a report will be submitted, for consideratIon, at the commission meeting on 28 March,
1983.

I shall be meeting with the commissioners,
as I do on a weekly basis, tomorrow morning. In view of the fact that Mr Long indicates that payment is due on Thursday, 7
April, I look forward to his making contact
WIth the Water Commission or, in turn, I
shall invite the commissioners to make contact with his office and the irrigators to
inform them of the outcome of their deliberations last Monday.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Lands)-Mr Wright raised a matter concerning the Sunraysia Gliding Club, which
is in financial difficulty for various reasons.
The honourable member indicated that the
club wishes to crop half of the area that has
been allocated to it, so that it can raise some
funds. The club has been refused permission
by the Lands Department and, probably
rightly so. Under the terms of the club's
agreement of occupancy, it would probably
be precluded from cropping the area. The
Government is examining other areas similar to this where the use of town commons
and so on can be made available for cropping.

Mr Lawson raised a matter which I find
surprising because, from all the information
I have received and after talking to many
sawmillers in both the hardwood and the
softwood industry, I understood there was a
lack of demand for their products. I am
amazed that Mr Lawson sees the reverse
trend in the timber trade in the electorate he
represents.
I shall be pleased if he would give me the
names of some of the people who are having
difficulty obtaining softwood, because we
have been complaining for some time about
the dumping of New Zealand softwoods on
the Australian market and were of the view
that there was almost a glut of softwood. If
Mr Lawson can give me an indication of the
people who are complaining about the lack
of that material, I will take up the matter
and find somewhere that they can purchase
it.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)- Mr Granter raised the question of
the unavailability of agistment subsidy for
stock grazed outside Victoria. No agistment
subsidy has been paid for stock grazed outside the State. The question of the desirability of such a subsidy applying has been
raised from time to time. The matter is still
being given consideration, and if a change of
policy takes place, the records of stock will
be available because the owners have
enjoyed a transport subsidy.

Adjournment
Mr Houghton referred to a fodder subsidy
for horses. I do not regard horses as a primary product; we are not eating horse meat
as yet.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton - You use
them to muster your cattle.
The Hon. D.E. KENT - At present most
farmers are mustering their cattle by putting
out fodder, which seems to attract them.
If we subsidized fodder for horses, it
would be difficult to restrict the fodder
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subsidy. As Mr Houghton indicated-and I
entirely agree with him - the existence of a
fodder subsidy for sheep and cattle has considerably increased the price of fodder.
Those who are running horses· and whose
farms are affected by the drought could well
be eligible for concessionalnnance in the
form of carry-on loans.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.53 p.m. until
Tuesday, April 19.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

STREET LIGHTING
(Question No. 144)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) asked the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
Will municipalities in Victoria have to pay the
same amount for street lighting for half or part-nightly
use compared to full-nightly use; if so, how will this
policy encourage users to use less electricity to reduce
the nsk of blackouts?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer is:
Prior to September 1980 there was a tariff differential between part-night and all-night operation of
public li~ting, but at the review of tariffs m 1980 this
differential was removed. The reasons for this move
were fully explained at that time.
In brief, it was explained to all public lightin$ customers that the cost of providing and main taming a
switch wire, necessary to control part-night lighting,
had become greater than the combined cost of a
photo-electric cell, used to control all-night lighting,
plus the additional electricity and maintenance cost
for all-night lighting. That is, the total cost to the State
Electricity Commission in providing part-night lighting was, m fact, higher than for all-night lighting.
Regarding the risk of blackouts, the honourable
member may be assured that under normal conditions of plant outage probability, there is no real risk
of blackouts through energy shortages. In this reprd,
it is relevant that the electricity used for the additional
hours from part-night to all-night, from midnight to
sunrise, is produced substantially from brown coal
generating plant whereas at other times in the day oil,
gas and low load factor storage hydro-power generation is used.
If normal circumstances do occur which cause an
energy shortage on the generation system, such energy
shortage would most likely be within the storage
hydro-generating times, substantially from 7 a.m. to
midnight. Thus, any saving of brown coal generation
through part-night lighting would not contribute to
saving storage hydro-energy or reduce the possibility
of blackouts through load shedding because of energy
shortages.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
(Question No. 175)

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province) asked the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:
(a) In what circumstances does the State Electricity
Commission require a monetary bond fr(fm domestic
consumers?

What legislative or other authority does the
commission have to require payment of such bonds?
(b)

(c) What criteria does the commission employ in
deciding when a bond is to be required?

(d) What use is made of bond money by the
commission?
(e) Is interest paid to domestic consumers in respect
of such bonds; if so, at what rate and under what authority; ifnot, why, and will he consider implementing a
scheme under which consumers are paid interest?

(n As at 30 June in each of the years from 1970 to
1982-(i) what was the total number of domestic
bonds, giving the figures for each commission and
municipal district, respectively; and (ii) what was the
total amount of such bonds?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer is:
(a) Security deposits are required from new domestic customers who have an unsatisfactory credit
history at a previous address or who have left a
previous address without notice, leaving the final bill
unpaid. Existing customers who require visits by a
disconnection officer before paying accounts and who
fail to respond to a written request to pay accounts
within the prescribed period may also be requested to
provide a security deposit.
(b) The commission has the authority to levy deposits by virtue of section 102 (l) of the State Electricity
Commission Act 1958 which states:

"The Commission may enter into all such
contracts and do all such acts matters and things
as are necessary or incidental to the execution
and discharge of its powers duties and authorities
under this or any other Act."
In addition, the tariff conditions as published in the
Victorian Government Gazette No. 79 on 4 August
1982 includes that "the commission requires the
customer to ~ve adequate security by way of a deposit or otherwIse for payment of all sums which may be
or become payable to it".
(c) Refer (a) above.

(d) Security deposit moneys are paid into the
Commission's General Fund Account and are used
for every-day commitments. However, they are
recorded in the books of the acco'unt as trust
moneys.
(e) Interest, currently at the rate of 10 per cent per
annum, is paid on all cash deposits. The payment of
interest on deposits is a normal business decision
exercised by the commission under the authority of
section 102 (I) of the State Electricity Commission
Act 1958 as quoted in item (b) above.

(j) The commission does not keep records of
security deposits held for each class of customer or at
the level of municipal districts.
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The total number and amount of deposits held,
including deposits held in respect of commercial and
industrial class customers for the years 1974 to 1982
inclusive, is shown below and the figures in parenthesis are the estimated domestic content. (Records
prior to 1974 are not available.)
Year

Number of
deposits held

Amount of
deposits held
$

1974
46800 (41 000)
47 118 (41 000)
1975
44869 (37 000)
1976
1977
47 772 (40 000)
1978
53 605 (45 000)
65 314 (57000)
1979
67 108 (59 000)
1980
1981
68690 (60 000)
12 800 ( 4000)
1982
(30 November)

I 788 000 (1 400 000)
1 993000 (1 600 000)
2 203 000 (1 800 000)
2 937 000 (2 400 000)
3 852 000 (3 300 000)
4 908 000 (4 200 000)
5 671 000 (4 800 000)
6819000 (5400 000)
2 856 000 ( 400 000)

The marked decrease in the 1983 figures resulted
from the change in policy which accompanied the
November 1981 tariff review whereby existing
domestic deposits were refunded to customers with
satisfactory credit history and no new domestic deposits are being collected except in circumstances
described under item (a) above.

To answer the question in full requires the assembly
of a great amount of detailed information, which
would be extremely difficult to incorporate in
Hansard. Accordingly, I have provided a summary of
the differences between the 100 and the LDS within
the constraints outlined above.
The documents highlight the areas of differences
between the City of Melbourne (Central City) Interim
Development Order 1982 and the City of Melbourne
(Central City) Local Development Scheme 1981.
Should the honourable member require clarification of these documents I would be happy to arrange
for one of my officers to discuss the matter with
him.

HISTORICAL AND COMMUNITY
PROJECTS FUND
(Question No. 221)

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister for
Minerals and Energy, for the Treasurer:

(Question No. 191)

With regard to the Historical and Community
Projects Fund (a non-health services fund) funded
from TattersaH consultations-(i) what projects were
funded in 1981-82, and at what cost; and (ii) what
projects were funded or are expected to be funded in
1982-83, and at what cost?

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) asked the Minister for
Planning:

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)- The answer
supplied by the Treasurer is:

Will he provide a comparison in column form of
his Ministerial Interim Development Order for
Melbourne with the Local Development Scheme
together with the scheme's responses precinct by
precinct?

(i) The information requested by the honourable
member was published on page 148 of the Treasurer's
"finance" statement 1981-82.

MINISTERIAL INTERIM
DEVELOPMENT ORDER

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning) - The answer is:
The City of Melbourne (Central City) Interim
Development Order 1982 and the City of Melbourne
(Central City) Local Development Scheme 1981 are
two discrete legal documents. Any comparison of the
two in the forms suggested by the honourable member
can, at best be indicative only.
In order to obtain an accurate assessment of the
differin$ effects of the 100 and LDS on any given site
or precInct, all of the provisions contained in each
document should be read together.
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the 100
is supplemented by the Central City Planning and
Design Guidelines 1982. Many of the provisions of
the LDS are contained in these guidelines and therefore any comparison of the statutory documents alone
will highlight gaps which may well be covered in the
guidelines.

(ii) The following amounts have been claimed or
are eligible to be claimed in 1982-83 from allocations
made to the projects listed below:
$

Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement
Robert O'Hara Burke Museum,
Beechworth
.
Port Fairy Historic Railway
Port of Echuca Project
Emerald Tourist. Railway Board
Werribee Park~Equestrian Centre
State Hockey Centre-Royal Park
Geelong Jetty Reconstruction
Cycle Paths Programme
Boort Community Recreation Centre
Charlton Weir Construction
Sovereign Hill- BaHarat
Penguin Parade-Phillip Island
Bacchus Marsh Recreation Camp
Scotchman's Creek Linear Park
Anglesea Recreation Camp
Great South-West Walk
Barwon River- Waurn Ponds Park

222379
16176
271
104633
215831
100000
65000
40000
100000
69000
173500
240000
120000
52000
50000
56000
20000
50000
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Tuesday, 19 April 1983
The PRESIDENT (the HOIL F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 5.3 p.m. and read
the prayer.
RESIGNATION OF THE
HONOURABLE w. M~ CAMPBELL
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grim-wade)-I have received a.letter from His
Excellency the Governor dated Thursday,
31 March 1983, which states:
Dear Mr President,
I enclose copy ofa·letter of resignation from his seat
;in the Legislative Council of Victoria for the Province
of East Yarra, addressed to and received by me today,
from the Honourable William Montgomery Campbell, together with a -copy of my acknowledgment to
-him.
By virtue of Section 30 of the Constitution Act
1975, Mr Campben':s ;seat in the Legislative Council
'became vacant on 31 March 1983, being the date
upon which his letter of resignation addressed to me
was received by me.
Yours sincerely,
B. S. Murray, Governor.

Tbe lletter sent by MrCampbell to His
Excellency is as follows:
Your Excellency ,
It is with much regret that I tender to you my resignation as a Member of the Victorian Legtslative
Council for the Province of East 'Yarra. My resitJIDation to be effective as from the above. date.
Over the past few years I have, from time to time,
been under great emotional stress. T-his unfortunately,
has caught 'Up with me to the extent ~that it was neceisary for me 10 seek medical support.
I have been under medical care for the past six
weeks, which will unfortunately continue for some
time to come.
It is in my and my family's interest that I have
made my decision to tender my resignation.
My decision gives me much sadness as my term of
office in the Legislative Council has given me great
pleasure in helping people and contributing towards
the future welfare of the people of this State.
May I thank you, your Excellency, for your past
courtesies and wIsh you and Lady Murray every good
wish during the remainder of your term as Governor
of Victoria.
Yours very sincerely,
W. M. Campbell, M.L.e.

I received from Mr Campbell a very similar letter and I shaH read the last paragraph
to honourable members:
My very best wishes to yourself, Members of the
Legislative Council and all members of the staff all of
whom have extended to me their courtesies and
friendship during my period as a Member of the
Legislative Council.

Election of Chairman of Committees
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
This Bill was returned to the Council
with a message relating to amendments.
It was ordered that the message be taken
into consideration later this day.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL ELECTIONS) BILL
This Bill was returned to the Council
with a message relating to amendments.
.It was ordered that the message be taken
mtoconsideration later this day.
HEALTH (CONSULTATIVE
COUNCIL) BILL
Ihis Bill was received from the
A-ssembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
D. R.. WHITE (Minister of Water Supply),
was ·read:a first time.
ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN OF
COMMITTEES
TIle PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-I cannounce to ·honourable
members that it is now necessary to
appoint .a Chairman of Committees.
The HOIL B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I·.move:
That the Honourable Kenneth Irving Mackenzie
Wright be appointed Chairman of Committees of the
Council.

Mr Wright is :an experienced member of
this House, having been elected in 1973
and having served the House in many
aspects. I am confident that he will, if
appointed, carry out his duties in this office
with great fairness .and distinction.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I second the motion.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I share Mr Dunn's view that
Mr Wright would make an excellent choice
and would chair the proceedings of the
Council with distinction. Members of the
Opposition will certainly not oppose the
motion if there is no nomination from the
Government. However, as we understand
the precedent, it is that it is the prerogative
of the Government to move such an
appointment and that precedent has been
departed from on very few occasions in
this Parliament. In the Westminster Parliament the tradition is somewhat different,
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that is a member from one party occupies
the Speaker's chair and a member from the
Opposition is the Chairman of
Committees.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-That is
what we are doing.
The Hon A. J. HUNT-They are both
on the non-Government side. I ask the
Leader of the House to indicate whether
the Government desires to make a nomination. Whilst recognizing the absolute
suitability of Mr Wright, if the Government makes a nomination, the Opposition
will accommodate and support that nomination.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. K. I. M~ WRIGHT (North
Western Province) (By leave)-I,thank the
House for its confidence. I hope I can
emulate the even-handedness of my predecessor, and I wish the· Honourable Bill
Campbell happiness in his retirement. In
my time, I hope I will develop some of his
skill and knowledge in the carrying out of
the duties of the office, but meanwhile I
request all honourable members for their
every tolerance in the early stage of my
occupying this position.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

PROBATE DUTY
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) - When the Minister of
Agriculture advised a public meeting in
Warmamboollast Friday that he favoured
the reintroduction of death' duties in
Victoria, and that he opposed the idea of
exemptions for farms, how did he reconcile
that with the fact that the Rural Finance
Commission is charged with helping
farmers increase their holdings to viable
units, and with the fact that probate duty in
the past has forced the split up of farms
into uneconomic units?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I made no such statements. Mr
Chamberlain misrepresents the situation
that I supported probate duty. That statement was made by Mr Smith prior to the
meeting. The subject was not mentioned at
the meeting to which Mr Chamberlain
refers.
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FRUIT FLY BLOCKS
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-Can the Minister of
Agriculture inform the House what steps
are being taken to close fruit fly blocks
between New South Wales and Victoria,
and secondly, what steps, if any, has the
Minister taken to confer with organizations
representing vegetable growers, citrus
growers and the grape growing industry?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-Despite the irresponsible misrepresentations that Mr Wright put in the
press last week to the effect that road
blocks were to be closed, no action has
been taken to close road blocks. A
committee has been reviewing the Queensland fruit fly control situation. A report
was presented to me last Tuesday, so there
had been no discussion on the subject at
the time Mr Wright made the press statement, which was designed to cause fear and
uncertainty in the fruit growing industry in
the border areas, and there has been no
Government consideration, let alone a
decision, at this stage.
As a result of the uncertainty engendered
by Mr Wright's irrational press statement,
a meeting of industry representatives was
called at short notice last Friday and these
representatives had a meeting in my office.
Yesterday, the report that I had just
received last week was made available to
them. We had discussions about various
options for fruit fly control, and the report
is now being sent to the industries
concerned. I have a copy here, which I am
willing to give to Mr Wright for his
perusal.
ECONOMIC SUMMIT
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province)-My question is directed
to the Leader of the Government in his
capacity as Minister for Industrial Affairs.
As he was one of the fortunate participants
in the outstandingly successful economic
summit convened and chaired by Prime
Minister Hawke, I ask the Minister to
advise the House on the implications of
last week's national economic summit in
terms of industrial relations in Victoria.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-Indeed,
the summit was successful in obtaining
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consensus on a number of important
industrial relations matters. The first was
that the Commonwealth Government
should abolish the Industrial Relations
Bureau. That was agreed to by all participants. It was also agreed that the amalgamation of unions should be facilitated in
line with the recommendations of the
National Labour Consultative Council,
and that there should be legislative review
for the improvement of the industrial
framework.
The interesting thing about the summit
was that it adopted the call of the Victorian
Government for a centralized wage-fixing
system aimed at providing equity for workers without increasing inflation or unemployment and that the centralized wagefixing system, again advanced by Victoria,
should be determined and developed by
the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, and that the formulation of the Economic Advisory Councilwhich is to continue beyond the summit in
consultation between Governments,
unions and other participants-will be on
an ongoing basis in line with the Victorian
Government's industrial relations policy of
consultation.
BUILDERS LABOURERS
FEDERATION CLAIM
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat
Province)-I ask the Leader of the House,
in his capacity as Minister for Industrial
Affairs, whether he is aware of the judgment by Justice Alley in the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission which
ordered that builders' labourers should not
be paid for the time they take off in the
pursuit of their 36-hour week claim. I ask
the Minister to confirm for me and the
House that a document signed by Mr Bates
of the State Electricity Commission has
provided that this ruling does not apply to
the State Electricity Commission
programme.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-In
answer to the first part of the question,
"Yes". In answer to the second part of the
question, "No", but I will have the matter
investigated and advise Mr Bubb later.

Questions without Notice

PROBATE DUTY
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-Did the Minister of Agriculture
attend a civic reception in Warrnambool
last Friday, 15 April, and did he at that
civic reception indicate his support for the
reintroduction of probate duty in this
State? Is it the eventual goal of his Government to reintroduce probate duty in
Victoria? If not, how does he reconcile his
statement with the collective responsibilities of a Minister in Cabinet?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)- The City of Warrnambool and
the Shire of Warrnambool collaborated in
holding a civic reception for me. I was
greatly impressed by the goodwill which
they showed and the praise they lavished
upon the Government and Ministers of the
Government for the way in which they
make themselves available and the way in
which they meet the needs of the City of
Warrnambool and surrounding areas.
Subjects, such as that referred to by Mr
Dunn, were not discussed.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn- You did not raise
it?
The Hon. D. E. KENT - I did not raise
the question.
INTERIM DEVELOPMENT ORDER
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne
North Province)-Last week I understand
the Minister for Conservation and Minister
for Planning launched an interim development order to control development in
nineteen regions of inner Melbourne. I ask
the Minister whether this means that local
councils in those areas will now be able to
tell people what colour to paint their
houses?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-Last Thursday, I launched
amendment No. 224 to the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Planning Scheme. That
amendment will go on exhibition on 20
April for one month. After that, I will set
up a panel to hear submissions and objections, and that will take some time. In the
meantime, I have put in place an interim
development order to ensure that the
provisions of that amendment are undertaken immediately.

Questions without Notice
It gives me pleasure to say that, since the
present Government came to office, I have
wanted to do something of importance,
and last week it came to fruition. The
intent follows work done by local government. The nineteen areas concerned were
established by the five or six councils in
inner Melbourne. Studies were undertaken
and presented to me and all of that work
has been co-ordinated within this amendment.

In answer to the question asked by the
honourable member, the intent of the
amendment is to ensure that, when work is
carried out in one of these important areas,
a permit is issued by the local government
body concerned. The important part of
that is to do with demolition. In the past,
there has been the capacity to demolish a
house or change it drastically overnightalmost as a surprise to the people in the
area. It will now be necessary for a permit
to issue from the local governing authority
for that to occur, and demolitions, alterations and decorations are included.
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The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)- The
policy of the Victorian Government is that
conditions of employment within the
public sector should, so far as practicable,
reflect the community standards that exist
within comparable industries. The
Victorian Government does not employ
many building workers who belong to any
particular union. If what Mrs Baylor is
really getting at is whether there is to be
some departure from Government policy
with respect to the building industry as
distinct from another, the answer is that
there will not be.

TIMBER INDUSTRY
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-Can the Minister of
Forests advise what action the Government is taking to ensure that South
Australian salvage logging will not disrupt
the Victorian market and adversely affect
Victorian softwood producers?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of
Forests)- Following the disastrous fires
In that regard, questions of painting do in South
Australia, which destroyed a large
arise, but I assure the House that it is the area of softwood
in that State,
intention of local government that advice and in view of theplantations
planned
salvage
operawill be given about suitable colours in an tions, concern was expressed by Victoria's
area rather than telling people what colour softwood industry that that salvage operathey mayor may not paint their houses.
tion may lead to a flooding of the market
The amendment came in two parts, and with the South Australian product.
private property is dealt with in the first
Last Friday, I met in Adelaide with the
part. The second part deals with the South Australian Minister to discuss the
protection of parks and gardens in and near consequences of the salvage operation and
Melbourne, and it is historic in that plan- found that, instead of the 100 000 cubic
ning controls have not in the past normally metres of softwood that it was thought
been exercised over Crown or Government would come on to the market, a lack of
land. In this instance, by agreement with available funding from the South
the Minister of Lands and with his Australian Government will permit in the
involvement, we are now implementing vicinity of only 20 000 cubic metres to be
some control over what mayor may not be available. I believe the Victorian market
built in Melbourne's fine inner urban will be able to absorb that, because of the
parks. I thank the honourable member for current upturn in the market.
her question and I will be happy to provide
Honourable members may be interested
honourable members with further informato know that the salvage operations carried
tion, should they so desire.
out by the South Australian Government
have been unique. They have placed the
BUILDING UNIONS
logs, which must be stored under water, in
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia large quantities in Lake Bonnie. The South
Province) - Has the Minister for Industrial Australian Government has also been to
Affairs given undertakings to other build- various sewerage authorities in the State
ing unions that there will be a flow-on of and stacked logs in sewerage authority
the 36-hour week if the Builders Labourers works where they are sprayed with treated
effluent in such a way that they are able to
Federation is successful in its campaign?
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keep the logs in stock for up to three years,
whereas they would have been lost in a
matter of six months had they not been
salvaged.
SHEARERS' STRIKE
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-In view of the increasingly
serious ramifications of the shearers' strike,
which has been illustrated by publicized
acts of violence, and in the light of the
assurances given by the Minister of Agriculture to this House on 29 March that
both he and the Government would take
all measures open to it to satisfactorily
resolve the dispute, what action has the
Government taken in the interim and what
initiatives are proposed?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture) - Mr Crozier would be well aware
that it is not the practice of the Government to interfere in industrial relations.
However, I have had consultations with
the pastoral industry and it believes it has
the capacity to reach a satisfactory settlement in due course.

Questions without Notice

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The honourable member
is correct. I made statements in this House
near the end of last year. The reality is that
I have received a report on licence transferability in the abalone industry and am now
considering it. The matter is complex and
has meant that a series of consultations
have been held with all involved members.
It is important that questions of equity and
the protection of the fishing industry are
properly resolved. However, the matter is
coming to a conclusion and I hope in the
near future to be able to make significant
statements in the House about the transferability of abalone licences.

INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES
REVIEW COMMITTEE
The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD (Monash
Province)- I refer the Minister for Industrial Affairs to the committee of inquiry
which the Minister set up some time ago in
another capacity and which was chaired by
Mr Stuart McDonald to examine the question of incentives for industry, including
decentralized industry; Is the Minister in a
FRANKLIN DAM
position to advise the House of the status
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern of that inquiry and whether it has finalized
Province)-Is the Minister of Water its report? If so, will the report be made
Supply and his department monitoring the available to the House?
situation involving the court case on the
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
Franklin dam issue in Tasmania bearing in (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I believe
mind, in particular, that a significant factor the actual report was made available, as I
in the current court case is, as I understand recall, to members of the House. I am not
it, the World Heritage listing which would in a position to answer with precision what
seem to suggest that organizations or indi- has occurred since then, but I can raise the
viduals outside Australia may, in due matter with the Minister now responsible
course, have some legal opportunity of and let the honourable member know in
directing the course of investment in public due course.
projects in Australia and in Victoria?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of RIVER MURRAY WATER QUALITY
Water Supply)- The Government is
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastfollowing the case which, I understand, will ern Province) - I refer the Minister of
be before the High Court with· associated Water Supply to amendments made a year
matters and, naturally, it will take note of or two ago to the River Murray Waters
any implications for Victoria.
Agreement to give the River Murray
Commission responsibility for water
ABALONE LICENCES
quality of the River Murray. Will the
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nuna- honourable gentleman explain how the
wading Province)-In reply to a question Environment Protection Authority was
in this House, the Minister for Conserva- able to over-rule objections made by the
tion undertook to make a decision on the commission to the granting of a licence for
transferability of abalone licences. Can the a wool scouring plant at Barnawartha to
Minister inform the House of the deci- dispose of its polluted waste into the
river?
sion?

Questions without Notice
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The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of taken from an official Commonwealth
Water Supply)-The "old" River Murray Scientific and Industrial Research OrganWaters A~reement was principally ization report. That is not correct. It was
involved wIth inigation and navigati0D simply a report of a working party
and there was no provision for the River prepared by the organization's research
Murray Commission to consider water working group on fires and fire control
quality factors. A new agreement has, been and, as such, the findings and recommenprepared under which there are spe.cific dations of the report really have no status.
provisions for. the commission to consider The subject is simply under consideration
water quality. as one of its prime: water by the research working group. However,
the journalist has quoted that report. A
management objectives.
recommendation in the report states:
The new, agreement has been signed! ~
The fact that this report has been requested implies
the heads ofthe four participating~Govem
ments but it has not yet been ratified by an acceptance of the value of retardants.
legislation. The Victorian Parliament has I have been advised by the Forests
passed the neeessary legislation which can Commission that the two retardants used,
be proclaimed only when complementary Phoscheck and Amgar<i, have been extenlegislation' 1ltas been passed by;' the other sively tested both, through the United
three Parliaments.
States Forests Service' and in Australia. In
With, regard to the proposeGi wool SCOUT- operation this year' in: Victoria, they have
been effective' in- fire-bombing operations
ing plant at Barnawartha, the Environment and
in the prevention of'spot fires. It must
Protectiloo Authority has, fullowing the be understootit;ttiat
tliese fire retardants are
consi<iltration of n umeroos objections, just another toot '[hey
are not the answer
incluWlng a submission &om the River
putting outt hush: fi.:res, but another tool
Murray Commission, iss.aed licences for to
thtt~ _lity of fire-bombing;
the disposal of waste to the River Murray to improve ~
I quote from that
and to land. These licene.es. are subject to operations.
report:
appeal and my understand.iD8 is that the
The organizatiOIlll, wb:a bave gone to the trouble' of
River Murray CommiSsiOl\ intends to
appeal against the issue: of the licence for setting up to) use' retardants appear generally satisfied.
the conccptt and anticipate increasing use in the'
the disposal of waste IQ. the River Murray. with
future.
Under present legislation! there are legal
difficulties in the River Murray Commission being a party to an appeal. However, I
will be taking this· matter up with my
colleague, the Minister for Conservation,
with a view to any submission by the
commission being fully considered.

INQUllUES INTO PLANNING
AN,D CONSERVATION

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. 8.. Grimwade)-There is also an answer tQ a question which is without a number. It relates
to a question without notice as tepQlted at
page 506 of Hansard of 3 N0vcmber
FIRE-RETARDANT CHEMICALS
1982.
The HoB. D. E. HENSHAW (Gee long
Tile Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Province)-I refer the Minister of Forests Conservation)- The question> which
to recent press articles about a Common- related to the conservation and planning
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Ministries, was asked of tne' by Mr ChamOrganization report of an examination of berlain. It was in the following tenns:
the efficacy of fire-retardant chemicals in
the Minister advise the House what task forces
fighting bush fires. Is the honourable andCan
committees of inquiry he has set up in both these
gentleman familiar with the report and will Ministries and what are the basic tasks of these
he comment on its implications for the bodies?
fighting of bush fires?
The answer to Mr Chamberlain ~s question,
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister which occupies nine pages, is detailed and
of Forests)-The article to which the comprehensive. I seek permission of the
honourable member refers was erroneous House to have the answer in its entirety
in that it supposedly quoted extracts incorporated in Hansard.
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THE PRESIDENT - I advise honourable members that I have examined the
answer and it seems to me appropriate to
follow the suggestion of the Minister.
Leave was granted, and the answer was
as/ollows:
On taking office the Government appointed a
review team to review the operations of the Ministry
for Conservation and the Department of Planning.
The terms of reference for the task force were:
To examine the operation of the Department of
Planning, the Ministry for Conservation, and all
statutory and other bodies responsible to the Minister
for Conservation and Planning.
To assess and report briefly on the functions and
responsibilities of each Ministry, authority, or other
body.
To examine and assess legislation related to the
Ministries.
To consider what reorganization should take
place:
to carry out the Government's policies and
programmes,
to improve efficiency, and
to avoid duplication.
To carry out such detailed examinations as it thinks
necessary.
To recommend where further detailed examination
should be carried out immediately or in the future.
To make recommendations to the Minister in
respect of each of these duties and to make other
recommendations which it thinks fit.
The review team has submitted its report and its
recommendations have been implemented.
Related task forces set up within the Department of
Planning and their terms of reference were as
follows:
1. POLICIES FOR CENTRAL MELBOURNE
Specific requirements:
To review existing policy proposals for Central
Melbourne.
To assess the 1974 Strategy Plan, the 1976 100, the
1981 LDS in the light of Government's stated policies.
To assess the extent to which the current processing
of the LDS can be modified and improved, e.g. the
composition of the panel to hear submissions.
To define areas of conflict between the LDS and
other policies or legislation.
To examine the statutory provisions of the LDS.
To examine the demolition/alteration clauses of the
100.
To identify problems associated with recycling of
designated and notable buildings.
To investigate the p<?ssibility of replacing inflexible
controls, such as heIght and plot ratio limits, with
performance standards.

Inquiries into Planning and Conservation
To examine priorities in works programmes e.g.
placing of pedestrian networks.
To investigate the possibilities of quick demonstration effects such as: redevelopment along Lonsdale
Street; scope for private sector-public sector cooperation; network of pedestrian linkages, possibilities for high and low income residential accommodation.
To assess the impact of transport planning and to
recommend methods for improved integration of
transport planning into other planning for central
Melbourne.
2. METROPOLITAN POLICY AND AMENDMENT 150
Specific requirements:
To review Amendment 150 and make any recommendation for its improvement..
To examine the problem of implementing the
policy.
To examine the operation of the panel responsible
for hearing objections.
To explore implementation of the amendment for
the distribution of planning powers between the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and
local councils.
To identify the role which should be played by the
department.
3. AMENDMENT 151- BOULEVARDS AND
PARKS SURROUNDS
Specific requirements:
To review the environmental impact of 151 in its
broadest sense.
To consider and recommend any variation or
adjustment to minimize adverse impacts.
To consider the problems of immediate or later
variation or adjustment to the amendment.
4. POLICIES FOR PROVINCIAL CENTRES
Specific requirements:
To review all existing policies.
To assess the problems and activities of local
government (e.g. fragmentation, excessive zonings).
To examine ways of improving the integration of
land use planning and economic development policy
and to assess the potential of bodies such as regional
development corporations.
To examine conservation planning.
5. POLICIES FOR THE METROPOLITAN
FRINGE
Specific requirements:
To review the existing situation in all metropolitan
fringe areas (including an assessment of the present
implementation of planning policy in the Western
Port Region).
To examine alternatives for improving planning for
the metropolitan fringe.
To assess how economic and conservation policy
should be best accomplished in the metropolitan
fringe.

Inquiries into Planning and Conservation
6. HISTORIC BUILDINGS ACT
To identify those parts of the Act which need
amendment and those parts of other Acts (e.g. the
Government Buildings Advisory Council Act) which
should be incorporated into a new Act.
To set out briefly the reason for each proposed
amendment.
To prepare draft drafting instructions for amendments to the Act.
7. LATROBE VALLEY PLANNING POLICIES
Specific requirements:
To review existing planning policies.
To review development prospects, land use
conflicts and planning structures.
To examine and comment on the extent of Government subsidies for development projects in the area.
To examine and comment on conservation planning for the area.
8. PORTLAND
Specific requirements:
To review existing planning policies.
To review development prospects, land use
conflicts and planning structures.
To examine and comment on the extent of Government subsidies for development projects in the area.
To examine and comment on conservation planning for the area.
9. RURAL AREAS
Specific requirements:
To examine the future desirability of a Statewide
policy for the conservation-protection of agricultural
land and resources.
To examine the existing intent of rural planning
controls and their effectiveness in respect to land use
and resource allocation issues, including agricultural
land, softwood plantations and water supply catchments.
To examine approaches to rural landscape preservation and to conservation planning issues, in the
context of competing demands for rural land.
To examine the role and needs of small rural townships, particularly in relation to the provision of
services such as water, sewerage, schools, etc.
An examination of the overlapping requirements of
legislation affecting the use of rural land and any
apparent conflicts in the operational policies of
servicing agencies.
10. STATE STATEMENT OF PLANNING
POLICY
Specific requirements:
To identify the role, purpose and function of a State
statement of planning policy and to state specifically
the objectives that it would satisfy.
To consider alternative types of statements of planning policy which have been made at the State level in
Australia and other parts of the world.
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To discuss the appropriateness of using a "Statement of Planning Policy" approach as outlined in the
current planning legislation for this purpose.
To identify the issues involved in preparing a statement of planning policy for Victoria including
national policy issues which have a specific land use
planning resource implication for Victoria.
To review the work undertaken by the former
Town and Country Planning Board, BADAC
Committee, Bains Committee, Committee on Green
Paper on Planning and current Advisory Committee
on Industry related to this matter.
To recommend ways of reviewing a State statement
of planning policy to ensure its continued relevance.
11. TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT
To review and rewrite the Town and Country Planning Act.
12. WESTERN SUBURBS STUDY
The purpose of the study is to look constructively
as to what can be done to improve the living conditions and the environment of the people who live and
work there.
13. CENTRAL MELBOURNE AREA
The task is to carry out in conjunction with the
Melbourne City Council planning of central
Melbourne.
As a first step in that process, the Government
introduced interim statutory planning controls over
the central city area on 23 November 1982. The
longer term programme involves preparation of a
planning strategy planning scheme and a number of
support measures to improve the over-all design and
functioning of Central Melbourne.
Task forces set up within the Ministry for Conservation and their terms of reference were as follows:
1. EAST GIPPSLAND WOODCHIPPING
Terms of reference:
To review briefly the current situation including the
operation of the trial scheme in East Gippsland.
To recommend how and in what form a public
inquiry should be carried out, includingterms of reference for the inquiry,
proposed membership of the inquiry,
cost and other implications of the inquiry, and
operating conditions for the inquiry.
The teams were:
(i) Current situation:
Alan Kemp of the Environment Assessments
Division, lan Weir, Ass. Director, Resources &
Planning N.P.S., Mick Lumb, Director of Landuse Planning, L.c.c., lan Stewart, Department of
Planning, and Robert Joy, Chief, Landuse Planning Division, S.CA.
(ii) Public inquiry:
Mr W. P. Dunk, Assistant Director (Assessments), Mr P. J. McCallum, Assistant Director,
and Mick Lumb, Director of Landuse Planning,
L.CC
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2. LEAD-FREE PETROL AND INTERIM LEAD
CONTENT REDUCTIONS
Terms of reference:

Inquiries into Planning and Conservation
5. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY
Terms of reference:

To review current planning and the development of
legislation for the introduction of lead-free petrol and
new vehicle emission standards. '

To review the effectiveness of the current organization structure of the E.P.A. and any suggested alternatives to improve it.

To recommend what further steps are required for
the introduction of lead-free petrol.

To assess whether changes in emphasis and redeployment of existing resources is warranted.

To recommend the manner in which a lead content
reduction can be effected in Victoria, havin$ regard to
the need for a national policy and, in partIcular, coordination with the New South Wales Government.

To report on the current licensing system and
whether licences could be simplified.

The team consisted of:
Bill Farrell (Convenor)-E.P.A., GeofT Milgate,
E.P.A., and Greg Brown, E.P.C. (Gas & Fuel Corporation)

3. STATE CONSERVATION STRATEGY
Terms of reference:
To recommend' how a State conservation strategy
should be prepared;, including:
The appointment of a task force and recommendations of appropriate members.
The proposed, brief for such a task force.
The recommended procedure.
The proposedl timing.
The manntm' in which, contributions and involvement of other departments, voluntary conservation
groups, b.usiness interests~ etc. should be sought.
A description of the scope and levels of application
of a State, conservation strategy.
The' relationsbip· of the State conservation strategy
to the national ancl world strategies.
The team consisted of:

Michad Crowe (Convenor), Technical Policy
GOOllP, Peter Chatiey Environment Studies Division,
Gmham Hunter', Environment Assessments Division,
Robert J.oy, Soil Conservation Authority, Johnathan
Sbiehts. Department of Plann~ and Doug Hill,
Austalian Conservation FoundatIon.
t

To assess and to report on the operations of the
Altona motor vehicle testing station.
To assess the need for a core group (now at La
Trobe University) within the structure of the E.P.A.
To assess the need for an economic study section
within the E.P.A.
The team consisted of:
Ian Coles, (Convenor) Acting Chief Noise Control
Officer, Rick Graham, Senior Water Quality Officer,
Jack Chiodo, Senior Special Projects Officer, Peter
Merrylees, Solicitor to E.P.A., Andy Levens, Acting
Secretary, and Mrs D. Burton, Recruitment and Staff
Development Officer.
6. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY
REVIEW (by Consultant)
Terms of reference:
To review the role and ambit of responsibilities of
the E.P.A. and recommend such changes in responsibilities as may be thought appropriate for the authority in the next decade, and to examine options for
such changes in relation to other agencies.
To review the adequacy of the Environment
Protection Act to enable the E.P.A. to carry out
present and suggested responsibilities.
The consultant appointed was Or D. Lacey.
Consultancy Fee S7511.1 O.

0\ TOXIC WASTES

Terms of reference:
To review existing provisions for toxic waste disposal.
To consider different alternatives (e.g. the Californian strategy) for safer and more efficient disposal.
To recommend a plan of action.
The team consisted of:
Mr C. Schaller, E.P.A. (Chief Land Waste Management) (Convenor), Or F. Balkau, E.P.A. (Principal
Land Waste Management Officer), Mr D. Bloor,
E.P.A. (Technical Officer, Land Waste Management
Branch), Or Noel Norman, Chief Chemical Engineer,
A.P.M. (EPC Member), Or D. Lynch, Supervising-.
Engineer, M.M.B.W., and Mr P. A. Le Roy, National,
Advisory Committee on Chemicals (Representing
E.P.A.).

PERSON,AL EXPLANATION
The Hon.. D. 1:. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I desire to make a personal
explanation; in relation to a statement I
made in this House on 30 March. At page
1901 0£ Ha:nsaTd., I am reported as having

saidt·

T<he, file indialtes that the honourable member for

Riponl in. tbe other House has seen the document ...

I wish to amend that report to read:
The ile. indicates that the matters were raised and
discussed at the directorate level in the Department of
Agriculture. I was advised that the thrust of the document had been raised with the honourable member
ro. Ripon in other discussions that he had with senior
departmental officers ...

Petitions
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Hotel trading hours

The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that
action be taken to prevent the extension of
hotel bar trading hours and that consideration be given to implement the recommendations of the Senate Standing Committee
on Social Welfare made in 1977 with
regard to alcohol consumption. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded,
in order, and bore nineteen signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid
on the table.

Firearms legislation
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that the passage
of firearms registration legislation be
denied or that such legislation be restricted
to the terms of the Government's election
promises and that the commitment to
consultation with representatives of shooting organizations be honoured. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded,
in order, and bore 119 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid
on the table.

The Hon. H. G. BAYWR (Boronia
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that the passage
of firearms registration legislation be
denied or that such legislation be restricted
to the terms of the Government's election
promises and that the commitment to
consultation with representatives of shooting organizations be honoured. She stated
that the petition was respectfully worded,
in order, and bore 208 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid
on the table.

The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat
Province) presented a petition from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that the passage
of firearms registration legislation be
denied or that such legislation be restricted
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to the terms of the Government's election
promises and that the commitment to
consultation with representatives of shooting organizations be honoured. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded,
in order, and bore 155 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid
on the table.

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I present a petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the passage of firearms registration
legislation be denied or that such legislation be restricted to the terms of the
Government's election promises and that
the commitment to consultation with
representatives of shooting organizations
be honoured. The petition is respectfully
worded, in order, and bears 176 signatures.
I desire the petition to be read.

The petition was read by the Clerk. It
was in the following terms:

THE HONOURABLE THE PREsIDENT AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

This, the humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the State of Victoria, shows our concern that
the Government has indicated its intention to legislate compelling the registration of privately owned
firearms and abrogating the terms of its claimed
mandate by failing to consult with representatives of
shooting organizations and by imposin$ charges and
restrictions contrary to its specific electIOn promises,
and accordingly, we respectfully ask Parliament to
deny passage of firearms registration legislation or
alternatively to restrict the passage of firearms registration legislation to the terms of the Government's
claimed mandate obtained in response to specific
public election promises that firearm registration
would be notational only, that it would be implemented at no extra cost to shooters in view of the
recent 150 per cent increase in shooters' licence fees
and that representatives of shooting organizations
would be consulted prior to legislating and your
humble petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

It was ordered that the petition be laid
on the table.
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Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill

RURAL FINANCE AND
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION
(PENALTIES) BILL
For the Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture), the Hon. W.' A. Landeryou
(Minister for Industrial Affairs), by leave,
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the penalties fixed under the Rural Finance
and Settlement Commission Act 1961 for
offences against that Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
For the Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture), the Hon. W. A. Landeryou
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It provides for amendments to the Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission Act
1961 which will update and convert to
penalty units the various penalties
contained in that Act.

The Penalties and Sentences Act 1981
was fully proclaimed as from 1 September
1981. One of its objects is to provide
through a penal~y unit system a basis for all
fines to be easily and efficiently upgraded
from time to time by a single amendment
to the Penalties and Sentences Act 1981.
The amendments provided for in this
Bill bring the penaltIes contained in the
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission
Act 1961 within the scope of the Penalties
and Sentences Act 1981 for future changes
and effectively -upgrade the levels of
penalties currently involved.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. R. I.
KNOWLES (Ballarat Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 26.

HISTORIC BUILDINGS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Historic Buildings Act 1981, the Historic Buildings
(Amendment) Act 1983 and for other
purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament,
were laid on the table by the Clerk:
Dandenong Valley Authority-Report and statement
of accounts for the year ended 30 September 1982.
Environment Protection Act 1970-Proposed
Environment Protection (Motor Car Noise)
(Amendment) Regulations (in lieu of those tabled
on 29 March 1983).
Liquor Control Commission-Report and statement
of accounts for the year 1981-82.
Police Service Board-Determinations Nos. 384 and
385.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Health Act 1958-Nos. 53 and 56.
Hospitals and Charities Act 1958-No. 44.
Penalties and Sentences Act 1981-No. 57.
Poisons Act 1962-No. 54.
Public Service Act 1974-No. 47; PSD Nos. 5 to
14.
State Employees Retirement Benefits Act 1979No. 48.
West Moorabool Water Board Act 1968-No. 51.
Workers Compensation Act 1958-No. 52.
Superannuation - Report of the State Superannuation
Board for the year 1981-82.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Bacchus Marsh Planning Scheme-Amendment
No. 19.
Flinders-Shire of Flinders Planning Scheme
1962-Amendment No. 148, 1982.
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendments
No. 26, 1981; and No. 40, Part 1.
Knox-City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965Amendments No. 249, 1981; and No. 251, 1982.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning SchemeAmendments No. 154, Part 2B (with two maps);
No. 181, Part 2A; No. 184, Part 2 (with six
maps); and No. 249 (with map).
Sale- City of Sale Planning Scheme 1975-No. 16,
1982.
Sherbrooke-Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme
1979 (Rural Areas)-Amendment No. 8.
Victoria Law Foundation-Report for the year ended
30 September 1982.

On the motion of the Hon. A. J. HUNT
(South Eastern Province), it was ordered
that the reports be taken into consideration
on the next day of meeting.
WATER AND SEWERAGE
AUTHORITIES (RESTRUCTURING)
BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill

Honourable members will recall that I
made a Ministerial statement in this House
on 25 May 1982 concerning the restructuring of Victoria~s water industry.
The Bill now before the House is the first
step in that process. It enables implementation of new administrative arrangements
governing the delivery of water supply and
sewerage services to non-metropolitan
cities and towns. The Bill seeks to reduce
the number of existing authorities and to
overcome the present problems of geographical and functional fragmentation which
characterize this aspect of water resources
management in Victoria.
In introducing these measures, I want to
stress that they must be seen within a wider
over-all perspective. The Government is
determined to review and reform the policies and practices governing the management of Victoria~s scarce and valuable
water resources. Such review will of course
be an ongoing activity, will involve the
examination of many complex and interrelated questions, and must be carried out
carefully and thoughtfully. It will be based
on the best available information and will
involve continuing participation of all
people in the community who may be
affected by changes in policy or practice.
Victoria shares with the rest of Australia,
and indeed most comparable nations of the
world, a range of problems related to the
management of its water resources. In a
time of very difficult economic circumstances including substantial reductions in
the availability of public sector finance,
those responsible for managing our water
resources are faced with an array of
demands, often involving competition and
even conflict. Increasing community
expectations for water supply and sewerage
services must be seen against a background
where the supply of such services often
involves substantially increased costs.
Here I refer not merely to financial costs
associated with bringing water from distant
or poorer quality sources requiring treatment, but also to the possibility of environmental costs associated with implementing
new systems. Further, the community is
placing increasing and changing requirements on water resource managers in meeting other social goals related, for instance,
to recreational, aesthetic and environ-
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mental needs. To resolve the difficulties
involved in satisfying such diverse
community objectIves places great
demands and responsibilities on those in
Government and confronts the water
resources management sector with new
demanding challenges.
In many cases, adequate information
required for decision-making in these areas
may not be available. Research and
investigation will be required to develop
feasible approaches to overcoming many of
these problems. None of them is amenable
to ad hoc or facile resolution. Therefore,
the Government is determined to proceed
carefully in bringing about reform, taking
action based on the best possible advice.
However, some of the issues which will
need to be addressed in developing a lon~
term water re~ources policy for Victona
have been canvassed in the reports of the
Public Bodies Review Committee and its
consultants.
The sixth report of the Public Bodies
Review Committee reported on administrative structures for the provision of water
supply and sewerage in rural towns and
cities. This is an important aspect of
comprehensive and efficient water resource
management. The Government has taken
advice from a range of sources within and
outside the water industry, including the
valuable work of the Public Bodies Review
Committee, and now believes it.is possible
to proceed with reform.
In my earlier statement, I pointed out
that there is substantial acceptance of the
recommendations made by the Public
Bodies Review Committee in its sixth
report, and that there is an expectation
within the industry for early action to be
taken to allow restructuring to commence.
I stress to the House that, although the
Government regards the findings of the
Public Bodies Review Committee as being
a basic starting point for the restructuring,
its approach will not be rigidly restricted to
the solutions recommended by that
committee. A careful process of adjustment must take place, taking into account
all relevant factors in achieving improvement and the Government recognizes its
responsibility to reform the administrative
arrangements as quickly as possible with
minimum disruption to the work of all
concerned.
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This Bill allows the first positive action
to be taken and will remove any uncertainty which exists in the minds of those
directly affected by the restructuring
proposals.
Before discussing the specific features of
the Bill, the Government wishes to
acknowledge the work of those people
involved in the provision of local water
supply and sewerage services. Their public
SPIrit and enthusiasm in managing these
services has been an essential feature of the
operation of local authorities. This Bill,
which brings water and sewerage administration together, will greatly assist those
authorities in providin$ these important
services to the communIty.
The Bill will enable the creation of water
boards responsible for supplying both
water and sewera~e services and the transfer to municipahties of the functions of
certain water and sewerage authorities.
The changes in administrative structures
that will be facilitated by passage of this
proposed legislation will lead to greater
efficiency in the management of water
supply and sewerage services. They envisage a more appropriate degree of planning
and decision-making at the point of service
delivery and electoral representation. As
an integral part of the changes, the Government will also be improving central policy
formulation and management structures to
facilitate better planning and management
of Victoria's water industry.
The findings of the Public Bodies
Review Committee give Parliament an
invaluable basis on which to judge the
reforms that will be proceeded with by the
Government after passage of this proposed
legislation. I wish to remind the House of
the background to that committee's work
in this area.
The committee's first reference was:
That the Sta~ Riven and Water Supply Commission and each CODStitu:tcd water. ~werage, drainage
and river improvement :trust or authority, the Local
Governing Bodies GlJltStituced UDder the Water Act
1958, the Ballantt Water Commissioners and Sewerase Authority, tAe DancieDong Valley Auihority, the
First Mildura Irrigation TllISt, the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage 'TRISt, the ·Latrobe Valley Water
and Sewerage Boar.d., tile Mildura Urban Water Trust,
the West Moorabool Water Board and the personnel of the State Ilivets and Water Supply

Commission, except the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works, .be referred to the Public Bodies
Review Committee.

To meet the obligations of its unique Act
the committee examined the bodies in the
reference, including their legislation, their
accounting, auditing and reporting requirements, engineering support and the
method of election.
The committee conducted public hearings in all regions of Victoria, visits and
inspections, employed specialist consultants on a number of fundamental issues
and communicated directly with groups,
individuals and organizations in the country who identify themselves as being
concerned about the future of the water
industry. The Government wishes to
acknowledge the great contribution of
those in local authorities who put so much
time and effort in preparing and presenting
their views to the committee.
A major feature of the inquiry was the
support and assistance given by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission and
the continuing involvement throughout by
its three commissioners, Mr W. E. Bromfield, Mr J. S. F. Rogerson and Mr D. J.
Constable. The effort made by the
commissioners and their staff was a significant and important contribution to the
success of the committee's inquiry.
The Government also acknowledges the
outstanding involvement and time devoted
to the inquiry by the members of Parliament who have served on that committee
during the past two and a half years. They
have carried an intensive work load and
proved themselves to be an effective and
unified working team. Nevertheless, their
worth could not have been brought to fruition without the time and energy devoted
to the task by the committee's staff. The
Parliament and the water industry owes
those staff a great deal.
Victoria's non-metropolitan water
industry, administerOO by some 375 separate public bodies, had developed since the
mid-nineteenth century without ever being
subjected to comprehensive review. There
is now a JeOOral acceptance throughout the
industry that a review of such arrangements has been timely 'and should enable
local authorities to :deal more efficiently
with the servicing needs of their communities.
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In the 1982 autumn session, the Government committed itself to a process of
restructuring. In August, the Government
decided that the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission would act as the lead
agency to manage the implementation
programme, which would be based on the
sixth report of the Public Bodies Review
Committee.
Under my direction, the commission
established a steering committee comprising Commissioner J. S. F. Rogerson,
Chairman, two senior officers of the
commission and Mr I. R. Pawsey, Secretary, Victorian Water and Sewerage Authorities Association. The steering
committee appointed a task group under
the direction of Mr Gillard and which
comprised three officers of the Water
Commission, Mr R. F. Barfus, Assistant
Secretary of the Municipal Association and
Mr W. L. Halse, Secretary-Manager of the
Lilydale Sewerage Authority. These groups
immediately set about the task of preparing
the implementation strategy and set up the
initial consultative mechanisms.
At a later date, the Government decided
to revise the make-up of the task group and
established an independent Water Structures Task Force. That group commenced
on 11 October last year and completed its
work on 29 March 1983.
The task force was chaired by Dr Kevin
Foley and he was supported by Commissioner D. J. Constable, now Chairman of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission; Mr R. W. G. Evans, Divisional Engineer, Local Authorities, State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission; Mr
E. McL. Holmes, Department of Accounting, University of Melbourne; Mr J. C.
Maglen, PresIdent, Institute of Water
Administration and Mr I. R. Pawsey
Secretary, Victorian Water and Sewerag~
Aut~o~ities Association. A secretariat,
conSIStIng of Mr W. L. Halse, Secretariat
Director, and Messrs R. M. Bugeja, R. S.
Campbell and W. L. Wealands from the
Water Commission, supported the task
force.
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report of the Public Bodies Review
Committee other than those where the
Government has directed otherwise;
(b) to provide a consultative forum
through which a~eement can be reached
on any outstandIng matters arising from
the Public Bodies Review Committee sixth
report or related implementation arrangements;
(c) to provide supervision to the task
force secretariat responsible for detailed
research and assistance to the task force;
(d) to provide a point of reference and
co-ordination for working groups on the
report of accounting procedures convened
by Mr E. McL. Holmes.

The task force has now completed that
duty and I have before me 156 recommendations.
In the process of reaching those conclusions the task force held an initial series of
meetings at Horsham, Colac, Swan Hill,
Traralgon, Melbourne, Bendigo and
Benalla. These meetings were used to
outline the procedure to be followed and to
establish a relationship with the relevant
bodies. The proposed legislation was
discussed and the bodies were assured that
they would be given an opportunity of
commenting on the Bill and meet again
with the task force on several more occasions.

That consultative process extended to
detailed discussions with all of the bodies
who indicated some disagreement with the
Public Bodies Review Committee's recommendations. Meetings were held at. Bairnsdale, Ballarat, Bruthen, Casterton, Drouin,
Foster, Geelong, Hamilton, Melbourne,
Mildura, Stawell, Swan Hill, Trafalgar,
Traralgon, Wangaratta, Warracknabeal,
Woodend and Yarrawonga to consult with
the authorities in each locality.

After considering the information
received from these meetings the task force
either made a final decision, where there
was agreement, or it made a provisional
decision and advised the relevant authorities accordingly. In the case of a proviThe objectives of the task force were:
sional recommendation, each affected
(a) To provide recommendations to me authority was invited to submit any further
which would permit the implementation of information or comments on the suggested
all those recommendations of the sixth structure before the task force made its
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final decision and recommendation to me.
Every opportunity has been given and will
continue to be given, to ensure that authorities have been able to put their views
and discuss their concerns regarding the restructuring process. As a final comment on
the process of the task force I should point
out that all 156 recommendations have
been made with the unanimous agreement
of all members on each occasion.
Concurrent with its many meetings, the
task force has been prepanng this legislation now before this House. Extensive
discussions have been held with officers of
the Local Government Department and
representatives from trusts and authorities
on the draft legislation. The task force has
been greatly assisted in this matter by a
working party comprising Mr A. Dewar
from Moe, Mr E. J. Robbins from Colac,
Mr R. A. Aetcher from MorweU, Mr B.
O'Brien from Mount Beauty, Mr M. L.
Whelan from Cobden, Mr J. F. Shaw from
Benalla, Mr R. J. Worland from Hamilton,
and Mr B. E. Leach from Ballarat.
On behalf of the Government and the
local authorities whose interests they represent, I would like to acknowled~e the work
and expertise of that group. Wlthout their
efforts it would have been difficult to have
this legislation available at this time.
After being introduced in another place
on 14 December 1982, a copy of the Bill
and the second-reading speech was sent to
each local authority and municipal council
which may be affected by restructuring of
the urban water industry.
Copies were also sent to each Government department, superannuation board,
employee and employer union or association, the Institute of Water Administration, engineering associations, the Public
Bodies Review Committee, the Association of Chartered Accountants, and other
organizations having an interest in this
matter.
A number of minor amendments have
been introduced and agreed to in the other
place in response to suggestions received
after circulating the Bill. In general these
amendments will ensure that any municipal council which is appointed to take over
from existing water and sewerage authorities will have exactly the same powers and
responsibilities as would apply to a

water board. They will also ensure that
employees of municipal councils affected
by restructuring will not· be disadvantaged.
It should be clearly understood that the
principal purpose of this transitional legislation is to allow a start to be made on restructuring. In general, it provides for
existing authorities to be abolished and for
the creation of new water boards to take
over the powers, duties and responsibilities
of the former water and sewerage authorities. There is also provision to transfer
the water and sewerage functions to municipal councils in cases where this is appropriate.
In short, the Bill enables water and
sewerage services to be managed by cl
single body using the existing powers
contained in the Water Act and the Sewerage Districts Act. The objectives of the Bill
are basically:
(a) To create interim administrative
arran~ements to facilitate efficient and
effectlve operation of the urban water
industry;
(b) to promote the over-all effectiveness
and efficiency of the urban water industry
in Victoria;
(c) to make the industry more structurally coherent and to reduce its geographical and functional fragmentation; and
(d) to promote the more efficient, economic and effective utilization of the State's
water resources.
The proposed legislation specifies that,
subject to Government policy, the objectives of every water board and of every
municipal council, in the exercise of any
powers, functions, discretions or authorities conferred to it in this proposed
legislation, should include some or all of
the following:
(a) To secure the provision of a supply of
water that is adequate in quality and quantity to meet the needs of the community
served by the board or council;
(b) to effectively and efficiently manage
water resources in harmony with regional
and local land use planning, environmental
planning, social planning and resources
development strategies;
(cl to provide waste water treatment
facilities and to develop, where appropriate, the re-cycling and re-use of waste
waters;
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(d) to identify community needs with
respect to water and sewerage services and
to set priorities for the management and
preservation of regional and local water
resources;
(e) to seek information as to the effect of
its activities and to act on the information
it receives;
(f) to consider the public interest when
exercising its powers, functions, discretions
and authorities;
(g) to encourage the active interest and
involvement of the community served by
the board or council in the planning and
management of water resources; and
(h) to provide such internal management
structures and procedures as will enable it
to carry out its objects effectively, efficiently and economically.
Honourable members will recognize that
the fulfilment of these objectives will
strengthen the responsiveness and efficiency of those public bodies providing
water and sewerage services. At the same
time, the Government is aware that the
responsibility they entail is onerous, and
authorities will require guidance and assistance over the coming years. I assure the
House that such guidance and advice will
be made readily available to local authorities by the Government, through the
task force which I have established to facilitate restructuring procedures.
The Bill provides that the existing water
and sewerage bodies may make application
to the Minister for the Governor in Council to make an order to constitute a water
board and abolish the existing bodies.
Alternatively, an order may be made to
transfer the land, easements, works,
property, powers, rights, liabilities and
obligations of any existing body to a municipality.
In both cases, the existing authorities
will be expected to make application for
such an order to be made. This process will
ensure that there is agreement before any
action is taken. When making an application, the relevant authorities will be asked
to specify:
(a) The name of the relevant authority or
authorities concerned;
(b) the land, easements, works, property,
powers, rights, liabilities and obligations to
be transferred to the proposed water
board;
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(c) the officers or employees of the relevant authority or relevant authorities
concerned to be transferred to the
proposed water board;
(d) a suggested corporate name for the
proposed water board;
(e) the boundaries of the district or
districts over which the proposed water
board is to have jurisdiction;
(f) a suggested interim membership of
the proposed water board;
(g) a suggested number of members of
the proposed water board;
(h) a suggested manner of election or
appointment for each of the members of
the proposed water board;
(1) the suggested electoral districts, if any,
into which the area under the jurisdiction
of the proposed water board could be
subdivided and the boundaries of those
districts;
U) a suggested date for the coming into
existence of the proposed water board;
and
(k) such other matters as the applicants
think fit.
The Minister will be required to submit
the application to the Governor in Council,
together with any recommendations as to
the granting of the application or as to the
making of any alterations or additions to
the application he may think desirable.
In the formal and somewhat cold
language of legislation, such provisions
may convey to some people an element of
misgiving. However, I stress to the House,
and to all parties concerned, that before
making any alterations or additions I will
fully consult all relevant authorities. This
will ensure that any changes are desirable
and in the best interests of the more efficient and effective management of local
water and sewerage services.
In those few cases where full agreement
cannot be achieved, the Governor in
Council will have authority to constitute a
water board and abolish the existing authorities, even though no application has
been made. However, such action will be
taken only after there has been full consultation and I am satisfied that the new
structure would be in the best public interest.
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I emphasize that this provision will be
only used as a last resort. It will permit the
Government to act in cases where the
authorities themselves cannot reach agreement. I assure the Parliament and everyone concerned that where a serious and
reasonable case can be made against any of
the recommendations, whether by officers,
elected representatives or ratepayer groups
connected with water or sewerage authorities, the Government will take into
account all of those matters in considering
the recommendations for restructuring.
When an order is made to abolish any
existing authorities and establish or
appoint a successor body, the Bill provides
that the assets, liabilities, obli~ations and
other matters shall be automatIcally transferred to the successor body.
The Bill also provides that the
employees of the former bodies shall automatically transfer to the successor body on
terms and conditions of employment no
less favourable than those held with the
former authority, and with all accrued
rights and entitlements. Officers and
employees will be able to elect to remain in
their present superannuation schemes to
prevent disadvantage to them during or
subsequent to the restructuring process.
The Minister will be empowered under
the Bill to establish a consultative
committee to investigate and report on any
staff grievances and!or redundancy issues
which may arise from restructuring of local
authorities. That committee will comprise
an independent chairman and any number
of persons who appear to the Minister to
represent the interests of the authority
concerned and an equal number of persons
to represent the interests of the person or
persons involved.
The Government has been mindful that
some uncertainty may arise on the part of
the staff of existing authorities. However, I
consider that the provisions of the
proposed legislation and the activities of
the task force will allay these fears. There is
an expectation that staff savings will occur
because of restructuring, but the Government believes this should be achieved by
natural staff movements.
Where the question of redundancy' does
arise, a water board ,will have the abIlity to

make payments in accordance with guidelines developed after. C()nswtation with
employee and industny g£OUps. There will
be many very detailed i5SUes relating to
conditions of employnren:t that would not
properly be handled by legislation. The
task force has devel~ detailed guidelines on job security. and terms of employment and full cOQSultation with all
employee and industry groups has already
occurred.
Those guidelines. have been developed in
conjunction with and the a$feement f)f the
following organizations: VIctorian Trades
Hall Council; Municipal Officers Association of Australia; Federated Municipal and
Shire Council Employees Union of
Australia; Victorian Public Service Association; Australian Workers Union; Association of Professional Engineers,
Australia; Ministry for Industrial Affairs;
Municipal Association of Victoria;
Victorian Water and Sewerage Authorities
Association; State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission; and the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works.
The consultative process has proceeded
well and I am extremely pleased to note the
degree of agreement reached, which clearly
augers well for the orderly transfer of
employees to successor bodies on a fair and
reasonable basis.
These guidelines will be presented for
my endorsement after they have been
approved by the Industrial Relations Task
Force, and they will be presented for my
endorsement after this Bill has been
enacted. Employees of the authorities
concerned can therefore be assured that
their interests will receive full consideration.
The Bill provides a great deal of flexibility for the membership of a water board. In
general, there will be a preference for the
members to be elected, and for the total
number of members to be not more than
ten. The members could be elected by the
persons whose names are inscribed on the
voters' rolls of the board, or they could be
some of the councillors of one or more
. municipalities. They could be a combination of these two alternatives. In each case,
there is provision for the Minister to
appoint up to three other persons to be
members of the board. As there is not one
form of membership which would be
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appropriate for all new authorities, I will be
seeking suggestions from the existing authorities on this matter before making the
necessary orders.
In the case where a water board is to be
constituted and its members are to be
elected, the Bill provides that the Governor
in Council may appoint some or all of the
members of existing authorities to be the
interim members of the board. Existing
authorities would be expected to decide
who these interim members should be. It
will be the duty of the interim members to
define the electoral divisions and prepare
the voters' roll within six months, or such
other time as the Minister may approve in
special cases.
I turn to the question of who will be
entitled to vote, and when and how often
the elections are to be held. This Government is committed to adult franchise, and
had proposed initially that all adults over
the age of eighteen years who are entitled
to be enrolled on the municipal roll in
respect of the board's district or districts
should be entitled to vote. Provided that a
person entitled to vote was not ineligible to
be a member of the board, by being an
undischarged bankrupt or for some other
specified reason, he would also be able to
stand for election.
However, owing to problems with the
Local Government (Municipal Council
Elections) Bill and the Constitution (Local
Government) Bill, it would not be appropriate to propose similar provisions for
this Bill at this time. Consequently the
voters' roll will be made up from "all
persons entitled to be enrolled on the
municipal roll of a municipality in respect
of property which lies within an electoral
district of a Water Board" -just the same
as presently exists in the Water Act and the
Sewerage Districts Act.
I now advise that when the Local
Government Bills are passed, the Government will seek to amend the voting
provisions for the urban water industry on
a similar basis. Elections will be held
annually on the same day as municipal
elections. The members will hold office for
three years, with a third retiring annually.
Details for the conduct of elections will be
specified in regulations to be made by the
Governor in Council.
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On the subject of rating and, in particular, differential rating, the successor bodies
will be able to operate more than one
waterworks district and more than one
sewerage district. Each such district may
have a separate rate to reflect the costs of
services in each particular area.
Where a council becomes the successor
body, it will be required to keep separate
accounts for its water and other municipal
functions. The councils will be required to
furnish annual reports and audited statements of account to the Minister of Water
Supply, in the same way as for water
boards.
The Bill provides for the books of
account of new and successor bodies to be
audited by the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General has power to appoint any
person to act as his agent, and it is
proposed that private practitioners or
municipal auditors having the necessary
qualifications and experience would be
appointed where appropriate.
Honourable members will note that a
sunset clause has been included in the Bill.
That clause will cause this Act, when
passed, to cease after three years fro m the
date it receives Royal assent. It will also
defer the operation of the Parliamentary
Committees Act 1968 to the extent that a
reference to a recommendation that a body
shall cease to exist on the anniversary of
such a recommendation being made to
Parliament shall, for the public bodies
referred to in the Public Bodies Review
Committee's sixth report, be a period of
three years from the coming into operation
of this Act. Three years is considered to be
a reasonable time for the recommendations to be acted upon.
In closing I want to say that I regard this
Bill to be vital for the non-metropolitan
water industry. There has been some
uncertainty as to the future role of existing
authorities, officers and employees, ever
since the tabling of the sixth report of the
Public Bodies Review Committee. This
uncertainty should now be removed.
All relevant authorities have been
consulted during the preparation of this
Bill and it is abundantly clear that there is
widespread acceptance of its contents.
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Naturally, the Government is aware that
much still remains to be done. It is easy to
use words like "efficiency" and "effectIveness", but the achievement of such aims is
not always so easy. The restructuring of
existing authorities will provide an administrative framework within which these
goals can be pursued. However, there is a
need to set long term targets for the management of our water resources. Only when
this task has been addressed can we have
any real confidence that we are being efficient in meeting appropriate goals.
It is the firm view of the Government
that achievement of efficiency and greater
accountability in the water industry must
proceed with appropriate policies to ensure
responsible water resources management
for the long term good of this and future
generations. The measures contained in the
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill are but the first steps towards
that end.
Finally, many honourable members will
be aware that the Government has received
advice from Mr Hartog Berkeley, the Solicitor-General. He concludes that time did not
commence to run in respect of the sixth
report of the Public Bodies Review Committee on 16 December 1981, as did his
predecessor Daryl ,Dawson when the report
was tabled in the Parliament. This Bill,
moreover, reflects the intentions of the
reports of the committee and contains the
initiatives of the Government in the
restructuring of Victoria's urban water
industry. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I su~est that it be adjourned until Tuesday,
Apnl 26. I ask the MInister whether he proposes to make available to the Opposition
the 156 recommendations of the task force.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and it was ordered
that the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, April 26.
HEALTH (CONSULTATIVE
COUNCIL) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That this Bill be now rea9 a second time.

Health (Consultative Council) Bill

Honourable members may recall that the
Health Act 1958 was amended several
years ago to constitute a Consultative
Council on Maternal and Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity. This new body replaced
the Consultative Council on Maternal
Mortality which, for some 30 years, undertook research and published statistical
material on stillbirths and neo-natal deaths
in this State.
The functions of the consultative council
set up by the 1981 legislation are contained
in section 162F of the Health Act. These
include the carrying out of inquiries and
investigations into the conditions and circumstances of maternal and perinatal
deaths in Victoria and, particularly, the
conduct of a perinatal data collection unit.
Under the Act, proprietors of hospitals,
midwives or medical practitioners,
depending upon circumstances, are
required to provide the perinatal data collection unit with statistical information on
a confidential basis on births and stillbirths
which occur in the hospital or which are
attended by the midwife or practitioner.
These returns form a vital source of basic
material to enable the council to identify
norms for Victoria and to establish standards for identifying situations where there
have been unusually high rates of stillbirths
and congenital malformations.
The Bill will make two major changes
with regard to the consultative council. The
first is to extend its role to include inquiries
and investigations into the deaths of
children from 28 days to 14 years of age.
As I indicated earlier, a prime responsibility of the consultative council is to
investigate maternal and perinatal deaths
in Victoria. However, for some considerable time, the need has been recognized for
a similar mechanism to collect, analyse
and interpret data on the deaths of older
children in this State.
In a report to the Health Commission on
the benefits of a system to monitor child
mortality statistics, the Health Advisory
Council pointed out, among other things,
that such a system would enable the identification and investigation of preventable
death. It suggested that it would assist in
the discovery of the circumstances in
which deaths had occurred outside hospitals; that, in' country areas, it would have
the effect of preventing some deaths
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since it would draw attention to the need
for early referrals of problems and that it
would improve the quality of necroposies.
The Health Advisory Council also mentioned that such a system would perform
the useful task of bringing together Statewide mortality statistics. The Government
agrees with the views expressed by the
Health Advisory Council. It has accepted
its advice that the Consultative Council on
Maternal and Perinatal Mortality, or rather
its successor, the Consultative Council on
Maternal and Perinatal Mortality and
Morbidity, should be vested with this function.
This Bill gives effect to the recommendations of the advisory council by the
insertion of a new paragraph (aa) in section
162F (I) of the Health Act by clause 5 of the

children and that, with the benefit of the
experience gained in such research, will
progressively undertake investigations into
deaths of older juveniles.

Bill.

However, by the same token, the Government believes that a council of such a
size is far too unwieldy and that it would
assist the council if less emphasis was
placed on providing for a large advisory
body and greater recognition given to the
role of sub-committees.

The new paragraph will vest in the consultative council the additional function of
carrying out investigations into the conditions and circumstances of deaths of
children between 28 days and 14 years. It is
important that I make clear that it is not
expected that the council will immediately
undertake research into the deaths of all
children over the whole of this age group.
About one-third of all deaths of children
between one month and fourteen years in
Victoria occur in the one month to one
year age bracket. The majority of these are
caused by the sudden death syndrome
and congenital malformations. The sudden
infant death syndrome, commonly called
"cot death" is the sudden death of any
infant or child which is unexpected by
history and in which a thorough
post-mortem examination fails to demonstrate an adequate cause of death. It most
commonly strikes infants between the ages
of two and five months. However, it may
occur at any time from birth to one year
and this type of death is the most common
kind of death among infants between the
ages of one month and one year.
Honourable members are all aware of
the traumatic effect of the loss of a child to
the parents or other family members. The
Minister of Health is concerned to have the
syndrome studied more thoroughly.
Accordingly, the Government anticipates that initial research will be carried
out by the council into deaths among these

The second objective of the Bill is to
restructure the council to take account of
its additional role and to establish a body
of a more workable size.
Under section 162c of the Health Act,
the Consultative Council on Maternal and
Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity is constituted with a minimum membership of
18 and a maximum of 25. These include
some of the foremost experts in Victoria in
the field of obstetrics, gynaecology and
pathology, and this State is fortunate in
having the benefit of their contributions to
the work of the council.

Advice given to the Government is that,
in fact, the effective work of the council is
actually undertaken by sub-committees
formed to consider particular issues. This
has a number of advantages. It avoids, for
example, the obvious problems which arise
when matters have to be looked at by a
large body of people, and enables the council to draw on even broader expertise than
is available from within its own membership.
With this in mind, the Bill will set up a
smaller consultative council than that provided for in the principal Act. The restructured council is to be known as the Consultative Council on Obstetric and Paediatric
Mortality and Morbidity, reflecting its new
function as I described earlier.
The council will have a maximum of
twelve members. This, as I have already
indicated to the House, will be complemented by the establishment by the council of appropriate sub-committees, including experts who are not members of the
council, to look at particular issues. The
new council constituted by this Bill will
include a midwife, an obvious omission on
the membership of the present council.
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The point should be made that the
restructuring of the consultative council is
not to be construed in any way as being a
reflection on the work of the existing council or any of its members. To the contrary,
it should be seen as an acknowledgement
of the importance of the service being provided by the council to the community and
designed to give the council flexibility in
takin~ the best possible advantage of the
expenence and skills to which it will need
access to undertake its responsibilities.
The other amendments to be made by
the Bill are minor, or of a consequential
nature, and I do not propose to delay the
business of the House by discussing them
in great detail. However, mention should
be made of two of these changes.
The first, to be made by paragraph (b) of
clause 5, picks up a pOInt raised by the
Labor Party when the legislation to constitute the council was first before the Parliament. This is to give the council the capacity to provide information for the education and instruction in medical theory and
practice in obstetrics and paediatrics not
only, as currently provided, for medical
practitioners, but also for members of the
nursing profession. The second, to be made
by paragraph (a) of clause 6, will resolve a
doubt as to whether the word "birth" as
used in section 162G (2) of the Health Act
actually includes stillbirths as was intended
by sub-section (1).
Section 162G (2) of the Act requires a
hospital, midwife or medical practitioner,
depending upon the circumstances, to provide the council with reports containing
prescribed statistical information on any
births which occur in the hospital or which
are attended by the midwife or medical
practitioner, as the case may be. The proposed amendment to sub-section (1) will
make clear that for the purposes of the section the word birth means both a live birth
and a stillbirth. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.

The sitting was suspended at 6.34 p.m.
until 8.8 p.m.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
The message from the Assembly relating
to the amendments in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
Assembly's amendments:
1. Clause 1, line 7, omit "1982" and insert
"1983".
2. Clause 2, page 3, lines 15 to 43, omit all words
and expressions on these lines and insert:
"(b) is not a person referred to in paragraph (a) and
who IS(i) the owner of any rateable property whether
solely or jointly with any other person or persons; or
(ii) the occupier of any rateable property whether
solely or jointly with any other person or personsshall, subject to sub-section (2) or (3), be entitled to
have his name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in
respect of that rateable property; or
(e) is not a person whose name is enrolled pursuant
to paragraph (a) or (b) and is a person whose principal
place of residence has been in Australia for at least six
months continuously and in Victoria for at least three
months and in the municipal district for at least one
month immediately preceding the date of the application for enrolment, shall be entitled to apply to have
his name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls m respect
of his principal place of residence in the municipal
district.
(2) For the purpose of sub-section (1) (b) (i) not
more than one joint owner shall be entitled to have
his name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in respect
of anyone rateable property.
(3) For the purposes of sub-section (I) (b) (ii) not
more than one joint occupier shall be entitled to have
his name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in respect
of anyone rateable property.
(4) Where on the entitlement date(a) a corporation is the owner or occupier of any
rateable property in a riding or ward; or
(b) corporations are joint owners or joint occupiers
of any rateable property in a riding or wardthe corporation or corporations may appoint a person
to represent the corporation or corporations (as the
case may be) and shall be entitled to have the name of
that person enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in
respect of that rateable property.
(5) Where on the entitlement date(a) the joint owners or joint occupiers of any rateable property in a riding or ward consist of a combination of persons and corporations (of at least one person and one corporation); and
(b) at least one of those persons or corporations
does not have any right of entitlement pursuant to
sub-section (1) or (4)they may appoint a person to represent them and they
shall be entitled to have the name of that person
enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in respect of that
rateable property.
(6) A person or corporation shall not be entitled to
elect which right of entitlement conferred by sub-section (1) (a), (I) (b), (1) (e), (4) or (5) to exercise.
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(7) Where on the entitlement date the same joint
owners or the same joint occupiers own or occupy
more than one rateable property in a riding or ward
those joint owners or joint occupiers may exercise a
right of entitlement conferred by sub-section (I), (4)
or (5) in respect of only one of those rateable properties."
3. Clause 3, lines 34 to 36, omit all the words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
"(c) In sub-section (4) paragraph (e) shall be
repealed;" .

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-If some honourable members wish to oppose some of
the amendments made by the Legislative
Assembly, 1 shall reserve my right to speak
on those amendments at a later time.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)- The Opposition asks that the
amendments be moved seriatim. Three
amendments to the Bill were made by the
Assembly; the first two of which the
Opposition is prepared to accept, but the
third of which the Opposition proposes to
oppose.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-In the light of
those comments, I move:
That amendment No. 1 be agreed to.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-I am of the opinion that the
motion requires to be passed by an absolute majority.
As there is not an absolute majority of
the House present, I ask the clerk to ring
the bells.
The required number of members having
assembled in the ChamberThe motion was agreed to by an absolute
majority of the whole number of the member5 of the House.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)- I move:
That amendment No. 2 be agreed to.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-I am of the opinion that the
motion requires to be passed by an absolute majority.
The motion was agreed to by an absolute
majority of the whole number of the members of the House.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)- I move:
That amendment No. 3 be agreed to.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-By this amendment, the Legislative Assembly has sought to negative the
requirement insisted upon by the Council
that candidates for municipal office should
be Australian citizens or entitled to vote in
elections for the Commonwealth and the
State. The tragedy of the public debate to
date has been that the Government and the
OPPositi~ have been talking about two
entirely ifferent principles, which have
not met i the debate.
I propoSe to ensure that those two conflicting principles should properly be
addressed tonight and I trust that they will
be addressed by honourable members on
both sides of the House. The result of the
failure to address the conflict of principle
has meant that the debate on the important
issues involved has, to date, been far from
what it should be.
The general rule relied upon by the Government is that, so far as practicable, qualifications of electors and qualifications for
candidature should be similar or the same.
That is a sound general rule of thumb. The
principle relied upon by the Opposition is
that citizenship of this nation should
generally be required as a condition for
candidature for public office and, in particular, for election to the Parliament of the
Commonwealth or of the State or to local
government.
Those are the two principles at stake and
it is obvious that they are inconsistent with
each other to some degree. The reconciliation of that conflict needs to entail a proper
examination of both issues of the kind that
has not yet taken place. Neither side in the
debate can afford to deal with one of these
issues alone.
I wish to say at the outset of my remarks
that those two broad, general principles are
neither of them absolute. Let us take the
first principle, that, so far as possible,
qualifications for electors and for election
should be the same. That is certainly not
an absolute rule, although it has been put
forward as such by the Government.
Although the Minister for Local Government has claimed that it is something that
has existed from time immemorial, that is
not true. In the United States of America,
for example, the age of voting is eighteen
years but the minimum age for election to
Congress is 25 years and to the Senate 30
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years. There is a very, real difference
between the qualifications for electors, on
the one hand, and for election, on the
other. In the United Kingdom in 1970, the
age of voters was reduced from 21 years to
18 years. The minimum age for election to
Parliament or to local government was
retained at 21 years.
In the Commonwealth in the past, there
has always been a requirement that a
member of Parliament shall have resided
in this country for three years prior to the
date of his election. It is obvious that a
child born of Australian parents, and thus
possessing Australian nationality, may
have lived overseas all of his life but, when
he comes to this country as a citizen, he is
nonetheless required, under the law as it
now stands but not as it will exist shortly,
to qualify by reason of three years' residence before he can stand for election as a
member of Parliament.
Amendments made to the electoral law
in 1981, as a result of joint Commonwealth-State agreement, mean that, by
virtue of the Commonwealth Statute Law
(Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 1981,
this country has departed from the old
concept of British subject status and that
Australian citizenship will become the
qualification for election as soon as that
Act comes into operation. However,
British subjects who came to this country
and were enrolled prior to the date on
which that Act comes into operation will
still be entitled to vote but will not be
entitled to be elected until they become
Australian citizens. Again, there will be a
very real and important difference between
the qualifications for election and the
qualifications for electors.
At the State level there was a period in
which qualification for election to this
House required one to attain the age of 30
years. There are still many disqualifications, although I put these in a different
category to differential qualifications as
such. Those disqualified used to include,
for example, felons, bankrupts, clergymen
and judges. I defy anyone to define the
rationale between the four. Two of the four
disabilities have been abolished. I do not
know whether there is any affinity between
the remaining two.
Of course, a substantial conflict of interest has always been a disqualification. A
member of a State Parliament is an elector
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of the Commonwealth, but while he
remains a member of a State Parliament he
cannot stand for election for the Commonwealth Parliament, and vice versa. A
person in public office cannot stand while
he holds public office. A person who has
interests of certain defined types in
contracts with the Crown cannot stand
while those interests exist. At the local
government level, which is the issue to
which this amendment relates, for the last
nine years ratepayer migrants who are
unnaturalized have been qualified to vote
but not to stand as a councillor.
Thus it can be seen that a wide range of
differences exist between qualifications for
election, on the one hand, and for qualifications for voting, on the other, and yet the
Government has assumed that these ought
automatically to be the same in all cases
and has gone further and suggested that the
rule that they should be the same has
existed from time immemorial. The
reverse is true, but all I have given are a
few examples of the many types of differences that exist. Such differences exist, and
have always existed, throughout the world
in every democratic system.
I turn now to the second concept, and
that is the concept that citizenship should
be a qualification for public office. That
is a concept which is universal, or almost
so, in overseas countries, particularly in
respect of Parliamentary office. It is a
concept which has been accepted only
slowly in Australia for a very simple
reason; which is that, in this country, as we
are originally a colony of Great Britain, the
concept that previously existed was not the
status of Australian citizenship but the
status of British subject. There is a real
difference between the basic concept of a
subject and that of a citizen. The subject is
the person governed whereas a citizen
participates in the process of government.
I will deal a little later with the history of
this very major change in this concept in
Australia and with the very welcome
growth of Australian nationality, and a
sense of national identity through the
development of a doctrine of Australian
citizenship, a doctrine which is accepted
throughout the rest of the world. In
Victoria the position has been the same as
that which has existed in the Commonwealth.
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In the case of local government, the
general rule throughout the world has been
the same. Namely, that candidates for local
government office must be citizens of the
country. The few differences that exist
have largely depended upon the status
accorded to local government. Where the
status accorded to local government has
been high, the requirement of citizenship
has existed; where the status is lower, the
requirement may not necessarily always
have existed.
All the major countries from which
Australia takes its migrants have a requirement of citizenship as a pre-condition of
service as a councillor. In the countries
from which our major migration is taken,
Italy, Greece, Great Britain, Yugoslavia-I
could go on naming them - the requirement for citizenship exists as it does here.
There is a prior requirement that citizenship should be accepted before a person
can stand for local government.
In the two countries from which comparatively small numbers of migrants are
taken, there are exceptions. I might say, the
majority of States in the United States of
America require citizenship as a condition
of service as a councillor, but a few States
do not. In France, citizenship is not a
requirement for service in local government. Even in those few States in the
United States of America where a councillor does not require citizenship, and in
France, the mayor must, however, be a
citizen. The rationale is very simple,
because both in France and the United
States of America executive power resides
with the mayor who is deemed therefore to
be the public officer, unlike this country
where executive power resides with the
council.
In this country we have continuously,
over a long period, moved away from the
position where local government was
considered to provide nothing but roads,
bridges, drains and services to properties,
to a period where local government
provides services to people. This trend is
being reinforced by a Government in this
State that is committed to granting full
competence to local government so that
local government, itself, subject to State
laws, will be able to do anything within its
own area which the State itself could do.
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Local government also has been reco~
nized under the Constitution, and this BllI
seeks to amend the Constitution with
respect to local government. Local government has been elevated to a status under
the Constitution of this State, within its
field, as the third tier of government.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-You used to say
the thirdym.
The Hon. A.,J. HUNT-I say, sometimes, the third tier. I seldom say the third
arm. The misfortune is that the Labor
Party has looked at only the first principle
and has not adverted to the second principle, and to enable these two general rules,
which I have acknowledged are in neither
case absolute, to be waiving proper
balance, I intend to deal with the concept
of naturalization and the concept and
history of citizenship in this country,
before returning to the details.
Attendance at a naturalization ceremony
is one of the most pleasant duties that a
member of Parliament performs. In my
first five years as a member of Parliament I
attended more than 100 naturalization
ceremonies. As a result of changes in the
character of my electorate, and other duties
with which I was involved, my rate of ceremonial attendance dropped in later years,
but I have attended close to 300 naturalization ceremonies in all. I never miss one if it
is possible to go because the occasion is
one of enormous importance.
A naturalization ceremony is meant to
be a very real welcome to a new citizen as a
full member of the Australian community.
At one of the earliest naturalization ceremonies that I attended, I was speaking with
one of the newly naturalized Australians
afterwards and I said, "It was a very nice
ceremony, but I do not suppose you feel
any different." He taught me one of the
biggest lessons that a brash new member
could be taught. He said, "Yes, I do-now
I belong." He repeated that. He said,
'"Until tonight I lived here-now I
belong."
I hear an interjection from a persistent
interjector on the Government side of the
House who interjects the word "crap".
Unfortunately that is the standard of
debate to which we have become used on
this question.
With all sincerity, I am telling a factual
occurrence and emphasizing the importance of the naturalization ceremony not
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only to one individual but also to hundreds
of thousands of individuals. To those
honourable members on the other side
who sneer-I hope we get a higher standard of debate than that in the future- I
point out that the new Federal Labor
Government has been advertising on television the desirability of migrants accepting citizenship in this country.
The Federal Government has been inviting migrants to .apply at any appropriate
office for copies of the brochure which I
am holding up to the House. The brochure
i~ entitled, "Becoming an Australian
Citizen." It :states:
Citizenship is the final step in a settler's identification with his new homeland. It is the step by which
people from other lands become full and equal
members of the Australian community, adding their
heritage to ours.
Good citizenship prospers only when there is a full
acceptance of the duties and obltgations involved.

It goes on to state:
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That study has been quoted with
approval as recently as last year by a study
undertaken conjointly by the Australian
Institute of Multicultural Affairs and CO.
AS. IT., the Italian Assistance Association,
under the heading "A Profile of the Italian
Community in Australia." It has been
referred to with approval by Kelly and
McAllister of the Research School of Social
Sciences, in their Australian National
University study reported in the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Science of
November 1982. They state:
The final decision on whether or not to adopt
Australian citizenship represents, we believe, a
balance between a range of real and perceived advantages and disadvantages.
The social advantages of citizenship, include fulfilling the positive desire to identify with the new country and, at the political level, to participate in the political system.

Not only have these studies referred to
the benefits of naturalization, but it is
worthy of mention that the Honourable E.
G. Whitlam, in the segment on migration
in his 1974 policy speech, placed considerThis brochure is advertised on television able reliance on the increase in the rate of
by the new Labor Government which naturalization which had occurred since
his Government came to office. He spoke
recognizes the importance of citizenship.
of it with very real pride.
I have frequently been accompanied to
The State Labor Party ethnic affairs
these community welcomes to new citizens
by members of Parliament representing the policy for the last election dealt with the
Labor Party. Those members have been desirability of making naturalization
equally warm in their welcome to new easier. In other words, we are on common
citizens and equally strong in support of ground in seeking to encourage naturalizathe step of taking out naturalization, and tion of migrants, .recognizing the part they
for the balance of rights and responsibili- have played and will continue to play in
ties which it provides. The brochure from the development of the Australian
which I have just quoted mentions iden- community. We are on common ground
across party lines.
tifying with a new country.
All of the research proves the simple
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Rubbish!
point which that new citizen taught to me
The Hon. A. J.' HUNT - The same
at that early naturalization ceremony - that
he now belonged. Paul R. Wilson in a person interjects "rubbish." That is
study conducted on behalf of the Academy another example of the limited thinking
of the Social Sciences in Australia in 1973 which I had hoped would be overcome. I
said that although a sense of identity or had hoped my contribution tonight would
desire to identify with the new country assist in a proper, rational examination of a
might not always be a major reason for very important subject.
applying for naturalization, nevertheless
Honourable members interjecting.
that sense of identity followed; that naturalization was the biggest single act in bringThe PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Griming about a sense of identity with the wade)-Order! I am thoroughly tired of the
Australian community, and an increased members of the Government Party interinterest in its institutions and politics.
jecting unnecessarily. Honourable mem-

Australian citizenship enables you to take part in
the affairs of the nation, as a voter or as a candidate
for public office or for election as a member of Parliament. It ensures your right to apply for an Australian
passport and your right to leave and re-enter Australia
without the need for a re-entry authority.
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bers will have plenty of opportunity to
make a contribution to the debate. It is
unnecessary to interject in a concerted
effort, and the way in which supporters of
the Government are attempting to throw
the present speaker off his train of thought
is intolerable. I will not tolerate this any
longer.
At this stage I warn Mr Sandon and Mr
Kennan. I do not expect them to continue
to interrupt the proceedings of the House. I
ask them to desist.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The concept of
naturalization has a long and honourable
history. Originally, it meant being a freeman ofa city, and it came to mean being a
freeman of a State. It comes to us from
ancient Greece where it was an honourable
state that meant a person had a plenary
right to participate in the government of
the city or the State and in the election of
candidates and, on most occasions, to
stand for election to office.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou- We an~ not
talking about the keys to the kingdom. ;Get
on with the subject.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT - If the Leader of
the House does not understand the relevance of this to the subject under discussion, I am disappointed in him. The issue
is one of citizenship, its rights, its obligations and its incidents. I have mentioned
that the status in Australia was one of
being a British subject rather than an
Australian citizen until 1949, and I
acknowledge that it was under amendments to the Nationality and Citizenship
Act 1948, which came into operation on 26
January 1949, an Act passed by a Labor
Government, that that occurred.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou - And your
mob opposed it.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT - Under that Act,
the first steps towards an effective
Australian citizenship were taken. In 1973,
the Whitlam Government strengthened the
concept by amendments. In 1974, it gave a
further fillip by the creation of the office of
the Commissioner of Community Relations, and in 1975 it reinforced the position
with the passage of the Racial Discrimination Act. Again in 1975, a joint representa-
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tion of the Foreign Affairs Committee of
the Senate and the House of Representatives on the subject of dual citizenship
stuck firmly with the view that support
should be continued for single citizenship
rather than dual citizenship on the ground
that a person must choose his allegiance.
This may be difficult for some who find a
real wrench in giving up their past citizenship, but that is the price one pays for
accepting full citizenship of another country. By' the same token, that committee
recognized that some countries purported
to preclude or make difficult the renunciation of allegiance to those countries of
origin through acceptance of citizenship in
a new country. The committee, therefore,
recommended steps that are now in the
course of being taken to alleviate those
problems.
In 1976, the Australian Constitutional
Convention in Hobart took two important
steps, the first of which was to adopt a
recommendation that Australian citizenship should be the basic qualification for
members of Parliament. That resolution,
which was made on the recommendation
of the Standing Committee of the convention, was passed unanimously. The reasons
are set out in the report of that committee
and can be examined by anyone who
wishes to study it. At the same time, the
committee passed another resolution,
which I had the privilege of drafting and
negotiating between representatives of all
parties at Commonwealth, State and local
government level and which sought to
upgrade local government so that it would
in truth become the third sphere of government. That resolution called upon the individual States to provide for constitutional
recognition of local government in their
own Constitutions and was passed without
division. I am proud to say that Victoria
was the first State to adopt that principle
and to recognize local government in its
Constitution.
That is what the Bill is about. It deals
with the Constitution of this State as it
affects local government. It deals with an
arm of government, an arm which deserves
respect and status equally with Federal and
State Governments.
In 1981, the Senate Standing Committee
on Constitutional and Legal Affairs produced a report entitled The Constitutional
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Qualifications of Members of Parliament.
That report was again unanimous across
party lines, with all subscribing Senators
agreeing to it, and at page 8 it stated:
2.8 We consider that the acquisition of Australian
citizenship, especially in the case of naturalized citizens, denotes not only a strong intention of permanent
residency, but in most cases represents a more accurate gauge of a person's commitment to a country
than any set penod of residence. Consequently, and
contingent upon the adoption of the test of citizenship
which we propose below, we recommend that the
period of residency required by s. 69 (1) (c) of the
Commonwealth Electoral Act be deleted.
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The Commonwealth brochure on naturalization to which I referred earlier
summarizes the responsibilities, on the one
hand, and the privileges, on the other
hand, that citizenship entails. It sets out
the responsibilities in the following terms:
To become an Australian citizen you must be:
Willin~ to swear an Oath of Allegiance or make an
AffirmatIon of Allegiance to the Queen of Australia;
Willing to obey the laws of Australia and fulfil your
duties as an Australian citizen;
Willing to enrol on the Electoral Register (if you are
not already a voter) and to vote at elections for
members of the Australian and State Parliaments and
at referendums;
Willing to serve on a jury, if called on to do so;
and
Willing to defend Australia, should the need arise.

That report further referred, with unanimous approval, to the proceedings of the
Australian Constitutional Convention in
Hobart and its recommendation of Under "Privileges of Citizenship," the
Australian citizenship as the basic qualifi- brochure advertised on television by the
cation for members of Parliament.
Hawke Government says to those who will
be undertaking naturalization:
In the same year, the Federal Parliament
You will benefit from:
passed legislatIon to amend the Electoral
Entitlement, under Australian law, to the same
Act and to implement that principle. rights as people born in Australia;
Previously, any member of the British
The right to apply for appointment to any public
Commonwealth of nations who came to office or to stand for election as a member of parlialive in this country could, without taking ment;
The right as a voter to help elect Australia's governthe step of naturalization and without
becoming a citizen of this country, stand ments; and:
The right to apply for an Australian passport and to
for Parliament or local government. The
leave and re-enter Australia without applying for a reCommonwealth passed legislation to entry
authority.
change that situation. That legislation
It
is
a shame that the Victorian Labor
currently awaits proclamation, pending the
last of complementary State Bills being Government has looked only at the broad
general rule that wherever practicable
passed.
qualifications for election should be the
Victoria last year passed the Constitu- same as those for electors and not at all at
tion (Qualification of Electors) Act, and the conflicting concept of citizenship with
that Act also regarded citizenship as the its great and fundamental aim towards
primary qualification for election to this which Australia has been striving for a long
Parliament, although it left on the rolls the while.
names of those past immigrants from
The action of the Government in effecBritish Commonwealth countries who tively undermining the concept of citizenwere previously enrolled and did not inter- ship and, indeed, devaluing it, is contrary
fere with their right to stand, unlike the to all the events that have been occurring
Commonwealth Act under which, even in the Federal Parliament and at the State
though his or her name was on the roll, a level. The Opposition suggests that it not
person from another Commonwealth only devalues the concept of citizenship,
country will now require to become a whIch all of us-I thought-had been
citizen if he or she was to stand for election convinced in the past was a worthwile
to Federal Parliament. We in the Opposi- objective: It also devalues the role and
tion suggest that precisely the same status of local government. It assumes
considerations should apply to election to somehow that local government is of a
local government, and that the status that lesser status or importance than its sister
is now afforded to it demands that the governments at State and Federal level
same qualifications should apply there as when all governments have been seeking to
apply to election to Commonwealth or advance the cause and status of local
government.
State Governments.
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In any event, to look at only the one rule
when two are clearly relevant is to fail to
have a balanced view and results furthermore in elevating what was after all no
more than a general rule of convenience to
a supposed invariable principle of the kind
which'it has never been, as I have clearly
indicated. It is absolutely clear that that is
the only rule the Government has taken
into account.
No reference was made to this important
change in the speech made by the Minister
to the House on presenting the Bill until
the last couple of pages. It simply states:
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there seems to members on the Opposition
side of the House to be no doubt that one
should come down in favour of supporting
the concept of citizenship and the requirement that a person should be a citizen to
hold office in Federal, State or local
government.
Before I conclude, I desire to deal with
the misinformation that has unfortunately
been peddled on this issue. Members of the
Government have suggested that the
Opposition and the National Party have
been seeking to take away the vote of nonnaturalized ratepayers or others at local
Additional changes incorporated in the Constitu- government level or refusing to grant
tion Bill further enhance the capacity oflocal govern- migrants the vote. In the Age of 17 March
ment to more comprehensively represent the local
1983, the Minister for Local Government
community.
was reported as alleging continued opposi1. A person shall be qualified to stand for election tion by the Upper House to the inclusion
to the position of councillor as long as he or she is on of non-Australians on municipal rolls and
the voters' roll. The previous restriction which
precluded non-natural born, or non-naturalized attacked the Opposition and the National
Party as being racist and undemocratic.
subjects of Her Majesty has been removed.
2. In line with this provision, the requirement that a
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie - And
councillor must take an oath of allegiance to Her obstructionist!
Majesty, her heirs and successors, will not apply.
Clearly, if every elector is entitled to stand for council
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Yes, he did.
it is not feasible to continue with the oath.
The attack by Mr Wilkes was entirely
That was all that was said about the matter misplaced. As all honourable members
in the speech made by the Minister; no know, the Liberal Government extended
consideration at all was given to the rele- the franchise to all ratepayers approxivance of or the implication for the prin- mately nine years ago, whether or not they
ciple of citizenship. I hope it is not too late were naturalized. All honourable members
for the Labor Party to look again and to know that the Liberal Party and the
recognize that it is departing from the National Party joined with the Labor Party
mainstream of legislative endeavour in the when the Bill was last before the House in
Commonwealth Parliament and its own further extending the franchise to other
Parliament. It is departing from the spirit adult resident mi$fants even though they
of its own Constitution (Qualification of were not naturahzed or not ratepayers.
Electors) Act, which was to enhance the Thus the claim that we were refusing the
status of citizenship and its importance as vote or, as it was put more strongly in
a qualification for public office and not to other quarters, that we were seekin~ to take
devalue them.
away the vote, was absolutely unjustified.
When one examines the issue, one It was inaccurate; it was untrue.
discovers that there is a fundamental prinI gave the Minister the benefit of the
ciple, an important and major concept doubt in a letter of response to the Age
adhered to throughout the democratic newspaper by saying that he had apparworld and further afield, that citizenship is ently been misinformed by his political
the qualification for major public office of advisers. However, unfortunately a
any description-although there are in number of migrant groups were misled by
some countries a few exceptions to that the statements made by the Minister,
principle, as I have indicated. Against this which were widely reported in almost
there is a general rule of convenience that it every migrant newspaper. Naturally,
is desirable wherever reasonably practic- coming from a Minister, many migrants
able is to have the same qualifications for believed the statements and believed the
elections as for electors. When one exam- charges of racial discrimination that were
ines the two concepts together-the prin:" put forward but put forward - but on a
ciple as against the rule of convenience- basis that did not exist!
Session 1983-84
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As a result, Il Globo roundly criticized
the Opposition for what it believed was
racial discrimination-a quite erroneous
belief-fostered by the Minister and his
political advisers that the Opposition and
the National Party were seeking to
combine to take away the votes of nonnaturalized individuals. I repeat that that
claim was. quite untrue and incorrect in
every respect. In an immediate letter to the
Age which was published several days
afterwards, I refuted the statements absolutely.
I indicated in the letter that the Opposition and the National Party had agreed to
the extension of franchise; that the
previous Liberal Government had been the
first to extend it to non-Australian ratepayers. I indicated also that the Opposition
had proceeded, on a question of principle,
to reject the Labor Party Government's
move to abandon citizenship and the oath
or affirmation of allegiance as a requirement of councillors. I said that members of
the Opposition happened to believe that
both citizenship and naturalization were
worthy concepts and that the oath· of allegiance or affirmation was still appropriate
as a condition of public office. I said and
still believe the great majority of migrants
would agree with us, and that few would
expect to become eligible to stand for
Federal, State or local government without
first becoming citizens of the country.
Despite the Minister for Local Government being corrected on the facts, I am
sorry to say that, in the recently-published
issue of the Municipal Journal, the
Minister has continued to allege
"continued opposition of the Upper House
to non-Australians on municipal rolls" and
that this "smacks of racism and is undemocratic in its motives". Mr Kennedy interjects: Hear, hear! The fact is that there has
been no such opposition by the Upper
House to the inclusion of non-Australians
on municipal rolls and, in fact, the Upper
House has supported their right to vote in
municipal elections.
I find the fact that the Minister continues
to peddle false information and continues
to make unjustifiable charges of racism not
only surprising but also somewhat offensive. One would have expecteo better of
the Minister. It is he and not the Opposition or the National Party who is seeking
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to appeal to racial sensitivities. There has
certainly been no endeavour by the
Opposition and the National Party to do
the opposite and to stir up the prejudice of
Australians.
I was at a meeting only yesterday of the
Gippsland Municipalities Association. The
Honourable Barry Murphy, M.L.C. was
there also. This issue was canvassed at the
meeting and there were a number of speakers on it. By some 30-odd votes to one, that
meeting affirmed the desirability of retaining Australian citizenship and the oath or
affirmation of office as a prerequisite for
municipal office.
The second piece of misinformation
peddled by Labor Party members has been
that this is an insult to migrants. It is nothing of the kind. It is standing for a common
principle adopted almost universally
throughout the world that acceptance of
citizenship and its responsibilities as well
as rights should be a prerequisite for public
office.
The third item of misinformation peddled by some Government-party members
is that, under the proposals of the Opposition, even Idi Amin could come to Victoria
and become a councillor. That is either a
misunderstanding or a deliberate misstatement, one or the other, for the Constitution
(Qualification of Electors) Act passed last
year by this Parliament in pursuance of a
Joint agreement between the Commonwealth and all States cures for the future
that position, which did exist under the
previous law. Through that measure this
Parliament has already provided that the
basic qualifications for membership of
State Parliament shall be citizenship,
although those already_ on the rolls when
that Act comes into effect may also stand.
The amendments carried by the Upper
House to the present measure were simply
designed to ensure that these principles
would apply to qualification for election to
local government.
The fourth misinformation peddled is
that neither the Opposition nor the
National Party expressed any reservations
when the Bill dealing with the City of
Melbourne was before the House. Both the
National Party and I expressed those reservations. We said that although we did not
like that Bill a little bit we would let it go
through to enable the election, but that it
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was not to be taken as a precedent. We
expressly attached a rider for the first time
ever in a message to the Legislative
Assembly advising it of our reservations
on the Question of naturalization and allegiance. We recognized, too, that this was
legislation with a sunset clause and made
clear that we did not want it to be treated
as a precedent for the rest of Victoria.
The final allegation which is being made
by the Minister for Local Government is
that the Opposition is prejudicing the
introduction of adult franchise. There has
been no delay by the Opposition and the
National Party in acceptance of the principle of adult franchise. It has been
accepted all along. We have passed provisions relating to adult franchise and
reached a compromise with the Govern-·
ment on all other aspects that are directly
or indirectly relevant to it. The Government has produced delay itself by including in this Bill, without previously canvassing it at election time and with the public,
an attack on the concept of naturalIzation
and citizenship, something that has nothing whatsoever to do with adult franchise.
We suggest that the Government gets on
with the introduction of adult franchise
and drops this provision from the Bill and
reconsiders it thoroughly. If the Government wants to pursue the matter further,
we suggest that at the next election it
should raise it as an express point of policy,
which certainly did not occur on this occasion.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-In a spirit ofco-operation and compromise, the National Party
has agreed to the first two amendments
that have been moved, but on this amendment the National Party is opposed. I shall
not speak at great length because I have put
the view of the National Party clearly when
I spoke earlier during the second-reading
debate and on the amendment. However, I
will say that I am amazed that the Minister
for Local Government, who has been visiting the countryside-and it took a long
while to persuade him that Victoria
consisted of territory outside the metropolitan area-has not realized the attitude of
municipalities in country areas. They are
unanimously opposed to the dropping of
naturalization provisions.
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The Hon. M. J. Sandon - What is the
Municipal Officers Association stand?
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-Mr
Sandon knows as well as I that the Municipal Officers Association executive is Labor
Party dominated. As I said, members of
the National Party are surprised that the
Minister for Local Government has gone
about country areas and has not yet
detected that there is such determination
and opposition against this clause. Municipalities in country areas have two points of
view: Firstly, they are opposed and,
secondly, they are strongly opposed to the
proposal.
It is a matter of great principle. We
consider that it is vital that a candidate
should be an Australian citizen. After all, if
he cares about the country, it is a simple
matter for him to become naturalized. One
has only to have been in Australia for three
years and to understand English to be naturalized. For the 800000 or so British
people in this category, it ought to be a
very simple matter.
Government supporters have indicated
that perhaps National Party and Opposition members do not have the sympathy of
ethnic groups or people of ethnic backgrounds on our councils. I claim that the
position is the opposite to that. In the
Kerang borough, Luigi Basile is a councillor and has been a shire president. In the
Shire of Swan Hill, Don Cutri has also
been a shire president. In the Shire of
Mildura, Councillor Brigette Tornatoro,
who is of Dutch extraction and is married
to a former Italian citizen, is on the council. Another Mildura councillor, Nick
Ribarich, whose father is Yugoslav and
whose mother is Hungarian, has been a
shire president on three occasions.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-A very good
one too!
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-Mr
Crozier knows him personally but has
probably not caught up with the fact that
Councillor Ribarich is now president of the
Mildura branch of the National Party as
well and is doing an extremely good job.
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The Hon. M. J. Sandon - Are they all
farmers?
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT - They are
mostly farmers and very hard working.
Councillor Luigi Basile is a solicitor. Intelligence and education are not confined to
English-born people.
I refer to the debate on the Melbourne
Corporation (Election of Council) Bill
which took place in the last sessional
period, so I am allowed to quote it. In the
debate, I said:
An important and new provision is that the oath of
allegiance has been removed. I place on record that
my constituents are horrified that this provision has
been removed. It creates a precedent which should
not be followed in other local government legislation.

The National Party stated clearly that it
would not follow this line of action necessarily with any general legislation on local
government. The Australian Labor Party
policy on this issue is extremely vague. Its
electoral policy of March 1982 states:
A Labor Government will ensure that every Local
Government is elected fairly and democratically and
that the opportunity to stand for election as a Councillor is open to everyone.

I wonder whether that includes infants and
people in institutions. Page 4 of the policy
document refers to council voting and
refers to the following principles:
(a) One vote, one value.
(b) Universal adult suffrage, including non-naturalized residents.

That refers to voting, but not to standing
for council. I close my remarks by saying
that members of the Parliamentary
National Party are unanimous in believing
that the Bill should be rejected. We gain
strength from the fact that every municipal
representative with whom we have
discussed the matter and who has
conveyed news to us is strongly opposed to
the measure. The National Party opposes
the amendment.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)- The
amendment that was made to the Bill in
the other House seeks to broaden the capacity of voters to stand for electio~as councillors. It broadens the position of voters
who are eligible to vote so that they can
also stand in the election at which they are
voting. There is little doubt that to
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achieve real democratic elections all that is
required is that those who can vote can
also stand in the same elections. I would
have thought that was elementary and
fundamental. I would have thought the
democrats would recognize that. Giving a
group of people the right to vote, but not
allowing them to offer themselves as candidates in the election, creates a precedent
that tends to maintain a system of secondrate residents.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Are you
suggesting taking the vote away from
them?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-It
takes time for the National Party to think
through some difficulties. It has caught up
with the Government on one point and I
will explain the second point. Honourable
members in this House tonight listened to
one of the former "greats" or this House in
his dying days defending a position that
really reflects the past glories of the
Conservative forces of this country with a
class system and almost caste-based
system. It is a position based on caste and
rooted deeply in racist attitudes. That is
what the Liberal Party has been on about
tonight as indicated by the pathetic way the
present Leader of the Opposition put
forward his case.
He said that he wanted to claim credit
for extending the franchise in local government to those who are ratepayers and who
are not Her Majesty's subjects. However,
he was not prepared to acknowledge that,
although the Government collects their
money, it is not prepared-although it was
ten years ago-to give them the vote to
allow them to sit as municipal councillors.
However, it was all right when the extreme
right led by the gentleman opposite who ~s
one of "yesterday's people" indicated that
citizenship certificates were not required
for voting or to go on a boat to Vietnam
and not required for a person to risk his life
in defending the foreign policy of the then
Liberal Government. A caste system has
been operating in which people were made
to defend Australia compulsorily, but were
told they were not good enough to sit in
local council.
I believe it is possible for people who are
not born in this country and who are not
naturalized citizens or natural citizens of
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this country to administer both as officers
at the local government level and at the
presiding level. It is possible for them to
participate in those duties and ceremonies
in both categories. What was put to
honourable members in the class, caste and
racist proposition of the Leader of the
Opposition is that it is essential that one
has a piece of paper that guarantees purity
in that area. It is absolute nonsense. The
facts are, whether the Leader of the
Opposition, tongue in cheek or not, was
prepared to acknowledge it honestly and
objectively, that Parliament years ago
removed that provision in respect of
participation in an election if one owned
property and was a ratepayer-in those
circumstances, one could participate as an
elector in the council. What is now
proposed by the simple proposition is that
discrimination should not operate on the
basis of race or caste. The really obnoxious
point put forward by the Liberal and the
National parties is that in some way people
who are eligible and qualified to participate
in deciding who should be their representatives, for some reason that escapes logic,
are not themselves capable of being that
representative. It seems to "me to be sheer
humbug for the Government to be questioned constantly and opposed on this
point.
It is not new for the Liberal Party to be
opposed to reform in this area. The Liberal
Party is 30 years out of date! If ever there
was a need to convince honourable
members on the Government side of the
Chamber of why there was such a massive
rejection, last year and this year, of the
policies of reaction that emanated from the
Liberal Party of this State, tonight's
speeches have been very convincing. The
Liberal Party was really trying to cover up
its own omissions from the progressive
elements within the party for which it has
spoken from time to time on this same
issue. Tonight, the Liberal Party was trying
to pretend and justify denying the rights of
those people who live in Mildura, who
have paid rates for years, to be eligible to
be councillors. Under the Government's
policy those who have eligibility as ratepayers are also eligible to be councillors.
The Opposition was justifying its stance, as
did its predecessors, by submitting that
Arthur Calwell was wrong on his immigration stand.
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In answer to the interjection, the only
one to match Mr Crozier's intellectual
competence was the "Honourable member
for Duntroon", or Warmambool, or was it
the Warrnambool Standarcl!
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-The bastardization is on the Minister's side of the
Chamber.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-The
facts are that the only progressive thing
that happens to Mr Crozier is on pay day.
What the Liberal Party is really concerned
about is telling the people who happen to
be born in other parts of the world-and it
is quite selective about that-that they can
pay their rates, that they will be given the
vote, that the Liberal Party will claim
credit for giving them the vote, but that
they are not good enough to be councillors.
It is saying to those people that they can
pay their money, that they can send their
children to Vietnam to defend the last
white man, as a last white man's adventure
in Asia, but that they are not good enough
to sit as councillors or to even offer themselves as candidates for municipal
honours.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-What about
Parliamentary honours?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-It
seems to me that the last candidate that Mr
Crozier backed for Parliamentary honours
is still on the farm! For those honourable
members who have the capacity to understand what is being put to the Parliament,
what the Bill does is to address the real
democratic process. Those who are entitled
to vote are also entitled to stand for election in the area in which they are able to
participate as electors. It does no more,
and no less. It is nothing revolutionary or
shattering in terms of progress; it will
simply give those people who have the
right to vote the right also to exercise their
rights to participate fully in those elections.
As the Minister who was blackguarded by
Mr Hunt, and perhaps he put it more
succinctly, the Liberal Party is saying that
it will accept those people's taxes, rates and
contributions in all forms of cultural
contribution and contribution as citizens
to the cities, towns, shires and boroughs,
but that they are not to offer themselves for
election and that because of some
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The situation is made even worse by the
queer interpretation of the instruction of
the league of rights within the Liberal Party fact that not only are different residents
treated differently but also that all nonthey are not eligible to stand for election.
Australian citizens in this State are not
The Opposition shows no faith in the treated equally. The current situation the
ballot box, which oUght to be the final Bill seeks to perpetrate, and which the
arbiter. It shows nothing but contempt for amendment that was agreed to in another
those who make a tremendous contribu- place seeks to change, is one that is not, in
tion to our multicultural society. What my view or in the view of the Government,
happened to the Liberal Party's reluctant fully understood.
acceptance of its initiative in the 1940s and
The House should be clear on the real
early 1950s of this multicultural experiment that could benefit this massive, God- situation. There has been significant confusion within the ranks of the Liberal Party
blessed country?
and the National Party, here and in
What happened was that, while the another place, and in the editorials of at
Labor Party developed and matured on least one Melbourne newspaper. The
that issue-and certainly there were some confusion is born of a misunderstanding
hiccups during that period-there are now that, currently, only Australian citizens are
new directions-the new young Liberals, or allowed to stand for elections in Victoria.
is it the shell-backs? I am not sure what the As I have already pointed out, this is not
Government is getting from the other side the case. The Act currently provides that
of the House! What the Liberal Party is only subjects of Her Majesty are entitled to
hooked on is its own publicly-confessed, stand. The Government seeks to alter that
self-exposed hypocrisy. Mr Hunt-the provision.
bleeding heart-was telling honourable
members tonight that, really, those people
The Hon. J. V. C. Guest-So do we.
ought to take the oath of allegiance and
that they ought to be subjects of Her
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-That
Majesty. Was it not the same man who is The
interesting because, if Mr Guest had
pioneered in this State the proposition that been
during the past hour or so, he
those who were not subjects of Her wouldhere
have
heard the Leader of the
Majesty could vote in municipal elections? Opposition defend
position, which was
Now, under the dominance of the extreme quite extraordinary,the
in
view of some of the
right rural rump of his own party, when it speeches made over the
years by spokescomes to the proposition that was simply men
of
the
Liberal
Party
when in governput forward by the Minister for Local ment. What this means is that
natives of 43
Government, that those who vote in muni- countries in the world can stand
for local
cipal elections should also be entitled to government after taking out citizenship.
stand for election to and even sit in municipal councils, it is Mr Hunt who has to All other migrants to this country cannot.
lead the fight against that proposition. No
The facts are that within the province
wonder he was embarrassed by the propo- represented by Mr Hunt, who is interjectsition! No wonder he was embarrassed by ing, there is one person, as a presiding
the position in which his own party put officer, who is not an Australian citizen
him. This reformer, a man who proclaimed and who was administered the oath of allehimself-and rightly so in many cases-as giance and who received Australian citiza reformer in local government areas, is enship.
tonight put into an extremely right-wing
position, a position which proclaims to a
The Hon. H. R. Ward-Which one?
large number of people in our community,
"You can own property. You can"'pay rates
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOUand local property taxes, but you cannot If Mr Ward was as familiar with the
vote because you are not good enough to fit province he represents as Mr Hunt is
within our own councils".
with his, he would not be interjecting.
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Therefore, the Government believes the
current position is nothing short of absurd
and it is the Government's view that, as I
have said earlier in the debate, it is quite
discriminatory. It is absolutely essential to
not only eliminate the absurdity, but also
to welcome the whole multicultural
community and offer members of that
community the opportunity of contributing to the local level of government.
If I remember correctly, and I listened
with considerable interest at that time, in
the earlier debate, the Government had the
advantage of widespread experience- both
personally and in an emotional sense, in
terms of the person involved-of people
from inner suburban areas and one provincial city putting their points of view based
on experiences they have enjoyed with new
citizens who have settled in this country.
The argument suggesting that a person
who is entitled to vote cannot participate
fully in that election is undemocratic. I am
one of the first to acknowledge the enormous contribution made to our society,
particularly as I have grown up in
Melbourne in the period in which rapid
change has occurredThe Hon. D. G. Crozier-It is nice to
know you have grown up.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-I
suppose we are all entitled to make value
judgments. Those of us who have grown up
on this side of the war, in terms of the
average age of maturity, will personally
understand the enormous impact that
newcomers to Australia have had. Slowly
but surely the racist overtones of the 1950s
have changed until, in the 1980s, there is
still some undercurrent.
Fancy pretending that Mr Ruxton
personifies Australia, either at Gallipoli, in
1945 or the immediate years before that, in
Korea or in Vietnam. It is sheer right-wing,
in the mirror, about-face hypocrisy. It has
been suggested that Mr Ruxton represents
more Australians than I do. He has put
forward extreme right-wing, racist views
which, in my opinion, are completely unAustralian in the 1980s.
It may well be that members of the
Opposition are prepared to reject the enormous contribution that these people have
made to industry, commerce and culture in
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Australia. In the view of the Government,
they deserve political rights on a par with
other members of the local community.
The amendment simply bestows upon
them those rights.
To oppose the Bill as it is presently
before the House is to support the notionin the Government's view and in the view
of those who oppose' Mr Ruxton-of
second-class citizenship. The Government
suggests that the Opposition and, indeed,
all members of the House who are opposed
to this measure should consider supporting
an electoral reform which truly reflects this
Parliament's acknowledgement of both
democratic principle and the great contribution of the many migrants to whom this
State is lucky enough to play host.
It was earlier put to the House that, in
some way, despite the fact that the
community recognizes that the tax office
and the municipal rates office are entitled
to commitments and obligations from
members of the community, whether they
live in Mildura or within the metropolitan
area, if one comes from certain parts of the
world, for some mysterious reason one is
not entitled to stand for election to a position in which one is entitled to vote.

I appreciate the dilemma of the
progressive members of the Liberal Party
who are being stood over by the League of
Rights and the extreme rural rump of that
party. The fact is that this Government,
whether or not one likes it-it may make
members of the Opposition uncomfortable - will not be deterred by the exercise. of
members elected six years ago. The present
Minister for Local Government has the
most progressive reform programme of
any Minister for Local Government. I
know there is at least one member opposite
who tried his best to bring about significant
reforms. If his effort tonight was his best,
he is past it.
The Government will not be deterred;
the Opposition can use its numbers
because it will not have them for long.
Members of the Opposition are very much
yesterday's people.
The Liberal Party, in great disarray
throughout this country, has been stood
over in Victoria on the basis of racism. The
progressive elements in the party know it
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and I plead with them to do something
about it. Despite my objection to their
basic philosophical approach, I do not
believe some members opposite are racist,
and I plead with them to support the
proposition put to this House by the
Government on behalf of all people
involved in local government on the basis
that they should have equal rights.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Templestowe Province)-It seems to have
become fashionable during this debate for
members of the Government to denigrate a
person who is unable to answer for himself
in this House. I refer to Mr Ruxton, the
President of the Victorian Branch of the
Returned Services League of Australia.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou - This is
going· to be your swan song.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON-There
is a long way to go before my swan song.
Mr Kennan was particularly prominent in
the course of the last debate on this Bill in
denigrating the services of Mr Ruxton.
Surprisingly, the Leader of the House has
now joined him; I do not know whether it
is the first time he has done so. I am
accused of being a warmonger. This matter
has absolutely nothing to do with war. I
note from his list of services that the
Leader of the Government is quite astute
about the second world war. Let us get the
facts straight. Mr Ruxton expresses a large
variety 01 views; I do not think anyone
would disagree with that. He expresses
many views with which many would not
agree. Many members of the organization
he represents may not agree with all the
views he expresses. However, Mr Ruxton
expresses his views as fearlessly and as
clearly as any man ought to express the
views he holds. He ought to be respected
for doing what he does in that respect.
There is no question about the patriotism
of Mr Ruxton.
Honourable members interjecting.

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON-The
denigration of Mr Ruxton continues; he is
being compared with Hitler. Mr Ruxton is
a patriot and we ought to be hOlWured that
we have a patriot within the community
who is willing to speak out. Finally, the
services which Mr Ruxton has rendered to
this nation surpass those of any members
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in this House. It is unquestionably true
that Mr Ruxton's services to this State and
to the large group of people he represents,
which, as I pointed out, is a larger group
than that represented by any member in
this House, have been outstanding.
Although I do not agree with all the
views he expresses, I support his right to
express those views. Mr Ruxton represents
a group of citizens who have an important
stake in citizenry. Many of us would not
have the privilege of sitting in this House
tonight and making the statements we are
making, if it had not been for the activities
of the group of people represented by Mr
Ruxton.
Honourable members should not forget
that the views which he expresses are
expressed on behalf of a large number of
equally patriotic people and he believes
that a citizen is a person who should be
able to stand for office. The party which I
represent supports that view.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne
North Province)-I shall present a few
facts about the Bill. A few weeks ago in this
Chamber, some honourable members
opposite indicated that the Bill introduced
by the Minister for Local Governnlent in
another place, was the "Giovanni Sgro
Bill" and was a favour to the migrants.
That is not the case. The Labor Party was
taking a step further with the legislation
introduced by the Liberal Party when it
was in office.
Approximately six years ago, the then
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs, the Honourable W. J ona, called a
meeting of ethnic people in Victoria and
stated that Victoria was the first State in
Australia to allow non-British subjects to
have the right to vote. I strongly object to
the use of the words "non-British subjects"
because we are speaking about Australia,
not England.
At that time, the then Minister for
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs stated that
within a few years the Liberal Government
would take the issue a step further and
migrants who were permanent residents of
this State would be able to stand for election. The Bill introduced by the Labor
Government a few weeks ago is a pure
principle to extend legislation introduced
by the former Liberal Government. The
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National Party accepted that legislation at
the time. I shall compare the three parties,
the Labor Party, the Liberal Party and the
National Party. Until a few years ago, the
Liberal Party policy stated that, if one was
a migrant and not a British subject, one
could become a member of the Liberal
Party. One could pay the Liberal Party
membership fees and work for the Liberal
Party, but one could not stand for any position whatsoever. That was the Liberal
Party policy approximately eight years ago.
The Hon. G. P. Connard- That is
nonsense.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO-The honourable
member should read the policy document.
I turn to the National Party. From time to
time, one hears comments from Mr Wright
and Mr Dunn about how much they love
migrants. Suddenly they have discovered
multiculturism! From time to time, one
reads about the Mafia and standover
merchants. If anyone stands over people, it
is members of the National Party.
The Hoo. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-Mr President, on a point of
order, I object to Mr Sgro drawing an inference that National Party members use
standover tactics. That is the biggest heap
of rubbish I have ever heard and I ask that
he withdraw.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! There is no point of order.
The honourable member was stating a
point of view.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (MelbourneNorth Province)-If anyone in this State
stands over people, they do.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-Mr President, I object to the
inference that Mr Sgro is drawing. I take
personal objection and I ask him to withdraw the words "stands over people" when
referring to me and other members of the
National Party.
The PRESIDENT -Order! When Mr
Sgro refers to a member of Parliament in
such a way, I believe he is transgressing
and should withdraw.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne
North Province)-If I offended the
honourable member, I withdraw my
remarks. My reference was to the National
Party in another place.
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The PRESIDENT - I asked Mr Sgro to
withdraw and I suggest that he moves on
and speaks about some other matter.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO- Thank you for
your guidance, Mr President. I have a
question for the National Party. Why on
earth are non-British subjects-those
words are used many times-accepted and
allowed to pay a $50 fee to join the
National Party?
The Hon. B. P. Duoo-It is $30.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO-The other $20
is a donation. The National Party asks for
$30 a ticket and a donation of $20, which
amounts to $50 a year. Many hundreds of
people in country areas subscribe to the
National Party newspaper. What happens
is that, once the $50 is paid, they automatically subscribe to the newspaper and
automatically join the National Party.
Therefore, the list grows week by week. It
is all right for non-British subjects to join
the National Party. However, if the same
people tell Mr Dunn and Mr Wright that
they wish to stand for council elections in
those areas, they are told that they are not
good enough. They are good enough to pay
the $50 fee to join the National Party, but
they are not good enough to stand for
council elections.
The Government did not introduce
these Bills merely to win the migrant vote.
I want it on the record that I joined the
Australian Labor Party in 1958 and, within
four months of joining the party, I was
eligible to stand for any position within the
party. The Liberal and National parties did
not provide a similar opportunity to
migrants wishing to join those parties.
The Hon. G. P. Conoard- That is absolute nonsense.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO-Mr Connard
should return to reading his book. These
Bills were introduced because the Government believes those persons who emigrate
here, who work here and who are prepared
to fight for this country, should have equal
rights. All honourable members would
know that hundreds. of young migrants
were conscripted to fight in Vietnam. Even
though many of them did not believe in the
issues involved, they still fought for this
country.
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One honourable member of the Opposition mentioned Mr Ruxton of the
Returned Services League. From time to
time all honourable members would have
received letters from Mr Ruxton-some of
those letters would have been good letters
and some of them would have been bad. A
few weeks ago I received a letter from Mr
Ruxton, who accused me of not answering
a letter he had sent me previously.
However, I answered that letter to correct
some statements made in that earlier letter
he had sent me. What did that letter have
to say? That letter stated that it was the
policy of the Returned Services League not
to accept Communists and persons who
are non-British subjects as members of the
league. That is nonsense. However, in his
letter, Mr Ruxton did say that the league
does have ethnic sub-branches. I thought
that I had better find out something about
those sub-branches.
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Melbourne City Council elections and to
stand for council. How can the National
Party and the Liberal Party, which voted
for the measure, a~ee to persons who are
not Australian citIzens standing for election to the Melbourne City Council but
deny persons who are not Australian citizens and who live in country areas the same
opportunity? I strongly urge all honourable
members to support the Bill.
On the motion of the Hon. H. G.
BAYLOR (Boronia Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
SESSIONAL ORDERS
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave,
I move:
That so much of Sessional Orders as would prevent
the taking of new business after 10 p.m. today be

Those sub-branches consist mainly of suspended.
Italian members. All honourable members
The motion was agreed to.
would know that during the second world
war Italy fought against Australia. In that
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
letter, Mr Ruxton said that Italians, (CONTRIBUTIONS)
(AMENDMENT)
Maltese, Greeks and Polish persons are
BILL
eligible to join the Returned Services
This Bill was received from the
League sub-branches. Mr Ruxton has done
more harm than good to the image of the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
league. The thousands of migrant men and W. A. Landeryou (Minister for Industrial
women who died for this country in the Affairs), for the Hon. D. R. WHITE
second world war and who fought for free- (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was
dom against fascism would go mad if they read a first time.
were alive to read a letter like that.
THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT (TEMPORARY
Many ethnic groups have objected
PROVISIONS) BILL
strongly to this letter, copies of which have
been sent by Mr Ruxton to many people.
This Bill was received from the
The National Party does not have much Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
say in city elections. However, in the early W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Indusmorning of last December, at approxi- trial Affairs), was read a first time.
mately 2 a.m., this Chamber debated the
Melbourne Corporation (Election of CounCOMPANIES (ADMINISTRATION)
cil) Bill. The purpose of that Bill was to
(AMENDMENT) BILL
allow ratepayers of the City of Melbourne
This Bill was received from the
to vote at council elections and to stand for
the Melbourne City Council, even if those Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
persons were not Australian citizens. I W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Indusmust admit that at the time the measure trial Affairs), was read a first time.
was debated some members of the
JURIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
National and Liberal parties were either
This Bill was received from the
too drunk or too tired to sleep, but they did
permit the measure to pass to allow many Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
thousands of persons who are not W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for IndusAustralian citizens to vote in the trial Affairs), was read a first time.
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CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
The message from the Assembly relating
to the amendments in this Bill was further
considered.
Discussion was resumed of Assembly's
amendment No. 3:
Clause 3, lines 34 to 36, omit all the words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
"(c) In sub-section (4) paragraph (e) shall be
repealed;".

and ofMr Landeryou's motionThat amendment No. 3 be agreed to.

The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province) - This Bill has been returned to
the Council after having gone through the
processes of debate in both Houses, and it
is interesting to note that, despite the
protests and criticism from the Government during the previous debate, the Bill
now before the House is considerably
improved. So much so that, in the period
during which the Minister and the Government have had time to contemplate the
shortcomings of the Bill, they have decided
to adopt the amendments suggested by the
Opposition and there now appears to be
conflict over only one clause in the Bill.
During the previous debate, members of
the Government party defended and
upheld every single provision but they
have now concedttd that they were wrong
in a number of areas, and they have
adopted our suggestions. People who are
anxious to abolish the Legislative Council
should note that the period of time allowed
by the Legislative Council for review of
this proposed legislation has certainly put
the Government on the right path.
There remains only one bone of contention - the proposed amendment to the
Constitution Act whereby the Minister
seeks to repeal a small part of the requirements of section 74c. Mr Hunt referred to
a number of disqualifying clauses in the
Constitution Act: That a person should not
be an undischarged bankrupt; that one
should not have property subject to control
under the law relating to bankruptcy; that
one should not be convicted of a felony;
and that one should not be of unsound
mind.
The provision that the Minister has seen
fit to abolish is that a person who is not a
naturalized subject of Her Majesty is
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disqualified. The Opposition is against the
repeal of that provision of the Constitution
Act. I ask members of the Government
party what is wrong with requiring people
to take citizenship. From the arguments
that have been put tonight, it appears that
members of the Government believe it is a
burdensome thing that is being imposed on
some of the people unnecessarily and that
it presents some difficulty for them to have
to go through the processes of obtaining
citizenship. I would have thought that
citizenship was something to which people
aspired. I know that it is so. People who
take the major decision of coming to this
country, which in itself is a big step for
anyone to take-to leave one's native
country and to come to another land and
stay -look forward to becoming Australian
citizens.
Like other members of this House, I
have attended many citizenship ceremonies and have never failed to be moved by
the occasion when people come forward
and take the oath or affirmation and
become citizens of Australia. It is a meaningful ceremony. Last night in the City of
Knox I attended a citizenship ceremony
and it was interesting to note that not one
member of the Government party was
present. I thought that was appropriate and
I hope that in the future not one of them
will have the temerity to attend one of
these ceremonies. Those honourable·
members have denigrated the whole
concept of citizenship to such an extent
that it would be the height of hypocrisy for
them to make a speech at a citizenship
ceremony, welcomin$ people and congratulating them for takIng the step. I have a
number of other citizenship ceremonies to
attend in the electorate I represent and I
shall be watching with interest and making
the matter very public, as I will the statements made by the Leader of the Government and other members of the Government party on the subject, if it is found that
those members attend naturalization ceremonies in the electorate that I represent.
Much has been said tonight about the
citizenship requirements of other countries
and I do not propose to reiterate that.
Suffice to say that the citizenship requirements of Australia are perhaps the most
lenient of all. The requirement of three
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years' residency is very short in comparison with that of other countries. It has been
stated that some European countries and
the United States of America require
anything from eight to ten years' residency
before people can obtain citizenship. I do
not altogether disagree with such a requirement because it makes citizenship much
more meaningful. I do not necessarily disagree with the Australian requirement of
three years' residency although, as I have
said, in comparison with the requirements
of other countries it is quite lenient. Surely
if a person who has come to this country
and established residency of three years
seeks to take public office; which implies a
position of trust or responsibility, that
person must be an Australian citizen.
The reasoning of members of the
Government is extraordinary. I think it
was the Minister for Industrial Affairs who
said that for some mysterious reason the
Opposition was insisting on people having
Australian citizenship. It is extraordinary
that he should find it mysterious that the
Opposition should support this requirement. Any person aspiring for public office
in this country, with the duties and responsibilities that that carries, would surely
want to be an Australian citizen before
seeking to represent the rest of the
community. I am not aware of any people
who want to stand for election to public
office who are not prepared to become
Australian citizens. Hundreds of people in
every municipality in Victoria are coming
forward wanting to take out Australian
citizenship and that is proof enough that
there is no resistance to it. However, for
some extraordinary reason, the Government seems to believe that citizenship is an
obstacle and that by not allowing them to
stand for public office without becoming
Australian citizens, the Government would
be discriminating against them. This attitude of the Victorian Government makes a
laughing stock of Victoria and Australia in
the eyes of other people. Two things are
totally separate: One is the adult franchise,
which has been covered in the debate.
Fortunately, one thing on which we all
agreed was that all people, whether they are
residents, ratepayers or taxpayers, are
entitled to vote at municipal elections. The
other was covered in one part of the disagreement we had with the Labor Party, in
which it was anxious to discriminate
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against certain people, and I refer to the
spouse of an owner of property. Under the
previous Liberal Administration, the
spouse was entitled to vote if the owners
were absentee landowners. Under this
proposal, only the landowner will have the
opportunity of being put on the roll.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Equal
opportunity!
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Exactly; it is
just discrimination against people, but that
is lost on some members of the Government party. I shall be interested to hear
whether anybody has anything to say about
that matter.
As against that though, what we are
saying is that a person, regardless of qualifications of property ownership, whether
the person is a taxpayer or occupier, must
be an Australian citizen to be eligible to
stand for public office. It was pointed out
that that is a requirement of both the State
and Federal Parliaments, and I do not
think there is any difference in the case of
local government, if we are talking about
the status of local government.
Honourable members have heard much
rhetoric from members on the other side of
the Chamber about raising the status of
local government and giving local government certificates of competency to carry
out this, that and the other thing, yet I
should have thought that, if there was any
logic to what they were saying, they would
be persuading their Federal colleagues to
drop the requirement of citizenship to be
eligible for election to State or Federal
Parliament. The next logical step from that
would be to drop citizenship altogether.
Why bother to become an Australian
citizen? If it appears, as we are being led to
believe, that it is too much to expect of
people to become citizens, the logical thing
for the Labor Government to do is to drop
citizenship altogether. I do not know what
sort of a country we would have if that
occurred; probably it would be a republic,
and a banana republic at that, although
even banana republics require citizenship,
as one finds if one does the homework.
That would be the first step in destroying a
democratic system of government and
getting rid ofa constitutional monarchy-a
system that we have lived under and
enjoyed freedoms under.
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The Minister of Forests may laugh.
What objections does he have to people
becoming Australian citizens? He seems to
have strong objections to people becoming
Australian citizens. I cannot see why it is
such a burden on people, when they are
living in this country, have settled here and
their children have been born here, to
expect them to become Australian
citizens.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-If you went
to live in Italy, would you become an Italian citizen?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Ifl lived in
Italy, of course I would do so.
The Hon. D. R. White-We would like
to encourage you to do that!
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-I would
regard it as an obligation, if I went to live
in Italy and decided that that was where
my home was going to be, to become an
Italian citizen. I would regard it as a
responsible thing to do.
We have not heard much from honourable members opposite of the responsibilities and duties that go with citizenship.
This is what Mr Hunt was talking about
when he said there were two philosophical
arguments. One is that the basis of becoming a citizen is that a person may participate fully in the life of this country, in the
election of Governments and in all other
aspects. A person may sit on a jury and
participate fully, and that is exercising the
duties and responsibilities that go with
citizenship. If members of the Government
party believe that is too much of a burden
for people to take up, they are making the
judgment that people do not want to participate to that extent, but most people are
ready, willing and anxious to do so.
I pay tribute to the many migrants who
have come to this country and settled here,
because without them the country would
be much the poorer. I include Mr Sgro,
because he adds a great deal to the debates
in this House, and there are other people in
this Chamber who were not born in
Australia. The immigration programme
has ushered in a marvellous era in
Australian history. It has done a great deal
for this country and added considerably to
the dimension, culture, way of life and
diversity of the community. It has given us
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an enormously strengthened nation. It is a
pity that Mr Sandon, who is interjecting,
would support the abolition of citizenship.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - I support an
even-handed approach.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Mr Sandon
is supporting the repealing of the requirements to be an Australian citizen.
Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-It is so close
to it that it does not matter much. Our
nation has developed considerably as a
result of the strong immigration
programme and has received enormous
benefits from it, and we are now getting a
stronger national spirit and identity-a
sense of our nationhood. For years we have
had the knockers who have never thought
about Australia Day. I do not know what
Government supporters do on Australia
Day.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - I sing Advance
Australia Fair; you sing God Save the
Queen.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Mr Sandon
thinks of it, no doubt, as another union
holiday, but to many of us Australia Day is
a very meaningful day. It is the day we
celebrate as the national day for our country. It is not just an occasion for a barbecue
up in the bush -or it should not be.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-At Healesville?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-That is
probably where Mr Kennan goes for his
Australia Day holiday. He would never run
into me at Healesville and would not get
near my house.
At the very time when our country is
reaching maturity of nationhood, which
many of us have In the past few years been
encouraged to notice, and which has, no
doubt, been contributed to greatly by
people who have come to this country and
taken Australian citizenship and are probably our greatest patriots, the people with
the most strongly nationalistic spirit in this
country are often those who have settled
here and taken out Australian citizenship.
What the Government is doing is denigrating that completely and saying it is of no
purpose; that their contribution is nil and
they may just as well not hav~ come
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here. The Government is saying that an
alien person can come here on a visitor's
visa.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner- An alien -like
ET?
The Hon H. G. BAYLOR-The terminology may be beyond Mrs Kirner, but that
is what it is called. An alien could come to
this country on a visitor's visa. Such a
person has to be in Australia for only six
months, in Victoria for three months and
in a municipality for four weeks-all that
can be done on a visitor's visa-and can
stand for council.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-How many
votes would they get?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Somebody
like your Or Bellamy, a well-known person
who has come to this country on a visitor's
visa, could stand for election to a council
and could get elected. The proposed legislation will make it legally possible for that
to happen. I do not know what would
happen if the visitor's visa ran out. No
doubt the municipal councillor would have
to be allowed to go home. It is an absurd
proposition. Government supporters have
a philosophical hang-up about this.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-No, we just
believe people should be able to stand.
Surely this is just democracy, isn't it?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Yes, but
why is it such an impediment for them to
become Australian citizens so that they can
stand?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright}-Order! I invite the
honourable member to address her
remarks to the Chair.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Yes, Mr
Deputy President. The point is that
members of the Opposition say there is no
burden or imposition in requiring a person
to be a citizen of this country before being
able to stand for a municipal council election. That is the bone of contention.
Members of the Government party apparently believe that anybody at all should be
able to come into this country, establish
minimal qualification requirements-and
they are ludicrous in the eyes of the rest of
the world-and then take public office.
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That is not acceptable to the Australian
community and it would not be acceptable
to the people who are entitled to vote in
these elections.
I am afraid members of the Opposition
will still have to oppose the repealing of
this provision in the Constitution and they
have to do so for the reasons that have
been amplified so well this evening. It is
denigrating citizenship; it is denigrating
Australia; and it is denigrating the nationhood of this country to say that people who
are not citizens can be municipal councillors. There is a strong commitment among
members of the Liberal Party and the
National Party to the maintenance of the
principle of citizenship.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-It is nice to see that the
de facto Leader of the Opposition is now
the Deputy President of the Legislative
Council! I congratulate you on your twoto-one victory-although I understand it
was in votes and not in proportionbecause it was very much your remarks
that set the tone for this debate.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! Would the
honourable member care to explain those
remarks?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Yes. The
matters Mr Houghton raised in relation to
Mr Ruxton arose out of your speech on
this matter on 16 March. It was your
remarks thenThe DEPUTY PRESIDENT-Order!
The Deputy President did not make a
speech in this debate.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Mr Wright
made a speech in this matter on 16 March
1983. The speech was referred to by Mr
Houghton this evening. He spoke about Mr
Ruxton. The reason why Mr Ruxton was
introduced into this debate was that to do
so under-pinned the racist attitudes of the
opposition parties in this place. That is to
the eternal embarrassment of the opposition parties.
Mr Hunt made a somewhat pathetic
effort-he has now left the Chamber-to
try to save the Opposition by giving a
whole range of statistics and going around
the world comparing differences between
the eligibility to vote and the eligibility to
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stand. He seemed to draw some significance from the fact that there was, in some
cases, a difference in the age qualifications
in those requirements. We did not have the
benefit of the Kingmaker from Wannon,
but Mr Hunt eventually got through his
speech, with the due protection of the
President, although he failed to make the
point thatThe Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-Mr Deputy President, I believe
Mr Kennan has reflected on the dignity of
the Chair with that remark.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-Order!
Mr Kennan should refer to the honourable
member for Western Province by his
correct title.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-That is terrific! I shall
certainly refer to Mr Crozier as Mr Crozier,
but that was not the point Mr Evans was
raising. I shall not try to patch up the
differences between you two because I
know that they have been exacerbated
recently.
The point is that no member of the
opposition parties has explained why a
person eligible to vote in a municipal election should not be eligible to stand. That is
a simple act of discrimination, because
what the opposition parties are saying is
that, although a non-naturalized person
can vote, he or she cannot stand. Neither
on the last occasion nor today have they
advanced any good reason for that. What
we have heard has been a lot of red
herrings. We have heard a great defence
from Mr Houghton of Mr Ruxton. We
have heard all about Mr Ruxton.
I am interested to know why it is that
members of the Liberal Party and the
National Party think Mr Ruxton's views
are so relevant. The reason why they are
relevant is because what members of the
opposition parties are seeking to impose is
an act of discrimination and, I suppose,
when it comes to racial discrimination in
this country, Mr Ruxton is Australia's
Enoch Powell.
The Hon. H. R. Ward - You are very
good!
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Mr Ward is
a supporter, Mr Houghton is a supporter
and Mr Wright is a supporter of our Enoch
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Powell and that is why they have been
invoking him in this debate. Why else
would Mr Ruxton's name have been
invoked in this debate? It is because what
the Opposition is proposing is simply an
example of racial discrimination.
When Mr Block, who is interjecting,
contributes to the debate after I have
spoken, I expect him to dissociate himself
from what Mr Houghton said about Mr
Ruxton and what Mr Wright said on 16
March about Mr Ruxton, as well as the
outrageous remarks Mr Ward has made in
support of Mr Ruxton and his racist views.
That is what it is about.
I suppose it is not only about a good bit
of racial discrimination, it is also about
Upper House obstruction, and we will see
it again. We might have the opportunity of
an early election and we might then 'see
what the electorate thinks of an obstructive
and irrelevant Upper House. Happily for
members of the Government party, the
conduct of the Opposition concerning
proposed legislation introduced by the
Government and the Government's mandate will hasten the day when we have a
majority in this place because nothing has
better demonstrated the irrelevance and
the sheer obstructiveness of this place and
the irrelevant attitudes it harbours than its
holding up of a Government Bill simply in
an effort to impose a discriminatory provision which says that members of ethnic
communities who participate in their local
affairs and who should have some right to
equity in those local affairs-they might
have lived in their local communities for
twenty years and have paid their ratescan vote but cannot stand.
What we get are remarks such as, "Mr
Ruxton is a great man. He says it is all
right. We will go along with him." That is
certainly the line the opposition parties are
peddling. We say there is no reason why
people who vote should not be allowed to
stand. There is no reason why persons of
ethnic background who vote should not be
allowed to stand, whether or not they are
citizens. They participate in the affairs of
their local communities but members of
the opposition parties want to prevent
them from having the right to stand for
election. They want to have elections on a
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purely racist basis and they say that those
who are allowed to vote In this category
should not be allowed to stand for election.
They summon up the spectre of citizenship and the racist attitude put forward by
Mr Ruxton. That position is untenable in
the community, like other positions they
have taken and might take in this place in
the future. It is simple obstruction. The
House has heard a lot of mealy-mouthed
nonsense about principle, conventions and
proper behaviour, and all we get is yesterday's men-the 1976s in effect-because
this party won a majority of seats in the
other place in the last election.
The Liberal Party and the National Party
are using their numbers from the election
before last to obstruct the programme of
this Government, and they are doing it on
possibly the most unmeritorious point that
anyone can imagine. They are saying that
non-naturalized persons can vote, but even
though they might have lived and participated in community affairs for twenty
years, they cannot stand for local government. What small-minded, narrowminded, petty behaviour! It is an act of
political stupIdity. It is like calling on the
debate for Mr Smith, the former member
for Warrnambool. This must be said for
Mr Crozier's position in Wannon; that the
preselection panel might have been closer
to the community than he is.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Mr Kennan is straying somewhat
and I su~est that he address his remarks to
the ChaIr.
The Hon. P. D. Block-It was the only
good point he made.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - I will move
on, and I am grateful for your advice, Mr
President. I did not know that it struck a
chord in you as well as in Mr Crozier.
The PRESIDENT - I do not know what
Mr Kennan is trying to imply by that
remark. I will not take exception to it, but
if he wishes to refer to the President, he
should do it in a very delicate way because
my nerves are becoming somewhat
frayed.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - I will try to
avoid referring to you in an indelicate
manner, Mr President. I go back to the
remark on which Mr Block agreed with
me.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Everything else
is nonsense.
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The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-The
Government has yet to hear from the
Opposition a single good reason why
persons who can vote cannot stand for
local government, and this debate has been
going on for a long time now. It was
canvassed previously and we have heard
arguments about Federal Houses, but we
have not heard any ar~ument why persons
who may have particIpated in their local
affairs for years, who not naturalized,
cannot stand for election. That is the core
of this debate, and nothing but red herrings
have been thrown up.
The Government is not prepared to
continue to cop this obstruction, and it is
not prepared to cop the indignity and the
embarrassment of having this sort of argument thrust upon it.
The -Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)-Those who have listened to Mr
Kennan might have thought that I was
provoked to my feet as a result of something he said. That is not so. I wished to
speak in this debate in any case, and the
reason is that during the course of this
debate, and in another place and in the
media, it has been inferred by spokesmen
for the Labor Party that those who oppose
this proposition are of necessity, and by
inference, racist. I know of nothing more
offensive, so far as I am concerned, that
could be levelled at a member of this
House. To me, racism is one of the most
abhorrent facets of the human personality
that one could encounter. I will not under
any circumstances tolerate racism of any
kind.
Mrs Baylor has stated, and I support her
statement, that this country has been
immeasurably enriched in so many ways
that it is impossible to count, by the stream
of people from other countries and other
races that have entered and sought access
to our way of life. I am sorry that Mr Sgro
is not here. I believe he enriches the Parliament, and I wish that the Liberal Party had
more people not of English origin in the
Parliament. It would enrich our party. I
would like to see more migrants and more
women in the Liberal Party, as I would like
to see this Parliament more representative
of our society as a whole. I hope our party
will see its way clear to add migrants to its
representation in the Parliament.
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tory requirement to have lived in this
country-can stand and be part of our
representative Government is something
with which I totally disagree, and I do so
without any reservation. I find it abhorrent
that it should be said that because I hold
that view I am of necessity a racist.
Mr President, we stand here today,
having recently celebrated the 40th anniversary of the Warsaw uprising, one of the
great monuments to the human spirit of
the twentieth century and one of the great
moments of fighting against that most
Mr Houghton spoke of Mr Ruxton. All abhorrent thing called racism. I wish to go
honourable members know that Mr on record as saying that there is no more
Ruxton has various views, many of which I abominable crime in the annals of humanvehemently disagree with, but, as Mr ity than one that is committed against
Houghton said, Mr Ruxton has every right someone because that person is of a differto present those views. He is also the leader ent race, different colour or different creed.
of a great group of people in our society, Some of the greatest crimes against
the Returned Services League. In their humanity have been perpetrated under
democracy they elected Mr Ruxton, and that concept. It has nothing to do with
we in our democracy should accept that what any honourable member of this
position. We do not have to agree with House has spoken about, particularly my
everything that Mr Ruxton stands for, but friend and colleague, Mr Houghton, who
I defend his right to put his point of view. spoke in favour of Mr Ruxton being able to
On this particular occasion I agree with the express his point of view.
point of view he expresses, but that does
Members of the Liberal Party state
not mean I support an enormous range of clearly that we believe if a person wants to
other views that he expresses.
represent the people of this country he
should be prepared to become a citizen of
If the Labor Party had said it did not this country.
agree with some of the things said in the
If the Labor Party wants to say, "Let us
citizenship ceremony, or that people who
are British subjects, not born in Australia, somehow alter the citizenship ceremony so
can get the advantages that non-British that some words that are offensive to some
subjects cannot get, it would have had an people are taken out of the oath", bring it
argument that I would have been most to us or take it to Canberra and change it.
ready to listen to and agree with. One of
I agree with some points raised but let us
the statements in the citizenship ceremony not diminish the concept of a person being
is that every candidate has to foreswear prepared to say, "This is my country. I am
other allegiance. I, like other honourable loyal to this country. I believe in the future
members, have attended many citizenship of this country. I am prepared to become a
ceremonies and when I have addressed the citizen of this country and in so doing, I
candidates I have tried to diminish that am prepared to offer myself as a represenaspect by sayin$ that the very thing they tative of the people of this country."
bring to our soclety is a loyalty to our way
Let us have no more talk about racism. I
of life and an enrichment to our society by
injecting a whole range of attitudes to the find that abhorrent, and I will not
Australian way of life. We have all bene- subscribe to that for one minute. I rose to
speak because I intend to vote in favour of
fited and we should be grateful.
the Liberal Party stand and I want to make
However, to say on the other hand that my position clear. I am not going to be
somebody who is not prepared to take out bound by the Whip of any political party
Australian citizenship in one of the most on the basis of defending a racist point of
liberal citizenship requirements of any view. In no circumstances, would I offer up
country in the world-a three-year statu- my conscience to that point of view.

I do not support the Labor Party's
measure. I support my party's disagreement with it, and absolutely, without any
question of racism. It is utterly reprehensible that the Minister for Industrial Affairs
should say that Liberal Party members are
tied by a party decision to support a racist
point of view. To suggest that because we
think somebody should be a citizen before
becoming an elected representative to any
one of the three tiers of government in our
society represents racism is an absolute
corruption of a point of view.
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A lot of dirty politicking has gone on. I
understand why that point of view was
put-it goes down well In some parts of the
electorate! Let it not be said that no
honourable member rose in the House and
put that view where it belongs-right at the
bottom of the cesspool of dirty politics.
This Bill does not involve racism, it
involves a beliefin this country and what it
stands for, the future it offers to its citizens,
the right of every person who comes here
as a migrant to become an Australian
citizen and to ultimately represent the
people of this country. I rest my case on
those words.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province)-I have listened with interest to
the contributions made in this debate. I
agree with some of the points made by the
previous speaker, Mr Block, but I have to
dissociate myself from most of his
remarks. Let me start with the point he
made as his major contribution. It
concerns the contribution made by nonEnglish-speaking residents of this country.·
How can we ask the many people who
come to this country wanting to start anew,
given the cultural background and millieu
from which they came, to possibly identify
and dissociate themselves from everything
they lived with and grew up with and to
take an oath that states:
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the Opposition are racist, but I think what
they are on about is old concepts. They are
falhng into the trap of the old argument of
assimilation. Members of the Opposition
want all mi$fants who come here and make
a contributIon by working in the factories
and doing all the things that need to be
done, to be like them, to assimilate and
make what they believe is the appropriate
respons€t. This is ethnocentrism.
Members of the Opposition want
migrants to believe in the view of the
world as seen by the Opposition. In other
words, if a person is going to be Australian,
he has to act like a member of the Opposition, be responsive and swear allegiance to
the Queen.

In my younger days, I had the opportunity to live in Greece and have some
understanding of the nature of Greek
culture. Those of us who have some familiarization and understanding of other
cultures believe it is inappropriate that one
should totally embrace something that is
completely foreign and abhorrent. If a
person has lived in a country, such as
Greece, where a monarch has been
replaced and where a dictatorship exists
and he comes to this country and works
and sweats to bring up his children and
then he has to turn around and swear allegiance to a monarch who is 10 000 miles
I swear by Almighty God that I will be faithful and away and completely foreign to what he
bear true allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
11 as lawful Sovereign of the United Kingdom and of believes and' why he came to Australia,
that person would refuse to take that oath.
the State of Victoria.
Members of the Opposition want assimilaAt the end of that oath we get to the State tion but have not accepted multi-culturalto which they came-Victoria. Every part ism and are trying to drive those persons
of that preamble of the oath of allegiance into being like them.
would have no meaning to a Cypriot, a
Greek, an Italian, a Thai or a Filipino.
Members of the Labor Party are not like
Those people came here and made this that. We accept that people have a different
State what it is. What we are asking of viewpoint. We want that different viewthem is completely incompatible with the point from migrants who work and live in
idea of becoming part of a new nation and our community. We also happen to believe
building a new country. Those people in the basic tenets of democracy.
cannot possibly identify with any of those
words because they have no meaning. I can
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-Bullshit!
fully understand that.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON - It is not
The Hon. Haddon Storey-Is that an bullshit.
The honourable member interargument for them not becoming citizens
jects and uses that terminology-that is on
or for changing the oath?
his head. Members of the Labor Party
The Hon. M. J. SANDON - I will make believe the basic democratic principles
a contribution in terms of answering that should apply to a person who, works and
question. I do not really think members of lives in this country and pays taxes. The
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Opposition now accepts the rights of nonBritish subjects to vote, but the Opposition
still says these persons cannot stand for
election to local government. Opposition
members are still not facing it. They have
not faced the fact that the time has come to
admit that they are living in the twentieth
century. Government supporters, for their
part, believe strongly in the basic tenets of
democracy. We have fought for it in the
past and we will fight· the Opposition
here.
The Hon. P. D. Block-And on the
beaches!
The Hon. M. J. SANDON - Everywhere
we need to. Many questions have been
posed as to why the Government believes
there is a difference between local government and State and Federal administration. The basic reason has been overlooked. In dealing with State and Federal
administration, one is dealing with the
organizations that initiate legislation relating to different areas. The three tiers of
government are often referred to, but
government at State and Federal level
deals with Bills that have some control
over what local government does; and local
government, in the main, is essentially
about the Local Government Act, over
which this Government has control and
direction. Local government is about roads
and services and, in a sense, about what
happens in a local community. Federal and
State Governments deal With legislation
that has some impact on sovereign States
and national States. For its part, the
Government says that there is a qualitative
difference in the rights and the role that
one has at local government level and at
State and Federal levels.
The point that I raise pertains to the
local government scene and is basically
directed towards what happens in the local
community. If one is a part of the local
community, participates in it and pays
one's rates in the local community, one
should be able to have the people of that
community make a decision based on what
one is as a person rather than on one's
ethnic origin.
The Hon. Haddon Storey - I do not
understand the difference between that and
voting at a State election.
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The Hon. M. J. SANDON-If Mr
Storey listens, he will understand. Can the
Opposition perceive the difficulties that
confront the position it espouses?
The Government believes it is appropriate that all ethnic people and nonBritish subjects should be able to stand for
election. Can the Opposition conceive of
the situation where people from two
cultures, who speak the same language,
have the same religion and similar
cultures, come to this country and live side
by side? One can stand for election after
qualifying by a period of some months'
residence in this country, and one cannot.
Do honourable members see the weakness
in the proposition put by the Opposition,
which seeks to disenfranchise one person
from standing-in this case, a Greek-vis a
vis a Cypriot? The proposition put by the
Opposition would have the result that one
person could stand but the other could not.
That is the logic of what the Opposition is
putting, and it will not work because the
Opposition has failed to recognize that
anyone from outside the British Commonwealth or its protectorates should have that
right.
The Hon. D. R. White-They certainly
will not get preselection in the Liberal
Party!
The Hon. P. D. Block-Point!
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-The
Government accepts that point. The
Opposition refuses, on its own admission,
to accept that ethnic people have a role to
play. By Mr Block's admission, they
cannot become members of the Liberal
Party, but who would want to after viewing
the Liberal Party's performance in this
House?
One could make many points. I
researched the National Party's attitude to
this matter. In 1974, Mr Wright strongly
defended the rights of non-English speaking people to vote at council elections, and
he used statistics to indicate that, in the
Mildura area, approximately 40 per cent of
the ratepayers were non-English speaking
persons. If Mr Wright is going to contribute to this debate and vote in such a way
as to disenfranchise those people, he will
disenfranchise 40 per cent of the ratepayers
in his area because they are of ethnic
origin; he will not support them in their
right to stand for council elections.
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The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-But we give
them a vote.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-Give them
a vote but do not let them stand for council
elections-that is the type of approach that
is adopted by the Conservative parties in
this debate. The Government totally
refutes that approach.
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne
North Province)-I found the debate interestin~. The information that Mr Hunt
provIded in the initial contribution this
evening when he explained to the House
the difficulties that a number of countries
experienced when they examined the right
to vote and the right to stand, the way in
which those difficulties had been resolved
in some places, the anomalies that were
acknowledged and the principles that were
then outlined were most interesting.
The Government wants to address itself
seriously to the anomaly that it sees as
being involved-that is, the anomaly
between the right to stand and the right to
vote. During my nine years in local government, I had personal experience of something like this anomaly. In 1978-79, when I
was Mayor of Collingwood, I was present,
assisting at and, one may say, administering citizenship ceremonies every couple of
months or so. At that stage, I dId not have
Australian citizenship; I was English born.
It was some time later that I took out
Australian citizenship.
It would have been impossible for a
member of the large Greek community
within the municipality of Collingwood
who had not taken out citizenship to have
administered those citizenship ceremonies.
At the time, I felt keenly about it. Since
then - indeed, I think, before then - I
wanted this anomalous situation to be
removed from local government.
All of the councils in the Melbourne
North Province supported the original
legislation and support the viewpoint that
the Government puts tonight. Part of the
City of Melbourne is within the Melbourne
North Province. Naturally, the municipalities of, for instance, Northcote, Cobu!J and
Brunswick are wondering why the CIty of
Melbourne model is different from their
own; indeed, the residents of those municipalities are also wondering that. Not only
councils but a number of individual coun-
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cillors have formally indicated their point
of view and have been upset about what
they believe to be the fate of the local
government Bills in this House and have
taken the trouble to borrow copies of
Hansard to read the debate. This debate
has engendered a serious interest within
the Melbourne North Province.
It is important to remember that, in that
province, persons born overseas are almost
in the majority. Although many of them
have citizenship, some do not. Those
persons consider that they are being told,
"Give me your culture, your labour, your
rates, your taxes. Give all of this to the
community. You have the right to vote but
we will not give you the right to stand."
People who believe in the importance,
immediacy and closeness of local government-we have all talked about thatmust surely recognize that there is an
anomaly. Local government being the
closest area of government to the people, is
not allowing a section of the community, a
significant section in the area that Mr Sgro
and I represent, the right to stand for council.
Members of the Government party have
been asked tonight what they have against
citizenship. The answer to the question is,
"Absolutely nothing". It is the policy of the
ALP to encourage people to become
Australian citizens. The Ethnic Affairs
Policy Committee for many years has
attempted to mount campaigns when the
Liberal Government of the day did not
appear to be providing much encouragement for people to take out citizenships or
to point out steps to becoming an
Australian citizen. As much as possible
honourable members on the Government
side of the House, as local members, assist
people to take out citizenship. We
generally point them in the right direction
or send them to Federal offices, which will
give them immediate assistance but we do
not shy away from the fact that for some
people ~king <?ut Australian citizenship is
a questIon of tIme.
There is an emotional wrench involved
in many cases. There are practical difficulties involved and some members on the
Opposition side of the House would understand that sometimes complicated questions are involved with dual citizenship, all
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of which adds to the burden and the time
The Hon. D. R. White interjected.
taken for people to make up their minds to
The
Hon. D. G. CROZIER-One might
become Australian citizens.
have thought, and Mr White has been
In the meantime, those people are listening to the debate, that members of the
contributing their labour to the Government were the only members of
community; they are contributing their Parliament who had any personal experirates and their taxes. Members of the ence with those residents and citizens who
Government party are not denigrating have come from non-British countries,
citizenship and all honourable members on which is, of course, nonsense.
the Government side of the House attend
I venture to suggest that every member
as many citizenship ceremonies as they are
able to attend and find them, as many have of the Liberal Party and of the National
said tonight, significant. As a Federal Party could list from personal experience
Government, I am sure the Labor Party people who have been born in non-British
will attempt even more to inform people Commonwealth countries and who have
come to this country to make outstanding
about their rights to citizenship.
contributions and are still proud of their
However, it is obvious that the response heritage. They have been proud of their
in the community to the difference citizenship and have contributed to this
between the right to stand and the right to country in half a lifetime more than Mr
vote has become one that is extremely White would in his whole lifetime.
important and has really stirred up the
Honourable members interjecting.
ethnic communities in the area I represent
and in other areas. The migrants believe
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I am
that their demand to vote and to stand for provoked by these interjections but I could
local government is legitimate. Members not say I am encouraged by the cacophany
of the Government party believe they have opposite. I shall list one pertinent case. I
made their policy clear and that they have have a friend who was born in Hungary
a mandate. We ask all honourable and who was a graduate of the Hungarian
members to support the passage of this Military Academy. He came to Australia
more than reasonable Bill.
straight after the second world war and I
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western had the privilege of serving with him for a
Province)-I must congratulate Mrs Hogg while in a Citizen Military Forces unit. He
who alone among the speakers on the subsequently went to Vietnam and later
Government side of the House has returned with the Military Cross and an
attempted to inject or introduce some enormous reputation. I am proud to call
rationale into the debate.
this man a friend because he is an
The Hon. Haddon Storey - So did Mr outstanding citizen and one of many,
indeed thousands, of examples that could
Sandon for about one minute.
be
drawn of people who have been born in
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-He may non-British
countries and who have come
have, but he got so carried away with the to this country
to make outstanding contriform of the oath of allegiance that he butions.
seemed to wander down strange paths. It
was interesting to learn a little about his,
I do not believe that Mr Kennan and his
no doubt, rewarding experience as a resi- colleagues on the Government benches
dent in Greece but when I asked him have a monopoly on that sort of situation.
whether, as part of that experience, he With all Mr Kennan's reputation as an
could have voted, let alone stood for local advocate and, I must say, Mr Sandon's not
government in whatever part of Greece he inconsiderable reputation, I was extremely
was then residing, I noticed Mr Sandon did disappointed because I should have
not respond. It is all very well for Mr thOUght they could have done rather better.
Sandon, the Leader of the House and Mr They have a problem in that they are
Kennan, to talk about racism in a way locked in - not for the first time, nor
which is totally unconvincing, as my indeed for the last time - to the narrow
colleague, Mr Block, pointed out, and confines of ideological dogma. All their
indeed offensive to members on this side sophistry of argument cannot help them
of the House.
find a way out.
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As my colleagues have patiently, persisently, succinctly and eloquently pointed
out, but apparently without any official
recognition from Government members,
the question is not about racial discrimination; it is not about discriminating against
migrants; it is about discriminating
between citizens and non-citizens.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-So it is about
discrimination!
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-Of course,
but it is not about racial discrimination.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - They just
happen to be of different origins.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-That is
your problem; discrimination means to
make a choice.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Is that the
dictionary meaning?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-The
honourable member can have a look at
that himself, and he can decide; discriminate, make the right choice. The discrimination and the distinction is between 'a
citizen and a non-citizen. I think Mr
Kennan will agree with me that a simple
description of a non-citizen is an alien.
What is proposed in the Bill and what the
Government persists in proposing with the
amendment is that there may be and could
be a situation in which citizens are ruled by
aliens. That is a most interesting fact and a
most original contribution to the theory of
government.
I do not doubt that the Government will
make a few more. I do not know what
particular form of democracy this will be
called-alienocracy, I suppose, for want of
a better term. Mrs Hogg, Mr Kennan, Mr
Sandon and even the Leader of the
Government will realize that what the Bill
proposes and what it will bestow and inflict
on local ~overnment is the possibility and,
indeed, Imputation for the local council
and for the citizens of that municipality to
elect and be governed in the jurisdiction of
that municipality by non-citIzens.
I wonder how many countries in the
world would be having this sort of debate. I
wonder whether all Labor Party members
with their wide and varied travel experience and with their considerable knowledge of other countries can talk precisely
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on that issue. They have followed the
example of their former and much celebrated Prime Minister, Mr Whitlam. No
doubt, they might have a good look at classical ruins in their travels in Greece, which
may have given them their philosophical
inspiration for the task of government.
With all their knowledge of other countries and, indeed, in the case of some
members of the Labor Party, considerable
knowledge and experience of local government-as in the case of Mrs Hogg and
others-those honourable members have
not addressed themselves to this problem.
They have made a studied attempt to shy
away from it and have not answered the
Opposition's arguments. They have not
attempted to give comparisons. They have
not stated in what countries in the world,
east or west, developed or undeveloped,
someone like Mr Sandon could arrive and,
after six months' residence in the country,
could then enjoy the privilege of standing
for elected office.
In how many countries in the world does
that apply? I suspect it certainly does not
apply in countries with which some
members of the Labor Party may have
some particular philosophical affinity. I
wonder, if Mrs Coxsedge decided to make
a prolonged stay in Leningrad and sought
public office there or in similar placesHavana for that matter-even with her
redoubtable reputation, whether she would
be invited to stand for the .local council. I
rather doubt it
Whether or not it realizes the Victorian
Labor Party is attempting to make some
extraordinary contribution to the theory of
democratic government by providing for
statute government by aliens. Why stop at
local government? Mrs Hogg made a
valiant attempt to point out that the needs
of local government were so different and
that the qualifications of citizenship should
be weighed against standing for membership of a government body, but she did not
go the full distance and try to persuade
honourable members-and it would be
logical if she had done so with this policythat the same lack of qualification should
apply for State and Federal Parliaments.
What is the difference? It is a partner in
government. All honourable members
realize this. Why make the distinction?
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Why is it not Labor Party policy to go for
the full ride and say that the next leg of the
policy will be to abolish the qualification of
citizenship for any elected office so that,
instead of just having aliens running local
councils, aliens could be running those
other tiers of Government. As it is, it
might be an improvement, but that is not
the argument. Why stop here? Why not
suggest the same policy to Labor Party
colleagues now in the Federal Government? I do not think they would be terribly
receptive.
If members of. the Government party
had the intellectual honesty and integrity
to admit it, the central issue is that this
debate should never have taken place. In
the drafting of the Bill, they would have
realized that, whatever motivation existed
for the clause to be in the original Bill and
their insistence at pursuing this amendment in the other place and tonight in this
place, the motivation has to be something
other than the reasons put forward
because, as my colleague, Mr Block, and
others have pointed out, the charge that the
Opposition's point of view is racist is not
only illogical, it is also offensive. Even the
Melbourne Age agrees. As recently as 24
March under the headline, "Labor devalues citizenship" the Age editorial, inter
alia, had this to say, which once again
sums up the nub of the matter:
Notwithstanding the Government's apparent
attempt to curry favour in the ethnic commumties-

SO! That is the real reason, Mr Kennan: All
this nonsense about racism is simply a
smokescreen!
. . . such a restriction is neither a slur on immigrants
nor a lasting disability. Any non-British immigrant of
good character who intends to settle in Australia
becomes eligible for naturalisation after three years. If
he is not prepared to become an Australian citizen,
then he should not expect to qualify for public office.
For the Government to insist on devaluin~ Australian
citizenship and to make a constitutional Issue of this
in its dispute with the Legislative Council is foolish
and will only lower its esteem in the eyes of most
Victorians.

That is a very restrained statement. I
suspect that if the Government were foolish enough to persist in debasing citizenship, it is also debasing itself in the eyes of
the wider community.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Gee long
Province)-Members of the Government
party, among other things, have been
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putting the ideological proposition that if
one is qualified to vote for the council one
should also be qualified to stand for office
in the council. I, too, subscribe very
strongly to that point of view.
I take issue with Mr Hunt when he cited
examples of other countries in the world
where such is not the case. That is a reactionary argument that is easy to make
against any constructive change. I point
out to Mr Crozier that he sought some joy
in making comparisons between other
countries, such as between Greece and
Australia. There are large differences
between those countries. Greece has never
had the constructive, positively encouraged
immigration programme as has Australia.
The Labor Party is developing policies to
cope with the results of that programme.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier- I also
mentioned the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-I did not
hear too much about that. I point out, too,
that the reasons for some of the States of
the United States of America having
proposals similar to the one the Labor
Party is espousing is also due to a largescale immigration programme.
As well as that ideological viewpoint, I
put a more pragmatic point of view. It is
the Government's intention and desire to
try to maximize the potential. of local
Government to the greatest extent possible
and to do so it is necessary to facilitate and
encourage participation throughout the
community in local government.
That has been encouraged by universal
franchise, based primarily on the State
electoral roll. In addition to people who are
on the State electoral roll, there are people
who are not qualified to be on the State
electoral roll and who wish to participate in
and contribute to the operation of local
government. It is ridiculous for the
Opposition to suggest that those people
should be discouraged and not welcomed
with open arms to contribute to the
community.
The Opposition has said that it is easy
for people who are new arrivals to take out
Australian citizenship. There are people
who suffer pain or problems in taking out
citizenship, as I mentioned in a previous
debate.

